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The Fallible Body in Early Medieval China 
 

Abstract 
  

 This dissertation examines one of the most important assumptions inherited by early 

medieval China: that the physical body functions as a valid and readable source of knowledge 

about individuals and the world they inhabit. It considers the continuity and evolution of this 

assumption during the period of the Six Dynasties (3rd - 6th centuries CE), and argues that it is 

contested across various genres of textual representation. I identify the emergence of a “fallible” 

body in three clusters of texts. First, I discuss how the late third century idea of “knowing others” 

(zhiren 知人) diverges from an earlier physiognomic tradition, and I interpret several rhapsodies 

(fu 賦) in the context of this zhiren paradigm. I explain their choice of rhetorical strategies, most 

centrally the conceit of a ventriloquized body part, as rooted in a challenge against the regime of 

interpreting one’s physical appearance for ability and status. Second, I examine the relationship 

between representations of the female body and knowledge of interior subjectivity in the 

rhapsody tradition from the Han (206 BCE-220 CE) through the Liang (502-557 CE), and locate 

in the shi (詩) poetry of the fifth and sixth centuries a new interest in the disjunction between the 

inherited literary discourse of this relationship and its basis in economic and social realities. 

Lastly, I discuss the motif of the anomalous body in zhiguai (志怪) collections, and through a 

comparison between Buddhist apologetic sources with more heterogenous compilations, show 

how certain tales question the status of bodily markings as evidence for both narrative and moral 

resolution.
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Introduction 

 

 This dissertation takes as its point of departure two observations: first, that early 

medieval China (c. 200 CE - 600 CE) inherited from antiquity a set of intellectual and literary 

discourses of the physical body; and second, that the body has served as a powerful tool of 

thinking throughout ancient and medieval cultures.1 Central to my inquiry are the ways in which 

inherited notions of the body and vocabularies of writing about the body came to be deployed by 

the literati to continue long-standing conversations about the relationship between body and 

knowledge. In asking how texts construe this relationship, I argue that an interrogation of the 

body’s validity as a source of knowledge runs across various genres of early medieval texts. This 

interrogation occurs at both the philosophical and rhetorical level: not only do authors contest the 

epistemological value of the body as such, they question discursive practices that link 

representations of the body with that of positive knowledge. 

 My interest in early medieval conceptions and representations of the body is built upon 

decades of research in what can be loosely termed “body studies.” Beginning with Foucault’s 

foregrounding of the body as a discursive product of knowledge and power, Western scholars 

have taken up the physiological, social, political, and cultural body as an analytical unit of 

inquiry in critical theory, philosophy, literary studies, history, and anthropology.2 Within this 

“corporeal turn” of the humanities, medievalists have played a particularly prominent role. The 

 
1 This period is also known as the “Six Dynasties” in Chinese historiography; I use both designations 
interchangeably throughout the dissertation.  
2 For a general overview of the development of body-centric studies in Western literary scholarship, see the 
introduction by David Hillman and Ulrika Maude in The Cambridge Companion to The Body in Literature, ed. 
David Hillman and Ulrika Maude (Cambridge University Press, 2015), 1-9. Also see Bryan S. Turner, 
“Introduction: The Turn of the Body,” in The Routledge Handbook of Body Studies, ed. Bryan S. Turner (New York: 
Routledge, 2012), 1-17.  
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call of historian Roy Porter in 1991 to write a history of the body that jettisons its age-old 

subordination to the mind/soul was followed by publications of extensive studies of the body’s 

centrality to medieval thought and textual production,3 so much so that medievalist Carolyn 

Bynum has remarked that the body has become “no topics or, perhaps, almost all topics.”4  

 To situate the current study within this vast landscape of scholarship on the medieval 

and pre-modern body, I make a distinction first between theories of the body - its ontology, its 

anatomical composition, its functioning - and representations of the body; and second, within 

representations of the body, a distinction between those of actual social practices and abstract 

notions of the body. Neither of these distinctions is absolute and mutually exclusive: for just as 

representations (poetic, literary, narrative, or visual) of the body will almost always be in 

conversation with theories of the body, they do not advance them discursively (as do the writings 

of philosophers and physicians). Similarly, from representations of social practice we may infer 

abstract notions of the body, but representations of abstract notions will not always have basis in 

practice. I choose this schema over Porter’s often-referenced seven-fold classification,5 as it 

 
3 Roy Porter, “History of the Body,” in New Perspectives on Historical Writing. ed. Peter Burke (University Park: 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1991), 206 - 32.  
4 Carolyn Walker Bynum, “Why all the Fuss about the Body? A Medievalist’s Perspective,” Critical Inquiry 22, no. 
1 (Autumn 1995):241. For a more recent overview of pre-modern body studies, see Suzanne Conklin Akbari and Jill 
Ross’s “Introduction: Limits and Teleology: The Many Ends of the Body” in The Ends of the Body: Identity and 
Community in Medieval Culture, ed. Suzanne Conklin Akbari and Jill Ross (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
2013), 3-25. 
5 Porter’s scheme classifies the development of Western body studies since the early 1990s into the following seven 
categories in the updated version to his essay on history of the body: 1) The body as human condition, which Porter 
clarifies to mean “religious representations of the body;” 2) The forms of the body - historical representations of the 
body’s physicality and appearance; 3)The anatomy of the body, how individuals and cultures ascribe to discoveries 
of the body’s interior and composition, and the influence of “anatomizing” in literary and philosophical genres; 4) 
Body, mind, and soul - research on the notion of the “embodied self,” and in particular on representations and 
accounts of psychosomatic disorders;  5) Sex and the construction of gender, an area of inquiry on which feminist 
scholarship has concentrated; 6) Body politic, or the metaphorical uses of the body in political thought and 
philosophy, as well as how political power manages the body itself; and 7) Body, civilization, and its discontents, by 
which Porter means study of bodily appearance as “indices of civilization”. Porter, “History of the Body 
Reconsidered,” in New Perspectives on Historical Writing, ed. Peter Burke (University Park: Pennsylvania State 
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allows me to clarify what this dissertation is not: it is not an inquiry into theories of the body and 

its operations, but rather an investigation into how its textual representations in non-medical texts 

engage in an exploration of the body’s relationship with knowledge.6 I take inspiration from the 

many studies by medievalists and scholars of pre-modern Europe that shed light on how the body 

is evoked to think through political, philosophical, and culture issues. The body was a powerful 

and dynamic rhetorical device, and its conceptual capacity to generate metaphors, ideas, and 

relationships meant that it surfaced in an endless variety of contexts and conversations. Bodily 

metaphors serve as organizing principles for discussions of governance and political legitimacy;7 

representation of corporeal processes becomes an engine of narrative innovation;8 and gendered 

anatomies shape generic conventions and forms of discursive authority.9 Across three 

thematically organized parts, this dissertation will discuss how early medieval texts configure the 

relationship between the body and political and cultural status, interior subjectivity, and the 

workings of a moral universe.  

 

 
University Press, 2001), 237 - 254. Porter’s classification merely blurs, but is not incompatible, with the simpler and 
more general schema I suggest here. 
6 In contrast, Shigehisa Kuriyama has studied how theories of the body are discovered and narrated in divergent 
ways in the history of Western medicine and its Chinese counterpart. The Expressiveness of the Body and the 
Divergence of Greek and Chinese Medicine (New York: Zone Books, 1999). Early medieval texts from the medical 
tradition  
7 Kathryn Banks, for example, has demonstrated the flexibility of the body politic metaphor in debates between 
absolutist and constitutionalist conceptions of monarchy in sixteen-century France, “Interpretations of the Body 
Politic and of Natural Bodies in Late Sixteenth-Century France,” in Andreas Musolff and Jorg Zinken ed., Metaphor 
and Discourse (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 205-218. In the same volume, Andreas Musolff considers how 
John of Salisbury reshapes the body-state analogy for his own ideological purposes in his Policraticus. “Metaphor in 
the History of Ideas and Discourses: How Can We Interpret a  Medieval Version of the Body-State Analogy?” in 
Metaphor and Discourse, 233-247. 
8 Sylvia Parsons shows the intersection between classical rhetorical strategies and the very corporeal theology of 
Christian salvation in her reading of Eupolemius, an eleventh-century Latin epic. Parsons argues that it translates the 
bodily transaction of Christ’s sacrificial death into epic terms. “An Epic Incarnation of Salvation: The Function of 
the Body in the Eupolemius,” in The Ends of the Body: Identity and Community in Medieval Culture, 113-131. 
9 As argued by Jill Ross in “The Dazzling Sword of Language: Masculinity and Persuasion in Classical and 
Medieval Rhetoric,” in The Ends of the Body: Identity and Community in Medieval Culture, 153-174.  
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 Before giving an overview of the state of “body studies” of early China, I want to note 

the multiplicity of terminology in the classical Chinese lexicon for the concept of the English 

term “body.” The three most prevalent terms, shen 身, ti 體, and xing 形, all of which are 

commonly rendered into the English “body,” have divergent etymologies and semantic fields 

that explain their differentiated use across early Chinese philosophical texts.10 Shen, for example, 

does not refer exclusively to the corporeal body, but can also refer in a more general way to 

personality and personhood.11 Ti is more strictly limited to the concrete, physical body, but also 

encompasses another host of meanings under the abstract phenomenon of “embodiment.”12 The 

term with the broadest semantic field is xing, which literally means “shape, or state,” and only 

refers to the human body as dictated by context.13 The three terms overlap in meaning and 

appear in synonymous compounds such as shenti 身體 and xingti 形體. Nor is the idea of “body” 

expressed exclusively by these three terms; less frequently seen vocabulary, such as gong 躬 and 

qu 軀, appear in specific contexts motivated by a text’s ideological persuasions.14 The majority 

of texts discussed in this dissertation are concerned with individual parts rather than the abstract 

 
10 Nathan Sivin, “State, Cosmos, and the Body in the Last Three Centuries B.C.,” in Harvard Journal of Asiatic 
Studies, Vol. 55, No. 1 (June., 1995): 12-16. 
11 Ibid, 14. Also discussed in Mark Edward Lewis, The Construction of Space in Early China (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 2005), 15. Similarly, Deborah Sommer distinguishes shen from other terms for the 
physical body by its implication of a “socially constructed self, marked by signs of status and personality identity.” 
Deborah Sommer, “Boundaries of the Ti Body,” Asia Major 21. 1 (2008), 303-307. 
12 Sommer, “Boundaries of the Ti Body,” Asia Major 21. 1 (2008): 293-324. The metaphysical valences of ti is 
discussed in detail in Cheng Chung-ying, “On the Metaphysical Significance of Ti (Body-embodiment) in Chinese 
Philosophy: Benti and Ti-yong,” Journal of Chinese Philosophy Vol 29, No. 2 (2002): 145-161. 
13 For example, when it appears in binary constructions as the opposite of “heart” or “soul.” Elizabeth Hsu 
documents the nuances of xing in early Chinese medical and philosophical texts and stresses its emphasis on 
“visibility” and “externality” in “Outward Form (xing 形) and Inward Qi 氣: The ‘Sentimental Body’ in Early 
Chinese Medicine,” Early China, Vol. 32 (2008-2009): 103-124. Also discussed in Sommer, 300-303. 
14 Translated by Sommer as the “mortal coil of the petty person” and “the body of displayed ritual conduct” 
respectively, and discussed in Sommer, 299-300; 307-309. 
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body in toto. When “body” as a whole does enter my discussion, I will specify which of the 

multiple terms in classical Chinese I mean.  

 Existing studies of the body in pre-modern Chinese studies are concentrated in the field 

of early Chinese history (before 206 BCE) and intellectual thought.15 Given the availability of 

sources, they are almost exclusively informed by the bibliographic category of classics (jing 經) 

or master literature (zishu 子書), and often set out to identify “conceptions of the body” 

(shentiguan 身體觀) from particular epochs, texts, or school of thoughts.16 As a text that is 

explicitly interested in the body, the Inner Canon of the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi neijing 黃帝

內經), compiled around the first century BCE, has received thorough attention from scholars 

interested in medical and intellectual history.17 The text not only explores the nature of illness, 

but also systematically links the human body to the state and the cosmos through a correlative 

theory of yin-yang and the Five Elements.18 This connection forms the basis of the body politic 

in the Chinese tradition, figuring the body as a bureaucratic system that replicates a hierarchical 

 
15 A cursory review of this scholarship, concentrating mainly on those written in Chinese, can be found in He 
Jianjun, “The Body in the Politics and Society of Early China” (PhD diss., University of Oregon, 2007), 1-8.  
16 Huang Junjie 黃俊傑 conveniently presents an overview of the existing scholarship on shenti guan in Chinese 
intellectual history in “Zhongguo sixiangshi zhong shenti guan yanjiu de xin shiye” 中國思想史中「身體館」研究
的新視野 Zhongguo wenzhe yanjiu jikan 中國文哲研究集刊 Vol. 20 (March 2002), Zhongyang yanjiuyuan 
zhongguo wenzhe yanjiu suo 中央研究院中國文哲研究所, 541 - 564.  
17 Most comprehensively in Cai Biming 蔡璧名, Shenti yu ziran: yi Huangdi neijing suwen wei zhongxun lun gudai 
sixiang chuantong zhongde shenti guan 身體與自然: 以黃帝內經素問為中心論古代思想傳統中的身體觀 
(Taipei: Guo li Taiwan da xue chu ban wei yuan hui, 1997). On the dating and provenance of Huangdi neijing, see 
Nathan Sivin, “Huang ti nei ching,” in Early Chinese Texts: A Bibliographical Guide, ed. Michael Loewe 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008). Donald Harper, using manuscripts excavated in the eighties and 
nineties, situates the Huangdi neijing in a larger context of texts that circulated around second and first century 
BCE, and argues for a more heterogenous view in how illness was understood, diagnosed, and treated in early 
China. “The Conception of Illness in Early Chinese Medicine, as Documented in Newly Discovered 3rd and 2nd 
Century BC Manuscripts,” Sudhoffs Archiv Bd. 74, H. 2 (1990): 210 - 235. For a comprehensive study of the suwen 
chapter, see Paul U. Unschuld’s complete translation and annotation, Hung Di Nei Jing Su Wen: Nature, Knowledge 
and Imagery in an Ancient Chinese Medical Text (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003).  
18 See the chapter “Baoming quanxing lun pian” 寶命全形論篇 in Guo Aichun 郭靄春, Huangdi neijing Suwen 
jiaozhu yuyi 黃帝內經素問校注語譯 (Tianjing: Tianjing kexue jishu chubanshe, 1999), 155- 159.  
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distribution of power: the heart (xin 心) as emperor rules over various organs that act in the 

capacity of a minister/official (guan 官).19 Conversely, the hierarchy of power as a political 

challenge would repeatedly find expression through a bodily metaphor, either as a normative 

ideal or a cautionary prescription.20 

 As an accretive text, Huangdi neijing includes material that may have circulated well 

before its hypothesized compilation (around the first century BCE). Indeed, Mark Edward Lewis 

traces back to the fourth century BCE a “discovery of the body,” wherein the emergent 

awareness of the individual led to an elevation of the body as a supreme value in and of itself, to 

be nourished and prolonged.21 The same notion of the body as malleable to human efforts is 

reprised in Ru-ist thinking, but with the aim of transforming the body through ritual, ethical, and 

 
19 Guo Aichu, Huangdi neijing suwen jiaozhu yuyi, 54 - 55. Note Huangdi neijing is not the only text in which this 
idea is articulated. A similar formation is found in a third-century BCE commentary on the Neiye 內野, Guanzi jiao 
zheng 管子校正 13.219-229; as well as in Li ji 禮記, Li ji zhu shu, 55.13b. 
20 He Jianjun documents such uses from Warring States through the Han with examples from the Mawangdui and 
Guodian manuscripts of Wuxing, Mencius, Zuozhuan, Liji, Xunzi, Han Feizi, and Guanzi, in his dissertation “The 
Body in Politics and Society of Early China” (PhD diss., University of Oregon, 2007), 97-105. 
 
It is worth noting here how the direction of analogy contrasts with the beginnings of the Western tradition of body 
politic. While we find both body to state and state to body analogies circulating in Warring States texts, the Western, 
foundational texts of body politic are limited to the uni-directional analogy of state to body. While the fable “The 
Belly and the Members” attributed to Aesop is sometimes cited as the locus classicus of the Western body politic 
tradition, the story does not explicitly assert a  target of allegory, and the “moral” of  interdependence and 
cooperation is left untethered to the political realm. It is only in Livy’s History of Rome that Aesop’s fable is cited as 
an allegory for the political crisis of the secession of the plebeians. This analogy of state to body - the senate to the 
belly and the plebeians to various parts of the body that fed it (hands, mouth, teeth) - would be recycled by Plutarch 
and later Shakespeare. Similarly, the early Christian theologians explained the relationship between Christ, the 
Church, and the people with metaphors to the body. The use of rhetorical and figurative references to the body in 
explaining both secular and religious orders expands greatly in the Middle Ages, and has been well-documented by 
historians of medieval political theory and theology. For a detailed genealogy of the body politic in Western thought, 
see A.D. Harvey, “Body Politic: Anatomy of a Metaphor,” The Contemporary Review Vol. 275, Iss, 1603, (August 
1999), 85-93. and Body Politic: Political Metaphor and Political Violence (Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars 
Publishing, 2007). 
21 Mark Edward Lewis, The Construction of Space in Early China, 13-77. He makes this argument by drawing from 
texts like Neiye and his reconstruction of Yangist thought from the caricatures of Yangist in Mencius, relevant 
passages from the Western Han text Huainanzi, and passages Lushi chunqiu, Liezi and Zhuangzi. 
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moral cultivation.22 Yang Rubin 楊儒賓 has written extensively on what he terms a “Ru-ist 

conception of the body,” focusing in particular on the Mencius to argue for the importance of the 

physical body in the ideal and process of self-cultivation.23 According to Yang’s reading of 

Mencius, one’s moral, spiritual, and ethical cultivation is manifested in the body, such that the 

body becomes both a means toward and an index of cultivation.24 In the West, Mark 

Csikszentmihalyi has further advanced this line of argument by examining excavated versions of 

Wuxing and demonstrating how they add to our understanding of the material virtue tradition.25  

 In contrast to the Ru-ist preoccupation with the ritual cultivation of the body, a different 

set of concerns emerge in Lao-Zhuang discourse. While some scholars have argued for the lack 

of a mind-body duality in early Chinese philosophy,26 the dichotomy and interrelationship 

 
22 Lewis gives a brief discussion of how the Mencius draws from ideas in Neiye in its treatment of the body as a 
target of cultivation, especially its import of terms like “flood-like qi” 浩然之氣, 24-29. A broader discussion of the 
connection between the concepts body (體) and ritual (禮) in early texts is found in pages 30-36.  
23 For Yang this is an often-neglected point in the scholarship on theories of Ru-ist self-cultivation. In addition to 
cultivating one’s “mind and nature” (xinxing 心性), Yang emphasizes the Mencius’s attention to “nourishing qi” 
(yangqi 養氣) and “realizing forms” (jianxing 踐行). Yang Rubin 楊儒賓, Rujia shenti guan 儒家身體觀 (Taipei: 
Zhongyang yanjiujuan Zhongguo wenzhe yanjiusuo, 1996), 27-83.  
24 Ibid, 253-292.  
25 Mark Csikszentmihalyi, Material Virtue: Ethics and Body in Early China (Leiden: Brill, 2004). Similar 
observations made by Huang Junjie 黃俊傑, “Mawangdui boshu Wuxing pian ‘Xing yu nei’ de yihan,” 馬王堆帛書
五行篇形於內的意涵, Qilun ji shenti guan, ed. Yang Rubin, 353 - 367. 
26 Roger T. Ames is the most vocal proponent of this view. See Ames, “The Meaning of the Body in Classical 
Chinese Philosophy,” in Self as Body in Asian Theory and Practice ed. Thomas P. Kasuli (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1993), 157-177. While Ames takes the strongest of “holistic” positions, asserting that early 
Chinese thought conceived of the entire person “holistically as a psychosomatic process” (168), weaker positions of 
“holism” can be found in scholars like Paolo Santangelo, “Emotions and Perception of Inner Reality: Chinese and 
European,” Journal of Chinese Philosophy Vol. 34, No. 2 (2007): 238-308; and Mark Edward Lewis, The 
Construction of Space in Early China, 36-72.  Among Chinese scholars, the “holism” view is represented by Zhang 
Zailin 張再林, Zuowei Shenti Zhexue de Zhongguo Gudai Zhexue 作為身體哲學的中國古代哲學 (Beijing: 
Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 2008).  
 See also Nathan Sivin, “State, Cosmos, and the Body in the Last Three Centuries B.C.,” in Harvard Journal of 
Asiatic Studies, Vol. 55, No. 1 (June., 1995), 5-37. 
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between the corporeal body and the spirit (shen 神)27 was in fact, already a question of interest in 

Warring States intellectual thought. Texts like Zhuangzi and Xunzi speak of a material body as 

distinct from the immaterial spirit or mind.28 Scattered throughout Zhuangzi are also stories 

testifying to the duality of body and spirit and the existence of an extra-somatic entity in which 

identity resides.29 Consequently, unlikely the constructive vision of the malleable and cultivated 

body in Ru-ist discourse, we find in Zhuangzi a fascination with the deformed body and a 

contempt toward the Ru-ist ritualized body (gong 躬).30 Paul Rakita Golden advances this idea 

of a mind-body duality in early China while acknowledging that it was not problematized in the 

same way as in the tradition of Western philosophy.31 More recently, Edward Slingerland has 

 
27 For the multivalence of this term in early China, as well as its relationship with related terms such as po 魄, hun 
魂, and jing 精, see Yuet Keung Lo, “From a Dual Soul to a Unitary Soul: The Babel of Soul Terminologies in Early 
China,” Monumenta Serica Vol. 56 (2008): 23-53. 
28 This duality is expressed in both texts with the pairing of xing 形 against shen 神. For example, in the “Heaven 
and Earth” chapter of Zhuangzi, perfection of corporeal form is linked with that of spirit, Zhuangzi jishi, 5.436. 
Similarly, Xunzi predicates the birth of shen upon the completion of xing, Xunzi jijie, 11.309. In addition to the term 
shen, xin 心 is also used in rhetorical contrast against xing. The chapter “Discourse on Equalizing all Things” 齊物
論 from Zhuangzi, for example, includes an extended discussion of the relationship between xin and xing. Zhuangzi 
jijie, 1.13. 
Edward Slingerland recaps the long debate by early China scholars over the term’s significance in early texts and its 
dual reference to both the anatomical organ and the seat of cognition. He cites ample textual evidence and the result 
of quantitative, large-scale corpus analysis to support the argument that xin was in fact unique among other distinct 
organs which appeared in Warring States texts, and that by the late Warring States period, it is singled out (among 
other organs) as the contrastive term against various notions of the physical body (xing, shen, and ti). Edward 
Slingerland, Mind and Body in Early China: Beyond Orientalism and the Myth of Holism (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2019), 101-138. 
29 To give just two examples: Zhuangzi’s conversation with a disembodied spirit in the form of a human skull 
(“Perfect Joy” 至樂, Zhuangzi jijie 5.151); and Confucius’s observation on the piglets who, realizing the departure 
of her spirit (and hence identity), fled at the sight of their dead mother (“Sign of Virtue Complete” 德充符, Zhuangzi 
jishi 2.52). 
30 The former is argued thoroughly by Sommer in her article, and the latter is discussed through the angle of 
“disabled bodies” in Olivia Milburn, “Marked Out for Greatness? Perceptions of Deformity and Physical Impairment 
in Ancient China,” Monumenta Serica, Vol. 55 (2007): 1-22.  
Yang Rubin also contrasts Zhuangzi against Ru-ist texts in their diametrically opposed visions of the body: “zhili yu 
jianxing” 支離與踐形 in Zhongguo gudai sixiangzhong de qilun ji shenti guan 中國古代思想中的氣論及身體觀, 
ed. Yang Rubin (Taipei: Juliang tushu gongsi, 1993), 415-449. 
31 Paul Rakita Golden, “A Mind-Body Problem in Zhuangzi,” in Hiding the World in the World: Uneven Discourses 
on the Zhuangzi, ed., Scott Cook (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2003), 226-248. 
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also called for a rethinking of the notion of Chinese “holism,” and especially takes issue with the 

“strong” holist positions of scholars like Roger Ames, Francois Jullien, and Zhang Zailin. 31F

32  

 Interest in the corporeality of the body also runs through the syncretic Han dynasty (206 

BCE - 220 CE) text Huainanzi, which develops a sophisticated discourse of the body and spirit 

relationship.33 The text emphasizes the divergent composition and provenance of body (xing or 

ti) versus spirit (shen): spirit is received from heaven and composed of concentrated, animated 

energies (jing 精), while the body is received from earth and composed of “encumbered” (fan 

煩) energies.34 Huainanzi also analogizes body parts and their operations to unpredictable 

phenomena from nature, in contrast to the bureaucratic model of Huangdi neijing: “Heaven 

exhibits states of wind and rain, cold and hot; humans, too, exhibit states of giving and receiving, 

happiness and anger. Therefore, the gallbladder functions like the cloud, the lungs as qi, the liver 

as wind, the kidney as rain, and the spleen as thunder; with these humans partake among heaven 

and earth, yet the heart reigns as master.” 天有風雨寒暑，人亦有取與喜怒.  故膽為雲， 肺為

氣，肝為風，腎為雨，脾為雷，以與天地相參也，而心為之主.35 Furthermore, the body is 

envisioned as the “house” of spirit, but one of porous borders such that one must constantly be 

on guard against the leakage of animating spirit (jingshen 精神).36 

 
32 He traces major scholarly contributions from both sides of the debate, before reviewing archeological and textual 
evidence to argue for the existence of a “weak” mind-body dualism in early China. See Edward Slingerland, Mind 
and Body in Early China: Beyond Orientalism and the Myth of Holism, 24-61. 
33 A collection of essays attributed to the prince of Huainan, Liu An 劉安 (179 - 122 BCE). According to traditional 
historiography, he presented the complete version at the court of Emperor Han Wudi in 139 BCE. The complex 
matter of its dating is addressed in the introduction of The Huainanzi, trans. and ed., John S. Major (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2012), 1-12.  
34 Huainanzi, 7.218. 
35 Huainanzi, 7.220.  
36 See chapter 7, “Jingshen” 精神. The content and rhetoric of this chapter is analyzed in Michael Nylan, “A Note 
on Logical Connectives in the Huainanzi,” in The Huainanzi and Textual Production in Early China, ed. Sarah A. 
Queen and Michael Puett (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 225-266. 
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 While the body-spirit relationship does not bear upon this current dissertation directly, it 

does emerge as an important issue in early medieval intellectual discourse. The popularization 

and institutionalization of Buddhism from the third century onward impacted every facet of 

Chinese society: the visual and material arts, economic structure, legal system, and of course, 

textual production.37 The translation of Buddhist scriptures (from either Sanskrit or a Prakrit 

language to classical or semi-classical Chinese) from the second century CE onward powerfully 

influenced early medieval intellectual history and literature.38 Most relevant to my interest in the 

body is the early medieval debate over the relationship between body and spirit, in which 

Buddhist thinkers defended the survival of spirit after death (shen bu mie 神不滅) against the 

belief in the spirit’s destruction after death (shen mie 神滅).39 Taking the form of both oral 

debates and textual compositions, their exchanges were not confined to monastic communities, 

 
37 A historical overview of early medieval Chinese Buddhism can be found in Eric Zurcher, The Buddhist Conquest 
of China: The Spread and Adaptation of Buddhism in Early Medieval China (Leiden: Brill, 1959). On the impact of 
Buddhism on material culture, see John Kieschnick, The Impact of Buddhism on Chinese Material Culture 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003).  
38 While there are traces of earlier translations in the first century CE, the arrival of An Shigao 安世高, a Parthian 
missionary, to Luoyang in 148 CE marks the beginning of an intense period of translation activity in China. The 
translation history of Buddhist scripture into Chinese has been variously traced by Zurcher, Buddhist Conquest of 
China, 30-34, 43-55, 63-71, 202-204, and passim; also in his article “A New Look at the Earliest Chinese Buddhist 
Texts,” in From Benares to Beijng: Essays on Buddhism and Chinese Religion in Honor of Professor Jan Yun-Hua, 
ed. Koichi Shinohara and Gregory Schopen (Oakville: Mosaic Press, 1991), 277-304; more targeted studies have 
investigated the linguistics of the translation movement, as in Daniel Boucher, “Gandhari and the Early Chinese 
Buddhist Translations Reconsidered: The Case of the Saddharmapundarikasutra,” American Oriental Society Vol. 
18. No. 4 (December 1998): 471-506. A well-organized overview of key translators and translation practices during 
the early medieval and medieval period can be found in Chapter 2 of C. Pierce Salgeuro’s Translating Buddhist 
Medicine in Medieval China (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2014), 44-66. 
For the influence of Buddhism on intellectual history and literature, see Pu Hui 普慧, Nanchao fojiao yu wenxue 南
朝佛教與文學 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2002); Xiaofei Tian, Beacon Fire and Shooting Star: The Literary 
Culture of the Liang (502-557) (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2007); and Tang Yongtong 湯用彤, 
Han Wei Liang Jin Nanbei Chao Fojiao Shi 漢魏兩晉南北朝佛教史 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju chubanshe, 1955).  
39 This debate, along with others involving Buddhist doctrine and practices, are documented in two collections of 
Buddhist apologetics: the “Collection on the Propagation and Clarification [of Buddhism]” 弘明集, compiled by 
Sengyou 僧祐 (445-518 CE) between 515 and 518 CE; and an updated (and expanded) version “Expanded 
Collection on the Propagation and Clarification [of Buddhism]” 廣弘明集, compiled by Daoxuan 道宣 in 664 CE. 
See “Hongming ji” and “Guang hongming ji” in The Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism, ed. Robert E. Buswell Jr 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2013). 
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but also reached the highest level of the imperial court. At one point, the Liang dynasty (502 - 

557 CE) Emperor would himself participate in this debate and issue an imperial edict on this 

matter.40 Given the prominence of this discourse on the body-spirit relationship in early medieval 

intellectual history, let me briefly lay out its key ideas before discussing how it relates to the 

interest of this current dissertation.41  

 Two sets of interlinked issues lay at the heart of the shen mie versus shen bu mie 

debate.42 The first concerns the body-spirit relationship: what happens to the spirit after death of 

the physical body? And how does the spirit differ from the body? The second, logically 

intertwined with the first, concerns the operation of the spirit in the workings of karmic 

 
40 Around 508 CE, Emperor Wu of Liang composed his “An Imperial Response to a Minister’s Treatise on the 
Mortality of the Spirit” 大梁皇帝敕答臣下神滅論, which was met with over sixty responses from princes and 
ministers. T52: 10.60-68.   
For a detailed study on Liang Wudi’s contributions to the shenbumie debate, see Whalen Lai, “Emperor Wu of 
Liang on the Immortal Soul, Shen Pu Mieh,” Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 101, 2 (April - June 
1981): 167 - 175. Emperor Liang’s unprecedented role in state Buddhism has also been studied in Kenneth Chen, 
The Chinese Transformation of Buddhism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973), 276-281; Andreas 
Janousch, “The Emperor as Bodhisattva: The Bodhisattva Ordination and Ritual Assemblies of Emperor Wu of the 
Liang Dynasty,” in State and Court Ritual in China, ed. Joseph Peter McDermott (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1999); Kathy Cheng-Mei Ku, “The Buddharaja Image of Emperor Wu of Liang,” in Philosophy 
and Religion in Early Medieval China, eds. Alan K.L. Chan and Yuet-Leung Lo (Albany: State University of New 
York Press, 2010), 265-290; and Xiaofei Tian, Beacon Fire and Shooting Star: The Literary Culture of the Liang 
(502-557), 52-67.  
41 For a general historical background on this debate, see Tsuda Sayukichi 津田左右吉, “Shin-metsu fu-metsu no 
ronso ni tsuite” 神滅不滅の論爭に就いて, Toyogakuho XXIX (1942),1-52; Zhu Bokun 朱伯昆, “Jin Nanbeichao 
shiqi wushenlunzhe fandui fojiaozhong linghun busi xinyangdi douzheng” 晉南北朝時期無神論者反對佛教中靈

魂不死信仰的鬥爭 Beijing daxue xuebao 2 (1957):29-60; W. Pachow, “The Controversy over the Immortality of 
the Soul in Chinese Buddhism,” Journal of Oriental Studies 16, nos 1-2 (1978) 27-32, 35-38; Tang Yongtong 湯用
彤, Han Wei Liang Jin Nanbei Chao Fojiao Shi, (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1955), 420 - 430; Zheng Jiliang 鄭基良, 
Wei Jin Nanbeichao xingjin shenmie huo xingjin shenbumie de sixiang lunzheng 魏晉南北朝形盡神滅或形盡神不
滅的思想論證 (Taipei: Wen shi zhe chubanshe, 2002), 367-455; and Yuet Keung Lo, “The Destiny of the Soul and 
the Genesis of Early Medieval Confucian Metaphysics (221 - 587 AD)” (PhD diss., University of Michigan, 1991). 
Walter Liebenthal enumerates the relevant texts of this debate, with select translations, in “The Immortality of the 
Soul in Chinese Thought,” Monumenta Nipponica, Vol 8, No. 1/2 (1952): 327 - 397.  
42 This debate over the fate of the spirit was, in turn, embedded in a host of other doctrinal issues which were 
predicated upon the existence of an immortal spirit, such as the transmigration of spirit and the attainment of 
Buddhahood. 
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retribution.43 On one side of the debate, proponents of shen bu mie argued that the spirit does not 

“extinguish” after the death of the body; that despite being intimately tied to the body during life, 

it can nonetheless exist independently of the body; and that after the death of a body, the spirit 

transmigrates to another body while carrying with it the karmic imprints of the previous.44 On 

the other side, the anti-Buddhist opposition held that the spirit “extinguishes" along with the 

death of the body; that the spirit can only exist when it is attached to a body; and finally, that 

transmigration is a problematic theory altogether.45 During roughly the four centuries spanning 

the early medieval period, the social and intellectual context of this debate would evolve, but 

these two sets of concerns would invariably be at the center of the conversation. 

 While the physical body (in this discourse almost always referred to as xing) is 

mentioned frequently in this debate, it is the spirit that receives more substantive investigation 

and exegesis.46 In contrast to the fierce disagreement over the nature of spirit, both sides saw the 

 
43 As Yuet-Keung Lo argues in his intellectual genealogy of the shenbumie debate, the question of destiny and 
moral retribution has already dogged thinkers throughout the Han dynasty, and became assimilated into the karmic 
retribution and immortality of spirit question with the advent of Buddhism. “The Destiny of the Soul and the Genesis 
of Early Medieval Confucian Metaphysics (221 - 587 AD)” (PhD diss., University of Michigan, 1991), 5-98. 
44 The core arguments in support of shenbumie can be found in: “Master Mou’s Treatise on Dispelling Doubt 
[Toward Buddhism]” 牟子理惑論, a ttributed to a Master Mou 牟子 of the Han dynasty, T52:1a-7a; “Treatise 
Illuminating the Buddha” 明佛論, by the Liu-Song writer and calligraphy Zong Bing 宗炳 (375-443 CE) who was 
part of the Buddhist community at Mount Lu, T52: 9b-16a; “Treatise on The Monk Does Not Bow Before the King” 
沙門不敬王者論, the hugely influential essay by the Eastern Jin monk-scholar Huiyuan 慧遠 (334-416 CE), 
T52:29c-32b; and “A Record on Establishing the Concept ‘The Luminous Spirit Achieves Buddhahood’” 立神明成
佛義記 by Emperor Wu of Liang (464-549 CE), T52:54a-54c. 
45 It is important to note that “oppositional” voices are by and large represented through a framework that favors the 
Buddhist position - most objections survive either as part of a  dialogue that is meant to ultimately establish the 
immortality of the soul (in the form of a hypothetical interlocutor who pose objections). The most extensive rebuttal 
of the spirit’s immortality is “Treatise on Mortality of the Spirit” 神滅論, by the official Fan Zhen 范縝 (ca. 450-
510 CE), T52:55-58. This treatise would become the target of Emperor Wu’s own “campaign” against anti-Buddhist 
sentiments, prompting him to compose his own response, as well as rebuttals from several others. Tian Xiaofei 
discusses the chain of events that led to Emperor Wu’s singling out of Fan Zhen’s treatise in Beacon Fire and 
Shooting Star, 59-62. Ming-Wood Liu parses the argument of Fan Zhen’s treatise and examines objections raised by 
his contemporaries in “Fan Chen’s “Treatise on the Destructibility of the Spirit” and Its Buddhist Critics,” 
Philosophy East and West, Vol. 37, No. 4 (October 1987): 402-428. 
46 Lo implies a similar observation but from a different perspective: he argues that while spirit and body were of 
equal ontological status in Han discussions, spirit was elevated in ontological importance over the body in the 
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body as finite and vulnerable to degradation. Rather than being singled out as the primary or sole 

subject of analysis, the body is evoked in dialectical argumentation vis-a-vis the spirit through 

the rhetorical technique of the double analogy. Hence, it is almost always in the context of such 

paired analogies that we find a rich array of metaphors for the body: body as firewood and spirit 

as fire,47 body as leaves or roots and spirit as seeds,48 body as knife and spirit as sharpness,49 and 

body as dwelling and spirit as resident.50 While such imaginations of the body are not always 

unprecedented,51 the diversity of analogies for the physical body speaks to its conceptual fluidity 

within the discourse of the body-spirit relationship. There was not one way of conceptualizing or 

visualizing the body across individual writers of the same ideological position; nor was the same 

metaphor permanently bound to the same claim.52 

 Similarly, there was no single discourse of the body in the early medieval period. The 

shenbumie discourse was a defining feature of early medieval intellectual culture, but it was not 

 
writings of Jin thinkers, which subsequently contributed to the emphasis on spirit in Buddhist writings of the Eastern 
Jin. Lo, 138-145. 
47 From Huiyuan’s “Treatise on The Monk Does Not Bow Before the King”: “Fire passes among firewood, like how 
spirit passes among bodies.” 火之傳於薪，猶神之傳於形. T52:32a.  
48 From Mou Zi’s “Treatise on Dispelling Doubt [Toward Buddhism]”: “The body is like the roots and leaves of the 
five grains, while the soul/spirit is like the seeds of the five grains.,” implying that even after roots and leaves die 
away, the seed still has the potential to regenerate into a new life. 身譬如五穀之根葉, 魂神如五穀之種實. T52: 3b. 
49 From Fan Zhen’s “Treatise on Mortality of the Spirit”: “The relationship between spirit and substance is like that 
between sharpness and a knife” 神之於質猶利之於刀; in other words, Fan Zhen is saying that the quality of 
“sharpness” is predicated upon the existence of a knife. T.52: 55b. 
50 From Huiyuan’s “Treatise on Elucidating Karmic Retribution” 明報應論, in the context of discussing the innate 
difference between spirit and body: “The four great elements of earth, water, fire, and wind combine to form the 
body, and this becomes the residence of the spirit” 夫四大之體.  即地水火風耳.  結而成身以為神宅. T52: 33b.  
51 The most famous and oft-repeated analogy of the body to firewood/candle already appeared in the chapter “The 
Principle of Nurturing Life” 養生主 in Zhuangzi, Zhuangzi jijie, 1.31. Similarly, likening the body to a house or 
dwelling was a frequent rhetorical move in texts like the Huainanzi and Han writings on the body/spirit relationship. 
See footnote 34 above, and Lo's discussion of body/spirit writings in the Han, “The Destiny of the ’shen’ Soul,” 93-
96.  
52 Analogizing the body to firewood and spirit to fire was utilized by both proponents of the spirit’s immortality 
(such as Huiyuan), and its opponents. He Chengtian 何承天 (370-447 CE), in his correspondence with Zong Bing, 
argues for the mutual interdependence of spirit and body: “As the firewood diminishes, the fire also becomes weak; 
and when the firewood is exhausted, the fire is extinguished. The fire may be mysterious, but how could it sustain 
itself independently?”  薪弊火微薪盡火滅, 雖有其妙豈能獨傳. T52:19a.  
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the only context in which the physical body was represented. This is all the more evident once 

we expand our interest beyond the whole and abstract body that dominates the shenbumie 

discussions (i.e. the xing or ti body). One goal of this dissertation is to draw attention to the 

myriad ways in which concrete and constitutive parts of the body enter early medieval textual 

representation: the head or hair in rhapsodies, waist and wrist in poetry, or wounds in narratives. 

The materials discussed in this dissertation expand our understanding of the early medieval body 

beyond the scope of the shenbumie debate. In addition to doctrinal and metaphysical questions, 

representation of the body was also intertwined - and sometimes more substantively so - with a 

host of other issues: strategies of self-representation, the power and burden of generic 

conventions, and the emergence of un-authored accounts that reflect a conscious awareness of 

narrative tropes and structures. 

 

 I now turn to the task of distinguishing my focus and approach from those adopted by 

existing studies that examine the body in the early medieval period. I have noted the extensive 

scholarship on the body in early intellectual thought and the many more specialized studies on 

the body-spirit relationship of early medieval Buddhist discourse. While there are several 

additional studies on the body in early medieval China, they probe the same themes that have 

been well-mapped by the scholarship on early China. He Jianjun’s dissertation, “The Body in the 

Politics and Society of Early China,” takes up the theme of the political and ritualized body and 

examines how Han dynasty historiography represents the body as a symbol of political 

legitimacy and ritual power.53 More capacious in range is Wang Xiulin’s Wei Jin Shiren zhi 

Shenti Guan, which surveys a greater variety of genres to trace both the continuities found in 

 
53 He Jianjun, “The Body in the Politics and Society of Early China” (PhD diss., University of Oregon, 2007). 
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Wei (220-266 CE) and Jin (266-420 CE) representations of the body from the earlier tradition, as 

well as what he considers to be new conceptions unique to the era.54 Wang is heavily influenced 

by Chinese scholars (such as Yang Rubin) and sets out to search for an overarching “conception 

of the body” (shenti guan) throughout the entire Wei-Jin period. Such an approach tends toward 

generalization across different compositional contexts and genres in pursuit of unifying themes; 

furthermore, Wang takes for granted the existence of historically antecedent “conceptions of the 

body” (namely, Confucian and Zhuangzian). As a result, his reading of the sources merely 

responds to such inherited schemas. He concludes that while the Wei-Jin period inherits from 

early China the same understanding of the body’s ontology,55 the political and social instability 

following the collapse of the Han empire ushered in a new outlook of “prioritizing the body” 

(zhongshen sixiang 重身思想). He attributes the origins of this body-prioritization to the 

insufficiency of existing intellectual systems in the post-Han world: Zhuangzian discourse as too 

readily dismissive of the body’s importance, and Ru-ist philosophy as too inhibitive in its 

emphasis on the ritualized body.56 Instead, the Wei-Jin elite expressed their “prioritization” of 

the body through a heightened awareness of one’s worldly presence and aesthetic cultivation of 

physical appearances and demeanors.57 

 Another scholar arrives at the body from a genre-centric approach. In her book on the 

narrative aesthetics of Six Dynasties zhiguai tales, Liu Yuanju has looked at tales of sexual 

anomalies (gender transformations, hermaphrodites, and asexual reproduction), many of which 

 
54 Wang Xiulin 王岫林, Wei Jin shi ren zhi shenti guan 魏晉士人之身體觀 (Taipei: Mulan wenhua chuban she, 
2009). 
55 Namely, an integrative view of the body as the mutually defining triad of form (xing 形), qi (氣), and spirit (shen 
神). Ibid, 72-87. 
56 Ibid, 65-67. 
57 Wang draws predominantly on Shishuo xinyu and Jin shu to make this argument. Ibid, 17-67.  
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are expressed in corporeal forms.58 Her reading finds in such tales a male anxiety toward 

feminine power,59 a blurring of orthodox notions of sexuality and reproduction,60 and the 

formation of a cultural memory of otherness and alienation as expressed in corporeal symbols.61 

Underlying her reading is the well-established premise that the body is an index to the polity, and 

that its representation is shaped by political and cultural contexts. Most of her textual examples 

come from the fourth-century collection Soushen ji 搜神記 and are comprised of structurally 

simple accounts rather than full-fledged narratives. Nevertheless, her attention to zhiguai as a 

genre is an important reminder that the body was not only featured in the formal prose of early 

medieval political and philosophical discourse, but also appears in its many anecdotal accounts.  

 My approach attempts to avoid two tendencies in the existing scholarship. First, my 

objective is not to establish an overarching “body conception” for this period, but rather to 

highlight one sustained concern in early medieval writing with the relationship between body 

and knowledge. Second, I do not base my inquiry upon a single genre of texts. In reading across 

prose and poetry, history and literature, and “high” and “low” traditions, I aim to be more 

comprehensive rather than selective so as to represent the increasingly diversified genres of early 

medieval textual production.62 While I historicize my materials within their respective temporal 

and cultural circumstances, my emphasis on close reading allows me to go beyond the well-worn 

 
58 Liu Yuanju 劉苑如, Liuchao zhiguai de changyi lunshu yu xiaoshuo meixue: Shenti, xingbie, jieji 六朝志怪的常
異論述與小說美學 (Taipei: Zhongyang yanjiuyuan wenzhesuo, 2002).  The relevant chapter is “Shenti yu jiyi - 
liuchao zhiguai zhongde xingbie bianluan” 身體與記憶 - 六朝志怪中的性別變亂, 37-87. 
59 Ibid, 60-76. 
60 Ibid, 40-56. 
61 Her examples being the record of the mengshuang people 蒙雙氏, and the record of the “husband people” 丈夫民 
from Record of Xuanzhong 玄中記. Liu, 77-85. 
62 On the large shifts in literary genre and textual production, see Xiaofei Tian, “From the Eastern Jin through the 
Early Tang,” in The Cambridge History of Chinese Literature, ed. Kang-i Sun Chang and Stephen Owen 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), 199-285. 
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frameworks of inquiry and uncover a new concern in the early medieval period: that of the 

body’s fallibility as a source of knowledge. Though rarely acknowledged explicitly, the idea that 

the body functions as a source of knowledge runs throughout the scholarly literature, either as the 

departing point of inquiry or as its destination.63 This epistemological validity, however 

ubiquitous or taken for granted, is rarely subjected to closer examination. I test this assumption 

by asking the following questions: how is the body’s relationship with knowledge represented 

across various genres and contexts? Are there cases when the body is deemed unknowable, or, 

when the knowledge derived from it is held suspect? 

  

 The dissertation is organized into three thematic parts, each of which corresponds with a 

kind of body-knowledge relationship. Part I takes on the issue of zhiren 知人, or “knowing 

others,” where the body is taken to be a knowable sign of interpretation for knowledge about an 

individual’s incorporeal traits. The first chapter analyzes two sections from the third-century 

treatise Treatise on Human Character (Renwu zhi 人物志), a work on the cusp of Han-Wei 

transition that provides the intellectual lineage to the issue of physiognomy and character 

appraisal. I argue that within the Treatise on Human Character are moments of skepticism 

toward the reliability of corporeal signs and a move to augment the theoretical underpinnings of 

physiognomy with a hybrid system that features incorporeal attributes as a complementary 

source of knowledge. Discussion on the political and social context surrounding the composition 

of this treatise also sets the stage for the belletristic writings introduced in the second half. 

 
63 For example, scholars like Yang Rubin find within Warring States texts an explicit presumption that the body can 
be read as a sign and made the basis of deductions; while others such as Nathan Sivin, Paul Unschuld, and Mark 
Edward Lewis, arrive at the conclusion of its epistemological and hermeneutic value by demonstrating its 
embeddedness in a larger cosmological framework. 
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Chapter Two continues the inquiry on zhiren, but looks at its negotiation in the genre of the 

rhapsody, where we find a novel interest in voicing parts of the body. I argue that this conceit is 

a response to the pressures of the zhiren regime, and must be understood in that context. My 

interpretation not only historicizes their peculiar imagination of parts of the body as detached 

from and antagonistic toward the self, but also accounts for the isolated appearance of this 

literary phenomenon in the latter half of the third century.  

 Part II pivots to a gendered variation of this problem and looks at how male poets 

establish the knowability of female bodies. Chapter Three traces a literary genealogy of the 

representation of female presence prior to the early medieval period, and proceeds to show how 

the canonized tradition of goddess rhapsodies influenced the later development of fus on 

dancing. In following a selection of rhapsodies from the Han (206 BCE - 220 CE) through the 

Liang (502 - 557 CE) dynasty, I explore the continuity in language and form between the 

archetype of the unattainable and unknowable goddess and the later representations of the female 

entertainer. Concurrently, I discuss the shifting context of composition as we move from the 

world of uncertain attributions in the Han toward the Six Dynasties, where we can more reliably 

imagine the historical circumstances surrounding the provenance of rhapsodies on entertainers. 

Chapter Four takes a closer look at the cultural phenomenon of female entertainers in the 

Southern Dynasties, and juxtaposes historical accounts of their economic and social status with 

poetic representations of their performances in five-syllable-line shi. This body of shi poetry has 

been studied from the perspective of poetics, gender, and court culture, but I point to its 

recapitulation of the body-knowledge problem, and show how this overlooked genre also speaks 

to representation of the body in the early medieval period. In crossing over to the genre of shi 

poetry from that of fu, I demonstrate that despite the influence of fu poetics, the female body of 
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this poetry becomes fundamentally different in its fragmented disorder. Furthermore, I argue that 

in contrast to the discourse of the goddess in fu, which denies the body’s validity as a source of 

knowledge of interior subjectivity, the poetic discourse of entertainers is instead more textured in 

its construal of how physical presence relates to interior subjectivity. Lastly, I identify among 

these varied representations one particular take that highlights the tension between the lived 

experience of the female entertainer and the inherited, poetic language of female physicality.  

 Part III looks outward from the individual to the world, and examines the idea that the 

body testifies to a functional moral universe ruled by the laws of karmic retribution. If the 

shenbumie discourse highlights the role of the transmigrating spirit in the workings of karma, 

then it is the early medieval miracle tale that literally gives flesh to the idea of karmic retribution. 

While scholars have often cited the preponderance of wounded bodies in these miracle tales as 

apologetic material for the propagation of Buddhism, I free the tales from this religion-focused 

framework of inquiry, and instead read across prose collections that are not explicitly marked as 

Buddhist. By comparing across collections of “Buddhist” versus “secular” origins, I show that 

they share in a narrative technique of bodily resolutions, in which markings of the body can 

testify to the restorations of moral or religious laws. My focus on how such narratives arrive at 

“resolution” also reveal a spectrum of epistemological certainty, wherein some bodies are more 

readily decodable than others as the evidence of retributive justice. 
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Part I: Knowing Others 

 

 What does it mean to know another in early medieval China?  The  question of “knowing 

men” (zhiren 知人), fascinated and troubled the elite of early medieval society. Although they 

inherited a rich cultural and textual tradition of physiognomy and personality evaluation from the 

Warring States and the Han dynasty, there was no consensus on the finer details of its praxis. 

What kind of knowledge is sought in this attempt to know (zhi 知), and which aspects of a 

person (ren 人) constitute relevant objects of the quest? As one undertakes the enterprise of 

zhiren, what counts as legitimate sources of knowledge, and what are sources of which one 

should be wary ?  

 Part I of this dissertation will tackle these questions from two separate genres: in chapter 

one, I discuss selections from the third century work Treatise on Human Character (Ren wuzhi 

人物志) by the Eastern Han and Wei official Liu Shao 劉紹 (ca. 180 - ca. 245), one of the only 

surviving and complete works dedicated to the question of zhiren, and place the work in a 

historical lineage of zhiren paradigms. By asking what it inherits and how it departs from the 

earlier model of physiognomy, I single out two important sources of knowledge - the physical 

body and verbal discourse - and trace Liu Shao’s emergent anxieties toward the latter. Chapter 

Two then takes up these two separate but entangled sources of knowledge in a different genre, 

that of the belletristic rhapsody (fu 賦) from late third century. Through a close reading of two fu 

pieces on animated body parts, I show how male elites responded to and reacted against the 

paradigm of zhiren through their particular choice of genre and their negotiation of literary 

conventions, but most spectacularly through an ingenious ventriloquization of individual body 

parts.    
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Chapter 1  

Body and Word 

 

1.1 Body as a Source of Knowledge  

 The project of zhiren must be understood within a context of political governance. In its 

earliest lexical appearance, the concept of zhiren was already intertwined with the ethical and 

political task of official appointment: Gaoyao 皋陶 counsels the sage King Yu that “He who 

knows men is thus wise and can [rightly] appoint men to office” 知人則哲，能官人.64 

Confucius went as far as equating knowledge/knowing (zhi 知) with the narrower notion of 

knowing men in a conversation about the ideal selection and employment of men.65 If aptitude at 

zhiren is one prerequisite of the virtuous ruler, then its successful realization results in the 

appropriate appointment of men to various functions of government. In other words, zhiren did 

 
64 Shangshu zhushu 尚書注疏 4.60b, in Shisanjing zhushu 十三經註疏 Commentary and Subcommentary to the 
Thirteen Classics, ed. Ruan Yuan 阮元 (1764–1849) (Taipei: Yiwen yinshuguan, 1965). Unless otherwise noted, all 
editions of the Classics are based on this edition.  
65 The conversation appears in Analects 12:22:  

Fan Chi asked about benevolence. The Master said, "It is to love all men." He asked about 
knowledge. The Master said, "It is to know all men." Fan Chi did not immediately understand these 
answers. The Master said, "Employ the upright and put aside all the crooked; in this way the crooked 
can be made to be upright." Fan Chi retired, and, seeing Zi Xia, he said to him, "A little while ago, I 
had an interview with our Master, and asked him about knowledge. He said, 'Employ the upright, and 
put aside all the crooked; in this way, the crooked will be made to be upright.' What did he mean?" Zi 
Xia said, "Truly rich is his saying! Shun, being in possession of the kingdom, selected from among 
all the people, and employed Gao Yao, on which all who were devoid of virtue disappeared. Tang, 
being in possession of the kingdom, selected from among all the people, and employed Yi Yin, and 
all who were devoid of virtue disappeared. 
樊遲問仁.  子曰：愛人.  問知.  子曰：知人.  樊遲未達.  子曰：舉直錯諸枉，能使枉者直.  樊遲
退，見子夏.  曰：鄉也吾見於夫子而問知，子曰: 舉直錯諸枉，能使枉者直，何謂也？子夏
曰：富哉言乎！舜有天下，選於眾，舉皋陶，不仁者遠矣。湯有天下，選於眾，舉伊尹，不
仁者遠矣.   

Translations from James Legge Lunyu zhushu 論語注疏, 12.110b.  
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not exist in a vacuum in early China; it was not pursued in of itself, but rather as the necessary 

means of utilizing men for the purpose of governance.  

 Within this conception of zhiren, physical appearance constituted the most accessible 

facet of a person that can be utilized as one avenue of knowing. In historiographical records that 

narrate the praxis of zhiren (i.e. not merely the mentions of its relevance), physical appearance is 

often the only aspect explicitly singled out as a source of knowledge. Its fundamental 

hermeneutic value derives from the tradition of physiognomy (xiangren 相人), a practice of 

reading one’s fortune - often political careers - by merely observing his facial and bodily 

characteristics. Throughout the Warring States and the Han, the physical body serves as a crucial 

site of knowledge, and its textual representation in all but the medical tradition never strays from 

a larger narrative of governance and political legitimacy.66 Building upon the well-documented 

instances of physiognomy, recent scholarship has further examined the concrete consequences of 

reading the body, where physical attributes produce not only evaluations and predictions, but 

also correlate with the actual trajectories of socio-political rise or fall.67  

 While there exists copious instances of zhiren throughout the textual record of early and 

Han China, it is only in the aftermath of the Han disintegration that we find the a wave of 

concerted and systematic attempts to formalize the theory of zhiren in a genre distinct from 

 
66 Records of physiognomic practice can be found throughout Zuozhuan 左傳,  Guoyu 國語, and Shi ji 史記, and are 
especially numerous in the Hanshu 漢書. For a study of how the body was conceived of in early and Han political 
culture, including a history of how physiognomy developed in this time period, see He Jianjun, “The Body in the 
politics of Early China” (PhD diss., University of Oregon, 2007). Chapter one, “Physiognomy and the Body," also 
provides a comprehensive literature review of both western and Chinese scholarship on physiognomy in early 
China, 8-80. 
67 Yiqun Zhou, in “Men’s Appearance and Political Careers in Han China,” Journal of Chinese Literature and 
Culture,5.1 (2018): 34- 65, thoroughly documents how physical appearance influenced the political trajectories of 
prominent men in the Han.  
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historiography, the so-called formal treatise (zhi 志).68 The third century saw the composition 

and circulation of a number of treatises on the topic of how to know, evaluate, and categorize 

men.  Most have been lost, but judging from their surviving titles, all seem to fall under either a 

physiognomic approach, or alternatively, a non-corporeal approach focused on personality and 

character.69 The one text that does survive (and likely in its entirety) is Liu Shao’s Treatise on 

Human Character (Renwu zhi 人物志), and this chapter will be devoted to a discussion of this 

text and its relationship with the various paradigms of zhiren from the intellectual tradition.  

 In his lifetime Liu Shao was himself the architect of the Cao-Wei official selection 

system, as well as a contributor to a number of texts central to the project of imperial state 

building. Alongside other ru scholars, Liu Shao compiled the first known encyclopedia, Imperial 

Selections (huanglan 皇覽) for the reading pleasure of the Cao-Wei emperor (Cao Pi 曹丕 or 

Cao Rui 曹叡).70 In 229 he was tasked by Emperor Ming of Wei 魏明帝 (Cao Rui) to compile 

new state laws by incorporating and adapting the existing Han dynasty laws.71 From these 

 
68 Excavated texts testify to the existence of physiognomy manuals targeted at animals in early China - a  horse 
physiognomy text from Mawangdui, as well as one on dogs from Yinqueshan. Given that human physiognomy was 
explicitly analogized to animal physiognomy, manuals on human physiognomy could have existed and circulated 
before the Han, but are simply lost to us now.  
69 The “Monograph on Bibliography” 經籍志 from the History of the Sui 隨書 lists the following items: Shi Cao 士
操 compiled by Cao Pi 曹丕 (187 - 226) in one juan; Shi Wei 士緯 compiled by 姚信 in ten juan (a few fragment 
survive in the Tang work Yilin 意林 of Ma Zong 馬總 (d. 823). Both name individuals and discuss their 
personalities in the framework of five-elements interaction). Also is Discourse of Shi among the Nine State 九州人
士論 compiled by Lu Tin 盧廷 in one juan; and Discourse of Character Throughout Antiquity 通古人論 in one 
juan, the name of the author is also lost. Sui shu, 34.1004.  
Scholars generally believe these lost works are similar to Liu Shao’s Renwu zhi, see Wang Dianji 汪奠基, Zhongguo 
Luoji Sixiang shi 中國邏輯思想史(Wuhan: Wuhan daxue chubanse, 2012), 229 - 231; Wu Xingwen 吳興文 ed., 
Mou Zongsan wen ji 牟宗三文集 (Jilin: Jilin chuban she, 2010), 201 - 202. 
70 Tian Xiaofei, “Literary Learning: Encyclopedias and Epitomes,” in Oxford Handbook of Classical Chinese 
Literature (1000 BCE - 900 CE), ed. Wiebke Denecke, Wai-yee Li, and Xiaofei Tian (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2017).  
71 Efforts to reform the penal system, in particular over the issue of corporeal punishment, culminated in the 229 
order by Emperor Min to select the new Wei laws (魏法). In particular the committee of scholars including Liu 
Shao composed eighteen chapters of “New Regulations” 新律 and a treatise summarizing them 律略論 Jinshu, 
30.923. 
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activities we know he wielded cultural and political influence at the highest levels of the Cao-

Wei court, and a work like Renwu zhi would have been well-circulated among the intellectual 

elites. Furthermore, commissioned by Cao Rui to set the standards of official evaluation, Liu 

Shao authored the no longer extant work Examination of the Duguan Offices 都官考課.72 From 

a memorial he submitted to the throne upon its completion, we know the work had the purpose of 

reshuffling the metrics of selection: 

 The evaluative metric for the hundreds of officials is the most important 
aspect of imperial governance, yet it has not been implemented in a number of 
years. This is because the principle of governance has been fragmented without 
repair, causing what is capable and what is not to be muddled and mutually 
deceived. [However], your majesty, with the grand strategies of the sages of 
antiquity, will extend your compassion toward the deterioration of imperial rules. 
Your intentions reflect inward; wise promulgations will [accordingly] extend 
outward.  
 Because of your magnanimous patronage, I am able to illuminate this 
confusion, and thus I compose seventy two statutes of “official selection criteria," 
and in addition, one chapter of Shuolue. My scholarship is meager and my 
understanding shallow, truly too inadequate to be promulgated. Thereby I 
compose and establish these rules.73  
 
百官考課，王政之大較，然而歷代弗務，是以治典闕而未補，能否混而相

蒙。陛下以上聖之宏略，愍王綱之弛頹，神慮內鑒，明詔外發。臣奉恩曠

然，得以啟矇，輒作都官考課七十二條，又作說略一篇。臣學寡識淺，誠不

足以宣暢，著定典制.  74 
 

As scholars have argued, Liu Shao’s role and influence at court makes Renwu zhi a valuable 

source of insight for both the cultural practice and the representation of the zhiren enterprise in 

early medieval China. Furthermore, Liu Shao writes at a time when confusion in the meaning of 

state promoted Confucian virtues exerted pressures on the process of official selection. 

 
72 San Guozhi, 21.619. “Duguan” refers to offices controlled and staffed by the central government, but whose 
jurisdiction were at the commandery and county level. See Michael Loewe, “The Organs of Han Imperial 
Government: zhongduguan , duguan, xianguan, and xiandao guan,” Bulletin of SOAS, 71. 3 (2008): 514 - 518.  
73 All translations are mine unless otherwise noted.  
74 Weishu, 21.619-620.  
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Institutionalized virtues such as filial piety (xiao 孝) and deference (rang 讓), adopted since the 

Western Han, reached a new height of prominence in the Eastern Han. Consequently, not only 

did the scope of qualifying behavior expand, challenges to the authenticity of such behavior also 

pressured members of the shi to increasingly employ extreme and novel means to adequately 

demonstrate their virtue.75  

 However, scholars have differed in situating the work within an intellectual genealogy: 

western scholarship seems divided in its characterization of Renwu zhi as either grounded in the 

principles of physiognomy (Alfrek Forke) or only concerned about psychological traits (Joseph 

Needham).76 This “division” which falls along the boundary of the corporeal versus the 

incorporeal is a misleading one, for its assumption of incompatibility between physiognomy and 

character evaluation is one absent in the intellectual paradigm of zhiren.77 On the other hand, 

Chinese scholarship tends to anchor the work in the temporal context of its composition, 

identifying it either with the tail-end of the Han or the beginning of the Wei-Jin period, which 

translates to either a work that advances the Ru-ist doctrines of teaching of names (mingjiao 名

 
75 This phenomenon is explored in detail in Michael Nylan, “Confucian Piety and Individualism in Han 
China, ”Journal of the American Oriental Society 116, no. 1 (1996):1 - 27. In particular, Nylan cites examples from 
the Fengsu tongyi  風俗通義 to illustrate the issues posed to official selection when members of the shi went to 
extreme means to outwardly demonstrate their virtue, 15-18.  
76 Alfrek Forke, Geschichte der mittelalterlichen chinesischen Philosophie (Hamburg: de Gruyter Co.m.b.H., 1934), 
and Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China: Volume 2, History of Scientific Thought (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1956). He goes as far as to write “it has nothing to say about physiognomy. It is based 
entirely on a rationalistic observation of psychological traits and their effects in human affairs," 386.  
77 A similar point is made by Jiang Jianjun 江建俊 in Hanmo renlun jianshi zhi zonglize 漢末人倫鋻識之總理則 
(Taipei: Wenshizhe chubanshe, 1984), 141. Jiang characterizes the two approaches as “of the same origin source but 
different streams” 同源而異流.  
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教),78 or a precursor of the xuanxue 玄學 influenced trend of aesthetically oriented character 

appraisal.79  

 There is no doubt that Liu Shao’s treatise, embedded in the social and political fabric of 

the third century, responds to the challenges and perils of political appointment. However, there 

is no reason to assume that it is a coherent work of a singular and unified system of thought. 

After all, though rendered as “treatise” in translation, zhi is more accurately understood as 

“records," and often can be the label of wildly eclectic collections without a strong unifying 

ideological claim.80 Unlike much of existing scholarship (both western and Chinese) which 

attempts to comb out a single ideology or thought in the text, a process that entails the reduction 

of its various chapters into interdependent ideas, I take a less ambitious approach and do not try 

to subsume the entirety of the work into one intellectual paradigm. Instead, I focus on only two 

chapters, the opening chapter “Nine Manifestations” (九徵 jiuzheng), and the fourth chapter 

“The Principles of Abilities” (材理 caili), and read the two chapters with closer attention to the 

progression of claims and rhetoric within each chapter. I pause to question where Liu Shao 

seems to digress, or even detract, from his own arguments, and by following such cracks, I argue 

for two significant points of tension that impact how we understand the work as a whole. The 

 
78 See Wang Renxiang 王仁祥’s remarks about the influence of Confucian teaching on Renwu zhi in Renlun jianshi 
qiyuande xueshushi kaocha 人倫鋻識起源的學術史考察 (Taipei: Guoli Taiwan daxue chuban zhongxin, 2008),  12 
- 13.  
79 Representative of this view is Tang Yongtong 湯用彤, Weijin xuanxue lungao 魏晉玄學論稿 (Shanghai: 
Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2001). See also Yao Wei 姚維, Caixing zhi bian — Renge zhuti yu weijin xuanxue 才性之

辨 — 人格主題與魏晉玄學 (Beijing: Renmin chuban she , 2007), 136 -  169; and Zhang Hongkai 張鴻愷, “Liu 
Shao Renwu zhi de rencai jianshi sixiang yu Wei Jin xuanxue de xingqi” 劉紹《人物誌》的人才鑑識思想與魏晉
玄學的興起, Zhongguo wenhua yuekan 316 (2007): 61 - 97. 
80 Such as the Eastern Han work Notes on a Broad Array of Things 博物誌, a  compendium of medieval lore 
compiled by Liu Shao’s contemporary Zhang Hua 張華 (232 -300). Organized into 37 sections by subject (varying 
from geography to anomalous events), each is made up of both narrative and descriptive passages.  
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first concerns its relationship with the paradigm of physiognomy; and the second, the role of 

discourse in the undertaking of zhiren. 

 The first chapter, “The Nine Manifestations,” frames the overarching concerns of the 

work as a whole. It opens by casting the knowability of man’s nature as an open question:   

The root of human character draws from temperament and nature. The principles 
of temperament and nature are exceedingly subtle and mysterious; lest it is 
investigated by a sage, who can exhaustively understand it? All living beings 
contain a profound unity as their substance: bestowed with yin and yang their 
natures are formed, embodying the Five Elements their forms take shape. As long 
as something possesses form and substance, it is indeed possible to investigate 
it.81 
 
蓋人物之本，出乎情性. 情性之理，甚微而玄; 非聖人之察，其孰能究之

哉？ 凡有血氣者，莫不含元一以為質，稟陰陽以立性，體五行而著形. 苟
有形質，猶可即而求之.82 
 

In answering the opening question affirmatively, Liu Shao establishes the two-fold theoretical 

premise of his subsequent chapters: first, man is endowed with both corporeal form (形) and 

nature (性) through a heavenly cosmic mass,83 and second, as a result of this corporeal form, he 

can be made a possible object of investigation and understanding. Important to note is the tight 

link between the two premises: the knowability of men stems from their corporeal composition 

as products of cosmological forces (苟有形質，猶可即而求之). Yet Liu Shao has not defined 

what exactly is the object of investigation (qiuzhi 求之) beyond the general notion of “root of 

 
81 There are two full-length English translations of Renwu zhi in English, as well as one in French. One is Alfred 
Shryock, The Study of Human Abilities: The Jen wu chih of Liu Shao. American Oriental Series, Volume II (New 
Haven: American Oriental Society, 1937); and the more recent, Luo Yinghuan 羅英換 trans. The Classified 
Characters and Political Abilities (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2007). The translation I use is taken from that of 
Shryock, 95 - 96. This will serve as the base text for my discussion. Shryock’s introduction also provides a detailed 
textual history of the work, 27 - 31.  
82 Liang Mancang 梁滿倉, Ren wuzhi quan zhu quan yi 人物誌全注全譯 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju chuban she, 
2014), 13 - 32 (for the entirety of Chapter one).  
83 Three interchangeable names are used to refer to this mass in the quoted text: “Unity” 元一, “yin-yang” 陰陽, and 
the “Five Elements” 五行. 
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human character” (人物之本); this he does by way of elaborating on the connection between 

corporeal aspects and a set of five cosmological forces termed the “Five Agents” (wuwu 五物), 

which are not only manifested in the body, but also through the temperament:  

If we measure one’s abilities and substances, and examine them against the Five 
Agents, we find that manifestations of the Five Agents are evident upon his body.  
 
若量其材質，稽諸五物；五物之徵，亦各著於厥體矣. 
 
When it comes to the body, wood manifests as bone,  metal manifests as muscles, 
fire manifests as qi, earth manifests as flesh, and water manifests as water. These 
are the exterior manifestations of the Five Agents.84  
 
其在體也：木骨、金筋、火氣、土肌、水血，五物之象也.  
 
As for the actualities of the Five Agents, they supplement and enhance one 
another as such: 
 
五物之實，各有所濟. 是故： 
 
One whose bones are firm yet supple is ambitious and resolute; ambition and 
resolution is the substance of benevolence. 
 
骨植而柔者，謂之弘毅；弘毅也者，仁之質也. 
 
One whose qi is clear and transparent is cultivated in the principles of wen; such 
cultivation is the origins of ritual.  
 
氣清而朗者，謂之文理；文理也者，禮之本也. 
 
One whose body is erect and vigorous is virtuous and firm; virtue and firmness is 
the foundation of trustworthiness. 
 
體端而實者，謂之貞固；貞固也者，信之基也.  
 
One whose muscles are strong and well-defined is courageous; courage is the 
fulfillment of righteousness. 
 
筋勁而精者，謂之勇敢；勇敢也者，義之決也.  

 
84 Notice that in the subsequent elaboration of how the five corporeal manifestations are linked to actualities (i.e. 
temperaments) of the Five Agents, flesh (ji 肌) and blood (xie 血) are replaced by the alternatives body (ti  體) and 
appearance  (se 色).    
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One whose facial appearance is at ease has subtleties in his grasp; and this grasp 
is the source of wisdom.  
 
色平而暢者，謂之通微；通微也者，智之原也.  
 
Being of a constant nature, these five substances85 are thus called “Five 
Constants”.86 
 
五質恒性，故謂之五常矣.  
 

Thus, although there is no exact determinism between the particular mix of cosmic mass and the 

resultant characteristics of man, there is a certainty of correspondence between man’s cosmic 

composition and its manifestation, zheng 徵, by way of form and appearance. However, the 

correspondence between the Five Agents and corporeal aspects is intertwined with another set of 

incorporeal characteristics of the temperament. In the following section, Liu Shao directly links 

the Five Agents with the five temperaments:  

The “Five Constants” are differentiated by the arrangements of the “Five 
Virtues," they are: 
Gentle yet upright, docile yet strong, this is the virtue of wood; 
Unyielding and firm, ambitious and resolute, this is the virtue of metal; 
Circumspect and ritually proper, this is the virtue of water; 
Generous and dignified, supple yet firm, this is the virtue of earth; 
Fluid and piercing, this is the virtue of fire.87  
 
五常之別，列為五德.  是故： 
溫直而擾毅，木之德也. 
剛塞而弘毅，金之德也.  
愿恭而理敬，水之德也.  

 
85 Another term for the Five Agents.  
86 Translation of this passage is adapted in consultation with the article by Licia Di Giacinto, “The Art of Knowing 
Others: The Renwu zhi and its Cultural Background,” Oriens Extremus, Vol. 43 (2002): 145 - 160. Shryock’s 
translation of this passage is confusing on a few points: first, he translates xiang 象 as “symbol," which suggests a 
new previously unreferenced concept, when here  xiang is used synonymously with zheng, the exterior 
manifestations of the Five Agents. Second, he renders shi 實 as “property," which implies that the five abstract 
virtues (benevolence, righteousness, ritual, wisdom, and trustworthiness) are intrinsic and attributed to the 
cosmological agents, when the relationship is rather one of correspondence. Giacinto’s translation of “actuality” 
more closely reflects this relationship. 
87 Shryock, 98. 
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寬栗而柔立，土之德也.  
簡暢而明砭，火之德也.  
 

With this set of correspondences Liu Shao establishes the interlinked relationship among the 

Five Agents (wood, metal, fire, earth, and water), the five corporeal manifestations (bones, 

muscles, qi, flesh, and blood),88 and the Five Virtues (benevolence, righteousness, ritual, 

wisdom, and trustworthiness).89 While Liu Shao’s presentation may seem convoluted and 

imprecise as he shifts among slightly varied terminology and moves back and forth between the 

corporeal and the incorporeal, it is important to recognize that this triangular, rather than 

dualistic, schema is fundamental to his conception of man. The correspondence between the 

cosmic endowment of man and his visible corporeal features must be supplemented by, and is 

only articulated through another set of observable, but incorporeal traits. The text insists on this 

intertwined triad, never narrowing in on one pair of dualistic correspondences without 

immediately turning to the third. In the conclusion to this section, this triangular relationship is 

emphasized once again through a rhetorical amalgamation that ties the Five Agents to both the 

corporeal and incorporeal: 

And although the phenomenon [of human nature] exhibits limitless 
transformations, it still is rooted in the Five Substances. Thus the manifestations 
of strength, docility, illumination, vitality, and constancy are evident in form and 
appearance, detectable in voice and expressions, and emanate from temperament 
and preferences, all in accordance to its external manifestations.90  
 
雖體變無窮，猶依乎五質。故其剛、柔、明、暢、貞固之徵，著乎形容，見

乎聲色，發乎情味，各如其象.  
 

 
88 See footnote 18 above.  
89 For a convenient diagram of this matrix, see Lucia Di Giacinto, “The Art of Knowing Others: The Renwu zhi and 
Its Cultural Background,” 149.  
90 Translation modified from Shryock, 98.  
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With this statement Liu Shao concludes his conception of human composition, and reiterates the 

central premise upon which the remainder of the work is built: human nature can be known from 

observation of external manifestations, made up of both corporeal and incorporeal aspects.  

 From here Liu Shao shifts from the theoretical to a more practical mode of discourse, and 

proceeds to enumerate and analyze the manifestations one by one. The five aforementioned 

corporeal aspects are now expanded into nine “manifestations” alluded to in the chapter’s title. 

They are spirit 神, essence 精, muscles 筋, bones 骨, qi 氣, expressions/looks 色, bearing 儀, 

manners 容, and words 言 (underlined in the translated passage below). Before delving into each 

manifestations, he reminds us once again of man’s knowability through these manifestations: 

Thus it is said: things are created with forms, and forms possess souls and 
essences. If one is able to understand the souls and essences, he can exhaustively 
investigate their principles and nature. And that by which nature can be 
understood is the manifestation of the nine substances.  
 
故曰：物生有形，形有神精；能知精神，則窮理盡性. 性之所盡，九質之徵

也.  
 
Whether a man’s substance is balanced or unbalanced lies in the soul. Whether his 
reality is clear or obscure lies in the essence. Whether the force he exerts will be 
courageous or timorous lies in his muscles. Whether he is planted firmly or 
precariously lies in his bones. Whether his judgments are impetuous or calm lies 
in his temperament. Whether his emotions are melancholic or sanguine lies in his 
looks. Whether his frame is in decay or in good condition lies in his bearing. 
Whether his actions are hypocritical or correct lies in his manner. Whether his 
behavior is slow or hasty lies in his speech.  
 
然則：平陂之質在於神，明暗之實在於精，勇怯之勢在於筋，彊弱之植在於

骨，躁靜之決在於氣，慘懌之情在於色，衰正之形在於儀，態度之動在於

容，緩急之狀在於言.  
 
As for his behavior/nature: If the substance of a man is pure and balanced, 
intelligent within and luminous without, his muscles strong, his constitution firm, 
his voice clear, his countenance sanguine, his bearing correct, and his manner 
straightforward, then the nine manifestations are all complete, and virtue is pure 
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and unalloyed. If any of the nine manifestations are absent, then the man has only 
partial, mixed abilities.91  
 
其為人也：質素平澹，中叡外朗，筋勁植固，聲清色懌，儀正容直，則九徵

皆至，則純粹之德也.  九徵有違，則偏雜之材也.   
 

Let us pause here to examine Liu Shao’s use and understanding of the concept “manifestations," 

designated by the term zheng 徵, for he is by no means its creator. By Liu Shao’s time, the idea 

that visible traces serve as a reliable source of knowledge into the invisible was already well-

ingrained in the intellectual tradition. As early as the Warring States, philosophical compilations 

like the Annals of Lu Buwei 呂氏春秋 asserted that visible indicators, zhengbiao 徵表, if 

interpreted correctly, can reveal what is hidden in the heart and distinguish the sage from the 

ordinary man:   

The heart of men is so deeply hidden that it is difficult to see, and so profoundly 
deep that it is difficult to gauge. Therefore, the sage strives to determine the intent 
and resolution of man. The sage surpasses ordinary men precisely in his 
foreknowledge: foreknowledge invariably involves the examination of visible 
indicators; to desire foreknowledge without visible indicators, even Yao and Shun 
would be the same as ordinary men.92  
 
人之心隱匿難見，淵深難測，故聖人於事志焉. 聖人之所以過人以先知，先

知必審徵表，無徵表而欲先知，堯、舜與眾人同等.93 
 

In a later section called “Observing Signs” (guanbiao 觀表), the text goes on to analogize this 

process of interpretation with horse physiognomy: 

Of those in antiquity who expertly physiognomized horses, Hanfeng Shi 
examined the teeth; Ma Chao, the forehead; Zinu Li, the eyes; Wei Ji, the 
whiskers; Xu Bi, the rumps; Tuofa He, the chest; Guan Qing, the lips and throat; 
Chen Pei the legs and hooves; Qin Ya, the front; and Zan Jun, the rear. All ten of 
these men were the most skilled of their age. How they examined the horses was 
not the same, but each looked for characteristics that confirmed a horse’s 

 
91 Shryock, 99 - 100.  
92 Translation adapted from John Knoblock and Jeffrey Riegel, The Annals of Lu Buwei: A Complete Translation 
and Study (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001), 540.  
93 Lushi chunqiu, 20.1413.  
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qualities. From this they could know whether the horse had superior or inferior 
joints, whether it would be clumsy or fleet of foot, whether it was made of sturdy 
or inferior stuff, and whether it was highly talented or not. It is not only the 
judging of horses that is liked this. There are also confirming characteristics for 
people, as well as for deeds and states.94  
 
古之善相馬者：寒風是相口齒，麻朝相頰，子女厲相目，衛忌相髭，許鄙相

𦙷𦙷，投伐褐相胸脅，管青相唇肳，陳悲相股腳，秦牙相前，贊君相後. 凡此

十人者，皆天下之良工也，其所以相者不同，見馬之一徵也，而知節之高

卑，足之滑易，材之堅脆，能之長短. 非獨相馬然也，人亦有徵，事與國皆

有徵.95 
 

However, note that this analogy is never fully transposed to and explicated in the realm of man. 

Rather, what survives of this chapter is a hodgepodge amalgamation of abstract principles, 

analogies, and episodic anecdotes of Warring States figures engaged in the act of “observing 

men," guanren 觀人.96 A more systematic approach is taken up by the Eastern Han scholar 

Wang Chong 王充 (app. 27 - 97), who devotes an entire chapter in his treatise Discourse on 

Balance 論衡 to the matter of physiognomy. The epistemological certitude Liu Shao attributed to 

the observation of external manifestations is in Wang Chong both narrowed and intensified: 

Wang is concerned solely with one kind of zhiren, in which one’s future fate can be extracted 

from one’s bones and appearances:  

People say that destiny is hard to know. In fact it is very easy to know. How do 
you know it? You know it from the structure of the bones. People are bestowed 
their destiny from Heaven, and there are outward signs in the body. One examines 
these outward  signs to know destiny. It is like examining units of volume to 
recognize capacity. The outward signs are the models for the bones.97  
 
人曰命難知. 命甚易知，知之何用？用之骨體. 人命稟於天，則有表候於體。

察表候以知命，猶察斗斛以知容矣. 表候者、骨法之謂也.98 
 

 
94 Knoblock, 543.  
95 Lushi Chunqiu, 20.1414.  
96 Lushi Chunqiu, 20.1412  - 1414. 
97 Translation from Mark Edward Lewis, The Construction of Space in Early China (Albany: SUNY Press, 2005), 
64.  
98 Lunheng jiaoshi, 3.108.  
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Following this assertion, Wang proceeds to substantiate it with examples of twelve sage rulers, 

corroborating each of their fates with their physical appearances.  

 Points of divergence should be noted between these two predecessors of Liu Shao: Wang 

Chong employs a different terminology for the goals of his interpretation than The Annals 

(biaohou versus zhengbiao), and is only interested in a knowledge that is temporally removed 

from the moment of observation and interpretation (versus the temporally coterminous 

knowledge of incorporeal traits). Yet despite these differences, what is shared between the two 

texts is the epistemological value attributed to visible aspects, and this is precisely the 

assumption reprised in Liu Shao’s opening chapter.  

 No doubt because of this resonance with such earlier notions of physiognomy, scholars 

have cast Renwu zhi as a work firmly inheriting and continuing this approach to zhiren.99 

However, this characterization is problematic. It finds scant support once we venture beyond this 

opening chapter. After the aforementioned catalogue and brief descriptions of the nine 

manifestations, most of them are never mentioned again. The remaining eleven chapters of the 

text either advance systems of dispositions, temperaments, and behavioral tendencies (all of 

which are articulated in the context of employment for the state),100 or consider the process of 

zhiren itself - the potential challenges and pitfalls of observations and interpretation, as well as 

the interaction between subject and object.101 Across these eleven chapters, the exact 

 
99 Tang Yongtong sees Liu Shao as espousing “fundamentally the same principle” as Wang Chong in his Weijin 
xuanxue lungao 魏晉玄學論稿, 6. In Western scholarship, Licia di Giacinto has stated that form “works essential as 
a mirror…the features of the material substance are deducible through an analysis of the external signs: tones of 
voice, facial expressions, physical constitution, ways of behaving are all weapons available to those wishing to 
decipher the inner structure of a man," 149.  
100 For example Chapter 2, “Types of Dispositions," 體別, Chapter 3, “Categories of Capabilities,” Chapter 5, 
“Capacities”, 才能 Chapter 6 “Advantages and Disadvantages,” 利害 and Chapter 8 “Heroes.” 英雄  
For a summary of the content of each chapter, see Shryock, 61 - 94.  
101 This would be Chapter 4, “Principles of Abilities," 材理, which will be discussed in detail; Chapter 7, “How Men 
Understand Each Other” 接識,  and Chapter 9 “Observing from the Eight Perspectives”  八觀, Chapter 10 “The 
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terminology of zheng never appears again, although much of the behavioral discussions could 

presumably be classified under the incorporeal aspects of the nine manifestations. 

 Indeed, while Liu Shao certainly evokes the rhetoric of physiognomy and carries over its 

epistemological assumption in the first chapter, the work as a whole is, for the most part, 

uninterested in corporeal traits. This need not be a contradictory fact, and a few observations 

may help explain how Liu Shao’s work relates to the tradition of physiognomy. To begin with, 

his conception of “manifestation” zheng clearly moves beyond his predecessors in two 

significant ways. First, unlike the Annals of Lu Buwei and Wang Chong’s Lunheng, where the 

notion of zheng is established through concrete examples, Liu Shao sets out to build a normative, 

conceptual framework of zheng. Rather than citing specific examples of successfully reading and 

interpreting zheng, Liu Shao is more interested in relating the concept to the cosmological 

makeup of man and in its taxonomy.   

 Second, while partially consonant with physiognomy in its inclusion of bones, muscles, 

and facial appearance, it is not solely comprised of corporeal elements. Instead, Liu Shao’s list of 

nine manifestations is an amalgamation of the traditional physical indicators in physiognomy 

(bone 骨，muscle 筋, countenance 色), aspects of behavior (bearing 儀, manner 容, and 

words/speech 言 102), and the trio of spirit, essence, and vital breath (spirit 神, essence 精, qi 氣)  

featured prominently in the etiological motifs of Zhuangzi. Here, one additional text requires 

mention: both the exact appellation “Nine manifestations” 九徵 and Liu Shao’s syntax of its 

enumeration echo of a passage in Zhuangzi, from the outer chapter of Lie Yukou 列禦寇: 

Confucius said: “The minds of men are more impenetrable than mountains and 
rivers, and more difficult to know than Heaven. Heaven still has periods of spring 

 
Seven Errors” 七繆， and  Chapter 11, “The Difficulty of Obtaining Results” 效難, and Chapter 12, “Dissolving 
Rivalrise” 釋爭.   
102 This will be discussed in-depth in the next section.  
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and autumn, winter and summer, morning and evening; but as for man, his 
exterior is thickly veiled and his feelings lie deep. Thus there are those who look 
honest but behave in excess, those who are gifted but look to be incapable; those 
who look docile but have far reaching schemes, those who look firm but are 
twisted about; and those who look slow yet they are hasty. In this way those who 
hasten toward righteousness like someone thirsty will actually hurry away from it 
as if it were flames.  
 
孔子曰:  凡人心險於山川，難於知天. 天猶有春秋冬夏旦暮之期，人者厚貌

深情. 故有貌愿而益，有長若不肖，有順懁而達，有堅而縵，有緩而釬. 故其

就義若渴者，其去義若熱. 
 
Hence the superior man employs them at a distance to test their fidelity, and near 
at hand to text their reverence. By employing them on difficult services, he tests 
their ability; by questioning them suddenly, he tests their knowledge; by giving 
them close deadlines, he tests their trustworthiness;103 by entrusting them with 
wealth, he tests their benevolence; by informing them of danger, he tests their 
integrity;104 by making them drunk, he tests their observance of regulations;105 by 
placing them in mixed society (with the opposite sex), he tests their chastity. 
When these nine evaluations are complete, the unworthy will be discovered.106  
 
故君子遠使之而觀其忠，近使之而觀其敬，煩使之而觀其能，卒然問焉而觀

其知，急與之期而觀其信，委之以財而觀其仁，告之以危而觀其節，醉之以

酒而觀其側，雜之以處而觀其色.  九徵至，不肖人得矣. 107 
 

In extant texts this is the only appearance of the term jiuzheng before Liu Shao’s time.108 While 

the passage sets up a challenge identical to that of The Annas of Lu Buwei, the knowability of 

man, the proposed solution takes on a different direction. Used in the sense of “to test, to prove," 

 
103 I differ here from Legge’s translation of the phrase 急與之期 as “by appointing them a fixed time”; ji is used 
here in the verbal sense of “to rush, to hasten.” 
104 In Legge’s translation, “self-command in emergencies." 
105 Legge translates “tests their tendencies” for 側. However, as Qing scholars 俞樾 (1821 - 1907) and Wang 
Niansun 王念孫 (1744 - 1832) have pointed out, the passage is comprised of a set of positive attributes as the target 
of observation, and ce 側, which more specifically refers to pejorative tendencies, breaks the parallelism. They 
propose that it may have been a mistake for the character ze 則, and I follow this alternative in my translation. 
Zhuangzi jishi, 10A.1054. 
106 Translation adapted from James Legge, Writings of Chuang Tzu. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1891). 
107 Zhuangzi jishi, 10A.1054 - 1055.  
108 This passage is also mentioned by Guo Mo 郭模 in his annotation and commentary of Renwu zhi in Renwu zhi ji 
zhu jiaozheng 人物誌及注校證 (Taipei: Wen shi zhe chubanshe, 1987), 54 - 55.  
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jiuzheng here does not refer to a set of corporeal and personality traits, but rather to a series of 

situations created by the superior man junzi to test for certain qualities in the man of interest.   

The impetus behind this method of investigation is the misleading nature of appearance, and 

nestled between the stated problem and the enumeration of jiuzheng is a passage that laments the 

unreliable nature of appearance. What is visible to the eye is cast not as reliable signs of 

interpretation, but rather tangible obstructions to what remains hidden: because of the 

“thickness” of appearance (maohou 貌厚), instead of illumination, it can in fact lead away from 

the sentiments that lie beneath (qingshen 情深), resulting in the series of opposing binaries 

between outer mao and inner qing (故有貌愿而益，有長若不肖，有順懁而達，有堅而縵，

有緩而釬).109 Correspondingly, the nine tests devised to evaluate men make no mention of 

physical manifestations, implying that the moral traits of interest are to be assessed based on 

action and behavior, rather than bodily appearance.110 

 Let us now return to the “nine manifestations” in Liu Shao’s Treatise on Human 

Character. I have discussed two uses of the term zheng and their associated ideas in the zhiren 

project: in the lineage of physiognomy that dates to before the Han and continues to flourish into 

the Eastern Han, zheng refers to characteristics of the physical body that is granted 

epistemological value, although it does not necessarily monopolize all avenues of zhiren. In 

contrast we find a strain of thought in Zhuangzi that holds the visible exterior in suspicion, and 

designates zheng not as corporeal traits, but instead situationally-based behavior and traits. I 

 
109 Mao has a range of meanings in this period, from the more concrete and localized sense of facial appearance, to 
the less tangible sense of overall appearance and demeanor; where they converge is the sense of exteriority and 
visibility. The Tang scholar-monk Cheng Xuanying 成玄英 glosses the terms as form/appearance xing 形. Zhuangzi 
jishi, 10A.1054.  
110 While one could argue that se 色 literally refers to countenance, appearances, in this usage it refers to a moral 
virtue consistent with the other eight virtues in parallel positions.  
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want to suggest that Liu Shao’s own understanding of zhiren lies precisely between these two 

paradigms: just like how the opening paragraphs of the chapter weave together cosmic agents, 

physical manifestations, and abstract virtues into a tight triangular relationship, his system of 

“manifestations," that by which one can go about the task of zhiren, straddles the middle ground 

between physiognomy’s reliance upon and trust of the bodily appearances, and an opposing 

alternative that eschews appearances for their deceptive potentials. While semantically congruent 

with its significations in physiognomy, Liu Shao’s notion of zheng vastly expands the scope of 

what can serve as “interpretable signs” beyond only the corporeal. It is important to note that 

unlike the stance in Zhuangzi, where appearances are altogether dismissed for more reliable 

means of zhiren, Liu Shao’s more expansive definition of zheng does not negate the 

epistemological validity of corporeal aspects. 

 In merging (or from a more critical perspective, muddling) the stable epistemology of 

physiognomy with a Zhuangzian skepticism toward appearances, Liu Shao seems to be 

“hedging” against the philosophical and practical consequences of one approach or the other. 

How successfully he manages this delicate balancing act is an open question. Here, I will only 

point out that it is no easy task, and occasionally his fluent, matter-of-fact prose belies an anxiety 

toward the potential contradiction between the positivism inherent in physiognomy’s reading of 

the external and the skepticism toward appearances that threaten the very possibility of zhiren 

altogether. I will end this section with one such brief moment of latent tension. In the eleventh 

chapter titled “Eight Observations” 八觀, Liu Shao catalogues eight perspectives from which 

man can be examined, the second of which states:  

The second is to observe his changing feelings, so as to examine his normal way 
of being.111 

 
111 Adapted from Shryock, 131.  
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二曰觀其感變，以審常度.  

The idea here is reminiscent of the situational-based assessment previously featured in the 

Zhuangzi passage: by evaluating how one’s feelings fluctuate when stimulated by some external 

circumstance, we can arrive at some trait that is not contingent.  Liu Shao elaborates on this 

method of knowledge-seeking: 

What do I mean by observing one’s feelings at the moment when they change, in 
order to examine one’s principles? A man’s exteriors are thick and his feelings 
deep. If you wish to grasp them, you must observe his words and meanings, and 
examine how he responds [to certain situations]. 112 
 
何謂觀其感變，以審常度?  夫人厚貌深情，將欲求之，必觀其辭旨，察其應

贊. 
 

Liu Shao employs the same phrasing we saw earlier in Zhuangzi - “thick exteriors and deep 

feelings” 厚貌深情. For him as well, exteriors can obstruct the effort at knowing men. But the 

echo ends there. Liu Shao provides his unique response to the impenetrability of appearances, 

and singles out words and its meaning (cizhi 辭旨) as the solution. From here, he continues onto 

an exposition of fourteen kinds of discussion, and deems each as revelatory of a particular mental 

quality.113 What is especially relevant to our discussion here follows this catalogue: Liu Shao 

reintroduces the issue of appearances (here, se 色 ) as something that ought to correspond with 

words, thereby implying it may not.  I have marked the following excerpt into three sections, for 

ease of reference:  

Thus it may be said that when matters deviate from the norm, there must be a 
corresponding cause. The appearance of sorrow is exhausted and muddled; the 
appearance of illness is disorderly and sullied. Happiness is manifested joyfully; 
anger, spitefully. The appearance of jealousy is self-indulgent and inconstant. 
When men act under these emotions, their speech and words follow suit. (1) 
 

 
112 Adapted from Shryock, 132.   
113 For sake of brevity I omit this passage; a  convenient table mapping out the fourteen discussion styles and their 
corresponding mental trait can be found in Shryock, 83.  
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故曰：凡事不度，必有其故：憂患之色，乏而且荒；疾疢之色，亂而垢雜；

喜色，愉然以懌；慍色，厲然以揚；妒惑之色，冒昧無常；及其動作，蓋並

言辭.  
 
Therefore, if his words speak of joy, but the look of his face does not follow, 
something is amiss; if his words are not consistent, but his appearance is that of a 
trustworthy person, then his words are not lucid. If even before words are uttered, 
he displays colors of anger, then his intentions are of resentment; if as his words 
are emitted, it is ushered out with breaths of fury, then he will forcefully 
accomplish what is not permitted. (2) 
 
是故，其言甚懌，而精色不從者，中有違也；其言有違，而精色可信者，辭

不敏也；言未發, 而怒色先見者，意憤溢也；言將發, 而怒氣送之者，彊所不

然也. 
   
In all of these cases, manifestations are visible externally, and can neither be 
concealed nor inconsistent. Although he may wish to contradict them, his 
appearance will not follow suit. Thus an appearance of alarm will be elucidating, 
and although it is in flux, it can be known. Consequently, this is how by observing 
the changes of a man’s emotions, one can know the circumstances of his 
principles. (3) 
 
凡此之類，徵見於外，不可奄違，雖欲違之，精色不從，感愕以明，雖變可

知. 是故，觀其感變，而常度之情可知. 
 

We find Liu Shao juggling two avenues of insight into man’s feelings and principles: 

appearances (se 色), and words (yan 言). He first states that inner emotions manifest accordingly 

in one’s external appearance, and that words also correspond accordingly (1). However, what 

appears as a descriptive statement turns out to be a theoretical one, as he nexts concedes that 

appearance could be misaligned with words (2). As soon as this hypothetical is raised, it is 

dismissed, and Liu Shao reasserts the reliability of externally manifestations (3). Rather than 

further exploring the potential contradiction between words and appearances, Liu Shao resolves 

this misalignment by arguing that even in the case of inconsistency, we can still obtain some 

deeper truth about man’s principles through observation and evaluation of his emotional 

fluctuations that result from an inconsistency. In doing so he is able to reaffirm the 
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epistemological validity of zheng, the umbrella concept of “external manifestations” that 

encapsulates both appearances and words. Left untouched is the line of thought that he briefly 

entertains - that either appearance or words can mislead - for pursued along its logical 

consequences, it would cast a disconcerting skepticism toward the validity of zheng altogether.  

 
 
1.2 The Deceit of Discourse   

 In the above excerpts from Chapter Eleven, Liu Shao advances the importance of 

examining a man’s words, but also hints at the complicated relationship speech occupies vis-a-

vis appearances. This passage is not the only place where Liu Shao mentions the role of yan; in 

fact, yan occupies an important presence throughout Renwu zhi. Recall that in the opening 

chapter Liu Shao affirms the knowability of man and vests in a schema of nine manifestations 

the epistemological means of accomplishing such a task. In constructing a hybrid set of 

manifestations that span across the corporeal and the incorporeal, Liu Shao establishes a 

framework that neither jettisons the validity of physical appearance, nor rests solely on 

appearances as the only or privileged avenue of zhiren. In fact, given that physiognomy has been 

critiqued since well before Liu Shao’s time in seminal philosophical works such as the Xunzi, 

one might see Liu Shao’s supplementation of incorporeal aspects into his hybrid notion of zheng 

as a strategic move in defense against such lines of attack.114 

 Among his system of nine manifestations, the inclusion of yan deserves special attention, 

for it is also the only member among his list of hermeneutic signs that transcends the distinction 

 
114 The Warring states philosopher famously arraigned the practice of physiognomy in his eponymous work Xunzi, 
see Xunzi jishi, 5.73 - 89. This position is summarized and contextualized in early Chinese political philosophy in 
He Jianjun, 56 - 62.  
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between the corporeal and the incorporeal.115 Inclusive of both verbal utterances and textual 

production, while the phenomenon of yan lacks corporeality as such,  it is an embodied act that 

cannot be divorced from the physical body. In order to produce yan one must marshal the 

potentials of the corporeal and incorporeal: this much is implicit in the concept itself and finds 

explicit articulation in works like the third century “Poetic Exposition on Literature” 文賦, 

wherein the process of writing is represented as merging the divide.116  It is the embodied nature 

of speech that Liu Shao touches upon in aforementioned passage. As he contemplates the 

possibility that the content of speech may not correspond with one’s demeanor of speech, he 

simultaneously insist that in the process of speaking, the body, through facial changes and the 

breath, shapes the delivery of words: 

If even before words are uttered, he displays colors of anger, then his intentions 
are of resentment; if as his words are emitted, they are ushered out with breaths of 
fury, then he will forcefully accomplish what is not permitted. (2) 
 
言未發, 而怒色先見者，意憤溢也；言將發, 而怒氣送之者，彊所不然也. 

Falling within the scope of yan is a narrower concept of bian 辯, argumentative 

discourse/argumentation, and this concept lies at the heart of Chapter Four “The Principle of 

Abilities” 材理.117 Unlike the other eight manifestations, yan stands out as the only one that 

 
115 As yan can refer to a clusters of concepts that require individual English translations - speech, words, discourse, 
argumentation, etc. - I refer to it in pinyin throughout this chapter for the sake of brevity. Most importantly, it refers 
to both specific speech acts and the general concept of language. This point, as well as a thorough and useful 
discussion of its semantic range, and its overlap with characters such as ci 辭 and shuo 說 can be found in Xing Lu, 
Rhetoric in Ancient China, Fifth to Third Century B.C.E.: A Comparison with Classical Greek Rhetoric (Columbia: 
University of South Carolina Press, 2011), 72 - 77, 88 -  90. Lu makes the point that within its very semantic range 
are both positive and pejorative nuances: for example, where as it is used in the Shi jing  to refer to glib, deceptive 
speech, elsewhere in Zuo zhuan it is “connected with ambition and cultural learning” (75).  
116 Stephen Owen translates and discusses this piece in Readings in Chinese Literary Thought (Cambridge: Harvard 
Yenching Institute Monograph Series, 1996), 73 -181. In his introduction to the translation is the insight that Lu Ji 
shifts from the earlier discussions of wen (both as text and utterance) precisely in his “physiological-philosophical” 
treatment of the topic (74).  
117 bian has been variously translated as debate, argumentation, dialogue, discourse, and discussion, the last being 
Shryock’s choice. I opt for the translation “argumentation” for the sense of conflict is essential; bian is not merely a 
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receives such extensive and concerted treatment.118 One of the longest and most complex 

chapters of the text, it seemingly meanders from one list to another, all while shifting through 

various topics of discussion. Whereas most other chapters begin with a reiteration of zhiren as 

the topic of interest and are concerned with the how-to of studying human nature, this chapter 

opens with the metaphysical question of how to establish an objective basis from which 

subjective perspectives can be reconciled: 

To establish affairs and set up standards, it is necessary to determine all things 
according to principle. Yet it is difficult to discuss it, and those who can 
determine it are few. Why is this the case? It is that principles are of many kinds, 
and men differ from one another. Thus being of multiple kinds, laws are difficult 
to comprehend; and being of a variety of abilities, men’s temperaments are 
deceitful. Therefore the principles are lost and all affairs go awry.119  
 
夫建事立義，莫不須理而定;  及其論難，鮮能定之.  夫何故哉？蓋理多品而

人異也.  夫理多品則難通，人材異則情詭；情詭難通，則理失而事違也.120  
 

Already we can see that the scope of this chapter is much broader than, and has implications for 

the practical concern of how to understand human nature. Liu Shao is pessimistic toward the 

grasp of objective standards, and attributes its corrosion to its inherent complexity and the innate 

imperfection of human nature. In the remainder of the chapter, Liu Shao expounds upon this 

imperfection from a number of perspectives, each culminating in a catalogue that classifies 

 
neutral or disinterested exchange, but rather one born of conflicting ideas which it seeks to resolve. For the 
etymology of bian and its use in pre-Han texts, see Zhenbin Sun, Language, Discourse, and Praxis in Ancient China 
(Springer-Verlag eBook, 2015), 103 - 111.  
118 Of course, Liu Shao is not the first to consider the importance of yan as a  hermeneutic tool in understanding one 
who utters it. The idea that words serve as a medium of zhiren is articulated in a number of early philosophical texts: 
for example in the chapter Yao Yue 堯曰 of Analects: “Without knowing words, it is impossible to know men” 不知
言，無以知人也; The chapter Zhong Yong from the Liji point out the ideal correspondence between words and 
conduct (xing 行). The Mencius gives the most detailed elaboration on the relationship  between yan and the person 
in the chapter Gong Sun Chou 公孫丑: when asked what is meant by “understanding words” , Mencius responds 
with a series of correspondences between qualities of yan and moral qualities of the person. These passages are 
discussed in Zhenbin Sun, Language, Discourse, and Praxis in Ancient China, 91- 95.   
119 Modified from Shryock, 111-112. 
120 Text of this chapter is from Liang Mancang 梁滿倉, Renwu zhi quan zhu quan yi, 61 - 80.  
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human nature from a unique basis of distinction. These are first summarized after the opening 

statement: 

Principles are composed of four categories; 
their illumination span four classes; 
Temperament has nine partialities; 
and take on seven similitudes;121 
Conversations embody three defects; 
debate cannot avoid six causes; 
and comprehensive understanding requires eight capacities.122 
 
夫理有四部，明有四家，情有九偏，流有七似，說有三失，難有六構，通有

八能.  
 

The contents of these lists have been commented upon by various scholars; what I would like to 

draw attention to is the trajectory of how Liu Shao moves from one categorization to another, 

and point out where such transitions may reveal tensions implicit in the larger framing of this 

chapter.  

 The particular juncture I want to focus on is the shift from the categorization of men into 

“nine partialities of temperament” 九偏之情 and the list of “seven similitudes” 七似, one that 

discretely - but significantly- shifts the context of discussion from human nature at large to the 

flaws of argumentation. The nine partialities are labeled with descriptive binomes and 

predominantly draw from preexisting designations of human disposition: in earlier sources, such 

binomes either appear in the genre of annalistic biography (liezhuan 列傳), or appear in the 

 
121 Shryrock’s rendering of 七似 as “similitude” misses the clearly pejorative coloring of the term; Liu Shao will go 
on to list seven baleful attempts to be something that one is not. Additionally, Shryock translates 流 as the 
noun“ developments," implying that a new subject has been introduced. This does not quite make sense, and if we 
reference the earliest annotation of the text by the Northern Wei Liu Bing 刘昺, liu is taken in the sense of “splitting 
into."Renwu zhi quan zhu quan yi, 65.  
122 Translation adapted from Shryock, 112. A few points of notable divergence: liu 流 is rendered by Shryock as 
“developments," a  choice that obscures its relationship with the previous “temperaments” and the fact that it refers 
to the realm of speech styles.  
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context of referring explicitly to one’s “mode of being” (weiren 為人).123 Yet if we look at the 

explication following each partiality, we notice that Liu Shao is speaking either entirely or 

partially about one’s disposition in argumentation, not in the general sense of all-encompassing 

character.  The enumeration of each type is followed by two parallel clauses, and in the majority 

of the nine types, one clause will specify the subject to be some aspect of bian, while the other 

allows for a more general interpretation as pertaining to one’s entire character. To illustrate, I 

quote the first and sixth type: 

The unyielding and generalizing man cannot deal with details. Therefore when he 
discusses matters of importance, he is vast and wide. But when he calculates 
minute laws, he does not stop but skips over them.124 
 
剛略之人，不能理微；故其論大體則弘博而高遠，歷纖理則宕往而疏越. 

The  man of shallow explanations cannot go deeply into difficulties. When he 
hears discussions, he is astonished and pleased. But when he examines subtle 
principles, he changes frequently and has no principles of his own.125 
 
淺解之人，不能深難；聽辯說則擬鍔而愉悅，審精理則掉轉而無根. 

In both examples, the first clause delimits the subject to be the process of engaging in discourse 

before continuing onto the second clause, which can be interpreted as maintaining the same, 

narrower subject, or to be inclusive of a more general scope. In another variation, as seen in the 

next example of the second partiality, Liu Shao goes further to specify the subject of both clauses 

as an aspect of self - articulation. This specification is especially noticeable in light of the much 

 
123 More specifically, the only extant uses of some of his labels are from biographies 列傳 which come 
overwhelming from E. Han. For example, 抗厲 appears in 東觀漢記, describing one’s 志節/志義. 溫柔 is used in 
pre-Han sources to describe 為人, and appears also in Hanshu.  
124 Shryock, 113.  
125 Shryock, 114.  
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broader context in which the compound kangli usually functions from roughly contemporaneous 

usages - that is, in reference to one’s holistic disposition.126 

The obstinate and austere man is inflexible. When he discusses law, he is 
complete and just. But when he speaks about changing conditions, he runs 
contrary to the facts and cannot begin to understand.127  
 
抗厲之人，不能迴撓；論法直則括處而公正，說變通則否戾而不入. 

The fourth partiality exhibits a reversed kind of double-reference: the name of this category is 

itself a term of rhetoric. Bianji, fluency and witticism, is one of the possible styles of rhetoric that 

the philosopher Han Feizi discusses in his chapter on the challenges to verbal rhetoric.128  Yet in 

the subsequent elaborations on men of this type, the realm of reference is expanded to all thought 

and action, not merely limited to the context of argumentation:  

The fluent man has many words and sharp ideas. When he makes inferences about 
human affairs, he pinpoints the essence of things and exhaustively comprehends 
its principles; but when he comes to general concepts, he is foolhardy and narrow-
minded.129  
 
辯給之人，辭煩而意銳；推人事則精識而窮理，即大義則恢愕而不周. 

The section concludes with the following summary statement:  

These are the so-called nine partialities of human nature, in each case man takes 
his own heart as the principle [for all things]. And as long as his nature is not 
refined and unobstructed, it will manifest as the seven pretensions.130  
 
所謂性有九偏，各從其心之所可以為理.  若乃性不精暢，則流有七似. 

 
126 For example, the Eastern Han official Diao Wei is described as “resolute and austere” in nature (性抗厲), Hou 
Hanshu, 61.2041; similarly, in an edict from Emperor Guangwu of Han to the minister Dou Rong 竇融, the emperor 
praises him for his “resolution and strength” 抗厲威武, Hou Hanshu, 23.803. Note that in these contexts the 
compound takes on a positive nuance, rather than the pejorative nuance in Liu Shao’s usage.  
127 Ibid.  
128 The chapter “The Difficulty of Speaking” 難言 is an extended meditation on the perils of engaging in 
argumentation and persuasion. “witty and eloquent, full of of rhetorical excellences” 捷敏辯給，繁於文采 is but 
one of the many styles of speaking that can bring about mistrust and reprehension upon the speaker. Chen Qiyou 陳
奇猷, Han Feizi jishi 韓非子集釋 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju chubanshe, 1959), 1.49.  
129 Translation modified from Shryock, 114.  
130 Modified from Shryock, 115.  
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It is important to recall why Liu Shao embarked upon this schematization of possible flaws in 

human temperament in the first place. The chapter sets out to understand corrosions to 

underlying principles which guide how norms are established and how individuals can navigate 

such norms, and “partialities” in human temperament are what impedes the grasp of such 

principles. Yet we have seen that the analytical unit does not remain consistent throughout, but 

instead shifts without warning, between verbal argumentation and general temperament. This 

entanglement (or read more sinisterly, a sleight of hand) of two distinct notions suggest a fluidity 

between the realm of yan and general disposition, one that is exploited by Liu Shao to hold the 

former as an equivalent, or at least substitutable, metric of the latter. 

 The next section introduces a new taxonomy which focuses on styles of discourse. The 

“seven pretensions” 七似 catalogue seven flawed or unbalanced style of verbal presentation and 

argumentation. Collectively they are deemed to be the consequences of the aforementioned 

partialities in human nature:  

There are men who talk aimlessly about ancient things, as if they could put these 
things into practice. 
 
有漫談陳說，似有流行者. 
 
There are men of few principles but many ramifications, and seem as if they had 
broad thoughts. 
 
有理少多端，似若博意者. 
 
There are men who can discuss agreeably, and seem as if they explained [matters] 
laudably. 
 
有迴說合意，似若讚解者. 
 
There are men who by lagging behind appear to choose correctly, and who follow 
what is liked by the multitude so that it seems as if they could judge correctly. 
 
有處後持長，從眾所安，似能聽斷者. 
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There are men who avoid challenges by not  replying. They seem to be have than 
enough, and yet in reality they do not know.  
 
有避難不應，似若有餘，而實不知者. 
 
There  are men who love to comprehend the explanations of others, and who seem 
to be pleased, yet they are not happy. 
 
有慕通口解，似悅而不懌者.  
 
There are men who in trying to win the argument lose sight of the situation, and 
although their words are empty they still delight in their cleverness. Their 
reasoning crumbles but they nonetheless strain to rely upon it; while they really 
are seeking mutual understanding (between the two parties), they still behave as 
though their reasoning prevails.131  
 
有因勝情失，窮而稱妙，跌則掎蹠，實求兩解，似理不可屈者.  
 
All these seven similitudes are the cause of the deception among the multitude.  
 
凡此七似，眾人之所惑也.  

 
At this point in the chapter, Liu Shao confronts the issue of argumentation directly: 

When it comes to argumentation and debate, there is winning by reason and 
winning by words. Winning by reason is the rectification of white and black for 
the purpose of explicating an argument and the elucidation of subtleties in order 
to bring about understanding. Winning by words is the destruction of proper 
reasoning to seek after the novel, and there losing what is right.132 
 
夫辯，有理勝，有辭勝. 理勝者，正白黑以廣論，釋微妙而通之. 辭勝者，破

正理以求異，求異則正失矣. 
 

 
131 Here I defer from Shryock’s rendering, which is as follows “There are those whose arguments are empty, 
although they themselves think they are plausible. Their reasons fall down, yet they continue to urge them. Really 
they seek a double interpretation, it seems that they cannot be defeated by reason.” The substantive difference lies in 
the last phrase 實求兩解，似理不可屈者: Shryock’s translation does not quite make sense, as it suddenly 
introduces the concept of “two interpretations” and obscures the contrast between two parts of the phrase. Rather I 
follow Liu Bing 刘昺’s annotation to this phrase: His words are thin and reasoning weak, in his heart he favors 
mutual understanding, yet he refuses to stop arguing, so the listener thinks he still has not acquiesced. 辭窮理屈， 
心樂兩解而言猶不止，聽者謂之未屈. Liang Mancang, 70.   
132 Shryock, 115 with modifications. The juxtaposition of “winning by reason” against “winning by words," as well 
as the phrasing “rectification of white and black for the purpose of explicating an argument” 正白黑以廣論 alludes 
to the “White is Not Horse” 白馬非馬 argument of Gongsun Long 公孫龍, which for Ru scholars epitomizes 
“winning by words." 
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In the lineage of Ru-ist thought that precedes and continues to be influential in the eastern Han, 

argumentation occupies a central position. “The superior man (junzi 君子) must engage in 

argumentative discussion (bian 辯)” as the Xunzi espoused.133 It is through the means of 

argumentative discourse that the interpretation of the Five Classics, the highest stakes in the 

cultural and political order, is negotiated.134 It is in this context that the two subsequent 

taxonomies of mishaps and flaws - “the three defects of discussion” 說之三失 and “the six 

causes” 六構 - should be read. For the sake of brevity, I give two examples below, one from 

each taxonomy. The first, from the “three defects," raises the drawbacks of speaking too much: 

Those who are good at explanation through analogy, one can elucidate many 
matters with just one word; those who are not good, will use a hundred words and 
still not explain even one idea. And if you exhaust a hundred words without 
explaining anything, no one will listen to you.  
 
善喻者，以一言明數事；不善喻者，百言不明一意；百言不明一意，則不聽

也. 
The second, from the “six causes," postulates a specific scenario in the course of a debate, and 

warns against speaking without strategy:  

夫盛難之時，其誤難迫；故善難者，徵之使還.  
At the height of a debate, an opponent’s misstatements must not be pressed too 
hard, and the good debater will turn his opponent’s mistakes back to the original 
point.135 
 

Read in isolation, these statements may seem narrow in scope and tactical in their motivation. 

But as I have shown, by considering the chapter as a whole and tracing how Liu Shao arrived at 

 
133 The full passage is: “The gentleman is sure to engage in argument. Everyone enjoys speaking about what they 
consider good, and the gentleman is especially so. Hence, when the petty man argues he speaks of dangerous things, 
and when the gentleman argues he speaks of ren. If one’s speech does not accord with ren, then speaking is not as 
good as being silent, and arguing keenly is not as good as speaking clumsily.” Hutton, 39.  
君子必辯.  凡人莫不好言其所善，而君子為甚焉.  是以小人辯言險，而君子辯言仁也.  言而非仁之中也，則
其言不若其默也，其辯不若其訥也.  Xunzi jishi, 5.85. 
134 Jiang Jianjun, Hanmo renlun jianshi zhi zonglize, 146-148.  
135 The entirety of the section can be found in Shryock, 155 - 116.  
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this point, such diagnoses of argumentation “techniques” should be understood in a much 

broader context. If bian is central to the ordering of cultural and political norms, then 

participation in this process is a significant means of articulation one’s own identity and 

membership in that order.   

 Just as he had gradually shifted the scope of discussion from human dispositions to 

argumentation, in the last section of the chapter Liu Shao integrates abilities of argumentation 

back into a vision of all-encompassing virtue. Because those who engage in bian are fallible to 

the shortcomings catalogued in “three defects” and “six cause," by contrast, those who adeptly 

navigate the discursive realm will have the world at his grasp: 

From this we can infer that those who can arrive at principles by means of 
discussion are indeed few. Such a man must have an intelligence capable of 
understanding order; a rational mind capable of establishing true origins; an 
insight capable of grasping the pivot [crux of things]; speech capable of 
articulating his ideas; an alertness to hold up his faults; a defense able to repulse 
attacks; an attack able to overcome defenses; and he must be able to take and 
give. Those who possess all eight will be able to grasp the principles of the 
universe; and those who understand the principles of the universe can hereby 
understand men.136  
 
由此論之，談而定理者眇矣。必也：聰能聽序，思能造端，明能見機，辭能

辯意，捷能攝失，守能待攻，攻能奪守，奪能易予. 兼此八者，然後乃能通

於天下之理，通於天下之理，則能通人矣.  
 

These eight qualities, termed “Eight Virtues” 八美, are expanded upon in the last section of the 

chapter. This concluding list pivots from the negative taxonomies of partialities, pretensions, 

defects, and causes (for error), to one of exemplary traits. Those who possess all eight virtues is 

the man of “comprehensive ability” (tongcai 通材), and the chapter ends with the eulogistic  

 
136 translation modified from Shryock, 117.  
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praise of such a man. Note how the term “ability”  (cai 材) in this use includes both a narrow 

sense of ability in discourse and a broad sense of holistic virtues: 

The man of “comprehensive ability” is one who possess this eight abilities and 
employs them in accordance with the Way. When discoursing with one who also 
has comprehensive ability, they reach the same understanding and their hearts are 
in mutual harmony. When speaking with the masses, he examines their 
appearance and behaves in accordance with their nature.  
 
通材之人，既兼此八材，行之以道. 與通人言，則同解而心喻；與眾人之

言，則察色而順性. 

 
Although his enlightenment includes the principle of the masses, he does not use 
it to surpass them; although his intelligence endows him with resources, he does 
not use it to get ahead of others. Benevolent words issue forth from him, but he 
stops as soon as the principle is adequately elucidated. When others make 
despicable mistakes, he does not pursue and persecute them. He describes what 
others hold in their mind, and aids others according to their capability. He does 
not use allusions to offend others, nor does he use figurative language to suggest 
his strengths.  
 
雖明包眾理，不以尚人；聰叡資給，不以先人. 善言出己，理足則止鄙誤在

人，過而不迫.  寫人之所懷，扶人之所能. 不以事類犯人之所婟，不以言

例及己之所長. 

 
Whether he is persuading the upright man or the crooked man, there is nothing 
that he fears or detests. He gathers what is melodious from the sound of insects 
and praises the fortuitous success of the foolish man. There is propriety in what he 
takes and what he gives; he is proper in going and staying. Even at the height of 
his anger he is not sparing in his apologies; as he triumphs in a debate,  he is not 
arrogant in his success. His mind is at balance and his aims are clear, there is no 
absolute possible and impossible, and he only aspires toward the attainment of the 
Way. With a man like this one can discuss the management of state affairs and the 
principles behind all things!137  
 
說直說變，無所畏惡. 采蟲聲之善音，贊愚人之偶得. 奪與有宜，去就不

留. 方其盛氣，折謝不吝；方其勝難，勝而不矜；心平志諭，無適無莫，期

於得道而已矣，是可與論經世而理物也.  
 

 
137 translation modified from Shryock, 118.  
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To present normative ethical values by means of an idealized figure who embodies those values 

is a common move in the traditions of early Chinese philosophy. More interesting here is the 

route by which Liu Shao arrives at this figure of “comprehensive ability.” This chapter of Renwu 

zhi began with the project of explaining how shortcomings in human dispositions contribute to 

one’s blurred understanding of normative principles. Simultaneously Liu Shao weaves in 

qualities of how one engages in discourse throughout his taxonomies of human disposition, 

which allows him to first foreground bian as a metric of how human dispositions are to be 

categorized, and second, to emphasize the centrality of bian as an instrument of mastering 

normative principles that enables one to ultimately “get through” to men themselves (tongren 通

人).  

 However, this emphasis on the centrality of argumentation in zhiren should be read 

alongside Liu Shao’s reminder that bian can be instrument of deception as well as truth-seeking. 

This double-edged nature of argumentation is mirrored by its constant, but at times nebulous 

presence throughout this chapter. It is rarely upheld as the direct object of inquiry; when it is 

foregrounded,  it appears through a set of pejorative categorizations, and always resonating as 

one part of a double-referent. 

 

 The close reading of chapter one shows that although Liu Shao’s Treatise on Human 

Character grounds the knowability of man in the epistemological validity of external 

manifestations, the primacy of corporeal attributes is replaced by a hybrid systems of corporeal 

and incorporeal manifestations that together function as signs in the hermeneutics of zhiren. Of 

these manifestations, I show how physical appearances and participation in argumentative 

discourse are especially significant, the former in its inheritance of the intellectual legacy of 
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physiognomy, and the latter for its wide ramifications in what it means to fulfill a cultural ideal. 

Liu Shao acknowledges that both have the potential to be deceptive, but does not fully pursue the 

consequences. The resulting anxiety is particularly evident at the moment when Liu Shao 

entertains that these two aspects can be contradictory to each other, but quickly sweeps away this 

troubling possibility under the larger category of manifestations and reaffirms their collective 

validity. 

 Several unresolved questions remain: what happens when appearances and words 

conflict? Can the consequences of such a conflict, like Liu Shao hastily states, be a productive 

means for uncovering one’s nature? If not, how does one reconcile the epistemological claims of 

either? In the aftermath of Liu Shao’s death, the same questions are posed in the very different 

genre of fu, or rhymed prose rhapsody, to which the next chapter will turn.  
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Chapter 2  

The Eloquent Body 

 

2.1 Introduction  

 If Liu Shao’s epistemology of human nature captures physical appearance and verbal 

discourse as two vehicles of knowledge, it is silent on the application of such knowledge. While 

there is no manual or record of how his particular philosophy of zhiren may have played out in 

the realm of official selection, there is evidence to suggest that the value he attributed to 

appearances did not exist only in philosophical abstraction. This was certainly the case in the 

political culture of the Han dynasty, where moral and ethical evaluations were made on the basis 

of appearance.138 In her study of political careers during the Han, Zhou Yiqun finds numerous 

instances where the Han elite articulated, as well as acted upon, the conviction that attractive 

appearances are not only predictive of official success, but can also be a sufficient condition of 

patronage.139 

 While the collapse of the Han dynasty ushered in a period of disunity and regime 

transitions, its political and cultural institutions would remain a powerful model of influence. In 

its immediate aftermath, the period of the Three Kingdoms saw the struggle for political 

legitimacy among the three states of Wei, Shu, and Wu, each of which vied to be the rightful heir 

 
138 See Zhou Yiqun, “Men’s Appearance and Political Careers in Han China,” The Journal of Chinese Literature 
and Culture, 5.1 (April 2018): 34-65. 
139 In most of Zhou’s examples, the “attractiveness” of appearance is only asserted, not described. For example, Chen 
Ping 陳平 (d. 187 BCE), was of “beautiful appearance” 美色, and such a quality fated him to be successful, as his 
later rise to a minister of the Han would prove. The crucial life event that catapulted Chen, who was from an 
impoverished family, into well-connected circles was the recognition of his father-in-law, who believed that his 
good looks destined him for greatness. In other examples, appearances (referred to variously by 容貌,  體貌, and 狀
貌) are explicitly mentioned as contributing to one’s appointment to certain prestigious positions. See Zhou Yiqun, 
35 - 38.  
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to the Han legacy. This was especially the case for the Wei, as its ruling family had as one of its 

seat of power the city of Luoyang, once the political and cultural capital of the Eastern Han. 

Despite the Sima seizure of power in 266 that ended the Wei, the second half of the third century 

under the Western Jin inherited much of Cao-Wei’s political institutions.140  

 It is roughly in this fifty-year period from the beginning of the Western Jin (265 AD) that 

we find a couple of rhapsodies (fu 賦) composed by office-holding members of the elite that 

speak to the hermeneutic value attributed to physical appearances. If historical sources confirm 

that there are concrete and desirable consequences of physical attractiveness, then it is in this 

belletristic genre that we find questions and anxieties toward the paradigm of zhiren. These texts 

engage directly with Liu Shao’s epistemology of zhiren by weaving together the two threads of 

body and word: by dramatizing the concept of argumentation, they present a startling challenge 

to the assumed validity of the body as a source of knowledge. 

 The history of the fu genre is a complicated one, and before we come to the third century 

- coincidentally a turning point in its evolution - a few words are necessary on the early period of 

its formation.141 First, the genre’s genesis cannot be disentangled from the idea of argumentation 

which had occupied Liu Shao in his fourth chapter.142 The core group of fountainhead texts that 

would later define the fu genre, including the sao-rhapsodies attributed to the Warring States 

figures Qu Yuan 屈原 (late 4th - early 3rd century BCE) and Song Yu 宋玉 (ca. 319 - 298 BCE), 

as well as the extant epideictic pieces of the Western Han Mei Sheng 枚乘 (d. 140 BCE), all 

 
140 Rafe de Crespigny, “The Three Kingdoms and Western Jin: A History of China in the Third Century AD,” East 
Asian History, no. 2, Institute of Advanced Studies, Australian National University (December 1991), 152 
141 For a succinct summary of the genre’s history before medieval China, see Martin Kern, “Early Chinese 
Literature: Beginnings through Western Han” in Cambridge History of Chinese Literature, Volume 1 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2010), 88 - 95.  
142 Martin Kern, “Western Han Aesthetics and the Genesis of the Fu," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, Vol. 63, 
No. 2 (December, 2003): 383 - 437.  
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incorporate the prominent structural framing of persuasive dialogue. Undergirding their 

impressive length and ornate display of linguistic (sound and meaning) pageantry is the simple 

premise that a speaker, either by demand or of his own will, must tender words to transform 

some status quo.143 In the lineage of “Seven” (qi 七) fus that developed out of Mei Sheng’s 

“Seven Stimuli” 七發, the structure of one-sided persuasion transforms into extended and 

interactive debates.144 However, unlike the genre of the philosophical treatise, the history of fu 

has never been free from controversy regarding its interpretation. The ambiguous and arguably 

paradoxical relationship between its form and content has incited disagreement among scholars 

since the Western Han:145 whether to be read as ethical admonishments or indulgent exercises in 

language, the early pieces of the fu canon exhibit a shape-shifting, chameleonic quality that 

recalls the double-edged role of words (yan 言) in Liu Shao’s paradigm of zhiren.146  

 By the end of the Han dynasty, fu composition began to thrive independently of the 

imperial court and its range of topics saw a steady expansion.147 By the third and fourth century, 

while the Han tradition of the “grand fu” (dafu 大賦), epideictic pieces on metropolises and 

natural geography, was still practiced by writers like Zuo Si 左思 (250 - ca. 305 CE) and Guo Pu 

 
143 A well-known example is Sima Xiangru’s admonishment of imperial extravagance in his “Rhapsody on an 
Imperial Excursion and Hunt” 天子遊獵賦. Shiji, 117.3002 - 3040.  
144 David Knechtges and Jerry Swanson, “Seven Stimuli for the Prince: The Ch’i-Fa of Mei Ch’eng,” Journal of 
Oriental Studies, Vol. 29 (1970): 99- 116. For further elaboration on the role of “Seven Stimuli” on the development 
of the fu genre, as well as how imperial court politics of the Western Han may be relevant to understanding the 
adversarial nature of the text, see Wu Fusheng, “Han Epideictic Rhapsody: A Product and Critique of Imperial 
Patronage,” Monumenta Serica, Vol. 55 (2007): 23 - 59.  
145 The different interpretations of fu are summarized in Kern, 93 - 95.  
146 This paradoxical position occupied by fu in the critical literature is elaborated on by Waiyee Li in Enchantment 
and Disenchantment: Love and Illusion in Chinese Literature (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), 10-17.  
147 The genre’s developments during this time period is outlined in David R. Knechtges, “From the Eastern Han 
through the Western Jin (AD 25- 317),” in Cambridge History of Chinese Literature, Vol I. The kinds of new fu 
topics written at the end of the Eastern Han include accounts of personal travel, contemplations on abstract 
philosophical concepts, autobiographical reflections, and compositions on social events and occasions.  
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郭璞 (276 - 324 CE), it is in smaller scale fus on objects (yongwu fu 詠物賦) that we find 

striking innovations. The breadth and diversity of topics expanded the very notion of “object” 

and forged a new space for the representation of material reality and lived experiences.148  

 From this corpus survives a handful of pieces that are odd even by fu standards: dialogues 

between a human subject and a part of his own body, wherein the body part is 

anthropomorphized into a fully independent entity. Granted, giving voice to animals or objects 

was not unheard of in the fu literature of this period, but the anthropomorphized objects of such 

cases were entities of a priori independence.149 The fus of concern in this chapter not only take 

up unconventional objects as their topic, but also posit an equally unorthodox relationship - both 

material and figurative - between these objects and their context.  

 

2.2 “The Head Reproaches Ziyu” 

 I start with the longest (and complete) piece, one that survives through its inclusion in Liu 

Jun’s 劉峻 (462 - 521 CE) commentary to the fifth century compilation Shishuo xinyu 世說新

語.150 In the text proper, only a small part of the entire fu appears, but it stands out immediately. 

 
148 For examples of its most curious titles, see Liao Guodong 廖國棟, Wei Jin yongwu fu yanjiu 魏晉詠物賦研究 
(Taiwan: Wenshizhe chubanshe, 1990). Liao comprehensively surveys the fu of this period by categories of natural 
phenomena, lanscapes, plants, animals, instruments, architecture, food, and other miscellaneous, in addition to 
providing an overview of how the fu genre shifted from its precursor in the Han.  
149 Attributed to the Jian’an writer Cao Zhi 曹植 (192 - 232) is “fu on the Hawk and the Sparrow” 鷂雀賦, where the 
two animals engage in a dialogue and the sparrow tries to convince the hawk not to eat it. Another piece in his 
oeuvre that deserves mention is his “Discourse on the Skull” 髑髏說 - a  piece of rhymed prose inspired by the story 
of Zhuangzi encountering the skull. This piece, and the original story, will be discussed later in this chapter. 
150 The entirety of this commentary, along with the text of Shishuo xinyu, has been translated by Richard Mather. My 
discussion of this piece is based on his translation, but supplemented with my own annotations (Mather does not 
annotate the text in his translation). Liu, Yiqing, A New Account of Tales of the World, trans. Richard B. Mather 
(Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, University of Michigan, 2002), xiii - xxxv. 
Much has been written about Shishuo xinyu, from its textual history, its cultural context, to its literary significance. 
Yue Zhang has compiled a bibliography comprised of important Chinese, English, and Japanese scholarship in “A 
Selective Bibliography on Shishuo xinyu," Early Medieval China, no. 20 (2014): 105 - 114.  
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While all other entries in this particular chapter are comprised of a dialogue between two 

persons, this one begins with the speech of a head:  

 The Head reprimanded Qin Ziyu, saying:151 
 you have never matched up to Wenyun of Taiyun, Xun Yu of Yingchun; 
 or Zhang Hua from Fanyang, Liu Xu the imperial officers; 
 or Zou Zhan of Yiyang; Zheng Yu of He Nan.152 
 Among these gentlemen, 
 one stammers and stutters, deaf to the pitch, 
 the other sickly and ugly, devoid of speech. 
 One is obsequious and affected, 
 another is foulmouthed and lacking in wit. 
 The mouth of one is stuffed with sticky syrup, 
 and head of another is like a scarfed spice pestle.  
 Yet all their writings are indeed readable; 
 their meanings detailed and orderly, 
 thus they can climb with dragons and fly with phoenixes, 
 and thus mount the heavenly hall.153 
 

頭責秦子羽云：子曾不如太原溫顒、潁川荀㝢、范陽張華、士卿劉許、義陽

鄒湛、河南鄭詡. 此數子者，或謇喫無宮商，或尪陋希言語，或淹伊多姿

態，或讙譁少智諝，或口如含膠飴，或頭如巾齏杵. 而猶以文采可觀，意思

詳序，攀龍附鳳，並登天府.154 
 

 
151  In Mather’s translation, the phrase “The Head Reprimanded Ziyu” 頭責秦子羽云 is rendered into the title of the 
text and consequently is excluded from the quotation of the text itself. However, there would have been no marked 
indications such as the quotations marks of today to signal that the phrase is the title of text; grammatically it works 
perfectly as regular speech. This agrees with the fact that the commentator Liu Jun cited the entirety of the original 
piece, including its preface, after the entry.  
152 Wen Yun was associated with a number of Western Jin men of letters and reputation, including Xiang Xiu 向秀, 
who composed a commentary on Zhuangzi; Yu Chun 庾純, who served as palace attendant; and Zhang Hua 張華, 
who served in a number of court positions under Sima Yan. Jin shu, 45.1286. 
 Xun Yu had a well-known reputation in the capital and socialized with a number of important men of office, 
eventually reaching the position of Master of Writing 尚書. Shishuo xinyu  jiaojian, 419.  
Zhang Hua (232 - 300) was highly prized by the Western Jin court for his learning and literary skills, multiple 
emperors consulted him on political and ritual issues. Jin shu, 36.1068  - 1077.  
Liu Xu, according to the annotations that cite the now lost “Officials of the Jin” 晉百官 was the a minister under 
Emperor Hui (r. 301 - 307); Zou Zhan was known for his erudition already in childhood, and later served as palace 
attendant; Zheng Yu was from a family of officials and himself was the Commandant of Guards 衛尉卿. Shishuo 
xinyu  jiaojian, 419.  
153 That is, attain high ranking office.  
154 The base text I reference is from Liu Yiqing 劉義慶 (403-444), Shishuo xinyu jiaojian 世說新語校箋 (Beijing: 
Zhonghua shuju chubanshe, 1984), 419 - 424.  
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True to the title of this chapter, “Taunting and Teasing” (paitiao 排調)," the head (tou 頭) 

launches a barrage of insults at Ziyu, belittling him as inferior to a host of six other men, each of 

whom is then sequentially abused with condemnations of their looks and personality, or 

compared to outright farcical images. Readers surely would have appreciated the ironic contrast 

between the affect of parallel syntax and rhyme contrasted against the rather uncouth similes. 

Like most other entries in this chapter, this too would have induced both a chuckle at its slapstick 

humor and a delight in seeing some of the most famous and distinguished gentlemen of the Jin so 

ruthlessly mocked.155 Yet it is the unconventional speaker that makes this entry stand out. Given 

that most of the entries in Shishuo xinyu are about important and well-known figures from Jin 

society, the placement of this entry glosses over its fantastical speaker, treating it as if it were 

indeed just another character from the milieu of qingtan loving elites.156 The lambaste itself also 

runs counter to one of the most prominent and consistent themes of Shishuo xinyu: the 

valorization of appearances and the importance of beauty in looks and behavior.157 The 

lampooning of the six men is nested inside the larger critique of Ziyu, such that if we take the 

overall concern of the passage to be about Ziyu, then the six men are actually praised. They may 

be unsightly in appearance, unrefined in demeanor, and unintelligible in speech - but they can 

still be the equals of dragons and phoenixes by means of their writing.  

 
155 On the presence and importance of humor to this collection, see Lee, Lily Xiao Hong, ‘‘Shared Humour: The 
Elitist Jokes in Shishuo xinyu,’’ in Humour in Chinese Life and Letters, ed. Jessica Milner Davis and Jocelyn Chey 
(Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2011), 89 - 116.  
156 For a study of the culture of qingtan as formative of one’s identity in this period, see Tang Yiming, ’‘The Voices 
of Wei-Jin Scholars: A Study of Qingtan’’(PhD diss., Columbia University, 1991). Also discussed in Qian Nanxiu, 
Spirit and Self in Medieval China: The Shih-shuo hsin-yu and Its Legacy (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 
2001).  
157 Discussed at length in Waiyee Li, “Shishuo xinyu and the Emergence of Chinese Aesthetic Consciousness in the 
Six Dynasties,” in Chinese Aesthetics: The Orderings of Literature, the Arts, and the Universe in the Six Dynasties 
(3rd to 6th Century), ed. Zongqi Cai (Honolulu: Hawaii University Press, 2004), 237-276. 
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 In this argumentum a contrario is a rare dismissal of a trio of values so singularly 

idealized throughout the world of Shishuo xinyu: beauty of physique, elegance of comportment, 

and eloquence of speech. It is not an incidental detail that this contrarian view is voiced by a 

head, and as we shall see, a head physically attached atop and figuratively belonging to the very 

target of its abuse. Far from an innocent bystander, the head is implicated in the ensuing debate 

with Ziyu, both through the ideas it ventures and the structural framing of the debate itself. How 

did a head come to possess a distinct identity and take on a fully independent voice? Why is it 

talking so derisively to its “owner”? Does the voicing and humanization of a body part bear on 

the substance of its professed opinion? Perhaps these same questions were what Hong Mai 洪邁 

(1123 - 1202 CE), the Song dynasty poet and bibliographer, had in mind when he singled out the 

piece as “supremely incisive and innovative, a piece I have yet to see in other writers” in his 

miscellaneous collection of prose pieces.158  

 When we read Liu Jun’s annotation to this entry, it becomes evident that “The Head 

Reprimands Ziyu” is the title of a piece from the collection of Zhang Min 張敏 (late 3rd 

century). About him little is known, other than that he was a native of Taiyuan 太原 who reached 

the post of secretarial attendant 中尚書郎 in the 270s and the prefect governor of Yizhou 益州 in 

the early 280s.159 The preface further clarifies that this “head” is no other than Ziyu’s own, a fact 

ambiguous from the quoted passage alone. The full text begins with the following preface:  

Among my friends is one Mr. Qin. Although he is my respected brother-in-law, 
we have been on intimate terms since youth. Among our close acquaintances are 
Wen Yu of Taiyuan, Xun Yu of Yingchuan, Zhang Hua of Fan Yang, the 
gentlemen Liu Xu and Zuo Zhan, and Zou Zhan of Nanyang and Zheng Yu of 

 
158 Hong Mai recounts coming across this piece in “Prose Collection of Famous Ministers of the Jin," and how  its 
loss, he copied the entire work in his 容齋五筆. Hong Mai, Rongzhai Wubi 容齋五筆 in Rongzhai suibi 容齋隨筆 
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1978), 4.851 - 853.  
159 Jinshu, 55.1517. 
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Henan. In these several years they have all one after another ascended to positions 
at the court, only this worthy [Mr. Qin] is still residing in a lowly alley. He has 
repeatedly offered himself up for sale, but there was never a good price.160 
Steadfast and self-composed, he never fell downcast but carried on with deep 
resolve. Furthermore, he found it odd that now that these various worthies have 
gained positions they have never sounded the call “of the woodcutter or the 
chirping birds," 161 and in this they have grossly violated the principle of“ dusting 
off the cap” between Wang Ji and Gong Yu.162 
 
余友有秦生者, 雖有姊夫之尊, 少而狎焉. 同時好暱有太原溫長仁顒、潁川荀

景伯寓、范陽張茂先華、上郡劉文生許、南陽鄒潤甫湛、河南鄭思淵詡. 數
年之中, 繼踵登朝, 而此賢身處陋巷. 屢沽而無善價, 亢志自若, 終不衰墮, 為之

慨然. 又怪諸賢既已在位, 曾無伐木嚶鳴之聲, 甚違王貢彈冠之義. 
 
Now because of the magnificence of Mr. Qin’s facial appearance, I have 
composed this text about his head reproaching him in order to tease him, while 
also mocking his six friends as well. Although it may seem like comic 
buffoonery, it really is an affective image for something else.163  
 
故因秦生容貌之盛, 為頭責之文以戲之. 幷以嘲六子焉, 雖似諧謔, 實有興也.  
 

This preface gives some context to the conceit of the fu text. First, the author (Zhang Min) is of 

intimate relations with the figure to be ridiculed in the text (Mr. Qin), as well as the six other 

gentlemen. Second, the preface takes the contrast between Mr. Qin’s dazzling looks (容貌之盛) 

and his lack of success and reputation (處陋巷) to be paradoxical, or at the very least 

counterintuitive, and this is what motivates Zhang Min to compose this piece (故因秦生容貌之

 
160 The allusion is to chapter “Zihan” 子罕 from Analects 9.13. Zigong said, “There is a  beautiful gem here. Should 
I lay it up in a case and keep it?” 子貢曰: “有美玉於斯，韞匵而藏諸？求善賈而沽諸?” 
161 The image here comes from Shijing poem “Felling Trees” 伐木, which opens with the sound of wood cutting 
and birds chirping and then evoke the idea of companionship. 鳥鳴嚶嚶……嚶其鳴矣， 求其友聲。 
162 The friendship between Wang Ji and Gong Yu is described in Hanshu 72.3066. They were said to be so close that 
when Wang Ji was summoned to office, Gong Yu too dusted off his official cap in anticipation of the same 
impending fate.  
163 youxing 有興, translated to “it really has a moral” by Mather, is inaccurate and misleads one into asking what the 
‘moral ’is. The xing referred to by Zhang Min is a  general technique of referring or evoking something by way of 
analogy, as when the Analects deem that poetry is capable of xing, Analects 17.9 詩,可以興. The phrase is glossed 
by Kong Anguo as “the use of allusions and categorical correspondences” 興, 引譬連類. It is also one of the six 
principles of Shijing exegesis expounded in the Great Preface, that of “affective imagery."Both of these meanings of 
xing are in perfect accord with Zhang Min’s explanatory preface, which readily admits the preposterousness of his 
conceit, but redeems it on the account that is really is alluding to, or an analogy for, something else. Whether there is 
a  ‘moral ’or not to the text is quite beside the point.  
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盛, 為頭責之文以戲之). And last, while openly stating the purpose of the piece to be that of 

“teasing” (xi 戲), the author coyly claims that it is not merely a playful work, but only resembles 

one (雖似諧謔), and elusively states that it points to something else without explaining the 

mechanism of deciphering the correspondence (實有興也). Rather than elucidating the question 

of how a reader external to this inner circle of friends ought to understand the text, this series of 

contextual information cast layer upon layer of obfuscation. An ambiguity is playfully and 

precariously maintained. Identifying himself as closely tied with the subject of his piece 

implicates any claims of objectivity and suggest the text could be an elaborate joke, while the 

parallel prose, peppered with allusions to canonical texts like Analects and Shijing, strikes a 

register of high seriousness. The evocation of xing, a principle central to the Ru-ist interpretation 

of Shijing and an influential mode of hermeneutics, suggests that such mechanisms of 

interpretation are to be kept in mind. Yet this gesture can be interpreted both ways: either as a 

hint to the reader that the piece has deeper significance; or as nothing more than theatrical 

overtures to reinforce the comedic irony between of a learned discourse employed tongue-in-

cheek for a good laugh. 

 These are issues I will revisit later in the chapter. Following the preface, the fu proper 

begins with the Head boasting of Qin Ziyu’s good looks, in other words, a self-boast:  

In the first year of the Taishi era (265), (Qin Ziyu’s) head reproached him, saying: 
I have been lodging in you as your head for over ten thousand days! 
The Great Clod endowed me with my vitality and fashioned my form.164 
For you I have planted hair and skin; put in place your nose and ear; 
fitted eyebrows and beard; inserted molars and teeth.  
Your pupils shine with light, your two cheekbones stand aloft. 
Whenever you go out among people, roam in the market or city, 
those who are traveling yield their way for you; those who are seated respectfully 
kneel. 

 
164“ The Great Clod” is the epithet for the Creator in Zhuangzi. 
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Some call you “milord” or “sire”; others say “general!” 
Clasping their hands they defer to the side; standing still they tremble with 
admiration. 
The reason for this is the abundant majesty of my form. 
 
維泰始元年,  頭責子羽曰:  吾託子為頭 165萬有餘日矣! 大塊稟我以精,  造我

以形.  我為子植髮膚,  置鼻耳,  安睂須,  插牙齒.  眸子摛光, 雙顴隆起,  每至出

入人閒,  遨遊市里,  行者辟易,  坐者竦跽.  或稱君矦,  或言將軍,  奉手傾側,  
佇立崎嶇.  如此者, 故我形之足偉也.  
 

The Head establishes itself as an autonomous and powerful entity in the opening passage,  one 

with authority and knowledge to narrate its own etiology. Drawing from the Zhuangzian 

discourse of creation, the Head claims to have both vital essence (jing 精) and form (xing 形), 

the two essential aspects in early and medieval ontology of a human being.166 Possession of vital 

essence and form grants the Head an ontological status equal to that of the human Ziyu, and the 

Head also sees itself as an intermediate creator of Ziyu’s facial features. Progressing from the 

Great Clod’s creation of itself to its own fashioning of Ziyu’s face feature by feature, the Head 

reenacts the Great Clod’s ability to mold and thereby establishes itself as a maker in its form. 

Contrast the two sets of verbs - the abstract and metaphysical nuances of “to endow” (bing 稟) 

167 and “to fashion” (zao 造) 168, against the concrete and graphic images of “to plant” (zhi 植), 

“to set” (an 安), “to place” (zhi 置), “and insert” (cha 插) - and it becomes clear that the Head 

sees Ziyu as a pile of lifeless raw material with which it can play at the project of creation. 

 
165 Variant wording in Yiwen leiju and from Hong Mai’s Rongzhai wubi: “I have been lodged as your head."我託為
子頭. Hong Mai, Rongzhai wubi, 4.851. 
166 Note that this is consistent with Liu Shao’s understanding of human creation as articulated in “Nine 
Manifestations”. 
167  For example from the “Treatise on Ritual and Music 禮樂志” from Hanshu 漢書: “Man embodies the qi of 
Heaven and Earth, Yin and Yang, and possesses the feelings of joy, anger, sorrow, and contentment. Heaven endows 
him with his nature but is unable to regulate it; the sage can regulate it but cannot extinguish it.” 人函天地陰陽之
氣， 有喜怒哀樂之情， 天稟其性而不能節也， 聖人能為之節， 而不能絕也.Hanshu 22.1027 
168 As in  the “Great Joy” chapter of Annals of Lu Buwei: “The presence of all things stems from the fashioning of 
The Great Unity, and is transformed by Yin and Yang. Lushi chunqiu, 5.255.《呂氏春秋‧大樂》:“萬物所出, 造
於太一, 化於陰陽.” 
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 The Head’s second claim is that Ziyu’s physical features translate into social cachet. He 

is immediately afforded admiration and respect in the public sphere, and should, the Head 

implies, be grateful for possessing such a head. Yet Ziyu’s relationship with his endowed looks 

is far from amicable. The passage continues with the Head’s indictment, beginning with Ziyu’s 

lifestyle:  

You do not wear a cap on your head; or dangle silver and gold at your waist; 
you use pins in your hair, and a plain cloth for a headscarf.  
Your intentions and preferences are both far from normal, and you eat only grains 
and greens; 
you bend and toil among the fields; with dung and earth you are soiled and black. 
The season ends and years go by, never once have you thought to repent.  
You hate me for my physical appearance; and I despise you for your attitude. 
Surely this state of things is a burden for how you conduct yourself!169 
You treat me like a rival, and I see you as my foe; 
we are constantly unhappy, both of us are miserable, 
Alas, how contemptible this is!  
 
子冠冕不戴, 金銀不佩.  釵以當筓,  帢以代幗.  旨味弗嘗,  食粟茹菜.  隈摧園

閒,  糞壤汙黑.  歲莫年過,  曾不自悔.  子厭我于形容,  我賤子乎意態.  若此者

乎, 必子行己之累也.  子遇我如讎,  我視子如仇.  居常不樂,  兩者俱憂.  何其

鄙哉!  
 

Ziyu’s modest way of dress and ready embrace of menial labor strike the Head as unsavorily 

eccentric and wantonly unappreciative of his naturally endowed good looks. But Head’s vexation 

is not only toward the shunning of material comfort and aesthetic presentation, but also toward 

an attitude that prevents him from successfully “conducting himself” (xingji 行己) in order to 

attain reputation (ming 名). Furthermore, it is revealed that the Head’s contempt toward Ziyu’s 

self-conduct is reciprocated in kind: Ziyu hates the Head precisely for its appearance 子厭我于

 
169 This sentence is rendered by Mather as “If you go on like this you’ll surely be involved in grief," which misses 
the overtones of the Head’s social and political critique. 行己 is a  common term in Confucian discourse for how one 
conducts oneself in establishing one’s name in establishing oneself as a true gentleman. For the Head, this clearly 
involves a set of material conditions: how one dress oneself, what one eats, and the environment in which one 
works.  
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形容. By implication, far from appreciating the social distinction afforded to him by the Head’s 

appealing looks, Ziyu’s resentment bespeaks a discomfort with the correlation of attractive looks 

and cultural capital.   

 While the Head is unabashedly enamored with its own attractiveness, its suggested 

remedy for Ziyu’s unsatisfactory conduct is not merely aesthetic appreciation of his looks, but 

rather capitalizing on such looks as a means toward achieving recognition. This is made clear by 

the following passage, where the Head catalogs a series of six modi operandi deemed to be 

acceptable, and all share in their ultimate consequence of “achieving reputation” (chengming 成

名): 

If you want to be sought out by others, then you should be like the ancient 
ministers of Gao Yao and Hou Ji, or like Wu Xian and Yi Zhi, who guided and 
preserved the royal  house and were enfeoffed in perpetuity.170 
 
子欲為仁賢那？則當如咎陶、后稷、巫咸、伊涉，保乂王家，永見封殖.  
 
Or if you want to make a name as eminent, then you should be like the recluses 
Xu You and Zi Zang, or like Bian Sui and Wu Guang, washing your ears and hide 
from office, a grand memory for a thousand years.171 
 
子欲為名高耶？則當如許由、子臧、卞隨、務光，洗耳逃祿，千載流芳.  
 
Or if you want to be a wandering adviser, then you should be like Chen Zhen, 
Kuai Tong, or like Lu Jia and Deng Yu, who turned disaster into blessing by 
using words with great facility.172 

 
170 All four are legendary figures from antiquity: Gao Yao is a  minister under Emperor Shun of the Xia; Hou Ji, the 
inventor of agriculture under Emperor Tang of the Shang; Wu Xian, an astronomer of the Shang, and Yi Zhi, a  
minister under Emperor Tai Wu.  
171 Xu You is a  recluse during the time of Emperor Yao, famed for his repeated refusal to participate in government. 
He was one of the men memorialized in the Jin dynasty collection Biographies of High-Minded Gentlemen compiled 
by Huang Fumi 皇甫谧 (215 - 282) .  
Zi Zang is a  prince from the state of Cao who declined to be installed as ruler, and instead fled to Song; Zuo zhuan, 
Duke Cheng 成公, 15th year.  
Bian Sui and Wu Guang are both famous recluses during Jie, the last ruler of the Shang. Both rejected offers of 
throne after the Tang overthrow of Jie, and drowned themselves. Zhuangzi, 9.16A. 
172 Chen Zhen is a  strategist of Qi from the Warring States period, whose eloquence persuaded the Chu campaign to 
withdraw from Qi, Zhan Guo Ce, 3.129. 
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子欲為遊說耶？則當如陳軫、蒯通、陸生、鄧公，轉禍為福，含辭從容.  
 
Or if you want to move upward with rapidity, then you should be like Jia Yi 
seeking to be tested, or Zhong Jun requesting to be dispatched; they honed and 
whetted themselves sharp as spear points to do the business of the king.173 
 
子欲為進趨耶？則當如賈生之求試，終軍之請使，砒碩鋒穎，以干王事.  
 
Or if you want to be calm and tranquil, you should be like Laozi who “held fast 
the One’, or like Zhuangzi, who let himself go free, untrammeled and beyond 
desires, his will transcending clouds and sun. 
 
子欲為恬淡那？則當如老聃之守一，莊周之自逸，漠然離俗，志淩雲日.  
 
Or if you want to live secluded, then you should be like Rong Qi, a leather thong 
around you for a girdle, or like the Old Fisherman beside the gurgling stream, the 
one sojourning on sacred hills, the other dangling bait in mighty streams. 174 
 
子欲為隱遯耶？則當如榮期之帶索，漁父之瀺灂，棲遲神嶽，垂餌巨壑.  
 

Keeping a syntax of almost perfect parallelism, this passage alludes to a pantheon of historical 

figures canonized in the Classics and early Han histories, and identifies each with a certain way 

of life. What displeases the Head is not Ziyu’s refusal to climb the officialdom ladder per se, but 

that even in his more rustic proclivities he does not conform to and stand out by the norms of 

 
Kuai Tong, a famous rhetorician of the Qin who persuaded the Han Xin 韓信 to attack Qi on behalf of Liu Bang, Shi 
ji, 8.372. 
Lu Jia, a  Han politician and diplomat, is credited with eloquently reprimanding Emperor Gaozu of Han for his 
dismissal of classical studies. Shiji, 97.2697 - 2701 (and an almost identical account in Hanshu, 43.2111 - 2116). 
Deng Yu is another Han politician and also military strategist. A number of eloquent replies he made in crucial 
political situations are recorded in his biography in Hou Hanshu, 16.599 -  607.  
173 Jia  Yi (200 - 169 BCE), a  writer and politician of Western Han who proposed a number of reforms to Emperor 
Wen of Han and composed a critique of the Qin “Disquisition on Qin’s Faults” 過秦論. Although he was exiled due 
to opposition from a more conservative faction,  he was eventually summoned back to court by Emperor Wen and 
became tutor to one of the Han princes. Shi ji, 84. 2491–2503. 
Zhong Jun (133 - 112 BCE), another Western Han politician who served as the diplomat to the Xiongnu and then 
later to Vietnam, famous for his skills in argumentation. Hanshu  64. 2814 - 2821.  
174 Rong Qi refers to Rong Qiqi 榮啟期, a  legendary recluse who once encountered Confucius and wittily rebuffed 
his vision of ideal life. The exchange is recorded in the Liezi 列子, Liezi jishi 1.22-23. The Fisherman is the 
archetypal of reclusion in early Chinese literature, first appearing in Zhuangzi. Translations adapted from Mather, 
436 - 437.  
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what constitutes a recluse. Continuing the escalation of rhetoric, this section concludes with a 

forceful condemnation of Ziyu’s acceptance of mediocrity: 

This is what men do to advertise themselves and make their name.  
As for you, who neither strive upward toward the Way and Power, nor follow the 
middle path of the Ruist and Moists, 
how clod-like you are in your poverty and misery, clinging to this foolish 
delusion! 
If one should search your feelings or observe your aims,  
he will find that you are no recluse in retirement, and in advancement you do not 
aspire toward high posts.  
In vain you while away the days and belabor your form, accustomed to what 
delights the common man.  
Is this not a mistake?  
 
此一介之所以顯身成名者也。今子上不希道德．中不效儒墨．塊然窮賤．守

此愚惑. 察子之情．觀子之志．退不能為處士．進無望乎三事．而徒玩日勞

形．習為常人之所喜．不亦過乎！ 
 

Notice the gradual and subtle shifts in the terms of its argument: the Head begins by 

admonishing Ziyu for his shabby appearance and unrefined lifestyle, then moves on to his 

ineptitude at carrying out any one of the six paths to fame, and finally attacks his contentment 

with a life of mediocrity. If we recall the text opened with the Head’s gift of beauty to Ziyu, we 

see the implicit argument is that those who possess physical beauty ought to desire and 

successfully establish name and fame. Simultaneously, Ziyu’s looks mislead others to expect that 

he is distinguished in name when he is not, causing a mismatch in surface and reality.  

 At this point, Ziyu is given a chance to respond to his Head: 

In all that you have instructed me, I will humbly heed to your will.  
Since I received a nature which is bound and tied, and one not adept at rites and 
righteousness.  
Yet I am promised heaven’s favor, and am the place where you lodge yourself.175 
Now you want to make me loyal, then I should be like Wu Zixu and Qu Yuan;176 

 
175 Rendered by Mather as “Suppose I was endowed with Heaven’s favor, according to your wish." Mather, 437. 
176 Wu Zixu, a  general, and Qu Yuan, a poet-official, are both Warring State figures who exemplify loyalty and died 
dramatic deaths to prove it.  
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you want to make me faithful, then I should destroy my body to perfect my name; 
you wish to make me resolute and true, then I should plunge into water and fire to 
preserve my purity. 
But all these four things are that which you detest, therefore I do not dare to make 
a move.177  
 
凡所教敕,  謹聞命矣.  以受性拘係,  不閒禮義.  設以天幸,  為子所寄.  今欲使

吾為忠也,  即當如伍胥屈平;  欲使吾為信也,  則當殺身以成名;  欲使吾為介

節邪,  則當赴水火意全貞.  此四者,  子之所忌,  故吾不敢造意.  
 

Ziyu reaffirms the Head’s earlier characterization of their relationship as that of a temporary 

lodging (ji 寄), suggesting that he accepts the Head’s self-professed autonomy as a separate 

entity. Then, rather than directly refuting the Head’s attack, Ziyu makes a consequentialist 

argument about the practical contradictions that would come about from following the Head’s 

advice. By reminding the Head of its own vulnerability to bodily harm, Ziyu accomplishes two 

things: first, he closes the ontological gap claimed by the Head between creator and material; 

second, he turns the table on the Head, asserting that it is out of concern for its own preservation 

that he restrains from making a name by way of “destroying my body” 殺身以成名. Of course, 

this is a narrow (mis)reading of the Head’s demands, but it is easy to see why Ziyu pits achieving 

fame against the preservation of life: by reminding the Head of its own corporeal dependence - 

i.e. vulnerability to any physical harm that befalls Ziyu - Ziyu rejects its “rebellion” and 

rhetorically unifies the fracture aggressively posed by the Head’s autonomy. To this the Head 

fires back, exasperated: 

“What you call the “Law of Heaven and the Web of Earth” are but unyielding 
virtues taken to their extreme:  
If not scaling mountains or embracing trees,178 

 
177 In Mather: “these four things are what all men hate," ibid. 
178 “Scaling mountains” alludes to the recluse Jie Zitui 介子推 who hid in the Jie mountain and chose to burn to 
death rather than serve the Duke Wen of Jin when his followers came to smoke him out. Zuo zhuan, Xi 僖 24.2; 
“embracing trees” alludes to another recluse 鮑焦, who encountered Confucius’s disciple Zigong and when taunted 
by Zigong for his rejection of society,  starved himself to death, Han shi waizhuan jianshu, 1.94.  
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then lifting skirts to hop into the streams.179  
Yet what I mean to tell you about is nourishing life and roaming in freedom,  
yet you who are as dim-witted as a nit or louse refuse to listen to my counsel! 
Alas, how lamentable it is that we [implying all the other heads] are all lodged in 
human bodies, but I alone have to be your head! 
 
頭曰:  子所謂天刑地網,  剛德之尤:  不登山抱木,  則褰裳赴流.  吾欲告爾以養

性,  誨爾以優游,  而與蟣蝨同情,  不聽我謀.  悲哉!  俱寓人體,  而獨為子頭.  
 

What follows is the passage preserved in Shishuo xinyu quoted earlier in this chapter: the Head 

lists Ziyu’s six friends, each of whom is either ugly or uncouth, yet all of whom by means of 

their literary abilities (wencai 文彩), are able to achieve the kind of success deemed worthy by 

the Head. What about Ziyu's counterclaim? By retorting that it was actually instructing Ziyu to 

“nourish life," the Head dismisses Ziyu’s characterization of how one can achieve fame as a 

straw man but does not engage further on this question. Instead, after indulging in a ruthless 

mockery of his six friends’ appearances, it brings in the new idea that beautiful (keguan 可觀) 

writing can serve as adequate substitute for achieving fame and success: 

  Yet all their writings are indeed readable; 
their meanings detailed and orderly, 
thus they can climb with dragons and fly with phoenixes, 
and thus mount the heavenly hall.180 

 
而猶以文采可觀，意思詳序，攀龍附鳳，並登天府. 
 

The piece concludes with the Head having the last word: 

Alas, Ziyu! Are you any different from a bear in his cage, a tiger in his pit,  
or a starved crab among the rocks, a rat in its hole?  
Although you strive with effort, the result is indeed pathetic!  
I fear you will remain cramped and in hard straits, with nothing admirable about 
you until old age.  

 
179 That is, committing suicide. 
180 Attain high ranking office.  
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Even the form of those who are deformed can remain unfettered - it must be fate, 
that I am bound to you in the same place!181  
 
嗟乎子羽!  何異牢檻之熊,  深穽之虎,  石閒飢蠏,  竇中之鼠.  事力雖勤,  見功

甚苦!  宜其拳局煎蹙,  至老無所希也,  支離其形,  猶能不困,  命也夫!  豈與子

同處也.   
 

Not only do its words take up the majority of the text, the Head also gets the last word in the 

debate, literally silencing Ziyu. However, Ziyu’s interjections, though brief, play an important 

role structurally in establishing the literary genealogy of this piece within the fu genre. Rather 

than placing the piece in the lineage of fus on objects, the more apt context is that of the 

“hypothetical discourse” (shelun 設論), a subset of the  fu genre that entails argumentative 

dialogue between a “guest” 客 ke and a “host” 主 zhu who is usually identified with the author’s 

own biographical persona.182 Originating with the Han dynasty text “Responding to a Guest’s 

Objections” 答客難 by Dongfang Shuo 東方朔 (154 - 93 BCE), this subset of writing can be 

traced throughout the Han and Jin dynasties, with subsequent pieces heavily influenced by (or 

some would say, imitating) the seminal Dongfang Shuo text.183 In addition to the dialogic 

 
181 The last line is somewhat jumbled. The version found in Hong Mai drops several characters to yield 命也夫！ 
與子同處. Rongzhai suibi, Rongzhai wubi, 4.852. Mather’s translation is based on the wording from Shishuo xinyu 
非命也夫.  豈與夫子同處也 “Is not this your destiny, why must you live among the great?” But this seems 
incorrect, fuzi is merely “husband” or “a man” , it can refer to a great teacher in the Confucian context, but that 
would not accord with the Head’s general argument. And the rhetorical question would also render Mather’s 
translation illogical, for the Head should not object to Ziyu being among the greats.   
182 Hong Mai points out that this piece is similar to Dongfang Shuo 東方朔 (d. 93 BC)’s “Responding to the 
Objections of a Guest” 答客難 in his brief commentary. Rongzhai wubi, 4.853. This sub-genre is alternatively 
designated as “Responding to Questions” 對問 in some sources, such as Liu Xie 劉勰’s Wenxin Diaolong  文心雕
龍. Declercq, 92 - 95.  
183 A list of extant shelun pieces can be found in Dominik Declercq, Writing Against the State (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 
2. Declercq’s counting tallies up to a total of twelve pieces: Dongfang Shuo’s “Response to a Guest’s Objections” 
答客難; Yang Xiong’s 楊雄 (53 BC - 18 AD) “Dissolving Ridicule” 解嘲; Ban Gu’s 班固 “Response to a Guest’s 
Jest” 答賓戲; Cui Yin’s 崔駰 (ca. 30  - 92) “Stating My Purpose” 達旨; Zhang Heng’s 張衡 (78 - 139) “Replying to 
Criticism” 應間; Cai Yong’s 蔡邕 (133 - 192)  “Rejecting Censure” 釋誨; Xi Zheng’s 郤正 (d. 278) “Rejecting 
Slander” 釋譏; Huangfu Mi’s 皇甫謐 (215 - 282) “Rejecting Advice: An Essay” 釋勸論; Xiahou Zhan’s 夏侯湛 
(243 - 291) “Countering Suspicion” 抵疑; Shu Xi’s 束皙 (ca. 264 - ca. 303) “Apology for Living in Seclusion” 玄居
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structure and the standard roles of guest and host, shelun texts begin with the guest criticizing the 

host for his lack of success in public life, before continuing onto the host’s defense of his life 

choices.184 As we have seen, all of these features are present in Zhang Min’s fu. 

 However, in the case of “The Head Reprimands Ziyu," Zhang Min disrupts the 

conventional alignment of role types. To begin with, the “host” is not identified with the author 

himself, but rather a friend.185 In a more jarring break from generic conventions, the “guest” is 

not another person, but a body part. Compared to its antecedents, this is a dramatic and unique 

departure in the shelun tradition: guests have always been unnamed gentlemen who betray, 

through their manner of speaking and the substance of their arguments, an identity of social 

parity with the host. What is the implied relationship between the two parties in Zhang Min’s fu? 

The Head’s own choice of words for this relationship - tuo 託，ji 寄, and yu 寓, in addition to 

the sense of “entrusting, relying upon," can also mean to reside, or lodge in.186  This 

characterization is not only significant in its departure from the shelun tradition, but also 

revealing of how the Head represents itself. The connotation of “guest” paints the humorous 

image of the head as capable of getting up and walking away from the rest of Ziyu, an absurd, 

visceral autonomy that parallels its discursive autonomy. 

 
釋; Guo Pu 郭璞 (276 - 324) “Of a Guest’s Insolence” 客傲; and Cao Pi’s 曹毗 (fl. 342 - 383) “Riposte to a 
Scholar” 對儒.  
He does not mention Zhang Min’s fu or the other texts discussed in this chapter. Perhaps because of their fantastical 
title, or because their label as fu 賦, Declercq seems to have missed these examples despite their perfect adherence to 
his definition of shelun texts. 
184 Declercq, 2 - 4.   
185 The host is not always identified with the persona of the author: Cai Yong’s “Rejecting Censure," for example, 
occurs between two allegorical figures, although it is clear that the host figure (“Old Man of Eastern Fields”) figures 
for the author. Declerq, 85.  
186 The three terms are often defined in relation with each other in early China discourse. Shuoyuan glosses 託 as 寄  
and vice versa; 寓 is glossed as 寄; Shuowen jiezi xinding 3.148, 7.480, 7.486. They also form compounds such as 
寄託, meaning to rely upon, to entrust to; and 寄寓, meaning both a physical lodge for travelers and the act of 
temporary lodging. Hanyu da cidian.  
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 When it comes to the substance of their debate, the divergences are even more striking. 

With only one exception, all extant shelun pieces have the guests criticizing their hosts for 

lackluster distinction in or reclusion from the official world, but physical appearances are never 

part of the equation.187 Furthermore, there is always the unequivocal triumph of one side versus 

the other: hosts successfully defend their choice for reclusion and rejection of fame and name. In 

Zhang Min’s rendition, the question of who “wins” the debate is not so straightforward. Indeed, 

the Head seems to occupy the discursive upper ground in the quantity and quality of prose. 

Unlike earlier shelun pieces wherein the words of hosts vastly overshadow those of guests, 

Zhang Min reduces Ziyu’s response to only a few lines, reversing the power dynamic in favor of 

the Head. But while the Head silences Ziyu, there is no indication that it has effectively 

persuaded him into a change of heart. Rather, the debate ends with the Head’s lament of a 

situation that it is unable to change, precisely because of its corporeal imprisonment to Ziyu’s 

body.  

 To return to the questions posed earlier: how should we interpret the unusual choice of a 

Head as the main speaker of this piece? The author himself flirted with two antithetical 

alternatives, mere buffoonery, or affective imagery (xing) with claims of significance beyond the 

literal meaning. A brief detour to another “talking head," one well-known in early medieval 

literary culture, may shed light on Zhang Min’s conceit.  

 
187  Dongfang Shuo was criticized for his low rank (32); Yang Xiong, for a politically motivated seclusion (40); Ban 
Gu, for prioritizing writing over serving in the government (63); Cui Yin, for his reclusion (64); Zhang Heng, for his 
lack of political ambition (66); Cai Yong, though authors his “Rejecting Censure” not out of a  specific critique, 
attributes it to being inspired by earlier shelun texts (68); Xi Zheng, for  his lack of initiative in his position;  
Huangfu Mi, for his refusal to pursue wealth and honor through participation in government (179); Xiahou Zhan and 
Guo Pu, both for their low position (228, 290); and Cao Pi, the exceptional case, in a reversal of the conventional 
shelun , defends government officialdom against a critique of it (327 - 328).  
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 As we have seen, the Head in Zhang Min’s fu is rooted in the Zhuangzian discourse of 

creation and its dualistic distinction between essence and form. From the same intellectual 

tradition is the skull that, when questioned by Zhuangzi about its provenance and the meaning of 

death, deftly speaks out against his assumption that death is a miserable, undesired state of being 

and dismisses the possibility of being restored to life.188 In boasting about the pleasures of the 

afterworld, the skull is rejecting precisely the kind of effort and labor (lao 勞) that the Head saw 

as insufficient and misdirected in Ziyu’s life: “How could I abandoned the pleasures of a south-

facing king to again toil through the travails of the human world!” 吾安能棄南面王樂而復為人

問之勞乎.189 The skull, like many of the other eccentric personae in Zhuangzi, is granted 

legitimacy through its fancifulness, and its conception of worldly toil as banal and deluded is a 

recurrent theme in Zhuangzian philosophy. 

 We know this anecdote circulated during the second and third centuries and was a 

popular fu topic: at least four writers have adapted the episode into fu compositions, although not 

all of them survive.190 Based on what survives, the skull, like it had done in the Zhuangzi 

anecdote, espouses the superior state of death but without convincing its opponent.191 While we 

cannot ascertain if Zhang Min had access to these fus that elaborated upon the Zhuangzi story, it 

is likely that he knew the original story and would have expected his readers to as well. In 

creating his own character of a speaking head, Zhang Min reverses the philosophical outlook of 

 
188 Zhuangzi jijie, The Outer Chapters 5.151.  
189 Recall the Head accusing Ziyu of “laboring in vain” 進無望乎三事．而徒玩日勞形． 
190 They are Li Kang 李康’s fragment (Yan Kejun, Quan sanguowen, 43.1295); Lu An 呂安 (d. 263 CE)’s fragment 
from “fu on the Skull” 髑髏賦 (Quan Sanguowen, 53.1351-1352);  Cao Zhi 曹植 (192 - 232 CE)’s “Discourse on 
the Skull” 髑髏說, a lso likely to be a fragment (Quan Sanguowen, 18.1152); and Zhang Heng 張衡 (78 - 139 CE)’s 
“fu on the Skull”髑髏賦, the most complete case (Quan Houhanwen, 54.770-772). 
191 Wilt Idema discusses this set of fu, including translations of Cao Zhi’s fragmented piece and Zhang Heng’s piece 
n the Appendix of The Resurrected Skeleton: from Zhuangzi to Lu Xun (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2014), 269 - 281.   
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the skull. One interpretation is to see this reversal as a way to undermine the Head’s position by 

highlighting the inconsistency of its persona: that is, how can it both speak as a creation of 

Zhuangzian discourse, and simultaneously advocate unabashedly for fame and success in the 

material world?  

 I think this is a rather narrow interpretation. While Zhang Min would have been aware of 

the echo between his own creation and the Zhuangzian skull, this echo may function not to 

comment on the Head’s argument per se, but rather to call attention to the pathos of its own 

tragic existence. The piece concludes with a series of four images (“a bear in its cage, a tiger in 

its pit, a starved crab among the rocks, and a rat in its hole” 牢檻之熊,  深穽之虎,  石閒飢蠏,  

竇中之鼠), each an animal trapped in a hostile environment against its choice, and each meant to 

be a metaphor for Ziyu’s own unfulfilled potential.192 Yet in posing the rhetorical question to 

Ziyu “How are you different from any of these” (何異…), the Head is entirely blind to how aptly 

they analogize his own impotence as a prisoner of Ziyu’s body. After all, the skull is detached 

from any person or form and can quite literally boast of his unattached, carefree existence in the 

life after death, but Ziyu’s Head is afforded only the discursive facade of a temporary “guest." 

 This is a central point of irony in this piece. A part of the body “rebels” against Ziyu by 

speaking as its own independent entity, yet the very discursive models from which the Head 

borrows - the shelun tradition and the literary persona of the Zhuangzian skull - only accentuate 

its lack of autonomy and unwilling subjugation to Ziyu’s body and will. Both the substance and 

the form of the Head’s critique speak to the paradigm of zhiren, but they offer divergent 

 
192 Here Zhang Min echoes Dongfang Shuo’s “Response to a Guest’s Objections," which also conclude with stark 
analogies to animals.  The host exclaims to the guest: 

“From this perspective, are you not like a shrew attacking a dog, a  lone piglet snapping at a tiger;  
striking only to be crushed themselves, what merit is to be gained from that?”  
猶是觀之，譬由鼱鼩之襲狗，孤豚之咋虎，至則靡耳，何功之有？ 

Yan Kejun, Quan Han wen, 25.267. Translation from Declerq, 32.  
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commentary thereon: whereas the critique itself affirms the social value accorded to physical 

beauty, it is advanced through a literary model that challenges the assumed coherence of “the 

physical.” In other words, the epistemological value of appearances in the paradigm of zhiren 

assumes a possessive relationship between the person of interest as a whole and his/her physical 

attributes: only thus can the hermeneutic value of any particular physical attribute, be it stature or 

a beautiful face, apply to the person.  Zhang Min’s fu  tests this assumption and entertains a 

vision in which body renounces self, and a rhetoric of tenancy replaces that of ownership.  

 

2.3 The Adversarial Body in fu 

 Unfortunately, little biographical information survives about the author of “The Head 

Reproaches Ziyu.” We know that Zhang Min was the prefect of Yizhou 益州刺史 in the 270s 

and was well-connected politically and socially. He had the ear of Emperor Wu of Jin, and as he 

states in the preface, were acquainted with some of the most influential men of his time.193 The 

one other surviving piece by him suggests that he was particularly inventive in his poetic 

writings. Titled “Fu on the Goddess” after the well-established tradition of writing about male 

encounter with an ethereal goddess, Zhang Min’s fu includes a preface that takes issue with the 

credibility of such accounts and cites an contemporary story (which also exists in Sou Shenji) to 

testify to his own goddess-sighting.194 As mentioned earlier,  this reworking of established 

topics, as well as expansion of the scope of topics, is symptomatic of larger trends in Western Jin 

literary history: writers ventured into new and whimsical topics both visceral and concrete,195 

 
193  Jinshu, 55.1517.  
194 Yan Kejun, Quan Jinwen, 80.1919.  
195 Such as Shu Xi 束皙 (ca. 264-303) ’s fu on pasta 餅賦 and Lu Ji’s famous fu on Literature  文賦. 
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took pride in exploring never been treated topics in the fu genre,196 and deliberately rejected the 

conventional associations of a given topic.197  

 One of such innovations is the composition of fus that single out individual parts of the 

body: Zhang Min was not the only author who voiced isolated body parts, nor was he unique in 

positing a less than harmonious relationship between self and the body part in question. The 

feature of white hair is the topic of two fus from the late third century, but only one is extant. The 

other, titled “fu on the White Head” 白頭賦, attributed to the famous scholar Ji Han 嵇含 (263 - 

306), survives only in its preface:198  

In my twenty-seventh year I started to have white hair. It began sprouting from 
my left temple, and it is the symbol of senescence and the onset of death. Bo Yizi 
was merely a child when he took to assisting Xia Yu;199 Jia Yi and Deng Yu of 
Han became officials in their youth.200 Only I, approaching age thirty,201 have a 
white head but no reputation. My ambitious aims defeated on a desolate road, my 
loyalty and uprightness hindered by the brambles of the path. Observing my 
impending decline I feel the lament of the moving river; looking at my conduct I 
am overcome with the sighs of emotions.  
 
余年二十七,  始有白髮.  生于左鬢,  斯乃衰悴之標,  棄捐之大漸也.  蒲衣幼齒,  
作弻夏后;  漢之賈鄧,  弱冠從政.  獨以垂立之年,  白首無聞.  壯志衂于蕪塗.  
忠貞抗于棘路.   覩將衰而有川上之感,  觀趣舍而抱慷慨之歎.202  
 

 
196 Like Chenggong Sui 成公绥 (231-273) in his “ fu on Heaven and Earth” 天地賦 , where he asserts in the preface 
“there has never been such a fu among all the ancients” 歷觀古人. 未之有賦. Quan Jinwen, 59.1794 
197 Again see Jiaoliao fu 鷦鷯賦 by Chenggong Sui, whose fu praises the jiaoliao bird, a  creature mocked in 
Zhuangzi for its pettiness and shortsightedness. Quan Jinwen,58.1790.  
198 Ji Han, nephew of the famous Eastern Jin personality Ji Kang 嵇康, occupied a series of official positions in the 
court of Sima Ai 司馬哀, Emperor Hui of Jin, and is most famous for his compilation of The Vegetation of the South 
南方草木妝. His biography is found in Jin shu, 89.2301 - 2303.  
199 Bo Yizi was only eight years old when Shun tried to take him as an advisor and cede power to him. Zhuangzi 
jijie, 3B.287.  
200 Ji Han refers to Jia Yi and Deng Yu, two Han officials both similarly alluded to in Zhang Min’s fu. See footnotes 
35 and 36.  
201 More literally, the age of “establishing myself," echoing Analects 2.16B, when Confucius spoke of “at thirty, I 
established myself.” 三十而立  
202 Quan Jinwen, 65.1829.  
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This solemn tone could not be more different from the flamboyant and playful preface of Zhang 

Min’s piece. While we cannot judge how the fu text proper may have progressed, we can surmise 

that Ji Han, too, utilized the shelun mode to enact a conversation between his white hair and 

himself from the following: the text is titled “fu on the White Head” suggests a prominent role of 

White Head, and its stance is previewed in the clear, negative equation between a head full of 

white hair and a lack of reputation 白首無聞. Furthermore, the generous use of allusions to 

historical exemplars of reputation is a hallmark of the shelun mode, one we had seen amply 

employed by Zhang Min, as well as other shelun writers.203 

 Even more telling is the existence of another piece with almost an identical title and 

similar preface, in which the vocalization of “white hair” suggests that Ji Han may have partaken 

in the same rhetorical move. This is the “fu on the White Hair” 白髮賦, written by his exact 

contemporary  Zuo Si 左思 (250 - 305), who is memorialized in the history of Chinese literature 

for his meticulously researched  “fu on the Three Capitals” 三都賦.204 Unlike Zhang Min’s 

displacement of the conventional identification between the author and the character of “host," 

Zuo Si keeps to this feature of shelun and writes from his own voice. The piece begins much like 

the preface of Ji Han, by describing the onset of white hair from the author’s perspective and 

providing a rationale for why it ought to be removed: 

Speckles of white hair sprout from the sides of my temples;  
though they are not dark like the blue flies, they still taint my bright visage.  
In taking up office and looking after the state, this is something for which I will 
surely be faulted.  
I planned to pluck them out, [due to concern] for my high post and sumptuous 
salary, but just as they were about to be plucked, they spoke sorrowfully of their 
woes:  
 

 
203 The allusions are so many, and often overlap in the choice of figures, that Declerq has compiled a “Gallery of 
Emblematic Heroes” in the appendix of his work, 341 - 412.  
204 Yan Kejun, Quan Jinwen, 74.1890.  
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星星白髮,  生于鬢垂.  雖非青蠅,  穢我光儀.  策名觀國,  以此見疵.  將拔將鑷,  
好爵是縻.  白髮將拔,  惄然自訴.   
 

Zuo Si’s white hair is animated into speech when it faces imminent removal. An antagonistic 

relationship is immediately set up between the author himself and his white hair, more 

specifically between the “high post and sumptuous salary” 好爵是縻 that is part and parcel with 

his eminent political position, and the very appearance of the white hair. It is interesting  to note 

that Zuo Si himself was from a family removed from the Sima-ruled court of his day, unlike 

most of his literary contemporaries. The closest he came to the center of power was by the grace 

of his sister Zuo Fen 左棻 (d. 300 CE), whose selection as a concubine of Emperor Wu of Jin 晉

武帝 brought Zuo Si to the capital. His actual participation in the political apparatus was brief, 

serving twice as an aide to a Sima prince and once as assistant to the palace library.205  

 Although the “white hair” presumably is present in the plural on Zuo Si’s head, its voice 

is singular. Like Qin Ziyu’s head, the first words from the white hair are about its own genesis:  

I have been endowed with an unfortunate fate, meeting you in your declining 
years.  
Pressed on by the autumnal frost, I was born bright and white.  
When you look into the clear mirror, you are horrified and see something you 
detest.  
I was born just this morning, and about to be plucked at night. What crime have I 
committed to warrant this?  
Do you not see how the tangerine and pomelo are both pale and brilliant?  
People value them for their white flowers, and do not appreciate their green 
leaves.  
I do wish you would cease your hand, and put down the tweezers! 
 
稟命不幸, 值君年暮. 逼迫秋霜, 生而晧素. 始覽明鏡, 惕然見惡. 朝生晝拔, 何
罪之故! 子觀橘柚, 一暠一曄, 貴其素華, 匪尚綠葉. 願戢子之手, 攝子之鑷. 
 

 
205 Jinshu 92.2375 - 2377.  
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By labeling its relationship with Zuo Si as that of an encounter (zhi 值), the white hair too takes 

up the voice of an autonomous entity who was once independent from Zuo Si. Similar to the 

beginning of Zhang Min’s piece, for a body part, much less a minor one like hair, speaking as an 

independent human voice would have both surprised and amused the reader. However, the white 

hair is much less self-assured than Ziyu’s head: it has incurred Zuo Si’s hatred for a quality that 

is both beyond its will and at the mercy of subjective standards. In its first layer of defense is a 

two-pronged argument that dissociates the quality “white” from its own will, and by example of 

the fruit, challenges the pejorative associations with the color. Zuo Si, in response, does not seem 

to take up these two points, but rather elaborates further upon his rationale for wanting to be rid 

of the white hair. This he does by citing examples of well-known figures from antiquity who 

attained influential positions at a young age, and implying that only by plucking out the white 

hairs will he himself have a chance for a similar path toward renown.  

I sighed and replied: look at the paths of the human realm - there is none that does 
not go after fame, prize what is luxurious, and detest what has decayed!  
The august gates of the palace, the sumptuous imperial residences - [for these] the 
twenty year olds come to serve, and the young lads present their stratagems!  
Like when Gan Luo rode the carriage and Ziqi received the command,206 or the 
dashing Zhong Jun and Jia Yi, who discoursed loftily among the heavenly 
ranks!207  
Thus, as for plucking out the white in pursuit of the black - this ought to lie within 
me! 
 
咨爾白髮:  觀世之途,  靡不追榮.  貴華賤枯.  赫赫閶闔,  藹藹紫廬,  弱冠來仕,  
童髫獻謨.  甘羅乘軫,  子奇剖符;  英英終賈,  高論雲衢.  拔白就黑,  此自在吾. 
 

 
206 Gan Luo was already serving the Qin minister Lu Buwei at age twelve, and persuaded the enemy state of Zhao to 
cede five cities to Qin，Shiji 71.2320; Zi Qi was also a Warring States military strategist who helped pacify the Qi 
state. Hou Hanshu 6.21 (citing a fragment from New Preface 新序 by Liu Xiang 劉向. The duo often appears 
together in prose writings as exemplars of success in serving the state at a young age.  
207 Zhong Jun 終軍 became a “Learned Scholar” 博士 a t age eighteen, deeply impressing Emperor Wu of Han 漢武
帝; see his biography in Hanshu  64.2814 - 2821; Jia Yi, too, was a famed scholar before age twenty, and served 
under Emperor Wen of Han; see Hanshu 48. 2221 - 2222. Note that both allusions were also used in Zhang Min’s 
fu, as positive examples of men of reputation unlike Qin Ziyu.  
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In Zuo Si’s first response, he does not rebut the hair’s stance of autonomy, but only asserts his 

own authority over the hair. In other words, the Hair may claim to be independent and disagree 

with him regarding the norm of equivalence between certain appearances and status, but if Zuo 

Si finds his stance justified, then he has legitimate authority to remove the White Hair (拔白就

黑. 此自在吾). To this the White Hair responds:  

The white hair, again on the verge of being plucked, closed its eyes and cried out: 
“What an injustice you are doing to me! How mistaken you are!  
Gan Luo was acclaimed for his brilliant eloquence and not famed for his black 
hair;  
Jia Sheng was distinguished for his fine talent and was not promoted for his dark 
tresses.  
I have heard for the worthies of antiquity, it is those who are aged and mature 
who are made to serve the state.  
When the two elders returned to Zhou, the Way of the Zhou became stable and 
peaceful;  
when the four hoary-heads assisted the Han, the virtue of the Han shone forth.208 
Why must you first get rid of me, and then seek after prosperity?  
 
白髮臨欲拔,  瞑目號呼:  何我之冤!  何子之誤!  甘羅自以辯惠見稱,  不以髮黑

而名著;  賈生自以良才見異, 不以烏鬢而後舉.  聞之先民,  國用老成.  二老歸

周,  周道肅清.  四晧佐漢,  漢德光明.  何必去我,  然後要榮.   
 

In its exasperation the White Hair becomes even more comically anthropomorphized into a 

human face with eyes (瞑目). It does not back down but seizes upon Zuo Si’s argument to launch 

a pointed rebuttal: the figures cited by Zuo Si were appreciated not for the color of their hair, but 

their talent. Furthermore, it raises counterexamples of renowned worthies from antiquity who 

were of old age. In other words, White Hair dissociates the two sides of an equivalence held to 

be both a descriptive and prescriptive norm by Zuo Si: not only is the physical attribute of black 

hair unreliable as a correlative of prestige (as seen in his counterexample Bo Yi, Shu Qi, and the 

Four Hoary Heads), it is by no means causally related to success.  

 
208  The “two elders” refer to Bo Yi and Shu Qi ; the Four Hoary Heads are the four worthies who guided the crown 
prince under Emperor Gaozu. Both allusions also appear in Yang Xiong’s “Dissolving Ridicule” 解嘲. Declercq, 54.   
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 Zuo Si seems to concede on this latter point, but returns with a second argument that 

norms have changed such that old age is no longer valued like it had been in the past. Following 

this exchange the Hair is silence and the fu concludes.  

I sighed against and said to the hair: “Each matter has its underlying cause.  
What you have said is not without reason.  
Indeed in former times the old-aged were respected, but today such seniors are 
held in contempt.  
The elder Rong Qiqi was silver-headed in the field.209  
Though I am getting grays as well, the clear river is truly difficult to come by!210 
Along with the changes of the times, I too sigh like Confucius!  
 
咨爾白髮:  事各有以.  爾之所言,  非不有理.  曩貴耆耋,  今薄舊齒.   皤皤榮

期,  晧首田里.  雖有二毛,  河清難俟.  隨時之變,  見歎孔子.   
 
Only then was the hair exhausted of words and vowed to hold fast in adversity.211 
In the past it overlooked my jade face, but now it is about to join the tumbleweed. 
Hair and skin are of the utmost intimacy, yet they cannot meet their end 
together.212  
Thus I employ such words of analogy, in imitation of that of “Airs of the State”. 
 
髮乃辭盡,  誓以固窮.  昔臨玉顏,  今從飛蓬.  髮膚至昵,  尚不克終.  聊用擬辭,  
比之國風.   
 

The piece ends with the pregnant moment immediately before Zuo Si’s removal of the White 

Hair. Its reasoned resistance may have failed, but the concluding narration neither boasts of the 

author’s argumentative triumph nor embraces his impending act of execution. Instead, it is 

suffused with sympathy and reluctance. By voicing White Hair with Confucius’s avowal of 

“holding fast in adversity” 固窮, Zuo Si attributes to it a noble and tragic pathos, and overtly 

laments its imminent demise.  

 
209 A legendary recluse. Allusion used in Zhang Min’s fu as well, see footnote 37.  
210 Allusion to a poem quoted in Zuozhuan, in the eighth year of Duke Xiang: “to wait for the river to run clear, how 
long must one wait?” 俟河之清， 人壽幾何？Chunqiu Zuozhuan, Duke Xiang, year 8, 119.  
211 Echoing Confucius who said that “the gentleman holds fast in adversity, while the petty man gives away to 
unbridled license.” 子曰:  君子固窮,  小人窮斯濫矣. Lunyu XV.1. 
212 Perhaps an echoes here of the dictum in Xiao Jing 孝經 against harming one’s hair and skin: 身体发肤，受之父
母，不敢毁伤，孝之始也.  
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 Compared to the vehement antagonism between Qin Ziyu and his Head, the relationship 

between the poetic persona of Zuo Si and his White Hair strikes a much more conciliatory 

timber. Zuo Si portrays himself as empathic toward White Hair’s reasoning  and feeling, and 

only reluctantly harms it out of a necessity of self-preservation.  In his closing words, Zuo Si 

repeats a move we saw in Zhang Min’s fu by explicitly stating that this piece is written in 

imitation of “Airs of the  State” from the Shijing, i.e. evoking the very same mechanism of 

affective imagery xing as had Zhang Min in the preface of his fu. 

 I have already discussed how Zhang Min’s fu is a remarkable reworking of the shelun 

tradition. By contrast, Zuo Si’s fu is relatively more faithful to its generic conventions. It features 

a poetic persona identified with the author himself and an interlocutor, it preserves closely the 

dialogue structure in which White Hair and Zuo Si are given equal presence, and it ends with the 

standard outcome of the interlocutor’s defeat. However, the victory of Zuo Si rests on less than 

convincing grounds. Between the two parties it is once again the anthropomorphized body part 

that emerges as the more eloquent persuader, able to rebut each of Zuo Si’s arguments and 

displaying an erudite command of canonical texts, while Zuo Si can only fall back on the 

fatigued claim that white hair hinders success in the political realm. White Hair may not have 

won the argument, but it exerts pressure on Zuo Si’s version of how physical appearance relates 

to social and political prestige, showing that the correlation is neither causal nor absolute, but  

rather associative (for flawed reasons) and subject to the vicissitudes of time. 

  It is significant that despite their divergent intellectual claims, both fus employ the same 

conceit of animating a body part and both borrow heavily from shelun conventions. Deemed 

attractive by society’s norms, Ziyu’s head faults him for his failure to live up to those looks, and 

by implication, sees no objection to the entitlement of beauty. On the flip side, labeled as 
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undesirable by those same norms, Zuo Si’s hair rejects the blame for his lackluster career. Both 

pieces feature a rebellious body part, but whereas one takes issue with the value attributed to 

physical attributes, the other is only too eager to embrace it. Both authors also cast a serious 

interpretative “frame,” alerting the readers that their fanciful characters are not merely literary 

play.  Are we then to align each position with its respective author, and interpret the two pieces 

as pro and contra commentary on the phenomenon of zhiren in the third century?  

 That may well be, but they are significant not only because they advocate certain 

positions with respect to the equation of appearance and prestige. More interesting is their 

implicit challenge of the premise that physical appearances can be equated with anything at all. 

That is, rather than seeing Zhang Min’s fu as condoning (or ironically mocking) the Head’s 

position and conversely, Zuo Si’s fu as criticism of that norm, both undermine the idea that any 

particular aspect of the body can function as a sensible basis for any kind of interpretation. This 

is borne out by the elaborate dramatization of an adversarial relationship between body part and 

its implied whole. Acting on the epistemology of zhiren, one can presume Ziyu is someone of 

social distinction when met with his dashing and noble looks, but not only is this interpretation 

inaccurate based on the reality of his actual circumstances, it is also blind to the fact that those 

very looks, as concretely manifested in the unit of his body known as the head, refuse the very 

notion that they “are” Ziyu at all. How then can it serve as any basis for an evaluation of Ziyu, be 

it of his talents, personality, or his reputation?  Depicted as independent entities capable of 

reasoning, speech, emotions, and in the case of Zuo Si’s hair - as a miniature reproduction of a 

human replete with facial features - corporeal features which are subsumed as passive signs by 

the regime of zhiren demand recognition as active subjects. By asserting an opposition to the 
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larger entity to which they are attached, both seek to be heard on their own terms, not merely 

seen and judged in the context of that larger entity.  

 What about argumentation (bian), the second avenue of knowledge that Liu Shao had 

foregrounded in his Treatise on Human Nature? We can entertain this question at two levels, that 

of the historical authors Zhang Min and Zuo Si, and separately of the characters within their 

texts. On the first level, I have pointed out earlier the associations, historically and rhetorically, 

between the genre of fu and the idea of argumentation. Moreover, it is significant that the authors 

partake in the tradition of hypothetical discourses, a mode of writing that is inextricable from the 

assumptions of biographical writing in both its genesis and later interpretation.213 The highly 

imitative and intertextual nature of this genre means that by participating in the shelun form, 

authors knew very well that their compositions will be interpreted within such a frame, 

regardless of how overtly autobiographical they are. Yet as Declerq also reminds us throughout 

his survey, from the earliest shelun texts to their flourishing throughout the Jin, they are defined 

by “studied indirection” and “plausible deniability,”214 such that far from being self-evident, the 

challenge remains in how we interprets the author’s self-professed philosophical and political 

ideas.  Alternatively, Martin Kern proposes that one does not need to explain away the tensions 

and ambiguities in shelun text, but rather should see them as the intended manifestations of their 

author’s self-representation as expansive gentlemen of learning. In his words, they are a “public 

 
213 This has been painstakingly documented by Dominic Declerq, who points out that every extant shelun text he 
considers is preserved in the official biography of its author. Dongfang Shuo’s text is even considered by some as 
based on an actual, historical debate that took place in the court of Emperor Wu (such as Chu Shaosun 褚少孙 who 
interpolated Dongfang Shuo’s biography into Shiji). In the case of Yang Xiong, his autobiography “Self-Preface” 自
序 a lso provides the compositional circumstance of his shelun “Dissolving Ridicule."Declercq, Writing Against the  
State, 60 - 96 and passim; also Martin Kern, “Disengagement by Complicity: The Difficult Art of Early  Medieval 
Hypothetical Discourses," 148. 
214 Ibid, 58.  
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performance," an outward expression of inner qualities - be it moral stance or political ideals.215 

The shared insight here is that such texts are not merely elaborate exercises in literary flourish or 

philosophical contemplation, but deeply rooted in their authors’ individual circumstances and 

serve as a vehicle of self-representation that spoke to the elite identity in that context. In short, it 

is a mode of writing that intrinsically corroborates the validity of bian as self-revelatory, and 

partakes in this very assumption of validity in its articulation.  

 Yet this interpretive framework cannot be entirely applied to “The Head Reproaches 

Ziyu” and “fu on the White Hair.” While we can note that certain biographical facts may be 

relevant - Zuo Si was notorious for his ugliness,216 for example - these texts occupy a more 

ambiguous relationship with their author. Neither is included in their biographies as is the case 

for other shelun pieces, where the composition of the shelun are placed within a temporal 

chronology of the author’s life trajectory. Not only is this kind of contextual information 

unavailable in Zhang Min and Zuo Si’s text, Zhang Min overtly distances himself from the 

characters in his fu by displacing what traditionally would have been the poetic persona 

equivalent to himself onto a contemporary friend. Most importantly, the two texts have shifted 

the question that lies at the heart of the shelun tradition: from whether or not serve in government 

(the perennial question of shelun, as Declerq succinctly states217), to how one understands the 

terms of services - the assumption that certain bodily traits can help, while others, hinder. These 

divergences may partially account for why Zhang Min and Zuo Si’s text have been overlooked 

 
215 Martin Kern, “Disengagement by Complicity: The Difficult Art of Early Medieval Hypothetical Discourses," 
Chinese Literature:  Essays, Articles, Reviews (CLEAR), Vol. 23 (December, 2001): 141 - 152.  
216 Jin shu, 92.2376.  
217 Declerq, 122.  
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by scholars of shelun.218 They also suggest that we may want to reconsider the narrative of 

shelun writing developing in the late third century. While many of the shelun texts through the 

end of the Jin remained within the model established by Dongfang Shuo, the innovations seen in 

Zhang Min and Zuo Si demonstrate that shelun was not limited to staking one’s identity in the 

political order, but also functioned as a discursive model for negotiating the finer terms of that 

order. 

 In addition to asking how the text functions as bian, we can also ask how bian functions 

within the world of the text. This second level directs our attention to the fact that both fus 

dramatize two characters engaged in argumentation par excellence, each of whom attempts to 

make itself known and understood to its opponent. Yet neither is successful. The Head is 

depicted as misunderstood by Ziyu (and vice versa); Zuo Si, while more empathetic toward 

White Hair’s point of view, is left unpersuaded. Both body parts perform the rhetoric of 

separateness and autonomy, only to be met with assertions of integration and possession. 

Ultimately, objects of the zhiren regime may have been granted voice to engage in argumentative 

discourse and challenge their function as passive signifiers of political worth, but their efforts fall 

short. 

 
218 Dominic Declercq does not include them in his study of shelun, in which he lists and discusses what he considers 
to be all exactly pieces of shelun, 68 - 72 and passim. In this he also follows Chinese scholars  
One reason why they may have slipped the attention of shelun scholars is their titling: both are referred to with fu  
賦 in their titles (in Zhang Min’s case, this title was attached to piece in the Shishuo xinyu commentary written in 
the Liang, and for Zuo Si, the title first appears in the early Tang encyclopedia 藝文類聚). However, canonical 
shelun pieces are titled without “fu," and are seen as a distinct category from fu by medieval scholars. As for why 
they were not labeled as fu by their authors and commentators, Declercq enumerates three possible explanations: 1) 
Yang Xiong’s well-known renunciation of fu genre in later life is why his “Dissolving Ridicule” is not called a fu, 
and because his text is so influential, later authors followed suit; 2) With the exception of Dongfang Shuo, all shelun  
pieces were written in a period when the common understanding of fu was to describe an object, not argue a case; 
and 3) The principle of fu in classical exegesis and literary thought  is that of direct exposition, and shelun texts are  
anything but  direct. Decercq, 86 - 92.One additional reason may be that shelun pieces, while they do intermittently 
employ the use of rhymed couplets, are predominantly composed in unrhymed prose. Declercq characterizes shelun 
as “alternating between rhyme and prose” (87), and seems to consider shelun’s in fact sparse use of rhyme to satisfy 
the formal requirements of fu.  
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2.4 Conclusion  

 As we saw in chapter one, the drive to “know men” in the third century was formalized in 

texts like Renwu zhi around a positivist epistemology of men that meticulously catalogued 

variations in human disposition, temperament, talent, and capability. It examines both human 

nature and the process through which it can be known, and relies predominantly upon the 

analytical process of category-making in which a hypothetical whole is made transparent through 

the sum of its parts. We saw this method of inquiry by “dissection” at work at the level of an 

individual and the collective: any individual man is knowable through the “Nine Manifestations," 

each an aspect that can be isolated, observed, evaluated, and made the basis of inferences about 

the person; all men (in the context of his work, this would have been the universe of literate, 

employable men) fall into a myriad of categorizations. And among the “Nine Manifestations," 

both appearance and argumentative discourse constitute mediums of such knowledge-derivation.  

 Yet we also saw hints of anxiety in Liu Shao toward these two mediums. Might they err? 

Can appearances be deceptive, and argumentation, manipulative? I suggest that it is in this 

context that we should read Zhang Min and Zuo Si, two Western Jin writers who composed fus 

about a self under siege from a part of its own body. Rather than seeing these texts as another 

passing, outlandish motif of the fu corpus, I argue that they engage directly with the paradigm of 

zhiren and a social reality in which looks matter, and should be read in dialogue with Liu Shao’s 

Treatise on Human Nature. In taking up the mode of shelun, these two texts dramatize the 

process of argumentation and demand that readers question the internal coherence of the physical 

by literally tearing it asunder.  
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Part II Dance of the Goddess  

 

 From the rhetorical self-dissection of male authors I turn to their dissection of the female 

body, albeit in a very different sense. We saw in Part I how issues of zhiren were worked out in 

the genre of fu, wherein authors like Zhang Min and Zuo Si fractured their own bodies down to 

opposing sides of a debate on the use of appearances as a source of knowledge and a claim to 

cultural-political status. Although corporeal metaphors have long been used to postulate abstract 

social relations and cultural etiologies, such representations are based on a conception of the 

body tethered to its physiological and medical understanding. The world in which heads and 

hairs can speak, gesticulate, and assume ontological independence is a discursive world unbound 

by constraints of the lived reality. By putting it in conversation with texts like Liu Shao’s 

Treatise on Human Nature and contextualizing it in the socio-political phenomenon of zhiren, I 

suggest this discursive world exists in response to, and in dialogue with the lived experience of 

the male elite.  

 The existence of these two worlds and the interaction between them continue to be a 

guiding concern in Part II of this dissertation, where I look to the representation of the female 

body in early medieval fu and poetry. In particular, two lines of inquiry are continued from Part 

I: first, how the issue of zhiren take on new variations in the textual representation of the female 

form, and second, how a discursive tradition of writing about women inherited from the Han and 

before (much like the discursive tradition of  the shelun) became central to the practice of court 

poetry on female entertainers, in which poets both drew upon and questioned that tradition. Part 

II consists of two chapters, each of which focuses on a distinct genre: Chapter Three examines 

the literary history of the goddess fu and the dancing fu, two important traditions of representing 
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the female body; Chapter Four discusses the court culture of the Southern Dynasties, and 

examines how the experience of watching female entertainment intersects with the inherited 

literary language that inform their representations.  
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Chapter 3  

The Goddess and the Dancer: A Literary History 

 

3.1 Introduction  

 To understand the literary vocabulary of the female form we must return once again to 

the early fu tradition. Long before the burst of poetic compositions on female entertainers from 

the Southern Dynasties, the feminine form, including its corporeality, beauty, and its relationship 

with desire, is textually canonized in the grand, epideictic traditions of the early Han fu. In 

particular, it is an immortal, other-worldly female that assumes the subject of this tradition, as 

seen in “fu on the Goddess” 神女賦 attributed to the Warring States persona Song Yu 宋玉.219 

The text creates a goddess (shennü 神女) who becomes the literary archetype of the beautiful 

woman and the desired woman; and the vocabulary with which she is represented would be 

drawn on by later poets to describe not only the goddess, but femininity itself.220 “Fu on the 

 
219 A shadowy figure about whom little reliable information is known, Song Yu is mentioned in the Shiij 
biography of Qu Yuan as one of his successors, but the first time his name appears as the author of “fu on 
Goddess” is not until the sixth-century anthology Wen xuan 文選. The dating of this piece to the Warring 
States has been challenged since the late Qing, and most scholars now agree that the piece likely dates 
from the Western Han given the similarities between Song Yu’s oeuvre and other fu more securely dated 
to the Western Han. For my purposes, it is less relevant the exact dating but rather that the text 
chronologically precedes the later tradition of dancing fus and Six Dynasties court poetry, a fact that 
scholars are in agreement on. See Lu Kanru 陸侃如, Song Yu 宋玉 (Shanghai: Yatong tushuguan, 1929) 
and Yang Yinzong 楊胤宗, “Song Yu fu kao” 宋玉賦考 in Dalu zazhi 大陸雜誌 27, no. 3 (1963): 85 - 
90; and 27, no. 4 (1963): 126 - 132. In English David Knechtges has addressed the issue of dating in The 
Han Rhapsody: A Study of Fu of Yang Xiong (53 BC - AD 18) (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
1976), as well as his introduction to the piece in his translation of Wen xuan. The Japanese scholar Asano 
Michiari gives the latest range in dating, suggesting it could have been composed as late as the third 
century. “So Gyoku no sakuhin no shigi ni tsuite," Kambun gakkai kaiho 漢文學會會報 12 (1961): 3-12. 
220 Anthologized alongside “fu on the Goddess” are also two more texts attributed to him, “fu on Gaotang 
Shrine” 高唐賦 and “Master Dengtu the Lecher” 登徒子好色賦, both of which also involve a beautiful 
female figure. My focus in the ensuing discussion with be on the “fu on the Goddess” as the 
representation of physical attributes is most prominent in this text, but a discussion of this trio of text can 
be found in Xu Donghai 許東海, Nuxing, Diwang, Shenxian: Xianqin lianghan cifu jiqi wenhua shenying 
女性,  帝王,  神仙:  先秦兩漢辭賦及其文化身影 (Taipei: Liren shuju, 2003), 47 - 95. 
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Goddess” also marks the beginning of a long lineage of fu compositions on this topic. One could 

argue that this fountainhead text - studied, recited, and copied as part of the male elite’s literary 

education - shaped the very way in which male elites saw and imagined female beauty. 

 The purpose of this chapter is three-fold. First, I discuss two seminal texts of the goddess 

fu tradition, the aforementioned “fu on the Goddess,” and the later “fu on the Luo River 

Goddess” 洛神賦 by the third century poet Cao Zhi 曹植 (192 - 232 CE), and analyze their 

representation of the female body in the context of the zhiren paradigm. Second, I move to an 

off-shoot of this tradition, the composition of fus on dancing, and trace its literary history from 

the first century CE to the sixth century. I show how the earliest fu on dancing is closely modeled 

on the goddess tradition, while simultaneously presenting a very different relationship between 

the dancers’ physical form and what can be known about their interior subjectivity. Third, I 

translate a number of additional fus on dancing up to the sixth century, in order to lay out the 

literary-historical groundwork of the early medieval practice of writing about dancing and to 

point out some of the issues that will be prominent points of discussion in Chapter Four.  

 

3.2 The Goddess  

 At the heart of “fu on the Goddess” is an encounter between the poet and a mysterious 

goddess which takes place in his dream, but is then recollected by Song Yu to his patron, King 

Xiang of Chu. Song Yu first recalls his own disoriented frame of mind when the goddess 

appeared to him in his dream:221  

 
221 Translation of this fu is taken from David R. Knechtges, trans., Wen xuan, or Selections of Refined 
Literature, vol. 3, Rhapsodies on Natural Phenomena, Birds and Animals, Aspirations and Feelings, 
Sorrowful Laments, Literature, Music, and Passions (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), 355–
65. It is a matter of contention who is doing the dreaming, Song Yu or the King, as the version from 
Wenxuan has it that it is the King who dreams of the goddess and proceeds to tell Song Yu about her, 
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Song Yu replied: After the late afternoon watch,  
my spirit was befuddled and confused, I felt as if something propitious had 
occurred.  
But being perplexed and puzzled, I did not know what it meant.   
My eyes could only vaguely discern her, but I recall my momentary impression. 
I saw a woman, unusual in appearance. 
Asleep, I dreamt of her; awake, I cannot remember her form.  
And thus I felt depressed and unhappy, sad and frustrated.  
And then stroking my breast, I calmed my spirit, and again visualized what I had 
dreamt. 
 
玉對曰：晡夕之後，精神怳忽，若有所喜.  紛紛擾擾，未知何意.  目色髣

髴，乍若有記.  見一婦人，狀甚奇異.  寐而夢之，寤不自識.  罔兮不樂，悵

然失志.  於是撫心定氣，復見所夢. 222  
 

The initial contact between Song Yu and the goddess is one marked by disorientation of his 

senses. He is unable to perceive her directly, but can conjure her up in detail when pressed by 

King Xiang to recall her appearance:  

The King asked: What did she look like?  
 
王曰：狀何如也? 
 
Song Yu replied:  
She is magnificent, she is gorgeous; beautiful in all respects!  
She is splendid, she is elegant; quite difficult to fathom!  
Remote antiquity had none like her, and the current world lacks her peer. 
Her rare features and precious bearing, cannot be praised enough. 
When she first appears, she glitters like the bright sun shining over roof beams; 
As she gradually draws near, she gleams like the bright moon spreading forth its 
light.  
 
玉曰：茂矣美矣，諸好備矣.  盛矣麗矣，難測究矣.  上古既無，世所未見.  
瑰姿瑋態，不可勝贊.  其始來也，耀乎若白日初出照屋樑.  其少進也，皎若

明月舒其光.  
 
Within a moment a beauteous look fully envelops her, 
brilliant as a flower, smooth as jade. 
A host of colors brilliantly displayed, she cannot be fully described. 

 
reversing the framing of the entire fu. Wen xuan, 19.886. Wai-yee Li summarizes the debate on this issue 
in Enchantment and Disenchantment, 28 note 50. I follow David Knechtges’s translation which casts 
Song Yu as the narrator of the dream.  
222 Wen xuan, 19.886 - 889.  
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Looking at her closely robs one of his power of vision. 
She is splendidly adorned with gauze and silk, damask and fine remnants, replete 
with resplendent designs. 
The wondrous hues of her magnificent attire illumine the myriad directions.  
 
須臾之間，美貌橫生.  曄兮如華，溫乎如瑩.  五色並馳，不可殫形.  詳而視

之，奪人目精.  其盛飾也，則羅紈綺績盛文章，極服妙采照萬方.  
 
She wears an embroidered blouse, is garbed in jacket and skirt. 
Thick fabric does not make her appear too short, think dress does not make her 
appear too tall. 
Walking daintily, she dazzles the hall. 
Suddenly she changes her appearance, 
supple as a roaming dragon soaring the clouds. 
Removing her garments, she changes into lighter dress.  
She bathes in boneset oil, and exudes the fragrance of sweet pollia. 
She is of a pleasant and agreeable nature, well suited to attend a king.  
Compliant and gentle, she can cheer one’s heart.”  
 
振繡衣，被褂裳.穠不短，纖不長.步裔裔兮曜殿堂.  忽兮改容，婉若遊龍乘

雲翔.  嫷被服，侻薄裝.  沐蘭澤，含若芳.  性和適，宜侍旁.  順序卑，調心

腸.   
 

Answering the King’s question, Song Yu first offers up a series of superlatives for her beauty, 

before comparing her general presence to two sources of light, the sun and the moon. The light 

that she emits repels the poet’s vision (奪人目精), just as her unparalleled beauty robs him of 

words (不可殫形). This rhetorical move will reappear throughout the piece, but will also be 

repeatedly overridden by words the poet levies at her depiction. First comes the outermost layer 

of what constitutes the goddess - her ornaments and clothes, before some of these external layers 

are shed (嫷被服，侻薄裝). At this point the King chimes in once again to request a fu of the 

goddess, to which Song Yu obliges with an increasingly penetrative vision that gradually 

undresses and catalogues the goddess:  

The King said: How magnificent indeed she is! Would you try to rhapsodize 
about her for me?” 
 
王曰：若此盛矣！試為寡人賦之.  
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Song Yu said: “very well."  
 
玉曰：唯唯.  
 
How beautiful is this lovely goddess: endowed with the rich adornment of yin and 
yang,  
She dresses in garments of ornate delight, just like a kingfisher flapping its wings.  
Her appearance is without peer, her beauty is beyond description.  
Mao Qiang would hide her face in her sleeves, for she would no longer be a 
standard of beauty; And Xi Shi would cover her visage, for in comparison she 
would have no allure.223  
 
夫何神女之姣麗兮，含陰陽之渥飾.  被華藻之可好兮，若翡翠之奮翼.  其象

無雙，其美無極.  毛嬙鄣袂，不足程式.  西施掩面，比之無色.   
 
Viewed close up, she is ravishing; seen from afar, she is a stunning vision. 
 The pattern of her bones is of unusual form, a physiognomy fitting for the lady of 
a lord.  
As I looked upon her, her beauty filled my eyes; who could possibly surpass her?  
I enjoyed her with secret delight, and my joy was unbounded.  
But since she was so chary of love and favor, I could not express my full feelings.  
No one else could see her; only I saw her form.224 
 
近之既妖，遠之有望.  骨法多奇，應君之相.  視之盈目，孰者克尚.  私心獨

悅，樂之無量.  交希恩疏，不可盡暢.  他人莫睹，王覽其狀.   
 

Despite his earlier claim of being robbed of sight by her blinding and dazzling beauty, the poet is 

able to see the goddess from perspectives far and near. As his vision approaches closer, he is 

even capable of penetrating through the layers of her clothing to see the contours of her bone 

structure. Next, he zooms in on her face, naming and describing each of her features:  

Her form is tall and stately; How can she be fully described?  
Her face is round and full, sedately beautiful— A jade countenance smooth and 
moist.  
Her pupils flash sharp and clear, and in her bright eyes much beauty can be seen.  
Her eyebrows are daintily curved like a moth's antennae; her vermilion lips shine 
bright as cinnabar.  
Her pure white figure is full and firm; her mood is calm and composed, her 
bearing relaxed.  

 
223 Both Mao Qiang and Xi Shi are legendary beauties of antiquity. 
224 Correcting the character wang 王 for yu 玉.  
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She maintains a lovely reserve in quiet seclusion, but also cavorts and frolics in 
the human world.  
It is proper for her to release her feelings in a high hall, and freely let herself go, 
graceful and at ease.  
 
其狀峨峨，何可極言.  貌豐盈以莊姝兮，苞溫潤之玉顏.  眸子炯其精朗兮，

瞭多美而可觀.  眉聯娟以蛾揚兮，朱脣的其若丹.  素質幹之醲實兮，志解泰

而體閑.  既姽嫿於幽靜兮，又婆娑乎人間.  宜高殿以廣意兮，翼放縱而綽寬. 
 

Notice the clarity with which Song Yu paints the goddess’s face: he methodically moves from 

feature to feature and comments on their shape, colors, and texture.  His earlier rhetoric of 

inaccessibility and inexpressibility, attributed to the goddess’s unpredictable shape shifting and 

unrivaled beauty, has given way to a unhurried description that suggests his proximity to the 

goddess and her cooperation in being seen. In fact, throughout this long section it is as if time has 

stopped and the goddess frozen into a still frame. But this effect is temporary; as soon as Song 

Yu finishes his tracing of her face, she begins to stir with motion:  

Rustling her misty gossamer, stepping slowly, she brushed her jangling jades 
against the stairs. 
Toward my curtain she looked with beckoning gaze, her eyes like the surge of 
rolling waves.  
She flounced her long sleeves, straightened her lapels, and stood hesitant, restless 
and uneasy.  
Yet her manner was calm and tranquil, pleasant and mild; and her mood was quiet 
and composed, unperturbed.  
At times her movements were so easy and subtle, her intent could not be 
fathomed.  
Her manner seemed intimate, yet aloof; she appeared to come near, then turn 
back.  
 
動霧縠以徐步兮，拂墀聲之珊珊.  望余帷而延視兮，若流波之將瀾.  奮長袖

以正衽兮，立躑躅而不安.  澹清靜其愔嫕兮，性沈詳而不煩.  時容與以微動

兮，志未可乎得原.  意似近而既遠兮，若將來而復旋.   
 
I raised the bed curtains, invited her in, to express my most earnest feelings.  
But she held to her chaste purity, and refused to consort with me.  
In a display of fine words, she made her reply, exhaling fragrance sweet as 
boneset.  
Our beings went back and forth in spiritual congress, and our hearts were 
contented and peaceful, joyful and glad.  
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Although our spirits joined, they were not bound; and my soul was left lonely and 
forlorn, without hope.  
Although she seemed to say yes, she was unwilling in the end; moaning deeply, I 
cried out, heaving mournful sighs.  
Her flushed face showed a trace of anger, yet she remained composed, and I did 
not dare impose myself upon her.  
 
褰余幬而請御兮，願盡心之惓惓.  懷貞亮之絜清兮，卒與我兮相難.  陳嘉辭

而雲對兮，吐芬芳其若蘭.  精交接以來往兮，心凱康以樂歡.  神獨亨而未結

兮，魂煢煢以無端.  含然諾其不分兮，喟揚音而哀歎.  頩薄怒以自持兮，曾

不可乎犯干.   
 

The goddess’s movements are represented solely through her garments and ornamentation. As 

we will later see, these elements of her physical presence - sleeves, jewelry, lapels - will form the 

foundational units of the poetry on court entertainers. As the goddess begins to move to and fro, 

the poet, unable to read her desires and intentions, unsuccessfullu invites her into his chambers. 

After what seems to be a moment of hesitation, she refuses the poets with “fine words” (jiaci 嘉

辭) of her own, although her speech is withheld from the reader. The fu ends with another series 

of motion as the goddess prepares for her departure:  

Then, rustling her girdle ornaments, sounding the simurgh bells,  
She straightened her clothes, and resumed a solemn expression. 
She consulted with her preceptor, called to her tutor,225  
And although our love was not yet consummated, she was about to bid farewell 
and depart.  
She stepped back and moved away,  and she could no longer be approached. 
She seemed to have gone, yet was still there; midway she appeared to turn toward 
me,  
Her eyes casting furtive glances, and bestowing their magic luster upon me.  
The power of her will and bearing was everywhere manifest; it cannot be 
completely described.  
Although she wished to part, she had not finally severed the ties; and my heart 
and spirit overturned with anxiety and fear. 
She was too rushed to complete the farewell courtesies, and we had no time to say 
parting words. 
I wished to steal a moment, but the goddess pleaded haste.  

 
225 According to Li Shan’s commentary, the “preceptor” is a female tutor responsibility for instructing 
young women in feminine virtues, and the “tutor” is an older female over age fifty with no children who 
also serves the role of an instructor. Wen xuan, 19.889.  
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My bowels were wrenched, my spirit wounded, and I tottered uneasily, with 
nothing on which to hold.  
All was cloudy and dark, and suddenly I did not know where I was.  
My feelings hidden in my breast, to whom could I confide them?  
Sad and sorrowful, with tears falling down my face, I sought her till the light of 
dawn.  
 
於是搖珮飾，鳴玉鸞.  整衣服，歛容顏.顧女師，命太傅.  歡情未接，將辭而

去.遷延引身，不可親附.  似逝未行，中若相首.  目略微眄，精彩相授.  志態

橫出，不可勝記.  意離未絕，神心怖覆.  禮不遑訖，辭不及究.  願假須臾，

神女稱遽.  徊腸傷氣，顛倒失據.  闇然而暝，忽不知處.  情獨私懷，誰者可

語?  惆悵垂涕，求之至曙. 
 

The goddess’s departure is marked by indecision and hesitation. Although the rhythm of the fu 

speeds up in its transition from the longer lines to the staccato, 3-character line, the goddess 

lingers within the poet’s horizon of sight and seems reluctant to depart. Although the two parties 

make eye contact, the poet is, once again, unable to read what her glance means.  

 Two kinds of perspectives are at work in Song Yu’s depiction of the goddess: a measured 

and methodical scan that brings into focus features of her face, and an unstable and awe-struck 

impression of her overall presence that struggles to keep its object in view. The former constructs 

a textual representation akin to that of a still life, and evokes the Petrarchian blazon popular with 

Elizabethan poets.226 However, it is a temporary perspective that only seems to be in effect in - 

and also produces the affect of - a moment of stillness and suspended time, during which line 

after line is lavished on the close-up of her face. When the goddess is in motion, at the beginning 

of her entrance and prior to her departure, she is instead represented through the external, 

ornamental objects that cover her, and her corporeality gives way to a blurred and disorganized 

collage of external attachments in motion.  

 
226 Jonathan Sawday elaborates on this mode of poetic representation in The Body Emblazoned: 
Dissection and the Human Body in Renaissance Culture (London: Routledge, 1995), 188 - 229.   
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 It is also important to note the dialectical movement between a rhetorical resignation and 

what it professes to fail at - the verbal representation of her appearance and form. This back and 

forth occurs repeatedly throughout the fu, echoing a second kind of failure, that of the poet to 

grasp the goddess’s interior state. We are told that the goddess speaks at one point, but not what 

she says; the poet, despite conjectures at her mood, cannot grasp her intent. Ultimately, both her 

internal world and her external presence are inaccessible to the poet, for she rejects his desire and 

disappears against his wishes. Here we see a variation of the zhiren question: but instead of 

posing it from the positive assumption that bodily appearance is a valid source of knowledge, “fu 

on the Goddess” suggests the opposite - that momentary accessibility of bodily presence does not 

equate access to knowledge of the subject itself.227  

 Despite the dwindling of large-scale rhapsodies by the end of the Han dynasty, the 

shadow of Song Yu’s goddess looms large throughout early medieval literature. She is especially 

prominent in the emerging genre of the smaller-scale fu (xiaofu 小賦), in which the goddess 

remains a popular topic of composition. The most influential example, and most relevant for our 

purposes, is the early third century “fu on the River Luo Goddess” 洛神賦 by the Jian’an poet 

Cao Zhi 曹植. It directly evokes Song Yu’s goddess fu in the preface, and features a female river 

goddess and an encounter narrative that is very much reminiscent of Song Yu’s “fu on the 

 
227 For a very different reading of the goddess’s elusiveness, see Paul Rouzer, Articulated Ladies: Gender 
and the Male Community in Early Chinese  Texts (Cambridge, Harvard University Asia Center, 2001), 58 
- 69. Rouzer points out some of the aspects I have discussed, such as Song Yu’s rhetoric of 
indescribability (64, 66) and the contrast in accessibility to the surface of  the goddess versus her interior 
(which he refers to as “surface excitement of the experience” versus “the inner qualities of it," 65), but 
interprets such elements as indicative of Song Yu’s “textual masturbation," in which he both stimulates 
and ultimately with holds sexual satisfaction from the King. 
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Goddess.”228 Both texts would become centerpieces to the literary tradition of female depiction, 

and as early as the sixth century, their popularity and influence cemented by their canonization in 

the anthology Wen xuan.229  

 Like in “fu on the Goddess," the poet in Cao Zhi’s fu is the only one who can visually 

access the goddess. He renders her available to an audience by verbally describing her to his 

coachman who inquires after her appearance (zhuang 狀), just as the King of Chu had requested 

of Song Yu. The poet’s response roughly recapitulates the same structural progression: first, a 

description of her dazzling presence, followed by an increasingly zoomed-in views of her body, 

face, and garments; thereafter the stability of her image begins to vacillate as she makes the 

motions of departure; the poet attempts to express his desires for union but is ultimately rejected 

by the goddess and left yearning alone at the site of their encounter. For the sake of brevity I will 

not include Cao Zhi’s piece in its entirety, but its even more detailed representation of the 

goddess’s body is worth noting. The description is as follows:230  

In appearance, she lightly flutters like a startled swan, curvets like a roaming 
dragon. 
Her luster is more brilliant than autumn chrysanthemum, her resplendence is more 
luxuriant than spring pine.  
She is dimly descried like the moon obscured by light clouds, she drifts airily like 
whirling snow in streaming wind. 
Gaze at her from afar, and she glistens like the sun rising over morning mists, 
Examine her close up, and she is dazzling as lotus emerging from limpid ripples.  
 

 
228 Li Wenyu 李文鈺 discusses  the literary relationship between these two texts in detail and traces many 
of their similarities and differences in “From “Fu on the Goddess” to “Luo River Goddess”: the Creation, 
Mimesis, and Transformation of the Goddess in Writing” 從神女賦到洛神賦 —女神書寫的創造，模擬

與轉化 in Taida wenshi zhexue bao 臺大文史哲學報, Vol. 81 (November 2014): 33 - 62.  
229 For a discussion of the Jian’an rhapsodies in the Song Yu lineage, see Robert Cutter, “To Make Her 
Mine: Women and the Rhetoric of Property in Early and Early Medieval Fu,” Early Medieval China, no. 
19 (2013):39-57. 
230 Translation is from David Knechtges, 355-366.  
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其形也，翩若驚鴻，婉若遊龍.  榮曜秋菊，華茂春松.  髣髴兮若輕雲之蔽

月，飄颻兮若流風之迴雪.  遠而望之，皎若太陽升朝霞; 迫而察之，灼若芙

蕖出淥波.231  
 

As in “fu on the Goddess," the Luo river goddess appears far in the distance. The poet’s vision 

beholds her form in its entirety, emphasizing its constant motion and dazzling light. But a change 

in rhythm ushers in the close-up. In a long string of four-syllable lines, the poet’s gaze first scans 

her upper body before resting upon her face:  

Between plump and thin, she strikes a mean; her height conforms to proper 
measure.  
Her shoulders seem as if sculpted, her waist is like bundled silk.  
On her long throat and slender neck, white flesh is clearly revealed.  
Fragrant oils she does not apply, flower of lead she does not use.  
Billowy chignons rise high and tall, long eyebrows are delicately curved,  
Scarlet lips shine without, white teeth gleam within.  
Bright eyes do well at casting sidelong glances, dimples lie on either cheek. 
Her wondrous manner is of uncommon beauty; her comportment is quiet, her 
body relaxed.  
With tender feeling and graceful bearing, she enthralls with her lovely words. 
Her wondrous attire is unsurpassed in the world; her figure and form accord with 
the physiognomy charts; 
She drapes herself in the shimmering glitter of a gossamer gown, wears in her 
ears ornate gems of carnelian and jade, 
Bedecks her hair with head ornaments of gold and halcyon plumes, adorns herself 
with shining pearls that illumine her body. 
 
襛纖得衷.  脩短合度. 肩若削成,  腰如約素.  延頸秀項,  皓質呈露.  芳澤無加,  
鉛華弗御.  雲髻峨峨,  脩眉聯娟.  丹脣外朗,  皓齒內鮮.  明眸善睞,  靨輔承權.
瑰姿豔逸，儀靜體閑.  柔情綽態，媚於語言.  奇服曠世，骨像應圖.   披羅衣

之璀粲兮，珥瑤碧之華琚.  戴金翠之首飾，綴明珠以耀軀.  
 

In this passage no less than ten individual body parts are singled out, each modified with 

adjectives of color, texture, shape, or effect. In moving from one part of the body to the next, the 

poet’s gaze is steady, linear, producing an effect of comprehensiveness. We had already seen the 

same set of facial features mentioned in the goddess fu - eyebrow, lips, the chignon - but Cao 

 
231 Wen xuan, 19.895 - 901.  
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Zhi’s vision also guides the readers’ eyes to her shoulders, waist, throat, neck, and even the 

dimples on her face. In naming these parts of the body and the orderly movement from one to the 

next, Cao Zhi augments the highly imagistic metaphors that preceded this passage with a much 

more corporeal and vividly sensual language of the flesh. Compared just a moment ago to a 

“startled swan” and a “roaming dragon," she is endowed in this passage with an earthly quality 

one would expect to find in mortal women. The poet first establishes her overall proportions by 

noting her height and voluptuousness, and then with a rhyme change, enumerates the individual 

features of her face. Each feature takes up exactly half of the line and forms the relationship of 

an oppositional complement with the other half: the jagged mountainous outlines of her hair (ee 

峨峨) versus the curved and delicate shapes of the brows (lianjuan 聯娟); the red lips protruding 

outward (wai 外) against the white teeth inside (nei 內); the looks of the eyes askance (lai 睞) 

while the dimples are symmetrically balanced (quan 權); the awe-inspiring power of her beauty 

radiating forth (yi 逸) against the stillness of her demeanor and form (xian 閑); and lastly the 

gracefulness of her feelings (qing 情) against the charm of her words (yan 言). 

 This blazon of the river goddess’s body results in an ultimate vision of order and 

symmetry. Not only does her overall form strike the perfect means (dezhong 得衷 and hedu 合

度), but each individuated feature is also balanced with its counterpart. Furthermore, her 

accoutrements are clearly distinguished from her actual body, as the poet continues to describe 

her clothing and ornaments in a new section signaled by a rhyme change. These material 

elements are linked to the body by various verbs of draping, wearing, treading, adorning, which 

sustain their distinct nature as external, outer elements attached to or covering over the body. 

Arguably, by breaking her form into its composite parts and naming each with a term of the 
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human body, the poet partakes in a rhetoric of possession and control; but such an effort is soon 

thwarted by the goddess’s departure.232 

 

3.3 The Dancing Goddesses 

 Closely linked with the literary tradition of the goddess is another sub-genre of the fu, 

that on dancing and dancers. This sub-genre is the second lineage of literary practice that informs 

the representation of female entertainers in Six Dynasties court poetry, and it provides a 

contemporaneous counterpoint sharing in the same space of performance culture against which 

its assumptions can be interrogated. Its traceable beginning dates back to Fu Yi’s 傅毅 (40 - 90 

CE) seminal text “fu on Dancing” 舞賦 , a text that would define the sub-genre for centuries to 

come. Although Fu Yi’s biography in the Han shu details his prominent political and cultural 

role in the imperial court of Emperor Ming of Han 漢明帝 (r. 58 - 75 CE) and later Emperor 

Zhang 漢章帝 (r. 75 - 88 CE), we do not have enough evidence to know if Fu Yi composed the 

text after a particular performance or based on a series of actual performances, as we may more 

reliably conjecture about later poems and fus on dancing.233 But whether the text is tied to any 

“real” performance as opposed his imagination of a dance is perhaps less relevant than how it 

 
232 The idea of possession through verbal tallying is the theme of Robert Cutter’s reading of this fu and 
related fu texts on female beauty in “To Make her Mine: Women and the Rhetoric of Property in Early 
and Early Medieval Fu,” Early Medieval China, 39 - 57. Cutter demonstrates how a number of early 
medieval fu from the Jian’an period were engaged in the technique of the blazon, and traces it back to the 
“fu on the Goddess.” This impulse to possess the female body is then subsumed under the general 
properties of the fu genre as practiced in the Han, one in which kingship is exercised through the textual 
representation of property (most tellingly the fus on imperial capitals). 
233 During the reign of Emperor Zhang (r. 75 - 88), Fu Yi, along with the historian Ban Gu, were the most 
prominent scholars and writers of the imperial court. His interest in re-working earlier texts of the fu 
tradition can be seen in his “Seven Incitements” 七激, a piece in imitation of Mei Sheng (d. 141 BCE) 
“Seven Stimuli” 七發. “Fu Yi," entry in Ancient and Early Medieval Chinese Literature: A Reference 
Guide, Part One. (Brill: Boston, 2010), 259 - 261.   
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conceptualizes the phenomenon of dancing as inseparable from the identity of the goddess. The 

interrelationship is also one which can be traced beyond the fu genre to a much broader set of 

culture associations dating back to at least the Western Han. Appearing already in the Chuci 

corpus is the female dancer whose performance serves as conduit between the terrestrial and the 

heavenly, who is able to summon both gods and (mortal) souls alike.234 Xu Shen’s Shuowen jiezi 

說文解字 glosses ”shamans” (wu 巫) as “females who can take on invisible forms and cause the 

gods to descend by means of dancing” (女能事無形，以舞降神者也).235 This overlap of 

identities is made visually explicit in Sima Xingru’s (179 - 117 BCE) “fu on Sir Vacuous” 子虛

賦, in which court dancers are explicitly compared to “immortals” 神仙.236  

 Thus it comes as no surprise that fus on dancing employ much of the descriptive language 

found in the goddess fu. In fact, Fu Yi’s piece continues the goddess fu tradition through its 

framing structure by importing the scene of a conversation between King Xiang and the persona 

of Song Yu; only instead of verbally conjuring up the goddess, he conjures a majestic scene of 

banqueting and entertainment.237 In other words, the dancers occupy an identical position in his 

fu as had the goddess in Song Yu’s fu. In its preface, the scene is set as the aftermath of Song 

Yu’s rhapsodizing of the goddess, whereupon a banquet is laid out and the king makes a request 

for entertainment (yu 娛):  

 
234 For example, from “The Lord of the East” 東君 of the Nine Songs collection 九歌: the Lord of the 
East descends to the dancing of priestesses, Chuzi buzhu, 2.75.  
235 Shuowen jiezi xinding 5.304. This point is noted and elaborated on by Susan Erickson in "Twirling 
Their Long Sleeves, They Dance Again and Again...": Jade Plaque Sleeve Dancers of the Western Han 
Dynasty," Ars Orientalis, Vol. 24 (1994): 39-63.  
236 Yan Kejun, Quan Hanwen, 21.241-242. 於是鄭女曼姬....眇眇忽忽，若神仙之髣彿.  
237 Yan Kejun, Quan Hou Hanwen, 43.705-706.  
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After King Xiang had toured the Yunmeng park, he had Song Yu rhapsodize on 
the events of Gaotang.238 He had prepared a banquet and was about to begin 
feasting and drinking, when he said to Song Yu, “I would like to entertain all of 
my courtiers. What can I use to amuse them?”239 
 
楚襄王既遊雲夢，使宋玉賦高唐之事.  將置酒宴飲，謂宋玉曰: 寡人欲觴群

臣，何以娛之？ 
 

Song Yu’s response expounds upon the theoretical underpinning of music and dance, evoking 

the canonical Confucian conception of expressivity:  

Song Yu replied: I have heard that song is used to intone words, and dance is used 
to give full expression to meaning. Thus, discoursing on a song/poem cannot 
compare with hearing its sounds, and hearing its sounds cannot compare with 
observing its outer manifestations. The dances of ‘Turbulent Chu,’ ‘Binding 
Wind,’ and ‘Sunny Bank’ are the grandest spectacles of female talents,240 and are 
the greatest wonders of the empire. I wonder, could these be presented?  
 
玉曰：臣聞歌以詠言，舞以盡意.  是以論其詩，不如聽其聲；聽其聲，不如

察其形.  激楚, 結風，陽阿之舞, 材人之窮觀，天下之至妙.   噫，可以進乎？  
 

Song Yu is drawing on the classic Confucian notion of a hierarchy to human expressivity, one 

version of which is found in the Mao preface to Shijing: 

When words are insufficient, one therefore heaves and sighs; when that is then 
insufficient, one therefore intones [intention] in songs; when that is insufficient, 
one waves one’s hands and stamps one’s feet.241   
 
毛萇詩序曰：言之不足，故嗟嘆之；嗟嘆之不足，故詠歌之；詠歌之不足，

不知手之舞之，足之蹈之.  
 

 
238 Yunmeng is a park located in the state of Chu used for imperial hunting and excursions.  
239 Knechtges, David. Volume III of Wenxuan translations pp. 246- 247.  
240 All three are famous songs of Chu.  
241 The same passage with a slightly different wording appears in the section on music in Liji: 故歌之為

言也，長言之也.說之，故言之；言之不足，故長言之；長言之不足，故嗟嘆之；嗟嘆之不足，故

不知手之舞之，足之蹈之也. Hence, singing means the prolonged expression of the words; there is the 
utterance of the words, and when the simple utterance is not sufficient, the prolonged expression of them. 
When that prolonged expression is not sufficient, there come the sigh and exclamation. When these are 
insufficient, unconsciously there come the motions of the hands and the stamping of the feet. Liji zhushu, 
19.683.  
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The Shijing phrasing of this idea provides an etiological history of poetry through the 

conjunction therefore (gu 故);242 in Fu Yi’s formulation, the emphasis shifts from a chain of 

causally related creations to a normative ranking of expressive mediums connected by the 

comparative buru 不如. He first parallels dance with song as two forms of art, each with a 

distinct function, but then continues to place them in a hierarchy of actions implying inferiority 

and superiority. In one’s reception and appreciation of poetry, discourse (lun 論), the mode of 

analysis and argument, is inferior to the aural perception of its sound, which is once again 

inferior to the intense and careful visual perception (cha 察) of its outer form (xing 行). As we 

will see, Song Yu’s articulation of this sequence forms one of the central themes of Fu Yi’s  text.   

 As if anticipating the charge of indulging in frivolousness, Fu Yi has the King hint at the 

pejorative ethical associations attached to the music of Zheng - the kind that Song Yu will 

proceed to describe in detail.243 At this interjection, Song Yu is able to preemptively justify his 

impending performance of conjuring up such a music, arguing that even non-ritualistic music 

provides a legitimate function of entertainment. The argument dismisses, rather than directly 

addresses, the concern that certain styles of music can be indicative of political instability and 

moral ruination, but the gesture must be made:  

The King said: “And if it is the music of Zheng?” 
Song Yu said: “The lesser and greater are put to different uses. The Zheng and the 
"Elegantiae" are appropriate for different occasions. Laxness and tautness were 
measures applied by the sage and wise. Thus, the Book of Music records the 
gestures of the "Axe-and-Shield," the "Elegantiae" praises the dancing of 

 
242 Stephen Owen, Readings in Chinese Literary Thought (Harvard University Press: Cambridge, 1992), 
42.  
243 Records of Music 樂記 deems music as indicative of a state’s vitality, and the music of Zheng and Wei 
are singled out as “tones of a dying state” 亡國之音. Yue ji, 19.663b. 
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"graceful stepping,”244 the Rites sets forth rules for the three toasts, and the 
"Eulogia" has a song about returning drunk.245 "All-encompassing Pond" and "Six 
Blossoms" are for display in the ancestral temple and harmonizing spirits and 
man.246 The music of Zheng and Wei is for the purpose of entertaining a group of 
guests and providing pleasure and joy. Pleasant dissipation on idle days may not 
be for the purpose of instructing the people, but what harm does it do?"  
 
王曰： 如其鄭何？ 玉曰： 小大殊用，鄭雅異宜，弛張之度，聖哲所施.是以

樂記干戚之容，雅美蹲蹲之舞，禮設三爵之制，頌有醉歸之歌.夫咸池六

英，所以陳清廟、協神人也.鄭衛之樂，所以娛密坐、接歡欣也.餘日怡蕩，

非以風民也，其何害哉！  
 
The king said, "Please try to rhapsodize on this for me." Song Yu said, "Very 
well."  
 
王曰： 試為寡人賦之.  玉曰：唯唯. 
 

 After this frame dialogue between Song Yu and the King, the fu proper begins by setting 

the scene of the gathering. Even before entrance of the performers, the guests themselves are 

seen to embody a trajectory of outwardly manifesting what was previously withheld from public 

and external display:  

On this quiet night so bright and clear, the moon shines down, spreading its light. 
Long rows of vermilion torches, blazing forth, light up ornate rooms, illumine 
secluded chambers.  
Embroidered curtains, tied with sashes, are drawn open; door knockers flare with 
glaring glitter. 
Cushions and mats are spread, seats arranged; bronze wine jars are filled, jade 
goblets are put in place.  
Beakers and cups, brimming full, are passed around; once drunk, everyone feels 
happiness and joy. 
Solemn faces turn pleasant and cheerful; deep-held feelings come forth, 
outwardly expressed.  
The man of letters cannot withhold his artistry; the intrepid warrior cannot hide 
his bravery.  

 
244 “Axe and Shield” 干戚 is a martial dance mentioned in the Yue ji;  “graceful stepping” 雅美蹲蹲 
alludes to a verse from the xiao ya 小雅 of the Classic of Songs. Knechtges, 409.  
245 The poem “You Bi” 有駜 from the Lu Song Praise of Lu section has the line “drumming deeply, they 
drink to the full and then return” 鼓咽咽、醉言歸. Knechtges, 409.  
246 Another two allusions to ancient music: “All-encompassing Pond” 咸池 is attributed to Yao or 
Huangdi; “Six Blossoms” 六英 is  attributed to the legendary emperor Diku. ibid, 409 - 410.  
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Lazily, idly, they begin to dance, joyfully frolicking hand in hand. 
Deep indeed is their wild abandon, how different from their normal reserve!  
 
夫何皎皎之閒夜兮,  明月爛以施光.  朱火曄其延起兮,   耀華屋而熺洞房.  黼
帳袪而結組兮,  鋪首炳以焜煌.   陳茵席而設坐兮,  溢金罍而列玉觴.  騰觚爵

之斟酌兮,  漫既醉其樂康.  嚴顏和而怡懌兮,  幽情形而外揚.  文人不能懷其藻

兮,  武毅不能隱其剛.  𥳑𥳑惰跳踃,  般紛挐兮,  淵塞沈蕩,  改恆常兮.  
 

This is a scene of abundance and exposure. Every aspect is brimming with a fullness that seeks 

to spill outward beyond physical boundaries. We see this first in the objects of the room: the 

spreading moonlight (shi 施), the raised curtains (qu 袪), the overflowing drinks (teng 騰). Next 

come human participants: feelings once deep-hidden (you 幽) are now outwardly manifested 

(wai 外), as both the man of letter and the warrior expose their inner potentiality (文人不能懷其

藻兮，武毅不能隱其剛). This burst of expressive impulse foreshadows the sequence to come, 

where the same emphasis on outward expansion will be seen in Fu Yi’s representation of the 

performance itself.  

  Next, the female performs enter the scene. Immediately their physical appearance is 

described: 

And then, maidens from Zheng present themselves;  
 Stepping slowly in double lines of eight, they attend their lord.  
Their lovely garments are the ultimate in beauty;  
Pleasant and cheerful, perfect is their demeanor.  
Their features, so comely and fair, are bewitching;  
Their rosy faces, radiant, resplendently glow.  
Their eyebrows, drawn delicate and fine, form repeated curves;  
their eyes, rolling and glancing, are like flowing waves.  
Pearls and kingfisher plumes glisten and glitter;  
Colored jackets with flying sashes are adorned with dainty gauze.  
 
鄭女出進．二八徐侍.  姣服極麗.  姁媮致態．貌嫽妙以妖冶.  紅顏燁其楊

華．眉㜕娟以增繞．目流睇而橫波.  珠翠的皪而照曜．華褂飛髾而雜纖羅． 
 

Like the representation of the goddess in the earlier “fu on the Luo River Goddess," the 

description here is crafted with attention to order: first their overall garments and demeanor, then 
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a close-up of their individual features. Each discrete element of the body is embedded in the 

latter half of the line and followed by a descriptive biome, such that the repetitive syntax endows 

the visual image with a sense of predictability. In contrast with the female of the goddess fus who 

first disorients her observer with an evasive and unstable appearance, the dancers are 

immediately fixed and in full view of their beholder. The enumeration of their facial features 

then converges on their lips as they begin to sing: 

Looking back at the shadows cast by their forms,  
They straighten and adjust their clothes.  
With every puff of a gentle breeze, they send forth the sweet scent of pollia.  
Parting their vermilion lips, furrowing their clear brows,  
They open their throats and sing aloud, all in accord with musical rules.   
 
顧形影．自整裝．順微風．揮若芳．動朱脣．紆清陽．亢音高歌．為樂之

方. 
 

 Fu Yi then includes the lyrics of the song before proceeding to narrate how they perform 

the song:  

I expand [give relief to] my thoughts, broaden my vision, 
release the bonds that confine my soul, 
loosen the tightly stretched string, 
and spurn the bends and twists of petty affairs, 
expanding my scope even broader and wider, 
removing myself from trifling troubles. 
I praise the absence of licentious conduct in ‘The Osprey,’ 
and lament at the narrow vision of ‘The Cricket.’247 
Opening the blockage in Grand Reality,248 
Rising on high, I leave all behind and transcend the world.’ 
 

 
247 “The Osprey” 關雎 alludes to the poem by the same title in the Shijing which praises a virtuous 
maiden; “The Cricket” 蟋蟀, another poem from the Shijing, is interpreted in the Mao preface as criticism 
for Duke Xi of Jin’s excessive frugality. Knechtges, 248.  
248 Li Shan glosses taizhen as the “essential qi” 真氣 of the primordial mass, the lyrics imply that by 
dancing, blockages in the body of the dancers will be opened up. Wen xuan, 17.798. This sentiment is 
echoed in Lushi chunqiu 5.8a, Knechtges, 248.  
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歌曰：攄予意以弘觀兮，繹精靈之所束.  弛緊急之絃張兮,  慢末事之𩨒𩨒曲.  
舒恢炱之廣度兮，闊細體之苛縟.  嘉關雎之不淫兮，哀蟋蟀之局促.  啟泰真

之否隔兮，超遺物而度俗.   
 
Then, striking up "Ardent Zhi" and sounding forth "Clear Jiao," 249 
Accompanied by a dance rhythm, They perform a melodic tune.  
Form and gestures are graceful and smooth, spirit and mood are in perfect 
harmony. 
All is done with effortless ease, and nothing perturbs their minds.  
 
揚激徵，騁清角.  贊舞操，奏均曲, 形態和，神意協.  從容得，志不劫. 
 

The goddess had also spoken in both Song Yu and Cao Zhi’s depiction, but the content of her 

speech was absent.250 Here, the dancers who occupy the same paradigmatic position in this text 

as the goddess had in Song Yu’s fu, intone a song whose lyrics make it into the body of  the text. 

It lacks imagistic or sentimental language, and is instead a manifesto of method, a testament to 

the very process of expression itself. Its central motif is the outward progression from 

contraction to expansion. With the exception of the fourth couplet alluding to two Shijing poems, 

the remaining lines are all comprised of two hemistiches, each beginning with a verb that 

reiterate and reinforce this motion: to disperse (shu 攄), to extend out (yi 繹), to stretch (chi 弛), 

to detach from (man 慢), to expand (shu 舒), and to distance from (kuo 闊), to open up (qi 啟), 

and finally, to transcend (chao 超).  

 Recall that the same modality of verbs has already appeared when Fu Yi set the scene of 

the banquet in the opening to the fu, and now they are reprised in the lyrics themselves. Fu Yi’s 

delineation of the dancers in the remainder of the piece will also resonate with this motif: he will 

 
249 Both are musical modes. ibid.  
250 In “fu on the Goddess," the poet narrates the goddess’s refusal of his invitation: “In a display of fine 
words, she made her reply, exhaling fragrance sweet as boneset” 陳嘉辭而雲對兮，吐芬芳其若蘭.  
Similarly, in “fu on the Luo River Goddess," the poet  implies that the goddess speaks as he narrates the 
same moment of his proposal: “She is well versed in the Rites and understand the Songs “  羌習禮而明

詩, which Li Shan glosses as “this means she is eloquent in speaking” 謂善言辭. Wen xuan, 19.898.  
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foreground the continuity of their movements rather than a sequence of tableaus displaying 

single movements at particular moments. Significantly, the origin point of their dance movement 

is not any point on the body but one in the mind. Before describing their physical movements, Fu 

Yi pauses on their mental state: 

And then, the dancers step to the beat of outspread drums, their mood relaxed and 
carefree. 
They let their minds wander in the boundless, yearning for the distant, 
contemplating the far away.  
When they first begin:  
 They seem to be looking up, yet looking down,  
They seem to be arriving, yet departing.  
They are calm and composed, yet sad and sorrowful.  
They simply cannot be described.  
Advancing slightly: They seem to be flying, yet walking,  
They seem to be standing, yet falling.  
Still or moving, they follow the beat; Their gestures and glances accord with the 
tune.   
Gossamer gowns blow in the breeze, long sleeves tangle and twine together.  
On and on, unceasing, they flit about, whirling and twirling together with the 
music.  
 
於是躡節鼓陳，舒意自廣. 遊心無垠，遠思長想. 其始興也，若俯若仰，若來

若往.  雍容惆悵，不可為象.  其少進也，若𦒡𦒡若行，若竦若傾.  兀動赴度，

指顧應聲.  羅衣從風，長袖交橫.  駱驛飛散，颯擖合并.  
 

Fu Yi borrows heavily from the goddess fu here in portraying the fluidity of the performers. 

However, underscoring this fluidity is not a reluctance on their part to be seen, but rather their 

constant movement that renders them difficult for the poet to describe. In other words, whereas 

the rhetoric of an unstable female presence emphasized the goddess’s intrinsic elusiveness in the 

tradition of goddess fus, here the same rhetoric is employed to capture an effect that is the 

consequence of choreography. The beholder here is at no risk of losing sight of the dancers, nor 

is he blocked from grasping their intent. Rather, he “sees” even what their mind is set on.  

 The section continues with a series of imagistic comparisons:  
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They flutter about like hovering swallows, And soar into the air like startled 
swans.  
Comely and graceful, dignified and fair, They are nimble and quick, light of form.  
Their demeanor is fine beyond compare, And their hearts are true and pure.  
They cultivate virtuous conduct to make known their good intent,251  
And they let their hearts race alone into the distant darkness. 
 
鶣𪅃𪅃燕居，拉㧺鵠驚.  綽約閑靡，機迅體輕.  姿絕倫之妙態，懷愨素之絜清. 
脩儀操以顯志兮,  獨馳思乎杳冥.   
 

 This series of images take the entirety of the dancers’ body and mien as the basis of 

comparison, creating the effect of unity between the body as a single instrument of expression 

and its referent. This kind of imagistic metaphors does not occur in the later shi poetry of 

dancing; it is only by way of allusion that the dancers as a whole are referred to as something 

else. But Fu Yi is quick to remind the readers that their intent is ever in flux and outer 

manifestations shift accordingly, lest they interpret the avian metaphors as the sole manifestation 

(xing 形) of the dancers and consequently reduce their zhi accordingly.  

When their thoughts are on mountains, the dancing seems tall and stately; 
 When their hearts are with water, it seems full and flowing. 
Their movements shift and change with their mood, and no gesture is done 
without purpose. 
They interpret the song and express its meaning, first with heavy sighs, then with 
spirited excitement.  
Their spirit is like floating clouds, their mood is like autumn frost.  
Those who view it gasp in wonder, for such performers are beyond compare.  
 
在山峨峨，在水湯湯.  與志遷化，容不虛生.   明詩表指，嘳息激昂.  氣若浮

雲，志若秋霜. 觀者增歎，諸工莫當.    
 

 
251 “To make known their good intent” (xianzhi 顯志) may have evoked for the contemporaneous reader 
Feng Yan’s 馮衍 (20  BCE - 60 CE) “fu on Making Known My Intent” 顯志賦, a long sao-style piece 
with an autobiographical preface that recounts major events of family history and career. The fu proper 
details his travels, first to his new home and then a fantastical journey through historical sites where he 
meets figures from the past. This is the only other surviving Han text that features this compound xianzhi; 
after the Han, the term remains exclusively in the domain of male discourse in early medieval prose. 
Quan Hou hanwen, 106.578 - 579.  
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Alongside a physical enactment of the expressive process about which they had sung, the 

dancers also convey particular images (mountain, water) through their movements. “Interpret the 

song and express the meaning” is therefore for Fu Yi a multi-layered notion that includes both 

the abstract idea of expression as recorded in the earlier lyric, as well as concrete images, 

implicitly voiced in the ongoing music and singing which accompanies their performance. The fu 

then switches back to a description of the dancers’ formation:  

And then, the full ensemble comes forth, one after another, each dancer waiting 
her turn. 
They vie in displaying talent, in showing skill, and their beautiful faces are all 
adorned. 
Splendid poses are continuously born, magnificent postures wondrously appear. 
Gazing at the plate-drum, they roll their limpid eyes; intoning seductive sounds, 
they flash their glistening teeth.  
They even their ranks, order their rows, to and fro, pressed closely together. 
Vaguely they resemble moving spirits, soaring in circles, then coming to rest. 
The drum does not miss a beat, and the dancers' feet never seem to touch the 
ground.  
As if on wings they abruptly depart, and suddenly the dancing stops.  
 
於是合場遞進，按次而俟. 埒材角妙，誇容乃理. 軼態橫出，瑰姿譎起.  眄般

鼓則騰清眸，吐哇咬則發皓齒. 摘齊行列，經營切儗.彷彿神動，迴翔竦峙. 
擊不致筴，蹈不頓趾. 翼爾悠往，闇復輟已.    
 

A pause in the music anticipates the finale to their performance, in which both music and dance 

converges in a frenzied climax. Rushed on by the accelerated tempo of music, the dancers burst 

into leaps and twirls as Fu Yi intensifies the associations to flight through a series of similes and 

metaphors:  

Then, as they turn about and reenter the stage, urged on by a quickened tempo,  
they dance:  
Now leaping into the air, then dropping to their knees, now walking on their toes, 
then on their heels.  
Suddenly twisting their bodies, far off they go, bending so supplely they seem 
about to snap.  
Thin gossamer flies like moths, fluttering about as if severed from their gowns.  
They leap forward like flocking birds, then disperse, their pace relaxed and slow.  
Dainty and delicate, they turn and twirl, rolling like clouds, swift as the wind.  
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Their bodies are like cavorting dragons, their sleeves are like white rainbows. 
Slow and solemn, they bow, and the dance number comes to an end. 
Then, pausing briefly, smiling faintly, they withdraw and return to their places. 
The spectators all shout "bravo," and nary a one is not delighted.  
 
及至迴身還入，迫於急節.  浮騰累跪，跗蹋摩跌.  紆形赴遠，漼似摧折.  纖
縠蛾飛，紛猋若絕.   超𧼯𧼯鳥集，縱弛殟歿.  蜲蛇姌嫋，雲轉飄曶.  體如遊

龍，袖如素蜺.   黎收而拜，曲度究畢.  遷延微笑，退復次列.  觀者稱麗，莫

不怡悅.   
 

Just as the departure of the goddess is signaled rhythmically by a transition to the staccato four-

character line, the dancers’ finale is also represented with the same shortened line length. The 

final series of images are all of creatures in heavenly flight as the dancers visually manifest the 

earlier intoned “expansion” and “transcendence” of their song. Next comes a string of explicit 

similes: “their bodies like cavorting dragons; sleeves like white rainbows” 體如遊龍, 袖如素蜺, 

as well as implicit metaphors “Leaping forward, birds flocking,” 超𧼯𧼯鳥集, “clouds swirling, a 

swift of wind” 雲轉飄曶. In particular, the comparison of their bodies to dragons and birds recall 

identical analogies in both “fu on the Goddess” and “fu on the Luo River Goddess." 

 The fu concludes with one last section, where the visual motif of expansion is transposed 

back onto the guests of the banquet as they mount their chariots for the return journey. It is as if 

the frantic finale of the dancers is now re-enacted by the guests themselves: 

Then, they revel and feast late into the night, when the host orders the guests to be 
sent off.  
They quickly dash to their chariots, their coachmen steadying the reins.   
Chariots and horse-riders, crowded together, closely clustered, press and push.  
Fine chargers, with unsurpassed speed, swiftly galloping, pass one another. 
Prancing like dragons, heads held high, straining at their bits, foam spuming from 
their mouths.  
The horses, each with different skill, try to overtake each other. 
One, outracing the dust in the dash for the road, swift as the shock of thunder, the 
flash of lighting,  
His hooves pounding the ground, far from the group, suddenly leaps ahead, alone 
and unrivaled.   
One, stomping in place, filled with fury, hesitates, unwilling to set off.  
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He is the last to depart, but the first to arrive, and becomes the object of the others' 
pursuit.  
And one, his manner dignified and sedate, steps in stately solemnity, in refined 
harmony,  
Moving slow or fast at the driver's will, his speed completely under control.  
The sound of the chariots is like thunder, as they gallop by one after another. 
Flurrying past in a steady stream, they return home, like a bank of clouds 
suddenly lifting, leaving the city empty and still.   
The heavenly king feasts and is joyful, but not to excess.  
Cheering his spirit, and ignoring old age, are methods of prolonging his years. 
Relaxed and at ease, he shall spend his days.  
 
於是歡洽宴夜，命遣諸客, 擾躟就駕，僕夫正策. 車騎並狎，巃嵷逼迫.   良駿

逸足，蹌捍凌越.  龍驤橫舉，揚鑣飛沫.  馬材不同，各相傾奪. 或有踰埃赴

轍，霆駭電滅.  蹠地遠群，闇跳獨絕.  或有宛足鬱怒，般桓不發.  後往先

至，遂為逐末.  或有矜容愛儀，洋洋習習.  遲速承意，控御緩急. 車音若雷，

騖驟相及.  駱漠而歸，雲散城邑.  天王燕胥，樂而不泆.娛神遺老，永年之術.
優哉游哉，聊以永日.   
 

From motions still anchored to the ground (“hooves pounding the ground, far from the 

group/suddenly leaping ahead, alone and unrivaled” 蹠地遠群，闇跳獨絕), to the gradual 

elevation into a heavenly journey (“flurrying past in a steady stream, they return like a band of 

clouds suddenly lifting, leaving the city empty and still” 駱漠而歸，雲散城邑), the movement 

of the horses and chariots echoes that of the performers, harkening back again to the 

expansionary gesture at the heart of Fu Yi’s vision of dance itself.   

 Along the way I have pointed out how Fu Yi textually evokes the goddess fu tradition, 

such as the preface which directly lifts the central framing structure that encapsulates the 

goddess’s textual representation, the copious textual borrowings of similes and metaphors, and 

the rhetorical reprisal of the dancers’ evasion of verbal representation. Together, these elements 

demonstrate how heavily indebted Fu Yi is to the goddess fu tradition in his representation of the 

dancers. Notwithstanding these convergences, let us now consider some points of distinction. 

First and most apparent is the simple difference between the subject matter: the dancers are 
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explicitly labeled as “women of Zheng” (zhengnü 鄭女), and despite the figurative analogies to 

goddesses, they are never once referred to as such (a point to which I will return at the end of the 

chapter). Second, beyond “fu on the Goddess” and “fu on the Luo River Goddess," Fu Yi 

develops a language of motion which is not only the building block of dancing but is embedded 

in his understanding of outward expression. Compared to the goddesses of Song Yu and Cao 

Zhi, who engage in only a handful of movements,252 the dancers of Fu Yi, by nature of their 

performance, must be represented with a more expansive vocabulary of bodily motion.253 Rarely 

would later representations of female dancers exceed the richness of Fu Yi’s vocabulary; instead, 

they draw extensively from his scope of movements, poses, and images. 

 Third, and most significant for the ensuing discussion of later court poetry, Fu Yi's 

dancers are not complicated symbols of desire, or elusive, unknowable creatures of their own 

will. Instead, their presence and function in the context of the fu is entirely consistent with the 

text’s own definitions, and their significance remains stable throughout the text. The woman of 

the goddess fu tradition is an enigmatic and ultimately unreadable creature that presents a 

number of unresolved contradictions. She is a surface of dazzling beauty impervious to the visual 

and interpretive penetration of her male viewer, yet the poet is able to subjugate her body to an 

orderly dissection and verbal representation; she rejects the desires of the poet, but only after 

 
252 Such as advancing (進), walking (步), moving (動 and 遷), stepping (踐), caressing (拂 with their 
sleeves), drifting (飄), and gazing askance (眄). 
253 In addition to many of the same verbs used in the goddess fus, Fu Yi’s piece also features movements 
like send forth (揮), to furrow (紆), to perform (奏), step to (躡), standing to hold a position (竦), tilting 
(傾), following a beat (赴度), intertwining (交橫, referring to their sleeves), flitting (飛散), join together 
(合併), waiting (俟), pressing together in a formation (切儗), to dance (蹈), to leap into the air (浮騰), to 
kneel (累跪)，to step on toes (跗蹋), to step on heels (摩跌), to twist (紆),to bend (漼), to spring forward 
(超𧼯𧼯), to disperse (縱弛), to twirl (蜲蛇).  
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appearing and lingering in front of him, stoking those desires in the first place. These paradoxes 

make her a hermeneutical puzzle that vanishes before the poet can decipher the keys.254   

 In contrast, the dancers have a far less ambiguous relationship with their audience and 

with the text as a whole. They come as they are summoned, perform their function as instruments 

of expression, and depart when the task required of them is complete. In carrying out their task, 

they are fully compliant with the theory of expression as articulated by the premise of the text, 

and take to both verbal and bodily means of realizing their expressive capacities. Furthermore, 

unlike the goddess who express or imply a desire for the male poet, the dancers in Fu Yi’s 

representation desire only to realize what the text itself imputes as their function. The former is 

arguable a self-reflexive representation that instrumentalizes the goddess figure for the 

negotiation of male desires and power dynamics;255 the latter, however, is less interested in male 

desire and more concerned with an illustration of the expressive process itself.256 This is also 

what distinguishes Fu Yi’s piece with earlier representations of dancers nested within a larger 

narrative (such as the example of Zixu fu noted earlier). 

 

3.4 Fu on Dancing: A History into the Liang  

 
254 It is worth noting that in Cao Zhi’s fu we find a comparatively less opaque and contradictory figure, as 
the poet grants the goddess with a willingness and the capacity to express her desires, first through the 
gesture “she points to the hidden depths as a place for our tryst” 指潛淵而為期 , and later through her 
parting speech lamenting the brevity of her union with the poet. Yet as I pointed out, her words are not 
part of the fu, nor do her actions accord with the implied intentions of those words. 
255 The most extreme version of this reading is found in Rouzer, pp. 60-69.  
256 To clarify, I am not excluding the question of desire from the interpretation of Fu Yi’s fu. Of course, 
these dancers are objects of desire for the male audience, this much is clear in their rich and indulgently 
lush description. But I am contrasting this with the other goddess fus in which romantic and sexual desire 
between the male poet (and beholder) and the female goddess is part of the narrative itself.  
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 The practice of writing fu on dancing continued into the Six Dynasties; however, only a 

few pieces survive after Fu Yi’s seminal text. In this section I trace and translate what survives of 

this corpus, taking us from the first to the sixth  century CE.257 The most complete of these 

pieces is “fu on Dance” by Zhang Heng 張衡 (78 - 139 CE), a text that comes a few decades 

after Fu Yi’s piece and is very closely modeled thereon. Reconstituted from fragments, it begins 

with the setting of a banquet, where a guest is so impressed by the performance of a dance that 

he proceeds to rhapsodize it:  

Once, a guest of the Prince of Huainan watched a dance, and finding it so 
beautiful he rhapsodized it [for the Prince]. He said:  
 
昔客有觀舞於淮南者，美而賦之，曰︰ 
 
The music is prepared, fine wine poured; numinous drums are beaten, and pipes 
sounded; 
the gorgeous sound flows luxuriantly, steadily the various instruments harmonize. 
Thereupon, the attendants all become inebriated with drink, and the sun begins to 
slant down. 
Beautiful women rise up to begin their dance, touching up their ornamentation 
and change their garments. 
Their robes are silky gauzes with a myriad of colors, bound tightly with sashes for 
decoration.  
At the beat of the drummer they file into formation, the ban drums shining as they 
form two lines.  
Raising their long sleeves they conceal their faces, letting out clear tones they 
begin to sing:  
 
音樂陳兮旨酒施，擊靈鼓兮吹參差.  叛淫衍兮漫陸離.  於是飲者皆醉，日亦

既昃.  美人興而將舞，乃修容而改服.  襲羅縠而雜錯，申綢繆以自飾.   拊者

啾其齊列，般鼓煥以駢羅.  抗修袖以翳面兮，展清聲而長歌.    
 
Their song goes: The startled male bird vanishes, the lone female flies on; facing 
the north wind I think of home.  
 
歌曰：驚雄逝兮孤雌翔，臨歸風兮思故鄉.  
 

 
257 For historical overview of fus on dancing from the time of Fu Yi to the Tang, see Tian Caixian 田彩

仙, Han Wei Liuchao wenxue yu yuewu guanxi yanjiu 漢魏六朝文學與樂舞關係研究 (Beijing: Wenhua 
yishu chubanshe, 2006), 189-191.  
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Thus far Zhang Heng’s text progresses in a manner identical to Fu Yi’s text: first setting the 

scene of the banquet where guests gradually become drunk, then briefly describing the dancers’ 

attire as they shuffle into position and wait for their cue. At the sound of the drums they begin to 

sing, and significantly, the lyrics of their song also enters the body of the fu text. It is likely that 

more lines of lyrics were lost from the original text, but the lone surviving couplet singing of 

loneliness as the single bird of a pair and the longing for a homeland. It is much closer to the 

generic lyrical expression of longing found in eastern Han literature than to the lyrics in Fu Yi, 

which are centered on an expressive theory of performance.  

 In a similar fashion to Fu Yi’s fu, Zhang Heng returns to the dancing itself after quoting 

the lyrics of the entertainers’ song. First come a series of six-character lines that depict their 

waists, faces, and eyes, all familiar focal points of female body we had seen in the goddess 

tradition and Fu Yi’s text. Then the same accelerated pace, signaled by a switch to the four-

syllable line, hurries the dancers into more frenetic movements imitating flight. In portraying this 

moment of climax, Zhang Heng repeats three imagistic similes from Fu Yi’s rendition: swallow-

like sleeves, thunder-like steps, and lightening-like shadows:  

Their slender waists arched, criss-crossing one another; their lovely faces slanted, 
rising and then lowering. 
Their rosy complexions even more charming than lotus flowers, giving off a 
radiant glow.  
Darting off seductive glances they look back askance, their eyes shining like 
streams of light.   
 
搦纖腰而互折, 嬛傾倚兮低昂. 增芙蓉之紅華兮, 光的皪以發揚. 騰嫮目以顧

眄，盼爛爛以流光. 
 
On and on they dance, now moving, now stationary. 
Their lapels move like soaring swallows, sleeves like the swirling snow. 
Back and forth, they join together; [four characters missing]. 
Their steps treading like thunder, their shadows flash like lightening.  
Starting and stopping, forward and back.  
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連翩駱驛，乍續乍絕.裾似飛燕，袖如迴雪.  徘徊相侔，□□□□.  提若霆震，

閃若電滅.  蹇兮宕往，彳兮中輒.   
 

 In the next fragment we find a subtle divergence in Zhang Heng’s insertion of disorder 

that resulted from the performance’s climax. The same crescendo of intensity in Fu Yi’s text was 

resolved with a “slow and solemn” bow at the end of the dancers’ performance; here, Zhang 

Heng explicitly draws our attention to their faded make-up and their disheveled hair. Minute as 

they are, these two details reinforce the dancers’ human corporeality. After such a passionate 

exertion of effort, even goddess-like dancers sweat and see their intricate hair-dos loosened and 

in disorder.  

Their rouge and kohl fade, faces bright like jade; 
hairpins tremble, their black tresses disheveled. 
Then, they straighten the hairpins and tuck away their hair; their bodies covered 
with brocade and dangling with sashes. 
The matching costumes move in unison; all together they chant their song. 
Advancing and retreating in harmony, like shadows chasing after the body.  
 
於是粉黛施兮玉質粲，珠簪挺兮緇髮亂.  然後整笄攬髮，被纖垂縈.  同服駢

奏，合體齊聲.  進退無差，若影追形.   
 

 Three orphaned fragments describe their dancing and singing. Their placement in the 

original text is uncertain, but given their line-length and syntax, they could have belonged to the 

earlier depiction of the dancers’ attire.  

Revolving around the seven plates they tread gently.258 

歷七盤而蹝躡. 

 
258 The “seven plates” refers to a Han dynasty dance where seven plates are arranged on the dance floor 
and dancers perform around and on the plates. 
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With bright melodies they chant out words, like abandoned geeses crying out in 

the Gushe mountains/in the guxi mode.259 

含清哇而吟詠，若離鴻鳴姑邪.   

Pleasing to the heart and entertaining to the eyes. 

既娛心以悅目.   

In what is clearly the closing section of the fu, Zhang Heng takes up a new, moralizing tone that 

eulogizes the function of dance and music as symbolically harmonizing and unifying the state. 

These claims are also new to Zhang Heng’s rendition:  

Thus they sing the song of “Nine Virtues” and dance the dance of “Nine 
Tunes”;260 
they transform into the likes of the southward wind, and they glisten like the 
timely rain. 
[This dancing] shifts the wind’s drift and changes customs; 
integrating all into a coordinated harmony. 
With this song and dance, sacrificial offerings will bring down the deities; and 
banquets will delight both guests and hosts.  
Compared with this performance, what could be superior? 
 
且夫九德之歌，九韶之舞，化如凱風，澤譬時雨.  移風易俗，混一齊楚. 
以祀則神祇來格，以饗則賓主樂胥.  方之於此，孰者為優? 261 

 

 
259 The compound guxie 姑邪 does not appear anywhere else in early medieval texts and may be the result 
of some scribal error. One annotated edition proposes that 邪 ought to read 射, the mountain that appears 
in Zhuangzi’s chapter on “Far Roaming” 逍遙遊. Fei Zhengang 費振剛, Quan Hanfu jiaozhu 全漢賦校

注 (Shenzhen: Guangdong jiaoyu chuban she, 2005), 763. Alternatively, it could have been guxi 姑洗, 
one of the notes in the twelve-note scale of ancient music.  
260 The song of “Nine Virtues” refer to the legendary nine songs from the time of 禹, each of which praise 
one of the six “fu” 六府 (水火金木土谷) and three affairs 三事 (正德，利用， 厚生). Zuozhuan, Duke 
Wen, 7.   
The “Nine Tunes” is the title of a dance tune from the time of the sage king Shun 舜. Zhou li, 22.342a. 
Both are representative of music that is virtuous and transformative.  
261 Yan Kejun, Quan Houhan wen, 53.769. 
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This incorporation of an overtly political language which was absent from Fu Yi’s fu reminds us 

that at the imperial court, dancing was not only a means of entertainment. It also occupies an 

important role in ritualistic offerings and ceremonies that legitimize and perform state authority, 

a role that we see explicitly stated in the next surviving fu on dance.  Together with another 

fragment from roughly the same time period, these fus are the only surviving texts in this sub-

genre of dancing fu between the Eastern Han and the Liang.262 The subject of both is the “drum 

dance” 鞞舞, an entertainment style that dates back to the Han dynasty, but evolved in its 

function during the early fifth century, when Emperor Wu of the Liu-Song adapted the dance for 

ritual and ceremonial occasions.263 According to the “Treatise on Music” 樂志 from the Song 

shu, this is allegedly the very dance that Fu Yi and Zhang Heng rhapsodized,264 but the first of 

these two Jin fragments bespeaks a very different circumstance of performance. It is attributed to 

Xiaohou Zhan 夏侯湛 (243 - 291 CE) of the Western Jin, a famed literatus of his day who 

briefly served as 中書侍郎 under Emperor Wu of Jin 晉武帝, and is titled “fu on the drum 

dance” 鞞舞賦: 

Monopolizing the marvelous skills of the Music Bureau; the extraordinary 
musicians gather together. 
Far from a decline in demanding technique, their playing is prized by this august 
age.  
At the temple our ancestors arrive; at ritual offerings heavenly deities descend. 
They take in the auspicious air of heaven and earth; and integrate ministers and 
ruler into harmony.  
They synthesize this utmost beauty through to the end of the song, and await the 
supreme magnificence of imperial wen… 
 

 
262 Given the fluidity of title attribution to texts from this period, it is possible that others texts survive but 
are not titled with the formula of “fu on ___ dance."  
263 Song shu, 19.551.  
264 Ibid.  
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專奇巧于樂府兮,  苞殊妙乎伶人.  匪繁手之末流兮,  乃皇世之所珍.  在廟則格

祖考兮,  在郊則降天神.  納和氣于兩儀兮,  通克諧乎君臣.  協至美于九成兮,
等太上乎睿文…265 
 

Even with these few surviving lines one is able to sense how different the setting is: the dance 

takes place as part of an ritual offering at an ancestral temple; the performers are not referred to 

as entertainers, explicitly female, or by any of the common appellations for female dancers; and 

the purpose of their performance, far from entertainment, is to enact the harmony and virtue with 

which the emperor rules his state. Contrast these excerpts with the following lines, also titled as 

“fu on the drum dance” and attributed to another Western Jin writer Zhang Zai 張載 (ca. 250 - ca 

310): 

With song and chants, they make manifest what is virtuous; 
with feet and dance, they exhaustively express our sentiments. 
The drum dance is brilliant and of unique movements; [performed by] the best of 
the entertainers, all of superb ability. 
Holding axes and shields they preserve the former methods; according to the 
regulations they form two rows of eight. 
Hands waving with endless variations; feet [trailing] behind their sashes; 
The light robes fly like birds; floating and skirting, darting and jumping.  
 
蓋以歌以詠,  所以象德.  足之蹈之,  所以盡情也.  
鞞舞煥而特奏兮,  冠眾妓而超絕.  采干戚之遺式兮,  同數度于二八.   
手運無方,  足不及帶,  輕裾鸞飛,  漂微逾曳.266  
 

Here we find a more familiar vocabulary that harkens back to Fu Yi and Zhang Heng. With so 

little text available, it is impossible to guess the larger contours of Zhang Zai’s piece - what the 

setting of the performance was, or if he too would have included the lyrics of the performers’ 

song. The surviving fragments do evince a continuity from the way of seeing and representing a 

performance established by the first century Fu Yi, as both examples draw from components of 

 
265 Yan Kejun, Quan Jin wen, 68.1850.  
266 Yan Kejun, Quan Jin wen, 85.1949.  
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Fu Yi’s text: the nod to the function of dance, a description of the music and singing, and as for 

the dance itself, it is invariably represented through parts of the body in motion.  

 Also important to note is also the variety of terms used to name the performers. Recall 

that Fu Yi had labeled them as “Zheng maidens” 鄭女, a term that acts as both as an allusion in 

pre-Han writings to Xia Ji 夏姬, the daughter of Duke Mu of Zheng 鄭穆公 and an appellation 

for the generic category of “beautiful women." Likewise, the performers in Zhang Heng were 

called by the generic term “beautiful women” 美人. In these two Western Jin fragments, we find 

for the first time designations of a professional identity that is embedded in the institution of 

court entertainment. Xia Houshen wrote of “music officials” (lingren 伶人) emerging from the 

“Music Bureau” (yuefu 樂府), a state-apparatus that acquired, trained, and maintained musicians 

and dancers for official functions as well as imperial entertainment.267 Likewise, Zhang Zai’s fu 

is the earliest extant fu on dancing that refers to the dancer as ji 妓 , women who are trained in 

the art of singing and dancing. 

 We now come to the court of the Liang crown prince Xiao Gang 蕭綱 (503 - 551 CE), 

who was not only the physical center of a vibrant court culture, but also the literary center of 

belletristic writing in the Liang. His “fu on Dancing” 詠舞賦 serves an important diachronic 

comparison with preceding rhapsodies, as well as synchronic juxtaposition with the parallel 

practice of writing five-syllable shi poetry in the yong mode. He also writes from a cultural 

world that we can sketch with more clarity - how are fus on dancing composed and read? Who 

 
267 For the state of the Music Bureau during the Jin, see Qin Xu 秦序, Liuchao yinyue wenhua yanjiu 六
朝音樂文化研究 (Beijing: Wenhua yishu chuban she, 2009), 152 - 158.  
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were these women that inhabit them? These are questions I will turn to at length in the next 

chapter; for now, let us look to his text and complete the survey of this lineage of writing.  

 Xiao Gang’s text is also incomplete, but enough survives to suggest its overall structure 

and  the extent to which he worked within the conventions established by Fu Yi. The extant text 

begins likely after the announcement of the setting, where the host and guests present may have 

been named, and with a series of three-character lines he conjures up the banquet scene and the 

start of the music, a choice that mirrors Fu Yi’s switch to the same meter in the corresponding 

moment of his fu:268  

The grape wine is served; [guests] are seated in the Zhe pavilion;269  
we request a marvelous dance; and ask for the limpid [sound of] strings. 
Maidenly tresses just parted at fifteen; crowding after one another, they assemble. 
 
酌蒲桃,  坐柘觀,  命妙舞,  徵清彈.  丱髮初笄,  參差俱集.   

The dancers appear instantly after they are summoned. The next surviving section of longer line 

lengths seems to describe them in the midst of dancing, before freezing them in a moment of 

stillness and tension:  

Truly light are their bodies and weighty their hairpins; weary their waists, and 
tightly-wound their sashes; 
Chiming against the jade steps, they advance forward hesitantly; passing by the 
gold-covered doors, they enter in a slanted diagonal; 
like the brilliance of broken clouds, or the back and forth of a flock of flying 
swallows. 
Looking at one another with longing gazes, they stand still in their alluring poses.   
 
信身輕而釵重,  亦腰羸而帶急.   響玉砌而遲前,  度金扉而斜入.   似斷霞之昭

彩,  若飛鷰之相及.   既相看而緜視,   亦含姿而俱立.  
 

 
268 揚激徵,  騁清角.  贊舞操,  奏均曲 Yan Kejun, Quan Hou Hanwen. 43.705. 
269 Name of a Han dynasty pavilion in Shanglin park. Xiao Zhanpeng 肖占鵬, Liang Jianwendi ji jiaozhu 
梁簡文帝校注 (Tianjin: Nankai daxue chuban she, 2015), 30-31. 
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What is novel here is less so Xiao Gang’s depictions of the dancers’ poses, costumes, and 

motions, but the mention of their surroundings. The specificity of architectural features, jade 

steps and gold-cover doors, anchors the performance to a palatial setting.270 The closest we find 

to this attention toward the dancers’ material world in Fu Yi’s fu, where the banquet is said to be 

held in a backdrop of “ornate rooms” (huawu 華屋) and “secluded chambers” (dongfang 洞房), 

and several lines are devoted to various objects within their physical space.  

 Having struck their pose, music is sounded and they begin to sing. The lyrics of the 

dancers’ song are not included, but they may have simply been left out of the excerpts preserved 

in Yiwen leiju. Nonetheless, we can tell that Xiao Gang preserves the structural progression of Fu 

Yi’s text, as well as and the role of music in the overall piece by explicitly mentioning the kind 

of music played and describing his dancers in the moment of singing.   

Thereupon: 
a slow melody sounds against delicate beats; the delicate jin chimes begin to 
flutter gently.271 
The gorgeous tune of baya is played,272 the clear tones of jieshi are sung.273 
With a slight quiver of their fans they take the first steps; against a light 
drumming they begin to chant in song.  
 

 
270 Both elements are commonly found in texts describing palace settings. “Jade steps” are mentioned in 
the Eastern Han fu on the Capitol at Lu 魯都賦 (Quan Hou Hanwen, 65.828), and in the fu literature of Qi 
and Liang , all in the context of events taking place in a palatial setting. Similarly, “Gold-covered doors” 
also appear as early as the eastern Han in a fu about a palace constructed by the prince of Lugong 魯恭 
during Emperor Jing of Han (Quan Hou Hanwen, 58.790-791), and throughout the Liang in fu and poetry.  
271 jin refers to zhongbo 鐘鎛 chimes, one of the eight instruments of classical music. Xiao Zhanpeng, 31.  
272 The tune title “Bayu” is associated with several styles of dancing in early medieval times. The tune is 
attributed to Han Gaodi in the treatise on music of Jinshu, where it also explains that the dance of this 
tune mimicked the military styles of Shu (region where Bayu is). During the Wei Wang Can 王粲 revised 
the lyrics to recount the virtues of the dynasty, and the title was accordingly changed to 昭武舞. In the 
Liang the old title “Bayu” was reinstated, but based on the description here, the associate dancing evolved 
to a completely different style. Song shu 19.533.  
273 A tune with lyrics in four stanzas attributed to Cao Cao, describing the scene of an eastward facing 
stone tablet standing in the ocean and the passage of seasons; by the Jin the tune was used as backdrop for 
the style of dancing known as 拂舞, associated with entertainment dances (rather than ritual dances). 
Songshu, 21.619 and 22.634. 
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於是徐鳴嬌節,  薄動輕金.  奏巴渝之麗曲,  唱碣石之清音.  扇纔移而動步,  鞞
輕宣而逐吟.  
 

We can conjecture that lyrics of the tune “Jieshi” may have been the same lyrics attributed to 

Cao Cao, but this relies upon the assumption that new lyrics were not appended to the “Jieshi” 

tune title by the Liang.274 Entertaining this assumption for a moment, it means that the 

performers are singing a four-stanza song consisting of the following themes: an opening stanza 

describing a bleak autumn scene at sea, the second recounting the end of farming season in the 

winter and the coming and going of merchants, the third lamenting the difficulty of travel in the 

winter, and the last anticipating the onset of frailty and death in old age. Each stanza ends with 

the identical, meta-referential couplet “How grand and fortunate! With this song I express my 

intent.” 幸甚至哉，歌以詠志.275 This presents an interesting scenario in which the thematic 

content of the song is not necessarily reflected in the choreography - a unity that we had seen so 

foregrounded in Fu Yi.  

 Indeed, in the subsequent passage of the fu, Xiao Gang describes the dance performance 

and recapitulates many of the same images and rhetorical structures we encountered throughout 

earlier precedents:  

Then: 
With a relaxed demeanor they sauntered leisurely; pacing to and fro, turning back 
with a gaze. 
Their strained countenances almost approaching a smile; for a moment, their 
discontent breaks into a resentful look. 
Some bow low, as if having lost a mate; then soar high, coupled close together. 
Others first [dance] in syncopation, then synchronize their movements; as if about 
to depart, only to lag behind. 
Neither dallying nor hurrying, some are ethereal, others weighted down; 

 
274 See previous note.  
275 These lyrics are preserved in Shen Yue’s “Treatise on Music," under both the section “Large Suites” 
大曲, and the section “fu dances” 拂舞.  Song shu, 21.619 and 22.633. The attribution of these lyrics to 
Cao Cao first appears in Nan Qishu, 11.193.  
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Looking askance at the drums, they let out a faint chant; with a sweep of their 
robes they come together. 
Hairdos disheveled, straining to remain neat; hairpins drooping, then effortlessly 
lifted up. 
Bound by blessings, they rely upon [the ruler’s] benevolence; and with 
coquettishness, they acknowledge his favor.    
 
爾乃優遊容豫,  顧眄徘徊,  強紆顏而未笑,  乍雜怨而成猜.  或低昂而失侶,   乃
歸飛而相拊,  或前異而始同,  乍初離而後赴.  不遲不疾,  若輕若重,  眄鼓微吟,  
迴巾自擁.  髮亂難持,  簪低易捧,  牽福恃恩,  懷嬌知寵.276  
 

The choreography recalls movements in the pieces of Fu Yi and Zhang Heng in its constant flux 

and variation, and Xiao Gang resorts to many of the same rhetorical devices, such as the 

alternation between opposing qualities through the syntax of “as if…as if….” (若…若…) and 

the use of avian metaphor in describing their demeanor and choreography. We find a more 

detailed depiction of their facial movements, in which Xiao Gang suggests a look of discontent, 

but also hints at the intentional effort behind it. This brings us to the piece’s most significant 

departure from Fu Yi’s representation of dancers: absent is the foregrounding of the hierarchy of 

expressive mediums (from intent, to singing, then dancing) and the emphasis on how dancers 

enact this hierarchy. We are granted glimpses into the internal world of the dancers in two 

places, yet both are tantalizingly evasive. The first is their “strained countenances” and 

“discontent that breaks into a look of resentment," but we are not told if such sentiments are in 

correlation with the lyrics of their song or choreography of their dance. In other words, are such 

expressions of displeasure an intended part of the performance? If so, the fact that their 

expressions are “strained” only hint at the effort with which such a performance is carried out, a 

far cry from the seamless embodiment we saw with Fu Yi’s dancers. The second mention of their 

internal state occurs in the closing line, where joyously they “recognize favor” (zhichong 知寵). 

 
276 Yan Kejun, Quan Liangwen, 8.2996.  
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But this joy, too, is alienated from the expressive content of their performance, and directed at 

the ruler’s recognition of their function as court entertainers. In acknowledging the exchange 

between their performance and the ruler’s favor, the dancers become part of a transaction that 

reduces their performance into products of jiao 嬌, the quality of charming coquettishness, rather 

than the more profound enactment of an expressive theory in Fu Yi’s rendition. 

 There is another possibility. Xiao Gang’s fu can be seen as an alternative representation 

of expression, where the internal state of the dancers is “carved out” and left ambiguous. It is 

freed from an adherence to (or equivalence with) the discursive meaning expressed in their songs 

and the symbolism of their dance, and therefore is left open to interpretation. This mode of 

representation, as we will see in the next chapter, is very much echoed in the representation of 

dancers and dancing in the five syllable shi of this period. 

 

3.5 Either/Or: Conclusion and Questions 

 By now the reader is likely weary of moth-like brows, wave-like glances, fragile waists 

and fluttering sleeves. The continuity of this vocabulary is hard to miss, and one woman begins 

to blend into the next. At times one forgets that it traverses the space betweeen the divine and the 

earthly. But how important is this distinction? The ontological distinction between “god” shen 神 

and “human” ren 人 is a porous one in early China;277 and the case of the goddess/dancer 

dichotomy can serve precisely as an example of this fluidity, given the semantic overlap between 

these two identities in early China. Furthermore, that potential distinctions across the two 

categories are correspondingly manifested in the medium of textual representation presupposes a 

 
277 For the complex semantic field of shen, see Roel Sterckx, “Searching for Spirit: Shen and Sacrifice in 
Warring States and Han Philosophy and Ritual,” Extrême-Orient Extrême-Occident, No. 29, De L’Esprit 
Aux Esprits Enquete Sur La Noton de Shen /Of Self and Spirits: Exploring Sshen in China (2007): 23-54. 
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tenuous, one-directional mimetic relationship between “life” and “art,” when the history of the fu 

genre and its role in Warring States and Han culture immediately calls to question such an 

assumption. In fact, the very dichotomy of life and art, reality and representation break down in 

the case of a genre deeply rooted in ritual and performance.278 Put more simply, why ask if one is 

writing about a goddess or a dancer? Can one write of both simultaneously - that is, dancer as 

goddess - and if so, what does that mean? Is it to say the authors may see a troupe of dancers, but 

in literary representation, fall back on the language of the goddess? Or alternatively, is the male 

beholders’ very experience of the dance inextricable from their ideas of a goddess? Are these 

two possibilities distinguishable in the realm of literary representation?  

 The goddess/dancer distinction is important, especially as we move toward the later 

period of the Six Dynasties. In moving from the canonical goddess of the western Han fu to the 

dancer in early medieval fu, I have already pointed out various points of divergence from the 

vocabulary of the goddess, such as the shifting terminology used to refer to the dancers, 

additional details of corporeality, the introduction of a composition context situated within the 

politics and pleasure culture of an imperial court, and even a hint at the dancers’ artifice. Each 

chips away at the edifice of the heavenly goddess and points to an ontological separation 

between her and the dancer. She may look identical, or very much like the goddess, but while the 

goddess comes and goes at will and is never obtainable, the dancer is always available upon 

request, performing to the whim of her patron.  

 Alongside the goddess/dancer distinction, this chapter also returns to the idea of 

knowability: the goddess is opaque and her intentions unknowable, whereas the dancer is 

transparent and an instrument of expression. This differentiation, first and most comprehensively 

 
278 Martin Kern, “Western Han Aesthetics and the Genesis of the Fu,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, 
Vol. 63, No. 2 (December 2003): 383-437.  
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articulated by Fu Yi, can be neatly applied to all the texts discussed in this chapter with the 

exception of Xiao Gang’s fu. Up until this text, the extant fu excerpts show no signs of 

questioning the dancers’ transparency; it is only in Xiao Gang’s text where this becomes 

ambiguous. What happens if and when the dancer is no longer readable? In Chapter Four, I will 

look more extensively at the social culture of court entertainers and the literary culture of 

poeticizing their performances. Together, these two aspects will inform how we understand the 

rich corpus of shi poetry on dancing, through which we will continue to explore the question of 

these two intertwined identities.  
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Chapter 4 

Bringing Down the Goddess  

 

4.1 The Culture of Entertainment in the Six Dynasties  

 Who is the woman featured in the early medieval fu on dancing? Does she exist outside 

the lines of belletristic literature? Chapter Three left off with the coquettish smile of Liang court 

dancers at the end of their performance, and while Xiao Gang’s fu does not explicitly refer to 

them by name, there is little doubt that they belong to a class of figures called the ji 妓/ 伎.279 

While the identity and role of the skilled, female entertainer existed before the Han dynasty, it 

was not always referred to by this label.280 By the time of the Six Dynasties, they were primarily 

identified in historical sources by the term ji, and their presence in both the histories and 

belletristic literature saw a marked rise.281 From this growing record we begin to understand how 

women of the ji class circulated in the early medieval economy of entertainment, their material 

and symbolic functions, and the extent of their physical presence in the lives of aristocratic and 

elite men.282   

 
279 Of the two variations in this term, 伎 predates 妓 and referred to both male and female musicians; it is 
in the period of the Six Dynasties - sometime before the sixth century - that the feminized version 妓 
appears in the historical and literary record. However, as Beverly Bossler points out, the unstable 
orthography of early medieval texts meant that in many cases the masculine/generic form continued to be 
used to refer to female entertainers. See her useful discussion of this term and the related term chang 倡 in 
the medieval period in the article “Vocabularies of Pleasure: Categorizing Female Entertainers in the Late 
Tang Dynasty," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies Vol. 72, No 1 (June 2010): 71-99.  
280 Tian Caixian 田彩仙, Hanwei Liuchao Wenxue yu Yuewu guanxi yanjiu 漢魏六朝文學與樂舞關係研

究 (Beijing: Wenhua yishu chubanshe, 2006), 58.  
281 This rise has been documented by various scholars, including Jinghua Wangling, “From Reflection to 
Desire: Fifth through Ninth Century Poetry on “Observing Female Entertainers,” Frontier Literary 
Studies China 10, no.2 (2010):287 - 288; as well as Beverly Bossler in the aforementioned article.  
282 The study of female entertainers in pre-modern China and its culture has largely focused on the Tang 
dynasty, when the institution of entertainers matured and was extensively recorded in historical and 
literary sources. There are detailed studies on this phenomenon, to mention a few, see Liao Meiyun 廖美
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 While entertainers have always been part and parcel of the staff of imperial courts, it is 

during the Six Dynasties that we see the expansion of entertainment culture to the private 

household.283 Alongside the political centers of the various dynasties that succeeded one another 

between the third and the sixth century, residences of prominent families also became competing 

spaces of musical entertainment. The ability to train and maintain entertainers was directly 

correlated with household wealth, as entertainers are most frequently mentioned in conjunction 

with their owner’s physical possessions and property. The wealth of Dao Hui 到撝 (433 - 490 

CE), an official and literatus of the Liu Song, is represented not only by his monthly salary, but 

also the quality of his estate and entertainers.284 Similarly, description of the household of Yan 

Shibo 顏師伯 (419 - 465 CE), one of the highest ranking ministers of the Liu-Song under 

Emperor Xiaowu 孝武 (r. 453 - 464 CE), demonstrates that like financial and physical capital, 

the possession of human capital in the form of entertainers was a coveted status symbol:  

[He] accepted bribes frequently and accrued bountiful riches for his family. His 
entertainers and concubines - and the musical performances they provided - were 
all selected from among the best in the world. His gardens and residences were 
also the crown of his time. His indulgences and extravagances made him the envy 
of the nobles.  

 
雲’s Tangji yanjiu 唐伎研究 (Taipei: Taiwan xuesheng shuju, 1995); Zheng Zhimin 鄭志敏’s Xishuo 
Tangji 細說唐妓 (Taipei: Wenjin chuban gongsi, 1997); and Wang Shunu 王書奴, Zhongguo changjishi 
中國娼妓史 (Shanghai: Shanghai sanlian shudian, 1988). Female entertainers during the Six Dynasties is 
mentioned in passing in these works. In English scholarship the bent toward Tang is even more 
prominent, in addition to the aforementioned article by Bossler is Ping Yao, “The Status of Pleasure: 
Courtesan and Literati Connections in Tang China (618 - 907),” Journal of Women’s History 14:2 (July 
2002): 26 - 53, and a more recent dissertation by Wangling Jinghua that focuses on the late Tang, 
“Singing Lips in Observation: Ninth-century Chinese Poetry on Female Entertainers," Harvard University 
Ph.D Dissertation, 2009 (not available online, accessed through University Archives).  
283 This development is discussed in Qin Xu 秦序, Liuchao yinyue wenhua yanjiu 六朝音樂文化研究 
(Beijing: Wenhua yishu chuban she, 2009), 93 - 106.  
284 Hui cozied up with extremely wealthy households in order to provide a luxurious lifestyle for himself. 
For himself alone his monthly expenditure was ten thousand. As for his residence, landscaping, 
entertainers and concubines, they were all of the topmost quality standard.  
撝資藉豪富，厚自奉養，供一身一月十萬.宅宇山池，伎妾姿藝，皆窮上品. Nan shi, 15.676.  
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多納貨賄，家產豐積，妓妾聲樂，盡天下之選.  園池第宅，冠絕當時，驕奢

淫恣，為衣冠所疾.285 
 

The number of privately kept entertainers ranges from tens to thousands. On the lower end of the 

spectrum are households like that of Zi Youwen 杜幼文 (d. 477 CE), a high-ranking military 

official of the Liu-Song, which housed “several tens of female entertainers, who performed 

music day  and night” 女伎數十人，絲竹晝夜不絕.286 At the upper end were households with 

several hundreds of entertainers, as in that of Cao Jingzong 曹景宗 (457-508 CE), a military 

general of the Liang whose fondness of the “inner chambers” manifested in “several hundreds of 

entertainers and concubines” 景宗好內，妓妾至數百.287 

 Like money and property, entertainers constitute a form of movable capital that circulates 

through a variety of channels. They could be bestowed upon princes or officials at banquets, 

sometimes as explicit reward for their service to the state;288 or they could be exchanged among 

private households, functioning as the glue of political and social relationships.289  

 
285 Nan shi, 24. 887.  
286 Song shu, 25.1722. Other mentions include the household of Zhang Gui 張瓌 (d. 505 CEs) in Nan shi, 
21.816. 
287 Nan shi, 45.1357. 
288 In the thirteenth year of the Yuanjia era under Emperor Wen of Liu-Song (436 CE) , the prince of 
Pengcheng Liu Yikang held a New Year’s banquet in the Eastern Residence, and according to the custom 
of old he was given a troupe of entertainers. 宋文帝元嘉十三年，司徒彭城王義康於東府正會，依舊

給伎.總章工馮大列.  相承給諸王伎十四種，其舞伎三十六人.  Song shu, 19.561 - 562. 
289 In an attempt to patch up tense relations, the nepotistic Qi minister 尚書令 Wang Yan 王晏 (d. 497) 
sent a female entertainer to the newly appointed 吏部郎 Lu Huixiao 陸慧曉 who interfered with his 
policy of selecting his own students for important court positions; however, the gift was not accepted. 尚
書令王晏選門生補內外要局，慧曉為用數人而止，晏恨之.送女妓一人，欲與申好，慧曉不納. Nan 
Qi shu, 46.806. 
In another example, strategic stakeholders in a military campaign bond over the exchange of entertainers: 
At that time Yu Yi 庾翼(305 - 345), General Appeasing the West, was stationed in Wuchang, On 
multiple accounts Xie Shang 謝尚 visited him to strategize over military matters. Frequently they also 
went shooting [i.e. practice archery] together, and Yi said “if you are able to hit the bull’s eye, I will 
reward you with a troupe of musicians.” Xie Shang immediately hit the target, and Yi gave him his 
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 Yet despite the fluidity of their circulation, the transfer and possession of dancers is also 

the target of ethical and moral scrutiny. In antiquity, the idealized quantity of dancers ought to 

correlate with one’s proximity to the ruler, such that the closer you are (by birth and rank) from 

the ruler, the more entertainers you are entitled to possess.290 The idea that possessing too many 

entertainers is a transgression of propriety and taints one’s moral integrity can also be seen in the 

motif of asceticism in historical annals. Emperor Wen of Liu-Song (r. 424  - 453 CE) gifted his 

chancellor Shen Yanzhi 沈演之 (397 - 449 CE) ten female entertainers for his service, but Shen 

refused. Immediately preceding the mention of this incident is the biographical note that he is 

humble and self-disciplined.291 Xiao Tong 蕭統, the crown prince of Liang cast by later 

historiographic sources as the less decadent and morally dubious of the Liang royal house, also 

refused a gift of one troupe of female entertainers as he was uninterested in music and dance.292 

 The pervasiveness of entertainers at court and in private households is rivaled by the 

lavishness of the banquets in which they played a part. The extent of private banqueting culture 

and their economic excess provoked the Liang dynasty official He Chen 賀琛 (ca. 482 - 550 CE) 

to submit a memorial against this practice to Emperor Wu of Liang:  

 
ancillary troupe of musicians. 時安西將軍庾翼鎮武昌，尚數詣翼諮謀軍事. 嘗與翼共射, 翼曰: 卿若
破的, 當以鼓吹相賞. 尚應聲中之, 翼即以其副鼓吹給之. Jin shu, 79.2070. Similarly, during the unrest 
of Hou Jin, Wang Chong 王沖 gifted the general Wang Sengbian 王僧辯 ten female entertainers to 
“amuse the troops." Nan shi, 10.682. 
290 This principle, as well as attention to the number of entertainers bestowed upon princes, are evident in 
an episode recorded in the Song shu when in 436, the prince of Pengcheng Liu Yikang was granted a 
troupe of entertainers by the Emperor Wen of Liu-Song, and the number (36) of entertainers was recorded 
by an court official. In response the Ministry of Ritual Fu Long engages in a long discussion of the 
quantity of entertainers, citing the commentary to the Zuozhuan for precedent on how a standard 
“unit/troupe” of entertainers is set at eight persons, and how each rank down the hierarchy from the 
Emperor is entitled to two less “troupes." Song shu, 19.561 - 562. 
291 “By nature he was fond of promoting talent, keen to help those of low positions; while he himself was 
humble and restrained. When the Emperor granted him female entertainers, he refused to accept them.” 
性好舉才,  申濟屈滯,  而謙約自持,  上賜女伎,  不受.  Nan shi, 26.938. 
292 Nan shi, 43.1310.  
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Nowadays making merry at banquets have become a way to mutually compete 
and boast of one’s riches. Fruits are piled up at mountain peaks; delicacies 
displayed like finely woven brocade. All the produce of the kingdom is not 
enough to supply for one banquet, yet among the host and guests all are stuffed to 
the brim, and even before they descend from the hall some are already rancid and 
rotten. As for the female singers and dancers, [their allocation] should be 
according to rank, and the granting of entertainers should await military merits..  
 
今之燕喜，相競誇豪，積果如山岳，列肴同綺繡，露臺之產，不周一燕之

資，而賓主之間，裁取滿腹，未及下堂，已同臭腐.  又歌姬儛女，本有品

制，二八之錫，良待和戎. 
 
Yet those who keep entertainers today observe no order: although they are but 
lowly commoners, they all have no shortage of beautiful entertainers; by means of 
corrupt practices, they ornament the women with gorgeous decorations. As a 
result those who labor in agriculture and farming are excessively exploited; 
despite extracting huge sums of taxes, by the time they retire from office they 
have already expended all their wealth in a matter of few years. The cost of 
putting on banquets has well drained the resources of many families; just the 
accessories and instruments of the musicians surely take up thousands of cash in 
gold. The effort exhausted is immense, yet the pleasure derived is but 
momentary.293 
 
 今畜妓之夫，無有等秩，雖復庶賤微人，皆盛姬姜，務在貪污，爭飾羅綺.  
故為吏牧民者，競為剝削，雖致貲巨億，罷歸之日，不支數年，便已消散.  
蓋由宴醑所費，既破數家之產；歌謠之具，必俟千金之資.  所費事等丘山，

為歡止在俄頃.294 
 

 
293 In response, Emperor Liang challenges his generalization of excessive indulgence in keeping 
entertainers, and challenges him to list specific perpetrators: 

You also speak of the rampant proliferation of female entertainers; indeed officials in charge 
deserve blame for this practice. However, one ought to make the following distinction: the 
nobility may accumulate and maintain a large number of entertainers and musicians , but 
when it comes to imperial relatives, high-ranking ministers, and those ministers from the 
secretariat, I have not heard of any family who would keep more than sixteen female 
entertainers. It would be more appropriate for you to single out specific names, so that their 
excesses can be checked by the official in charge. 卿又云女妓越濫，此有司之責，雖

然，亦有不同：貴者多畜妓樂，至於勳附若兩掖，亦復不聞家有二八，多畜女妓者.
此並宜具言其人，當令有司振其霜豪. Liang shu, ibid.  

294 Liang shu, 38.544. 
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 A more vivid portrait of the retinue of entertainers kept in private households and their 

role in banquets can be found in the biography of Yang Kan 羊侃 (495 - 549 CE),295 a prominent 

Liang statesman and general:   

Kan was by nature extravagant, and he had a sophisticated understanding of 
musical tones. He personally composed two songs “Picking Lotus," and 
“Oarsman’s Song," both of which were creative and novel. In the ranks of 
entertainers and concubines he owned and kept, he was extremely indulgent and 
profligate. There was the zither-musician named Lu Taixi, who wore artificial 
nails made of deer antlers that measured seven cun long; the dancer Zhang 
Jingwan, whose waist had circumference of only one chi and six cun and who was 
regarded by contemporaries to be able of “dancing in the palm”;296 and also Sun 
Jingyu, who could bend back at  the waist, touch the ground, and with her mouth 
pick up a jade hairpin from the mat. The Emperor bestowed upon him a singer 
named Wang E’er, and the crown prince (the Eastern Residence),297 another 
named Qu Ouzhi; both were superb in their performance of novel tunes and could 
not be matched in that time.298   
 
侃性豪侈，善音律，自造採蓮、棹歌兩曲，甚有新致.  姬妾侍列，窮極奢靡.
有彈箏人陸太喜，著鹿角爪長七寸.  儛人張淨琬，腰圍一尺六寸，時人咸推

能掌中儛.  又有孫荊玉，能反腰帖地，銜得席上玉簪.敕賚歌人王娥兒，東宮

亦賚歌者屈偶之，並妙盡奇曲，一時無對.   
 
When he first took up office in Hengzhou,299 he erected three “floating rooms” 
connected through their roof beams between two boats, decorated them with 
pearls and jade, and covered them with brilliantly-colored brocades. He then set 
up screened chambers [inside] where he brought out his troop of female 
musicians. During high tide he would embark upon the boat and set up a banquet 
against the waves, while bystanders on the riverbank vied to catch a glimpse. 
During the Datong reign (535 - 546), the Wei emissary Yan Fei, who once studied 
together with Yang Kan in the north, [visited] and Yang Kan was ordered to give 
a banquet in his honor. There were over three hundred guests, the instruments 
used were all made of gold, jade, and various precious gems, and three troops of 

 
295 Yang Kan was first an official of the Wei before defecting to the Liang in 529. He took up a series of 
regional posts before taking up posts under Xiao Gang in the 530s, eventually rising to the post of palace 
attendant and minister of justice in the Department of State Affairs in the imperial court. See “Yang Kan," 
Ancient and Early Medieval Chinese Literature: A Reference Guide, Part III (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 1821 - 
1822.  
296 Allusion to the famous Han dynasty consort Zhao Feiyan who was known for her ethereal dancing.  
297 The residence of the crown prince. 
298 This may be the first time when entertainers are recorded by name, rather than nickname or epithet.  
299 This happened in 544, when he was assigned as the regional inspector there.  
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female musicians performed. When night dawned, over a hundred maid servants 
holding golden-flower candles [illuminated the scene].300 
 
初赴衡州，於兩艖䒀起三間通梁水齋，飾以珠玉，加之錦繢，盛設帷屏，陳

列女樂，乘潮解纜，臨波置酒，緣塘傍水，觀者填咽.大同中，魏使陽斐，

與侃在北嘗同學，有詔令侃延斐同宴.  賓客三百餘人，器皆金玉雜寶，奏三

部女樂，至夕，侍婢百餘人，俱執金花燭.   
 

Like the pleasure boat and its lavish furnishings, Yang Kan’s troop of female entertainers are a 

material manifestation of his personal status and a diplomatic symbol of the South’s cultural 

refinement. The histories of this period speak to their economic value, but also to their lack of 

agency as they are circulated among wealthy households and nodes of political power. In such 

historiographic sources, mentions of female entertainers are invariably preceded by verbs of 

male action - to bestow (ci 賜), gift (song 送 , gei 給), or reward (shang 賞) - just as they are 

summoned for display and performance at their owners’ whim.  

 

4.2 Social Poetry of the Southern Court 

 The economic and material world of the entertainers intersects with the poetic and textual 

world of the male literati at the occasion of the banquet. Beginning in the late fifth century and 

through to the end of the Liang, poetic production thrived in imperial and princely courts.301 

Courtiers and prominent men of letters frequently gathered in the presence of their patron to 

participate in intellectual discussions, enjoy music and dancing, and partake in the game of 

poetic composition. From such social occasions emerges the yong 詠 mode of poetry, where 

 
300 Liang shu, 39.561 - 562.  
301 For the literary culture of the Qi and Liang, see Xiaofei Tian, “From the Eastern Jin through the Early 
Tang (317 - 649)” in Cambridge History of Chinese Literature, 199 - 285; and extensively in Beacon 
Fire, Shooting Star: The Literary Culture of the Liang (502 - 557) (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia 
Center, 2007).  
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multiple participants compose five-character poems on a common object or a natural 

phenomenon, as well as the practice of writing poems in response to one another.302 We find a 

marked increase in the number of poems about entertainers starting in the fifth century, many of 

which are titled “On Dance” (yongwu 詠舞), “Watching Entertainers…” (guanji 觀妓) or 

“Listening to Entertainers…” (tingji 聽妓).303 Unlike the texts from the previous chapter where 

we simply do not have enough information to deduce its relationship with the experience of a 

performance, many of the poems on dancing from the fifth and sixth  centuries are embedded in 

a public and social context from which we can reasonably ascertain their provenance and their 

proximity with the performance itself. Such poems are the textual consequences of a physical 

experience and the interaction between poet and performers, poet and the other beholders, and 

often are created at or close to the moment of the performance itself. 

 Here it is necessary to set the background with a brief digression to yong poetry, a sub-

genre of shi poetry that developed out of the smaller fus of the Jin, and flourished during the 

Southern Dynasties.304  Critical awareness of its generic properties came into being shortly 

 
302 The practice is discussed briefly by Xiaofei Tian in the chapter “From the Eastern Jin through the early  
Tang (317 - 649)," in Cambridge History of Chinese Literature; and by Fusheng Wu, Written at Imperial 
Command: Panegyric Poetry in Early Medieval China (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
2008). For a more detailed discussion of the yongwu genre as practiced at imperial command and publicly 
among courtiers, see Zhao Hongju 趙紅菊, Nanchao yongwushi yanjiu 南朝詠物詩研究 (Shanghai: 
Shanghai guji chanbanshe, 2009), 126 - 134, 148 - 150, and 273 - 275.  
303 It is important to note that the instability and possible inaccuracy of titles attached to poems from this 
period. As early as the Ming, scholars have pointed out that precisely during the time of Xie Tiao and 
Shen Yue poets began giving distinct titles to their poems, as opposed to the earlier practice of using the 
first two characters of the first line as the title. See Xie Jin et al comp. Compendium of Folksongs from 
Yongle dadian 永樂大典 (Beiing: Zhonghua shu ju chubanshe, 1986), 823.267A. However, the titles that 
come to us now may not be the original due to the fluidity of early medieval manuscript culture, and 
instead became attached to a title through later editorial and compilation processes. On this, see Tian 
Xiaofei, Records of a Dusty Table, 97.  
304 For the historical precedence to the yong mode in the Southern Dynasties, refer to Liao Guodong 廖國

棟’s study of yongwu fu in the Wei-Jin period, Weijin yongwu fu yanjiu 魏晉詠物賦研究 (Taipei: 
Wenshizhe chubanshe, 1990), 544 - 549. The influence of fu on descriptive shi poetry is also discussed in 
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before the Liang. The full term in poetic criticism for this mode is 詠物 yongwu, specifically 

“yong” on objects,305 and as the textual record of the medieval period shows, the vast majority of 

poems written in this mode indeed took inanimate objects for their subject, and are preserved in 

encyclopedias under categories of things.306 At first blush the “exceptions” are precisely 

performers: dancers, singing girls, and also concubines. That we find no yong poems on the 

myriad of other figures who populated the lives of the medieval elite - soldiers, servants, monks, 

officials -  reinforces the performers’ unique status in the cultural imagination.307  Just as the 

entertainers were commoditized by the cultural and economic system of the Six Dynasties, so 

they seem to be by literary praxis, entering poetic representation predominantly through the sub-

genre of yongwu poetry.308 

 This raises the question of how captive they were to the conventions of yongwu poetry. 

As yongwu has been well-studied by scholars of early medieval literature, I cite only one 

example to illustrate a few points that will bear upon my discussion of poems on dancing. 

 
Kang-i Sun Chang, Six Dynasties Poetry (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 1986), 93; and Xurong 
Kong, “Origins of Verisimilitude: A Reconsideration of Medieval Chinese Literary History," Journal of 
the American Oriental Society, Vol. 131, No. 2 (April - June 2011), 267 - 286.  
For a detailed discussion of the formal features of yongwu, see Diana Bridge, An Unexpected Legacy: Xie 
Tiao’s Poems on Things (Wellington: New Zealand Asian Studies Institute, 2008). 
305 The term yongwu was already used in the Liu-Song, as evident by Zhong Rong’s reference to this 
genre of poetry in his “Criticism on Poetry” 詩品: “Wu Maiyuan is good at conposing yuefu poems for 
the occasions of sending a poem in reply; Xu Yao’s strength lies in his five-syllable line yong poems on 
things.” 吳善於風人答贈, 許長於短句詠物 Yan Kejun, Quan Liangwen. 55.3280.  
306 Given the fluidity of titles in the medieval textual world, some poems titled with yong may not have 
been originally written with that title; this is why looking to where these poems are preserved provides a 
corroborating certainty that they were read to be about objects.  
307 A breakdown of the subjects of yongwu poetry can be found in Zhao Hongju, Nanchao yongwushi 
yanjiu, 136 - 137. 
308 This point was also made by Wu Xiaoping 吳小平 in his Zhonggu Wuyanshi yanjiu 中古五言詩研究 
(Nanjing: Jiangsu guji chabanshe, 1988), 289.  
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Consider the following poem by Xie Tiao 謝脁 (464 - 499 CE), one of the most prolific and 

influential poets of yongwu poetry, on a bamboo brazier: 

 詠竹火籠詩  Ode on the Bamboo Brazier 
 庭雪亂如花   Snowflakes in the courtyard swirl confusedly like petals, 
 井氷粲成玉  ice within the well gleams as if turning into jade. 
 因炎入貂袖  Following after the flame, it enters into sable sleeves, 
 懷溫奉芳褥  harboring warmth, it is presented to fragrant mattresses.  
 體密用宜通  Its form is finely-meshed and can be used for all occasions,  
 文斜性非曲  its patterns are diagonal, but its nature is not crooked.  
 暫承君玉指  “When I am momentarily held in your jade-like fingers,  
 請謝陽春旭  I humbly bid farewell to the sunlight of warm spring days.”309 
  
Each couplet of this poem applies to the object as a whole: the first sets the scene of its 

application; the second imagines two scenarios of use; the third, treating its “form” and 

“patterns” separately in each of its two parallel lines, deconstructs the object abstractly rather 

than concretely; and the last, takes on the object’s own voice in professing its experience of use. 

If the poem describes the brazier’s “characteristics,” it is not through an isolation of the tangible 

parts within the whole or the singling out of formal attributes, but rather the enumeration of 

contingents scenarios in which the object is put to use. Such “characteristics” require 

juxtaposition with other objects, or transposition into a human world, for their articulation.310 

Herein lies an important difference: the true object requires a human agent to make use of it, and 

this reliance on external agents is manifested in yongwu poems through the objects ’yearning for 

the human touch, expressed either through direct speech, or conditional statements that imagine 

the result of human employment.311 In Xie Tiao’s poem, this is mostly explicitly stated in the last 

 
309 Lu Qinli, Quan Qi shi, 4.1454. Translation adapted from Richard Mather, The Age of Eternal 
Brilliance: Three Lyric Poets of the Yung-ming Era (483 - 493), Volume II. (Leiden: Brill, 2003), 42.  
310 Many other yongwu poems from Six Dynasties testify to this characterization: see “Poem on Bamboo” 
詠竹, Quan Liangshi, 26.2066; “Poem on Lotus" 詠荷, 26.2075. 
311 Cynthia Chennault, “Odes on Objects and Patronage During the Southern Qi,” Studies in Early 
Medieval Chinese Literature and Cultural History: In Honor of Richard B. Mather and Donald Holzman, 
ed. Paul W. Kroll and David R. Knechtges (Provo: Tang Studies Society, 2003), 337 - 338. 
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couplet, when the object “speaks” from the moment of its use, and imagines the alternative it has 

succeeded in supplanting.  

 The candle must be lit by hands, the zither, plucked by fingers; but the dancer is both 

object and agent of ‘employing’ the object. She alone imbues motion to her body, thereby 

creating the series of moving images in a poem. Objectified as they may be in their value and 

circulation in medieval culture, dancers enter poetic representation as distinct from the strictly 

inanimate objects of the yongwu genre. The latter requires an external user to realize its function, 

and often this external user is physically present in the poem.312 Entertainers, however, are 

“things” which are self-sufficient in actualizing their intended function by means of their own 

moving bodies (and in the case of singers, their voice). These points of distinction bring attention 

to the complicated relationship between object, use, and user implicitly at play in these poems, 

one that can be easily overlooked due to the easy conflation between dancer and dancing. In the 

words of Yeats - how can we know the dancer from the dance?  

 When we notice that both kinds of titles “On the Dancing Woman” (yongji 詠妓) and 

“On Dancing” (yongwu 詠舞) are appended to this type of poetry from the Six Dynasties,  we 

can conjecture that already by the early seventh century, readers and compilers saw these poems 

as fluidly moving between representations of an object and that of an experience.313 The 

inanimate objects they resemble the most are musical instruments, a frequent topic of yongwu 

poetry and whose representation is also intimately intertwined with the entire experience of 

 
312 For example, yong poems on the flute and the zither make mention of the player’s fingers (“Poem on a 
Flute" 詠篪, Quan Liang shi  7.1650; and “Poem on the Zither” 詠箏, 7.1656); one on embroidery opens 
with the hands that stitched them (領邊繡, Quan Liang shi, 7.1652).  
313 For example, the poem by He Xun 何遜 , translated and discussed later in this chapter, is variously 
titled “Poem on Dancing” 詠舞詩 in the 7th century encyclopedia Notes for Early Learning 初學記 , but 
“Poem on the Entertainer” in the roughly contemporaneous Yiwen Leiju 藝文類聚. Quan Liang shi, 
9.1706.  
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performance. Similarly, when Xiao Tong compiled Wenxuan in the early sixth century, he placed 

Fu Yi’s “Rhapsody on Dancing” in the section on music (yinyue 音樂), along with other pieces 

on instruments and musical expression, rather than in the section of fus on goddesses and the 

beautiful woman despite its heavy textual borrowings from that lineage. Next to the rhapsodies 

on panpipes, flutes, zithers, and organs, the female body is literally cast into instruments of their 

art.314 The common capacity for expression transcends, and for the compiler of literary history, 

erases the boundary between human and thing, living and lifeless. 

 To what extent, then, are the generic conventions of yongwu poetry at work in the poetic 

representation of female entertainers? At a structural level, the continuity of the tripartite 

structure is unmissable: almost all poems open with a couplet which introduces the topic or 

setting, middle couplets which describe various aspects of the topic, and a closing couplet where 

one finds the most creative variation - be it an elaborate analogy, a clever allusion, or voicing of 

the topic-object itself. The shift from a purely descriptive mode to a more rhetorically complex 

one in the closing couplet is a prominent feature of yong poetry, and one that often involves a 

shift in the poet’s point of view.315 However, macrostructure aside, the poetry of entertainers will 

take on distinct modes of descriptive representation in its middle couplets, and in the closing 

couplet, raise issues uniquely relevant to the ontological and literary identity of the entertainer.  

 In what follows, I will discuss a number of shi poems on dancing and dancers from the 

two hundred year period of the Liu-Song, Southern Qi, and Liang dynasties. On the one hand it 

 
314 This section also includes the Chenggong Sui’s “Rhapsody on Whistling," another case in which no 
external object is require for musical expression.  
315 Commonly beginning with a discursive couplet that introduces the object’s origins, followed by a few 
descriptive couplets on the object’s material characteristics and function, and concluding with another 
discursive couplet that takes on the object’s own voice, often professing its desire to be used or anxiety of 
abandonment. 315 For detailed discussion of the conventions of the yongwu poem and examples of poems 
adhering to this structure, see Cynthia Chennault, “Odes on Objects and Patronage." 
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continues our diachronic inquiry into the poetic tradition on dancers from the previous chapter, 

which left off in the sixth century with Xiao Gang’s fu; at the same time, the shift in genre 

presents a synchronic contrast to the legacy of the fu tradition.  

 Beginning with the early fifth century, poetry in the five-character line was composed 

with intensified consciousness toward its unique formal and generic properties, a phenomenon 

indicative of the period’s broader interest in literary history, genres, and theory. How does the fu 

representation of the female form find place in the syntax of the five-character line, the 

increasingly sophisticated balancing of the parallel-couplet, and the various conventions found 

within sub-genres of shi? How does shi poetry navigate the questions raised by the fu tradition on 

dancing regarding the exterior depiction and interior knowability of the goddess/dancer?  

 In recent years scholars have discussed the early medieval poetic representation of 

women from primarily two approaches: gender dynamics and the courtly style. Paul Rouzer 

foregrounds the male authorship of these poem and see the represented women as a medium 

through which male courtiers compete with one another for their ruler’s attention.316 In this 

approach, the finer details of these poems are interpreted with consequences to the anxiety of 

their male authors. On the other hand, Tian Xiaofei contextualizes these poems within the larger 

cultural world of early medieval court poets, and examines how poetry of the phenomenal world 

betrays a way of looking that is deeply influenced by Buddhist conceptions of time, reality, and 

illusion.317 Closest to my focus on the representation of entertainers is the recent study by 

Jinghua Wangling, who argues for a shift in how the male literati represented female entertainers 

 
316 See the chapter “Spectator Sports” from Rouzer, Articulated Ladies.  
317 Tian, Beacon Fire, Shooting Star. 
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in poetry from the fifth to the ninth century.318 According to Wangling, while the Southern 

Dynasties poets composed poetry on performers as a medium for self-reflection and expression 

of their own anxieties toward pleasure, the later Tang poets were interested in representing their 

interactions with the entertainers.319 I differ in emphasis from her readings of the Southern 

Dynasties poems: whereas Wangling is interested in parsing out how much the poem is about the 

entertainers per se versus the poet’s own sentiments, I am concerned with how their 

representation engages with the fu tradition on the issue of corporeality and knowability. Given 

our differing points of departure, my reading of certain poems will also diverge from hers.320 

Guiding my reading is also the question of how gender intersects with genre, a particular blind 

spot in Rouzer’s work, which subsumes both the Han fu and the Six Dynasties court poetry 

tradition under the same critical impulse.321  

 

4.3 The Fragmented Dancer  

 The history of fu on dancing from the third to the sixth century took us to Xiao Gang’s 

“fu on Dance." In tracing the evolution of such fu texts from Fu Yi’s seminal text, I pointed out 

its shift toward an explicitly “mortal” nomenclature of its subject, additional details of 

corporeality, and the increasingly visible presence of an imperial or courtly setting as the 

 
318 Jinghua Wangling, “From Reflection to Desire: Fifth through Ninth Century Poetry on  “Observing 
Female Entertainers,” Frontier Literary Studies China,  2016, 10(2), 287 - 317. Wangling’s study is much 
more heavily focused on the later Tang period than the Southern Dynasties.  
319 Ibid.  
320 I also take issue with her categorization schema of the Southern Dynasties poems into 1) Reflecting on 
the transience of pleasure, or suggesting that one enjoy the pleasure of the moment; 2) Emphasizing and 
sympathizing with entertainers 3) Speculating about entertainers’ thoughts; and 4) Describing the 
entertainers and their activities objectively, 292.  
321 Rouzer asks that we take early fu to be “simply court poetry” (46), which allows him to establish two 
premises for his subsequent readings of the Song Yu rhapsodies: 1) court poetry is public poetry and 2) 
underlying all court poetry are issues of power differential (48).  
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backdrop of the performance. Xiao Gang’s extant corpus also includes numerous poems on 

entertainers, providing a convenient comparison between how the same experience is rendered 

across two different genres. Take his following poem on a nighttime performance:  

夜聽妓詩  Poem on Listening to Entertainers in the Evening322  
合歡蠲忿葉  Leaves of “joyous union” may dispel resentment, 
萱草忘憂條  stems of xuan plant can chase away sorrows.323   
何如明月夜  But do they compare to this moonlit evening, 
流風拂舞腰  where a streaming breeze brushes the dancing waists? 
朱唇隨吹動  Vermillion lips quiver as they blow [into flutes],324 
玉釧逐絃搖  jade bangles sway in rhythm of the strings. 
留賓惜殘弄  To retain guests they begrudge the remaining stanza, 
負態動餘嬌  relying upon their appearance, they marshal their abundant charm.  

 
 The physical and atmospheric setting of the gathering is evoked in the opening couplet 

with two plants, both of which can refer to the actual fauna present in an outdoor garden as well 

as allude to an atmosphere of carpe diem. The two inner descriptive couplets evoke three isolated 

parts of the body, each juxtaposed against another element present at the scene of the 

performance: wind/waist; lips/flutes; bangles (by extension, wrists)/strings. This pairing cannot 

be removed from the syntax of the five-character line, which in its descriptive mode is most 

commonly structured with two noun-phrases cast in dynamic interrelationship by a verb or 

conjunction. The choice of these three elements of the body is a familiar one, harkening back to 

the fu tradition of goddess and dancing. The closing couplet evokes Xiao Gang’s ending to his fu, 

where he balanced the dancers’ charm (jiao 嬌) with the ruler’s favor; here, the same equation is 

 
322 Lu Qinli, Quan Liang shi, 22.1954.  
323 A couplet that quotes and slightly reworks a passage from Xi Kang’s “Treatise on Prolonging Life” 養
生輪 : “joyous union” [plant] dispels resentment, xuan plant chases away sorrow, this is known to both 
the ignorant and the wise. 合歡蠲忿，萱草忘憂，愚智所共知也. Yan Kejun, Quan Sanguo wen, 
48.1324.  
324 Here I take the Yutai xinyong variant of 動 as opposed to the base text version of 盡.  
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erected across the two lines of the couplet: the guests’ attention (and pleasure) on one side, and 

the dancers’ appealing poses (tai 態) and “abundant charm” (yujiao 餘嬌), on the other. 

 Putting aside the title of the poem for a moment, if we only look at the poem proper, 

consider what we can surmise about its subject. Until the very last couplet, her identity is highly 

indeterminate: she exists as a collage of three sparse and highly generic elements, lips, waist, and 

(implied) arms. If it were not for the modifier “dancing” in the fourth line, she would be 

indistinguishable from a goddess, which as we have seen, also are described by evocation of 

their waists, lips, and adornments. But goddess do not “dance," an activity that necessitates an 

implicit power dynamic between performer and audience. This contract of services solicited and 

tendered is highlighted by Xiao Gang explicitly in the last couplet, which immediately dispels all 

ambiguity regarding the identity of the women.  

 Similarly, the following poem by the Liang literatus Jiang Hong 江洪 (fl. 487 - 517 CE) 

rhetorically foregrounds the dancer’s verisimilitude to a goddess:  

 詠舞女詩  On the Dancing Woman325  
 腰纖蔑楚媛  Her slender waist puts the Chu ladies to shame,326 
 體輕非趙姬  her weightless body is not that of Zhao Feiyan. 
 映襟闐寶粟  Brightening her lapels are inset jewels, like millet, 
 緣肘掛珠絲  outlining her elbows are dangling pearls, strung on silk.   
 發袖已成態  Sleeves extended, a pose already struck, 
 動足復含姿  feet stirring, again full of allure 
 斜睛若不眄  Her eyes askance as if not looking, 
 嬌轉復遲疑  then with a lovely sway, she looks all the more hesitant. 
 何慚雲鶴起  How could she feel bashful at the crane rising into the clouds,  
 詎減鳳鸞時 327 and is this inferior to the moment of phoenix and luan bird? 
 

 
325 Lu Qinli, Quan Liangshi, 26.2074.  
326 King of Chu reputedly fetishized slender waists (xiyao 細腰) and drove his palace women to starve 
themselves. Yanzi chunqiu jishi 7.458.  
327 I use Yutai xinyong variant of luan instead of jing to maintain parallelism with previous line 
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The poem opens with a set of negative assertions, contrasting the dancer against the famous 

palace ladies of received lore, and immediately continues onto various close-up images of her 

garments and parts of her body, one following another in quick succession. The dancer is 

presented as a composite of four fragments as the poet's sight darts horizontally from minute 

decorations of her lapels to those dangling from her elbows, and then vertically from the tip of 

her sleeves to her feet. The poem makes no mention of the accompanying music to the dance, or 

if the performer herself had been singing. Instead, the representation of the performance is an 

entirely visual one. When the poet’s glance eventually lands upon performer’s eyes, she is 

coquettish, half courting and half avoiding the audience, putting forth an air of enigma rather 

than a willingness to be read. In a fitting ending to a poem consisting purely of visual vignettes, 

the closing couplet continues to speak of the surface, rhetorically comparing the dancer to the 

image of mystical creatures of flight.  

 As in Xiao Gang’s poem, the visual vocabulary of Jiang Hong’s poem falls almost 

entirely within the goddess discourse - waist, lapels, sleeves, feet, and eyes. How he sees the 

dancer, with the exception of the fourth line, never exceeds the possibilities of what can be seen  

in the textual world of the goddess fus. Apart from calling each of these textually mapped (and in 

that sense, available) categories of the body into poetic existence, there is little interest in this 

particular waist, lapel, sleeve, etc., such that if one were to visually imagine what this dancer 

looked like she could well be identical to the goddesses of Song Yu and Cao Zhi. The additional 

depiction of her swaying and hesitant movements further evokes the pathos of the goddess who 

does not offer herself up entirely to her male beholder. Even the poem’s closing analogies draw 

from well-wrought conceits from the goddess fu tradition and the early dancing fu discourse (e.g. 

Fu Yi’s piece) in its rhetorical questioning of visual parity between the dancer and mythical 
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creatures of the heavens. Again, if it were not for the opening couplet juxtaposing the dancers 

against mortal women, the vocabulary of her representation would be indistinguishable from that 

of a goddess.  

 However, while the vocabulary draws from the goddess discourse, the effect is not 

entirely the same. In the previous chapter I discussed at length how the goddess fu represents the 

body with a totalizing order - that impulse is entirely absent in Jiang Hong’s poem. Instead of 

guiding the readers through a steady and organized perspective which incorporates a  

comprehensive inventory of the body, the poet thrusts the readers into a close-up detail of her 

garments (couplet two), and then immediately zooms out to the pregnant moment between a pose 

in stillness and the body again in motion. Such abrupt shifts - between parts of the body and from 

stillness to motion - is representative of how Southern Dynasties poetry represents the female 

entertainer. The next poem, composed to imperial command by the Liang poet Wang Xun 王訓 

(510 - 535 CE), reprises many of the characteristics I pointed out in Jiang Hong’s poem. 

 應令詠舞詩  Poem on Dance, Composed to Imperial Command328 
 新粧本絕世  Her freshly applied makeup surpasses what is found in this realm, 
 妙舞亦如仙  her marvelous dancing is also like an immortal. 
 傾腰逐韻管  her tilted waist, apace with the sounding pipes; 
 歛袵聽張絃  gathered lapels, attentive to the tightened strings.329 
 袖輕風易入  Sleeves weightless, the breezes enters with ease; 
 釵重步難前  hairpins heavy, her steps stall forward with difficulty.330  
 笑態千金動  Her smiling mien can shake thousands of gold, 
 衣香十里傳  her fragrant robes can be smelt from ten li afar.  
 將持比飛燕  If you compare her with “Flying Swallow,” 

 
328 Lu Qinli, Quan Liangshi, 9.1718. The poem is also attributed to Xiao Gang in the collectanea Records 
of Poetry 詩紀. 
329 I use the Gushiji variant of 袵 instead of 色 here, as it fits better with both the juxtaposition within the 
line of tightly closed lapels and the tension from the plucked strings, as well as the parallelism within the 
couplet of the waist to the upper body.  
330 The juxtaposition of light fluttering sleeves with cumbersome hair ornaments in parallel positions 
dates back to Sima Xiangru’s fu on the beautiful lady “her jade hair pin catches on his cap; her gossamer 
sleeves brush his robe” 玉釵挂臣冠/羅袖拂臣衣. Yan Kejun, Quan Hanwen. 63.245.  
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 定當誰可憐  there is no doubt who is more lovable. 
 
This poem is even more explicit in comparing the image of the dancer to immortals, as in the 

second line “her marvelous dancing is also like an immortal” 妙舞亦如仙. The descriptive 

couplets reprise the element of the waist, lapels, and sleeves, but also present a more multi-

dimensional experience. The dancer is set in the sound of music, feels the touch of the wind, and 

is the source of fragrance.  

 The next example, a fragment of the descriptive couplets by Liu Xiaoyi 劉孝儀 (484 - 

550 CE), demonstrate again how individual poets draw from a shared vocabulary to represent the 

experience of watching a performer. We find identical noun-phrases, both of the performer and 

the setting, recapitulated from one poem to another: 

 廻履裾香散  Shoes retreating, the fragrance of her robe disperses; 
 飄衫鈿響傳  robes flying, the sound of her ornaments ring forth.  
 低釵依促管  Low-draping hairpins follow the rush of the pipes, 
 慢睇入繁絃  a slow glance cast along with the multitude of strings.331 
 
Like Jiang Hong and Xiao Gang, Wang Xun and Liu Xiaoyi construct the dancer’s body and 

performance from a handful of distinct parts, each of which is cast in dynamic relationship with 

something else. This focus on individuated parts of the entertainer can be contrasted against the 

yongwu genre’s manner of representing inanimate objects, in which descriptive couplets speak to 

the whole of the object. Note also that there is no shared logic to the sequence of individual parts 

of the body: earlier Jiang Hong’s glance moved between the horizontal and the vertical; here, Liu 

Xiaoyi roughly follows an upward trajectory, while Wang Xun shifts back and forth all over the 

dancer’s body. Nor is there an internal logic to the pairing of parts to achieve symmetry and 

 
331 Quan Liangshi, 19.1895.  
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order within a couplet: lapels are juxtaposed with elbows but also waists; flowing robes can be 

paired with slippers as well as hairpins.  

 The last two examples also engage more than just one sense. Unlike Jiang Hong’s 

entirely visual poem, they depict a multi-dimensional experience of sight, sound, and smell that 

is intense but also in constant flux. The sound of bracelets clinging and the fragrance of a body 

approaching the audience are both momentary and sensory perceptions that depend on a 

particular movement or position, just like how the inclined waist and gathered lapels are 

transitory poses to be immediately morphed into another at the beckons of the music. In Wang 

Xun’s second couplet, the relationship between sleeves and wind suggests an ethereality of the 

dancer’s body, but is immediately qualified with an image of weight and obstruction in the 

parallel couplet. Liu Xiaoyi follows the rush of movement in the dancer’s hairpins immediately 

with a stillness in her glance, implying the cessation of motion.  

 We saw that the goddess, too, is an unstable entity who fluctuates between stillness and 

motion, far and near. However, the dancer of these poems exhibits a different kind of 

ephemerality than the goddess of the fu tradition. Brief and unpredictable it may be, a moment 

nonetheless exists when the goddess comes into full, steady view of the poet before fading away. 

In this moment she lays bare her exterior form for the poet’s blazon.  The dancer, however, 

resists orderly, sequential, and complete representation, and exists only in a succession of images 

despite the syntactical order inherent in the form of the five-syllable poem; and more often than 

not, she is composed of what covers, rather than is, her body.   

 

4.4 The Opaque Woman: Representation of Music and Singing  
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 While Jiang Hong’s poem solely focuses on the visual of the performance, other 

examples, as we have seen, are more multi-dimensional in their representation. In particular, the 

element of music - be it the accompaniment to the dancer or her own performance - is 

prominently featured in conjunction with the movements of the body. Wang Xun and Liu Xiaoyi 

both mention strings and woodwinds; Xiao Gang suggests that the entertainer was herself 

singing while dancing.332 This should come as no surprise, for we saw Fu Yi’s theorizing of 

dancing as an extension of singing and devoted significant segments of his fu to the musical 

aspect of the dance performance. The subsequent fus followed suit, and while they may have left 

out the lyrics of the songs, there was always mention of the dancers’ simultaneous singing. 

While one could argue that Fu Yi’s piece takes a normative rather than descriptive perspective, 

historical sources suggest that dances performed at banquets since the Jin dynasty (and possibly 

earlier) were invariably accompanied by singing.333 

 It is by partaking in these two activities of dancing and singing that the performer 

becomes meaningfully and fundamentally different from the goddess. As Fu Yi articulated in the 

preface to his fu, singing and dancing are means of manifesting one’s intent. But does this 

assumption hold in the genre of shi despite its deep roots and embeddedness in Ruist learning? 

The next pair of poems show how performance can be one of expression as well as concealment. 

The first poem by the Liang poet Liu Zun 劉遵 (488 - 535 CE) presents an entertainer who is 

transparent and readable: 

 
332 The line 朱唇隨吹動 could be interpreted two ways: “vermillion lip quiver along with flutes” could be 
describing the entertainer’s movement of blowing into the flute, or her singing along with the flute music.  
333 Jinhua Wangling, “Singing Lips in Observation: Ninth-century Chinese Poetry on Female 
Entertainers,” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2009), 18.  
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  應令詠舞詩   Poem written to command on dance334 
 倡女多豔色  The entertainer is abundant in her beauty,  
 入選盡華年  those selected are all of flowering youth. 
 舉腕嫌衫重  Lifting her wrist, she resents the heaviness of her sleeve; 
 廻腰覺態妍  bending her waist, letting her winsome manners be felt. 
 情繞陽春吹  Her emotions intertwines with the tune of “Warm Spring,”335 
 影逐相思絃  her shadows chase behind the strings of longing love. 
 履度開裙襵  As she treads through, her pleated skirts open; 
 鬟轉匝花鈿  with a turn of her knotted hair, jeweled flower pin twirls. 
 所愁餘曲罷  “I worry that the remainder of the song is soon over, 
 為欲在君前 336 for I only desires to be in front of you, sir.”  
 
The woman of interest is explicitly named as a “female entertainer” (changnv 倡女), a 

designation like ji that specifies her earthly nature. After she is identified in the opening couplet, 

Liu Zun immediately brings the reader into the motions of her dance. The waist, elsewhere 

paired with sleeves, brows, and garments, here couples with her wrist as a signifier of her 

lightness and allure. This vignette of two isolated body parts disappear in the next couplet to her 

emotions/desires (qing 情), rendered tangible with the verb “to intertwine” (rao 繞) and 

analogizes with the outward flow of sound from instruments. Similarly, her shadow, a product of 

her physicality, takes its place as the agent that responds to and interacts with the sound of the 

strings. It is no accident that this erasure of the corporeal body, container of qing and source of 

shadows, takes place in a couplet that harmonizes music and dance; after all, there is the 

presumed direct link between music and zhi of the performer. This figurative exposure of what is 

inside the body is immediately reverberated visually in the opening (kai 開) of her skirts, and the 

animation of her floral hair ornaments re-orients the reader to her face in preparation for her to 

 
334 He belongs to the close inner court circles that included Yu Jianwu, Xu Chi, Liu Xiaoyi, and Liu 
Xiaowei. 初，太宗在藩，雅好文章士，時肩吾與東海徐摛，吳郡陸杲，彭城劉遵、劉孝儀，儀弟

孝威，同被賞接 Liangshu, 49.689.  Xiao Gang has a eulogy for him lamenting his death preserved in his 
biography Liangshu, 41.  
335“ Warm Spring” 陽春 is the name of an ancient song. Yuefu shiji, juan 50.  
336 Quan Liangshi, 15.1810 
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“speak” in the closing couplet. This series of moves to penetrate the performer, first through the 

displacement of the physical body with the inner state of qing, and then through the visual prying 

open of skirt, culminate in the closing couplet which inhabits her interiority and speaks in her 

voice. The sentiment is a simple one: to prolong her physical presence in front of the audience, 

which in this case is synonymous with the perpetuation of music and her dancing, and identical 

to that in the closing couplet of Xiao Gang’s: 

留賓惜殘弄  To retain the guests, they begrudge the remaining stanza, 
負態動餘嬌  relying upon their appearance, they marshal their abundant charm.  

 
However, unlike Xiao Gang’s descriptive mode, Liu Zun’s couplet takes up an internal narrative. 

This is signaled by the use of the second person pronoun jun 君, which specifies the speaker to 

be the performer and also clarifies the intended audience. Coming directly from the performer 

herself, this voicing claims a higher degree of authenticity,337 one that is consistent with the 

premise of dancing as self-expressive.  

 Liu Zun’s poem makes no overt rhetorical comparisons between the entertainer and the 

goddess. The opening couplet even provides an additional glimpse into her identity - we are told 

that she was selected (ruxuan 入選) for her beauty and youth - and already we are far from the 

realm of the goddess who lacks any personal history or etiology. To the extent that her physical 

presence is described through the mention of her wrist, waist, and garments, in conjunction with 

the emphasis on weightlessness, the poem employs a similar syntax and rhetoric as previous 

examples, resulting in a sparse assemblage of disjointed images. Together with the claim of 

transparency in the last couplet, the poem inverts the archetype that we are familiar with from the 

fu tradition. There, the goddess could not be read but her body was on full display; Liu Zun’s 

 
337 Whether the substance is actually more authentic is another matter.  
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dancer, however, is an exterior of fragments and shadows set against a transparent interior on 

display.  

 In contrast is the next performer, whose representation fixates on the application of 

artifice and the resistance to exposure. Also composed by Jiang Hong, the poem digresses 

slightly from our interest in dancing in that it takes a singer as its topic. However, the poem 

engages with many of the issues relevant to my discussion on representation of physical 

appearance and inner transparency: 

 詠歌姬詩 338  Poem on the Singing Entertainer 
 寶鑷間珠花  Jeweled droplets dangle among pearls and flowers; 
 分明靚粧點  scintillating, her makeup carefully applied 
 薄鬢約微黃  Her delicate hair foregrounds the faint yellow, 
 輕紅澹鉛臉  a subtle rosiness ripples from her powdered face 
 發言芳已馳  About to sing, her fragrance already radiates outward; 
 復加蘭蕙染  all the more perfumed with scent of orchid and basil. 
 浮聲易傷歎  Her quivering sounds are prone to sorrow and sighs; 
 沈唱安而險  her low tones are steady but unpredictable. 
 孤轉忽徘徊  With one single turn, her voice trails and wavers; 
 雙蛾乍舒歛  her double moth brows now relaxed, now knitted. 
 不持全示人  Reluctant to completely be exposed to others, 
 半用輕紗掩  she covers half her face with a light silk.  
 
The physical imagery of the poem is entirely focused on her face. Just as the body is the 

instrument of dancing, the voice, with its locus in the face, is the instrument of singing. 

Somewhat unusual is the attention paid to the entertainer’s make-up and facial decorations, 

which take up the two opening couplets. From the dangling jewels of her hairpin that sway in 

front of her head, to the layers of different colors that cover her face, the singer is separated from 

and fortified against the perceiving audience with consciously applied ornamentations.  Before 

she even opens her mouth to sing, the audience first experiences one such artificial layer, the 

 
338 Quan Liangshi, 26.2073  
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scent of her perfume. The representation of her actual performance, spanning across the fourth 

and fifth couplets elides what she sings of and only describes the quality of her voice. Like the 

counterpart instrument of the body in dance, this voice is elusive and unstable. Its precarious 

nature is captured by the modifier xian 險, and its unpredictable movement by the binome 徘徊 

paihuai, which coincidentally is a quality frequently attributed to the physical movement of 

dancers.339   

 

4.4 The Absent Dance 

 In Liu Zun’s poem we saw a physical fragmentation and ephemerality accompanied by 

the poet’s claim of access to the entertainer’s interiority. If we imagine taking this mode of 

representation to the extreme, we find a scenario in which the entertainer’s physical presence is 

all but erased. This particular mode of writing on entertainers can be seen as early as the fifth 

century, in the following poem of Xie Tiao 謝脁 (464 - 499), a towering figure in the world of 

Yongming poetry:  

夜聽妓  Listening to Evening Entertainers340  
瓊閨釧響聞  From the jasper chamber the echo of bangle can be heard, 
瑤席芳塵滿  the sapphire mats are filled with fragrant dust. 
要取洛陽人  [The guests] request natives of Luoyang,341 
共命江南管  and together call for the pipes of Jiangnan. 
情多舞態遲  With overflowing feeling, she lingers before each gesture, 
意傾歌弄緩  Her thoughts pour out, her singing and dancing unhurried.  
知君密見親  “I know you, Sir, are smitten with me  - 
寸心傳玉盌  as your heart passes among the jade bowls.”342 

 
339 Seen variously in Zhang Heng and Xiao Gang’s “fu on Dancing” 舞賦; also associated with the 
movement of the goddess, see Cao Zhi’s “fu on the Luo River Goddess” 洛神賦.  
340 Quan Qi shi, 4.1451.  
341 In the poetic tradition Luoyang is famous for its beautiful women. 
342 The poem is also translated by Richard Mather in The Age of Eternal Brilliance: Three Lyric Poets of 
the Yongming Era (483  - 493), Volume Two. (Leiden: Brill, 2003), 22 - 23.  
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The entertainer’s physical presence is only perceived through a sound in the opening line, when 

the movement of her bangles signals her entrance. She is evoked indirectly through the parallel 

compounds “dancing poses” (wutai 舞態) and “singing and dancing” (genong 歌弄), but is 

otherwise absent from the poem. However, her thoughts are given metaphorical tangibility when 

combined with the verb “to tilt, to spill out” (qing 傾). The closing couplet continues this 

externalization of her thoughts by voicing them explicitly, as the perspective of the poem shifts 

to that of a first person monologue. The poet speaks on behalf of the performer, who flirtatiously 

exposes the observer’s own desire for her. Here it is not the dancer’s physical form, but her 

expressivity, that take center stage. Her sentiments and thoughts are the subjects of the third 

descriptive couplet, and then become the closing couplet.  

 This same mode of writing about performances can still be seen several decades later, in 

a poem by the Liang prince Xiao Yi 蕭繹 (508 - 555 CE), who composed the following poem in 

the presence and to the command of his brother, the crown prince Xiao Tong 蕭統 (501 - 531 

CE):  

 和林下作妓應令詩 
 Written to Princely Command: Response to “On the Singing Girls in the Grove” 343 

 
 

My translation differs from Mather’s in a number of ways, most significantly in the interpretation of the 
last two couplets. Mather render the third couplet with a double subject, so that “feelings” and thoughts” 
are those of the guests, followed by the “dancing” and “singing” of the performer. However, this kind of 
subject switch is not common in the five-syllable line, especially in the inner descriptive couplets of a 
yong poem. He also construes the closing couplet from the perspective of the (male) guest, and takes the 
last compound 玉盌 to be “jade wrists” 玉腕, a variant I cannot locate (the variant in Yutai xinyong reads 
鋺). His version is thus “I know you (the performer) are secretly in love with me / what’s in your heart 
has been transmitted by your jadelike wrists!” This rendering is incompatible with the gendered second 
person pronoun of jun; and the last line reads smoothly without having to substitute “jade bowl” - likely 
passed around filled with ale among the male guests - for “jadelike wrists."  See a similar pairing of the 
compound 寸心 with ale 杯酒 in another Xie Tiao poem, Quan Qishi, 4.1455.  
343Quan Liang shi, 25. 2051.  
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 日斜下北閣  Sunlight slants down upon the northern pavilion; 
 高宴出南榮  the grand banquet departs from the southern eaves. 
 歌清隨澗響  Clear melodies ring out along the brooks; 
 舞影向池生  silhouettes of dancers rise in the pond. 
 輕花亂粉色  Flimsy petals roil rosy-colored beauties;  
 風篠雜絃聲  wind-blown bamboos unsettle the sound of strings.  
 獨念陽臺下  “I only think of the Yang terrace -344  
 願待洛川笙  where I await for the pipes of the Luo River.”345 
 
 The inner descriptive couplets traverse sound and sight, among which the performer 

leaves two visible traces: first, a reflection in the pond, and second, a wave of pink hue among 

flower petals. Both are intimately juxtaposed against elements of nature - the reflection which 

only exist by means of the pond, and her rouged face which merges into the flower petals. So 

integrated into her surrounding environment, the performer is almost invisible. Against this faint 

presence is Xiao Yi’s closing articulation of her thoughts. In this case, the lack of any personal 

pronouns means the couplet can be taken either in first person (as I have done in the translation), 

or in the third person. Regardless of perspective, the couplet renders the performer emotionally 

transparent, exposing her desire toward a princely patron.  

 The use of allusions in the closing couplet is another common technique of yongwu 

poem. The sentiment of the seventh line places the entertainer in the position of the goddess by 

alluding to the famed locus of this archetype, while the eighth projects onto Xiao Tong the role 

 
344 The yang terrace (yangtai 陽臺), is the locus amoenus associated with the brief tryst between the 
Goddess of the Wu Mountain and an ancient King of Chu from Song Yu’s 宋玉 preface to his Rhapsody 
on Gaotang (Gaotang fu 高唐賦). After the King shared the pleasures of intimacy with her, the Goddess 
abandoned him, saying, “I appear as a cloud in the morning, and rain at dusk; every dawn and every dusk, 
here beneath the yang terrace.” 旦為朝雲，暮為行雨. 朝朝暮暮，陽臺之下. Xiao Tong 蕭統, ed., Wen 
Xuan 文選 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1986), 19.875.  
345 This refers to Wang Ziqiao 王子喬, a legendary prince of the Western Zhou who played the sheng 
pipes in imitation of the call of a phoenix while roaming the Yi and Luo rivers. He eventually ascended to 
the sky on a crane and became an immortal. See Li Fang 李昉 et al. ed., 太平廣記 Taiping Guangji 
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1995), 4.24. 
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of the immortal prince Wang Ziqiao. This rhetorical move differs from that of the metaphors and 

similes which compare the performer’s appearance to the goddess. Although both connect the 

performer to the archetype of the goddess, the former requires a complete identity between two 

sides of the comparison (in the moment of its utterance), while the latter only connects partial or 

contingent aspects, such as a quality of lightness or a particular pose. Furthermore, analogies of 

similarities, be it of physical appearance or demeanor, do not monopolize to the exclusion of 

other analogies - the performer may resemble a goddess but also something else (phoenix, geese, 

etc). The allusion, especially when constructed through the ventriloquism of inhabiting the 

performer’s own voice, opens up the question of multiple, if not conflicting identities. In the next 

set of poems, we see how this plays out.  

 

4.5 Multiple Identities: The Case of Allusions  

 This pair of poems is unique in that they are likely to have been composed together, with 

one poet directly responding to the other. While the precise timing of their composition cannot 

be proven, there are number of strong reasons that support this idea. First, the poems are 

composed by figures who historically occupied the same physical and cultural space, one the 

crown prince of Liang, and the second a prominent political and literary figure of his court. 

Second, both figures participated in the kind of salons and banquets where occasional poems in 

the yong mode were written, often in response to the same topic. Lastly, the text of the poems 

themselves suggest a strong complementarity: matching titles (one called “On Dancing," the 

other, “Matching the Poem on Dancing”) and structures, as well as resonant motifs and allusions 

that “speak” to each other throughout the poem.  
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 The first poem is by the Liang prince Xiao Gang, whose “fu on Dancing” and poem “On 

Listening to Entertainers in the Evening” were discussed earlier: 

 詠舞詩 346  On Dancing 
 戚里多妖麗  In the imperial relatives’ quarters seductive beauties abound, 
 重娉蔑燕餘  this extraordinary charmer puts the beauties of Yan to shame. 
 逐節工新舞  She follows the rhythm to craft novel dances, 
 嬌態似凌虛  her enchanting demeanor evokes that of the lofty void.  
 納花承襵概  Gathered blossoms withdraw along her pleats, 
 垂翠逐璫舒  dangling kingfisher unfurl after her earrings. 
 扇開衫影亂  As her fan opens, shadows of her skirt become tangled; 
 巾度履行疏  ribbons passing, the path of her steps fade away.347 
 徒勞交甫憶  In vain, she troubles the thoughts/desire of Jiaofu, 
 自有專城居  for she already has a “Prefect of the City.”348  
 
The poem begins in a physical and social space familiar to the author, the residence of the 

imperial relatives where beautiful women abound. The dancer is compared against such women, 

as well the proverbial beauties of Yan, before the poems moves on to describe her dancing. 

Immediately Xiao Gang conjures up another space, the airy and heavenly “lofty void” (lingxu 凌

虛), to which the dancer’s demeanor is likened. Paradoxically, the use of “craft” (gong 工) in 

parallel position with “evokes” (si 似) draws attention to the limits of the human body, for she 

must labor to present her dance, and she only suggests the state of the transcendent. From this 

description of her holistic appearance comes a sudden shift of perspective as the line of sight 

focuses onto individual and detailed parts of her dress. The next two couplets are complex and 

dense, with each line juxtaposing two disparate elements linked by the dancer’s motion and a 

concomitant shift in the observer’s gaze, while each line resonates with its coupled counterpart 

 
346 Quan Liangshi, 21.1942 
347 jin is a special prop used in dancing.  
348 Zheng Jiaofu encountered two goddesses by the river fo the Hangao mountains, they gifted him with 
two pendants and then disappeared; “Prefect of the City” is the husband in the Luofu lore, who is 
boastfully described by her when she was propositioned by a lustful governor.  
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through visually contrasted objects and movements. Flowers (likely embroidered) are cast in 

motion as the dancer sways the pleats of her skirt, just as dangling ornaments seem to chase after 

her earrings. In both cases the description captures an ephemeral and intimate moment, where the 

observer’s gaze falls upon minute details that are made visible only by the dancer’s pose at that 

specific moment. In the next couplet, similar outlines are juxtaposed against one another: first the 

plane of her open fan against the surface of shadows, then the line of a ribbon against the implied 

space left by her steps. Xiao Gang suggests the dance climaxes in a moment of disorder (luan 亂) 

before he concludes with the dancer’s exit, but whereas the verb luan described the dancers’ hair 

in his fu, here it is ascribed to the incorporeal shadows cast by her skirt.  

 Throughout the poem, the dancer is represented entirely by means of what is on and 

attached to her body, rather than parts of the bodies themselves. Set against the flesh and bones 

of the goddess we saw in Song Yu and Cao Zhi, Xiao Gang’s dancer is quite literally all surface 

and no substance. Whereas earlier examples tend to juxtapose one aspect of the dancer against 

something external to her within one line, Xiao Gang’s lines are compact with moving parts, all 

of which are part of the dancer. By placing the verb at the very end, Xiao Gang employs the 

syntax of the five-character line to delay, rather than facilitate, the readers’ visual imagination of 

her performance: only upon reaching the end of the line can the reader put the two elements in 

spatial, temporal, or causal relationship with one another. The resulting effect is one like the 

tangled shadows of her skirt, disorientingly dense and fragmentary.  

 Like Xiao Yi, Xiao Gang concludes the poem with a pair of allusions, only here both 

project an alternative identity upon the dancer, one divine and the other mortal. The two river 

goddesses encountered by Jiaofu leave him with only gifts and presumably, his memories of the 

encounter. This lore from the Han dynasty text Biographies of Immortals 列仙傳 is also used by 
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Cao Zhi in his fu, and becomes one of the frequent allusions used by poets describing goddesses 

as well as beautiful, mortal women. This otherwise unsurprising move is followed with a 

counterpart allusion to the maiden Luofu, a stock character of the yuefu tradition whose powerful 

and handsome husband renders her unavailable to the desirous men she encounters. The 

transparency of her internal thoughts is something we have come across in earlier examples, but 

here the voicing implies a switch in identity: the two halves of the couplet point not only to 

different archetypes, but ones that have categorical associations across the immortal versus 

mortal divide. 

 Before discussing how we can understand this peculiar use of allusions, let us examine 

the matching poem by Yu Xin 庾信 (513 - 581 CE) and how it responds, and if it also points to 

the possible gap between two kinds of feminine identity: 

 和詠舞   Matching the Poem on Dance 
 洞房花燭明  Inside inner chambers, carved candles burn bright; 
 燕餘雙舞輕  the Yan dancers are graceful in their paired dance. 
 頓履隨疎節  Tapping their feet, they follows the sparse beat; 
 低鬟逐上聲  lowering their coiffeurs, they trail after the Shangsheng melody. 
 步轉行初進  Paces turning, their path just about to advance; 
 衫飄曲未成  robes flowing, the song is yet not over. 
 鸞迴鏡欲滿  The phoenix turns around, a mirror yearning to be complete, 
 鶴顧市應傾  The crane looks back, all of the marketplace vying to watch. 
 已曾天上學  Have once studied dance in the heavens, 
 詎是世中生 349 How could they have been born in this mortal world? 
 
Yu Xin echoes Xiao Gang’s first couplet by opening with a physical location in the first line and 

repeating the compound yanyu 燕餘 in the second. The next two descriptive couplets are less 

dense, encompassing a total of four familiar elements, each taking up the subject of the line. 

Different also is Yu Xin’s inclusion of music: absent in Xiao Gang’s poem, it is mentioned in 

 
349 Quan Beizhou shi, 3.2372.  

http://hanchi.ihp.sinica.edu.tw.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/ihpc/hanji?@100%255E1081598848%255E807%255E%255E%255E8040700700130003000100010007%255E16@@1369879639#hit002
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three of the four descriptive lines, each time matched with a part of the dancers’ body (shoes, 

hair, robes). The fourth couplet, rather than the last, is the allusive one, and a rather 

unconventional one. The first alludes to a story whose earliest extant source is from Fan Tai 范

泰 of Liu Song, in a preface he wrote to his “Poem on the luan Bird” 鸞鳥詩: 

Once a king of Jibin [in present day Afghanistan] set out to snare birds in the 
Junqi mountain and caught a luan bird. The King cherished it greatly. He wanted 
it to sing but could not find a way to bring it about. He graced it with a golden 
cage, fed it with rare delicacies, and treated it with increasing kindness; yet for 
three years it did not sing. His wife said, “I’ve heard that a bird will sing only 
when it sees its own kind. Why don’t you hang a mirror for it so that it will see its 
reflection?” The king followed her advice. When the luan saw its reflection, it 
cried out sadly, and the mournful echoes rose into the sky. Then it gave a leap and 
expired.350  
 
昔罽賓王結罝 峻祁之山 ， 獲一鸞鳥， 王甚愛之， 欲其鳴而不致也. 乃飾以

金樊， 饗以珍羞. 對之逾戚， 三年不鳴. 夫人曰： ‘聞鳥見其類而後鳴， 何
不縣鏡以映之！王從言.  鸞睹影感契， 慨焉悲鳴， 哀響中霄， 一奮而絕.351   
 

The luan bird, lonesome at having been captured, is deceived into seeing its own kind (lei 類) by 

the use of a mirror and dies upon one last cry.352 It is paired with a second allusion to an 

anecdote  from the late Han work Spring and Autumn Annals of Wu and Yue 吳越春秋:  

The King of Wu Helü had a young daughter. The king and his wife presented her 
a meal of steamed fish, but only after the King already ate half of it. The daughter 
was angered by this: “Your majesty has eaten the fish to humiliate me, I cannot 
bear to live long.” Thereupon she committed suicide. The king was pained by this 
and buried her outside of the west gate of the Wu capital. He carved out a pond, 
piled up a mound with soil, made a stone coffin, and buried her with gold ritual 
vessels, jade cups, silver goblets, and pearl-studded clothes. Then he also had 
white cranes dance in the center of the Wu marketplace. Tens of thousands of 
people filed in to watch, upon which the king have the men and women, along 
with the cranes, led into the tomb door.  He sealed the tomb to thus escort the 
deceased.  

 
350 Translation from Rouzer, Articulated Ladies, 155. 
351 Quan Song shi, 1.1144.  
352 Yu Xin is the first poet we know of to (repeatedly) incorporate this allusion in his poetry (it appears 
also in number 22 of his  “Imitating Expressing My Feelings” 擬詠懷 series.  
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吳王闔閭有小女，王與夫人女會食蒸魚，王嘗半，女怨曰：王食魚辱我，不

忍久生，乃自殺.闔閭痛之，葬於邦西閶門外.  鑿池積土為山，石為槨，金鼎

玉盃銀樽珠襦之寶以送女，乃舞白鶴於吳市中，萬人隨觀，遂使男女與鶴俱

入墓門，因塞之以送死.353 
 

Cranes are ushered into the marketplace for a performance and then entombed as sacrificial 

victims. The irony in this second allusion would not be lost on the readers: the line’s literal 

meaning is that of awe at the cranes’ ability to summon up a huge audience, but thinly veiled is 

the violent spectacle of their undeserved death. 

  There is no doubt that the two ill-fated birds serve as counterparts for the dancers. 

Likening the dancers’ movements to flying birds is a formulaic trope, albeit one normally used to 

accentuate the grace of their form as we had seen in both fu and shi examples of this chapter. The 

two verbs in parallel positions, “turning around” (hui 迴) and “looking back” (gu 顧), also echo 

identical diction used in the fu discourse on dancers.354 But here these conventional moves take 

on more sinister implications and force the reader to consider a series of troubling questions. The 

poetic representation of court entertainers may borrow heavily from the discourse of the goddess, 

but are they not “of the same kind” - in the language of the allusion - with the two creatures 

captured by force and made to entertain at their owners’ whim, anything but willing instruments 

of their art form? 

 If the allusions suggest how very different entertainers are from goddesses, the closing 

couplet explicitly challenges the tendency to overlook and erase the boundaries between the two 

categories. Recall the ending of Xiao Gang’s poem, to which Yu Xin composes in response: 

 
353 Wu Yue chunqiu 4.7a.  
354 Xiao Gang had used this pair of verbs in close succession in the ending section of his “fu on Dancing”: 
“Paccing to and fro, they turn back with a gaze… Sweeping back their robes, they come together” 顧眄徘

徊/迴巾自擁. See translation of full text in previous chapter. Elsewhere both are used several times by Fu 
Yi and  Zhang Hen in their fus to describe the movements of the dancers.  
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 徒勞交甫憶  In vain, she troubles the thoughts/desire of Jiaofu, 
 自有專城居  for she already has a “Prefect of the City.”  
 
In a rhetorical sleight of hand, the literal subject behind the allusion has switched from goddess 

to Luofu, while the implied subject of the line remains constant (the dancer). But Xiao Gang is 

silent about what to make of this shift and the dichotomy it traverses. It is this very ambiguity 

created by Xiao Gang’s playful deflation of goddess to mortal that Yu Xin responds to and 

address head-on in his closing couplet. To first assert that the performer “once studied in the 

heavens” is to still gesture at her heavenly origins, but the line is answered by the question “How 

could she have been born in this mortal word?” The rhetorically posed statement simultaneously 

suggests that she was not born in this world, while drawing attention to her earthly provenance 

with the very utterance of shi zhong sheng 世中生. The couplet perfectly reprises Xiao Gang’s 

own move from goddess to mortal, all the while highlighting the contradiction therein. 

 Yu Xin’s double allusions to coerced creatures also implicate the theory of expressivity 

that underlies the Ruist understanding of dancing. We saw this theory foregrounded in Fu Yi’s fu 

and subsequent fus on dancing, but the poetry of entertainers presents a more varied engagement 

with the issue of their interior subjectivity and readability. We saw how certain poems are 

concerned only with a visual surface, while those that probe the interiority of the dancers either 

represent them as akin to the opaque goddesses or entirely transparent, in which case their 

desires and intent remain directed back toward the male audience. In one particular poem by Liu 

Zun, we saw the poet inhabit the entertainer’s voice to express the desire to keep dancing - a 

sentiment that perfectly closes the hermeneutic circle between inner intent zhi and outward 

manifestation. In other words, not only does the poet have access to the dancer’s inner intent, but 

this access reveals a desire that reinforces her teleological definition. In contrast, Yu Xin is the 

only poet whose representation of dancers and dancing draws attention to a potential break in 
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this hermeneutic circle: the unflattering comparison to creatures forced into performance (not 

coincidentally, one into singing and the other, dancing) shatters the illusion of willing and 

transparent expression.Without the genuine desire to perform at all, what credence can be lent to 

the resultant manifestations of song and dance?  

 Yu Xin’s complicated vision is a marginal voice in this routine literary practice. Most 

poems, as we have seen, are not troubled by the fundamental differences between the goddess 

and the entertainer. I have traced some of the variations in the representation of entertainers: the 

degree of emphasis on corporeal presence; how poets negotiate the issue of their transparency; 

and how the form of the shi has shaped a new aesthetic in the representation of a feminine form. 

The discourse on goddesses, evoked through diction, analogies, and allusions, is rarely absent in 

this poetry. However, the terms of this evocation have become increasingly complex, and at 

times, fraught with tension. In Yu Xin’s poem we find the discourse pushed to its logical 

extreme. Foregrounding the notion of agency, Yu Xin forces the readers to confront the paradox 

latent in writing about what are in many senses things of the Southern Dynasties cultural  

economy as if they are willful and transcendent. That the poem is itself written to command and 

ordered to match that of his political superior and patron, suggests a reading of it as a disquieting 

meta-commentary on the very practice of courtly yongwu poetry itself. 

 

4.6 Conclusion  

 At the end of Chapter Three I asked if distinguishing between goddess and dancer is 

significant within the fu tradition. Fu Yi’s seminal piece “fu on Dancing” borrows heavily from 

the goddess fu of Western Han in its depiction of the female form, but wrestles it from an 

ambiguous narrative of unfulfilled desire to a premise that affirms the Ruist theory of expression. 
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However, this stripping of the archetypal goddess’s hermeneutic mystery is not motivated by an 

interest to imbue her with earthly mortality. In fact, the entire text still operates very much within 

the Western Han fu discourse of the goddess as an object of imperial rhetoric. Just as the persona 

Song Yu describes the goddess to satisfy King Xiang’s curiosity, the poet Fu Yi narrates the 

dance for the king’s entertainment. In the subsequent development of fu compositions on 

dancing, we see the introduction of terminology that beckons toward a worldly realm. The myth-

like feast of King Xiang is replaced by the appearance of ancestral shrines or palatial complexes; 

just as generic “beauties” in Fu Yi and Zhang Heng give way to labels that betray their 

institutionalized nature.  

 In this chapter, we see the dichotomy between goddess and dancer fully articulated, and 

in one particular case, problematized. At its most complex, the poetry of the Southern Dynasties 

brings together two discourses of female presence and highlights the potential tensions therein. 

One is of a goddess who appears and disappears at her own volition, who possesses the agency to 

reject male desire, and who is fundamentally unreadable to her male beholder; and the other, a 

woman of the institutionalized ji class who appears at the summon of her patron, who can be 

obtained, possessed, traded as currency, and who performs a function that in Ruist discourse 

necessitates expressive transparency. Continuity in the vocabulary of their physical 

representation enabled Southern Dynasties poets to write about the reality of the female 

entertainer in a language that is inseparable from the discourse of the goddess. Yet the similitude 

between dancers and goddesses, so pervasive in this poetry that it nears a truism, is a fragile one. 

Not unlike the reflection of the luan bird in the mirror, conjured into existence through the act of 

looking, it is far from sufficient to substitute for the real thing.  
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Part III Telltale Bodies 

 

  In Parts I and II, I examined how representations of the body across two different genres  

are deeply intertwined with the intellectual and literary traditions that situate the body in relation 

to knowledge about the self. Part III leaves behind the belletristic genres of fu and shi poetry and 

turn to the less well-defined genre of prose narratives, more specifically collections of zhiguai 

tales and Buddhist miracle tales that circulated roughly between the fourth and the sixth century. 

The thriving of “anomaly accounts” (zhiguai 志怪), beginning with the Eastern Jin (266 CE) and 

continuing through the Liang (502-557 CE), is a defining feature of Six Dynasties literary 

history, and this part of the dissertation will look across some of its most representative 

collections. Altogether, I examine selections from Soushen ji 搜神記, compiled by the Jin 

historian Gan Bao 干寶 (d. 336 CE); Records in Proclamation of Manifestations 宣驗記 and 

Records of the Hidden and the Visible Worlds 幽明錄, both attributed to the Liu-Song (420-479 

CE) prince Liu Yiqing 劉義慶 (403-444 CE); Record of Strange Things 述異記 compiled by the 

Liu-Song scholar Zu Chongzhi 祖沖之 (429-500 CE); Signs from the Unseen Realm 冥祥記 

compiled by scholar-official Wang Yang 王琰 (fl. late fifth - early sixth centuries); and Accounts 

of Vengeful Souls 冤魂志 compiled by the Liang official Yan Zhitui 顏之推 (531-after 591 CE). 

Written with plain prose and narrative conventions evocative of historiography, these tales are 

linguistically and stylistically worlds apart from the genres of rhymed rhapsody and classical 

poetry, but they are compiled by and circulated among the same cultural milieu.355 They are 

 
355 For a recent and succinct overview on the likely motivations, sources, and aims of zhiguai compilers, as well as 

the implications for how the genre should be read, see Robert Ford Campany’s introduction in Robert Campany in 
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often brief in length, simple in narrative structure, and lack the use of figurative language.356 As 

a consequence of these characteristics and the sheer number of individuated entries, scholars 

have primarily studied the genre as a trove of information on early medieval cultural and 

religious life, as well as the practice of story-telling and textual compilation.  

 My goal in this chapter is to examine a number of tales across the aforementioned list of 

early medieval collections, with a focus on the particular narrative motif of the injured and 

anomalous body. While the tales I discuss are no doubt embedded in certain contemporary 

practices and belief systems, I focus instead on how they cast the physical body as a source of 

knowledge about the world, and how the particular genre of narrative can advance or question 

such claims of epistemology. Corporeal details, when they do enter these narratives, are never 

incidental or mere stylistic flourishes. Rather, they are central to the resolution of plot, and more 

often than not, are represented as a body wounded or deviated from normalcy. By comparing 

tales from a variety of collections, some of which are explicit products of religious doctrine, 

while others are more ambiguous in their ideological provenance, I argue that across this division 

is the shared narrative trope of the physical body as potentially readable for knowledge about the 

external world. At the same time, individual tales diverge in the extent to which such readings 

are legitimate. Furthermore, I situate this epistemology of the body as “evidence” against an 

alternative narrative mode that features the body as omen. In doing so, I also revisit some of the 

scholarly consensus regarding the Buddhist miracle tale and the various intellectual frameworks 

employed in reading and explaining these texts.  

  

 
A Garden of Marvels: Tales of Wonder from Early Medieval China (Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 2015), 
xix - xliv.  

356 Ibid. 
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Chapter 5 

Evidence and Omens in Zhiguai Narratives  

 

5.1 Body as Evidence  

 If early medieval zhiguai collections constitute a cosmographic tradition in which 

anomalous phenomena are located in and domesticated into a cultural order,357 then it is within 

the sub-tradition of Buddhist miracles that the human body appears repeatedly as a prominent 

site for the articulation of that order. The miracle tale emerged as an important subset of zhiguai 

by the fourth century, and continued to flourish as a genre of narrative storytelling well past the 

Six Dynasties.358 Because this sub-tradition is so overtly marked as Buddhist either through 

prefaces or prominent Buddhist concepts and practices, little attention has been paid to miracle 

tales beyond the study of their religious cadences. In contrast to existing scholarship, my 

approach focuses on the narrative aspect of miracle tales and pays attention to how each tale, in 

 
357 For this theory of interpreting the zhiguai genre, see Robert Ford Campany, Strange Writings: Anomaly Accounts 

in Early Medieval China (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996). For an alternative view of zhiguai 
as diverging from traditional historiography during the Six Dynasties, see Kenneth J. DeWoskin, The Six 
Dynasties Chih-Kuai and the Birth of Fiction” in Andrew H. Plaks, ed., Chinese Narratives: Critical and 
Theoretical Essays (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977). More recently, Campany updates some of his 
views in his introduction to A Garden of Marvels: Tales of Wonder from Early Medieval China, xix - xliv. 

358 For a historical survey and introduction to medieval collections (up to the Tang), see Donald E. Gjertson, “The 
Early Chinese Buddhist Miracle Tale: A Preliminary Survey,” Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 
101, No. 3 (Jul. - Sep., 1981): 287 - 301. 

 The scholarly consensus (both Chinese and Western) is to see miracle tales as a sub-set of zhiguai. Most 
discussions of the miracle tale categorize or refer to it as zhiguai, but the opposing view is taken up by Kenneth J. 
Dewoskins, who sees miracle tales as distinct from zhiguai due to their “didactic” nature. See K.J Dewoskin, “The 
Soushen ji and the zhiguai Tradition: A Bibliographic and Generic Study” (PhD diss., Columbia University, 
1974), 312. For my purposes I take up the majority position, and see two strong reasons for doing so. First, it is 
often formally indistinguishable from anomalous accounts which pre-date its circulation in its language, style, and 
structure; and second, the bibliographic tradition as early as the seventh century classifies the miracle tale under 
“heterogenous accounts” (zazhuan 雜傳) within history shi 史, a long with other anomaly collections which 
became the standard classics of the zhiguai genre. See Sui shu jingji zhi 隨書經籍志, Suishu, juan 33. The 
important role played by this bibliographic treatise in the establishment of zhiguai as a genre is discussed in Liu 
Mingming, Theory of the Strange: Toward the Establishment of Zhiguai as a Genre” (PhD diss., University of 
California, 2015).  
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its composite units and the progression among them, functions as a narrative. By adopting this 

approach, I attempt to go beyond the identification of Buddhist ideology and practices, which 

glosses over the particularities of any one story in favor of their manifestation of an overarching 

ideology. Additionally, my emphasis on the narrative aspect of this material allows me to cross-

read it with tales that are strictly outside of the miracle tale tradition, and go beyond the 

comparison of how they offer divergent representations of religious and cultural practices.359 

 Donald Gjertson has classified the miracle tale into three general types: 1) accounts of 

divine intervention in times of need, usually initiated by appeals to Avalokitesvara; 2) 

illustrations of the efficacy of Buddhist piety, often through descriptions of the workings of the 

law of karmic retribution; 3) miracles associated with famous monks or laymen, serving to 

demonstrate their high spiritual attainments.360 I begin by focusing on the second type, where the 

body is especially prominent and systematically featured. Tales of this type narrate a diverse 

range of transgressions, many of which explicitly violate the Buddhist precepts, and how such 

transgressions are met with the punishment of wounding, illness, death, or some combination 

thereof. However, individual tales differ in how bodily punishment is represented, as well as how 

such representations are cast in relation to the rest of the tale.  

 Compare the two following examples, both dating to around the fifth century and are 

exemplars of the miracle tale tradition. The first is from Records in Proclamation of 

 
359 Representative of this approach is much of Chinese language scholarship on narratives of early medieval period, 

such as the literary histories of Wang Guoliang and Li Jianguo. In English, Zhang Zhenjun who has written 
extensively on the influence of Buddhism on the zhiguai tradition, and his translation and study of Youming lu 
emphasize the extrapolation of religious or cultural belief systems from the tales. Similarly, Robert Campany’s 
2012 monograph on Ming Xiangji situates the entire collection in religious culture, and while he annotates each 
tale, there is little interest in themes beyond those that speak to Buddhist practices and ideological.  

360 Gjertson, 296. 
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Manifestations 宣驗記, attributed to the same Liu-Song prince and famed literary patron Liu 

Yiqing 劉義慶 who compiled the popular anecdote collection Shishuo xinyu:361 

In the Ye city of Xiangzhou prefecture was a bronze statue of the Buddha of six-
zhang high. There was an outlaw Ding Ling, whose nature was malicious and 
who lacked belief in the Buddha. He shot an arrow at the face of the statue, and 
blood flowed down. Although it was covered with ornamentations, one could still 
see the streaks of blood. Then he selected five hundred stalwart men, ordered 
them to uproot the statue so it can be melted into cash and made into tools. 
Thereupon from its mouth came a loud noise, roaring like thunder. The men were 
all scared to death and fell to the ground, disoriented out of their wits and unable 
to stand. After having been frightened like this, all the thieves converted to the 
Dharma. Later Ding Ling became ill, and was condemned to death.362  
 
相州鄴城中有丈六銅立像一軀.  賊丁零者，志性兇悖，無有信心.  乃彎弓射

像面, 血下交流.  雖加瑩飾，血痕猶在.  又選五百力士，令挽仆地，消鑄為

銅，擬充器用.  乃口發大聲，響烈雷震.  力士亡魂喪膽，人皆仆地.  迷悶宛

轉，怖不能起.  由是賊侶慙惶，歸信者眾.  丁零後時著疾，被誅乃死.  363 
 

The second, from the late fifth century collection Signs from the Unseen Realm 冥祥記, 

compiled by scholar-official Wang Yan 王琰:364  

During the Song (420-479 CE), there lived a nun named Shi Zhitong; she resided 
in Jianjing Monastery in the capital. She was young and of a lovely appearance, 
but her faith in the path was not steadfast. When her master died, she left the path 
and married Liang Qunfu of Wei Commandery. She gave birth to a son. When the 
child was six years old, the family was very poor and had insufficient means to 
buy material for clothing. When Zhitong had been a nun, she had had several 

 
361 Alternatively known as Mingyan ji 冥驗記, this collection is reconstituted through various collections, gathered 

by Lu Xun 魯迅 in his 古小說鉤沉 , and later supplemented with additional entries from More Records of 
Avalokitsevara’s Responsive Manifestations 繫觀世音應驗記 as preserved in a Kamakura-era manuscript only 
published in 1970. Campany, Strange Writings,77.See also Gjertson’s overview in “The Early Buddhist Miracle 
Tale," pp. 292-293. For biographical introduction to Liu Yiqing’s role as literary patron, see Zhang Zhenjun, 
“Observations on the Life and works of Liu Yiqing,” Early Medieval China,no. 20 (2014): 83 - 104. Chen Yafang 
陳雅芳 discusses how the collection manifests Buddhist teachings in “Lun Xuanyan ji zhong de fojiao sixiang” 論
宣驗記中的佛教思想, Qingnian wenxue jia 青年文學家, no. 20 (2014): 188-189.  

362 Translations mine unless otherwise noted.  
363 Taiping guangji 116.811.  
364 For biographical information on Wang Yan and an introduction to the entire collection, see Campany’s 

introduction in Signs from the Unseen Realm (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press), 7 -17. Also Campany, 
Strange Writings, 82. The collection is the subject of Wang Guoliang 王國良’s Ming xiangji yanjiu 冥祥記研究 
(Taipei: wen shi zhe chuban she, 1999). Wang’s approach is to discuss the extent the tales reflect Buddhist ideas 
and practices.  
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scrolls of the Infinite Life Sutra, Lotus Sutra, and other sutras, all on undyed silk. 
She bleached the fabric and sewed it to make clothes for the boy. A year later she 
fell ill. She was confused and frightened, and her whole body was covered with 
wounds that resembled burns. Every day she pulled a liter’s worth of thin white 
worms from her body. The pain was unbearable, and she screamed day and night. 
She often heard a voice in midair saying, “Because you destroyed sutras to make 
clothes, you are receiving this punitive retribution.” In a little over a week she was 
dead.365  
 
宋尼釋智通，京師簡靜尼也.  年貌姝少，信道不篤.  元嘉九年，師死罷道，

嫁為魏郡梁群甫妻.  生一男，年大七歲，家甚窮，貧無以為衣.  通為尼時，

有數卷素《無量壽》、《法華》等，悉練擣之，以衣其兒.  居一年，而得

病，恍惚驚悸，竟體剝爛，狀若火瘡.  有細白蟲，日去升餘，燥痛煩毒，晝

夜號叫.  常聞空中語云:  “壞經為衣，得此劇報.”  旬餘而死. 366 
 

The basic plot structure is identical across both stories and echoed through countless similar 

variations. Desecration of sacred objects is punished by physical injury and ultimately death. 

Typical to the miracle tale, the stories are straightforward in language and economical in plot 

structure: the agent of transgression is singled out as the starting point of narration, and 

transgression temporally precedes punishment. In both we are granted a glimpse into the 

protagonists’ character and psychology before a chain of events that set the mechanism of 

retribution into motion: malice in the former, and religious doubt in the latter.  

 However, there is a small difference in the temporal specificity and implied causality of 

retribution. Ding Ling, at an unspecified “later” time (houshi 後時), falls ill (zhuji 著疾) and is 

“condemned” (zhu 誅) to death. Shi Zhitong’s illness (bing 病), on the other hand, occurs “one 

year later” (ju yinian 居一年), and is elaborated upon with the details of “her whole body was 

covered with wounds that resembled burns; every day she pulled a liter’s worth of thin white 

worms from her body” 竟體剝爛，狀若火瘡.  有細白蟲，日去升餘. Eventually both die from 

 
365 Translation adapted from Campany, Signs from the Unseen Realm, 203.  
366 Lu Xun 魯迅, Gu Xiaoshuo gouchen 古小說鉤沉 (Hong Kong: Xinyi chubanshe,1967), 505. 
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their sins, but the additional details in the story of Shi Zhitong highlight - and almost insist on - a 

causality that is only implied in the story of Ding Ling. The temporal lull between Ding Ling’s 

destruction of the statue and his ensuing punishment, the sparse description of the circumstances 

of his death, and the paratactic relationship between his illness and execution - all leave room for 

ambiguity and questions. Who condemned him to death? For which wrongdoing? After all, we 

are told that he is an outlaw who lives a life of crime. As for the relationship between his illness 

and his execution, is the illness part of his punishment, or just another event that happened to 

occur before his punishment? There is no doubt that Ding Ling ought to be punished and that the 

story serves as warning against the destruction of icons, but the linkage between transgression 

and punishment is one of implied causation, leaving open space for alternative and intermediary 

causes - in this case, that Ding Ling’s career as an outlaw eventually caught up with him.  

 This kind of ambiguity does not exist in the story of the nun, Shi Zhitong. Although here 

we have a second actor, her son who benefits from the conversion of sutras into clothing, the 

story unequivocally directs punishment at Shi Zhitong alone. Not only is the timeline of 1) 

transgression - 2) illness - 3) death fixed with specific intervals, the torment she suffers is 

represented with corporeal details that uniquely echo her crime. The object of destruction 

transforms into an agent of revenge, discriminates between doer (mother) and beneficiary (son 

whose body is in contact with the silk), and burrows into Shi Zhitong’s very body. Lest this 

symbolic transference of victim into weapon leave any doubt, the mysterious voice at the end of 

the tale puts into words the causation at work.   

 The contrast between these two stories, namely, a more exacting argument for causality 

through details of the body in the second example, is condensed into a single tale in the next 
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example. Also from Wang Yan’s Signs from the Unseen Realm, the story recounts a crime 

repeated twice, only the representation of each punishment varies:   

During the Song there was one Tang Wenbo, a native of Ganyu in Donghai. His 
younger brother loved to gamble, and the family’s wealth was exhausted. In the 
village was a Buddhist temple. Passersby often placed coins on the image of the 
Buddha there. Wenbo’s younger brother frequently stole these coins. Much later, 
he fell ill. A diviner said, “This is due to having stolen the Buddha’s money.” The 
father of the family angrily said “What deity is Buddha, that he should cause this 
to happen to my son? I will try pillaging more from the temple. If he can cause 
another illness, then I will believe it.” The wife of the previous county magistrate, 
He Xinzhi, donated four sashes made of zhicheng brocade for the bejeweled 
canopy [of the temple].367 The father stole these and used them as waist sashes. In 
less than a hundred days, the father had also fallen seriously ill; the sores started 
at the points on his waist where he had worn the sashes.368  
 
宋唐文伯，東海贛榆人也.  弟好蒲博，家資都盡；村中有寺，經過人或以錢

上佛，弟屢竊取.  久後病癩，卜者云:  “祟由盜佛錢.”  父怒曰:  “佛是何神，

乃令我兒致此？吾當試更虜奪，若復能病，可也.”  前縣令何欣之婦，上織

成寶蓋帶四枚，乃盜取之，以為腰帶.  不盈百日，復得惡病，發瘡之始，起

腰帶處. 369 
 

The same crime of stealing from the temple is recounted twice with two different actors, but the 

second occurrence is narrated with additional detail at the moment of transgression and that of 

the later punishment. More than just stealing money from the temple, the father takes a donated 

brocade and converts it into a waistband; subsequently, the generic “illness” of the brother is 

juxtaposed with the sores of the father, which “began exactly at the waist” 發瘡之始，起腰帶

處. Additionally, similar to the contrast I pointed to between the tale of Ding Ling and that of Shi 

Zhitong, once again we find an indefinite interval juxtaposed with a much more precise one: the 

brother fails ill “much later” (jiu hou 久後), but the father’s ailment strikes “less than a hundred 

 
367 zhicheng brocade is a  finely woven fabric that uses colored silk threads and gold filaments to weave patterns. It 

was a famous and expensive product since the time of Han.  
368 Translation adapted from Campany, Signs from the Unseen Realm, 191.  
369 Taiping guangji 116.808.  
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days” 不盈百日 after his transgression. This temporal certitude, along with the detail of a 

corporeally “matched” site of punishment, makes explicit the causation at work. In fact, it is 

precisely the notion of causation that the father doubts in response to his son’s illness and seeks 

to prove through his own looting.  

 To be clear, my point is not that the notion of causation is entirely absent from the first 

incident, but rather that it is implied. The second incident makes explicit - epistemologically 

airtight and corporeally visible - this implication, and goes as far as to represent a tactile 

transaction between the contraband object and the body. Not only does this tale bring together 

two divergent representation of the body’s relationship vis-a-vis causality into a single narrative, 

it further arranges them in a relationship of increasing epistemological certainty. In this way, it 

argues for the distinct role of the body to articulate the principle of retribution in the abstract, as 

well as in particular instances of realization.  

 

5.2 The Problem of the Intermediary  

 Thus far I have limited my discussion to tales squarely within the miracle tradition. The 

stories themselves and the collections they are part of are unambiguously marked as texts of 

Buddhist bearing. Although Records in Proclamation of Manifestations lacks any prefatory 

material, almost all of its surviving entries fall under the first two types of miracle tales 

categorized by Gjertson: deliverance from danger of the devout worshiper, and punishment for 

the violation of Buddhist precepts.370 Wang Yan’s Signs from the Unseen Realm is even more 

 
370 Lu Xun, Gu Xiaoshuo gouchen, 435 - 445. Wang Guoliang 王國良’s summaries the plot types of Xuan yanji in 

Weijin nanbeichao zhiguai xiaoshuo yanjiu 魏晉南北朝誌怪小說研究 (Taipei: Wenshizhe chubanshe, 1984), 
325 - 326. Li Jianguo 李劍國 provides a more detailed summary of the tales in this collection in Tangqian zhiguai 
xiaoshuo shi 唐前誌怪小說史 (Tianjin: Tianjin jiaoyu chubanshe, 2005), 471 - 474.  
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overtly Buddhist, as the purpose of his compilation is asserted in the preface to be the persuasion 

of skeptics toward the efficacy of the Buddha.371  

 However, the theme of retribution is one that also frequently surfaces in zhiguai 

collections of less overt soteriological investment. In fact, the ghostly extraction of revenge is 

one of the most prominent plot types in early medieval zhiguai.372 Of the retribution-themed 

tales, those that do feature the body often evince a similar concern with the issue of causality. If 

the body can advance a fool-proof causality between transgression and punishment in the miracle 

tale, then expanding our scope of inquiry beyond texts overtly marked as Buddhist apologetics 

will reveal a more complex causality at work. In various stories from contemporaneously 

compiled zhiguai collections, the body also appears as the medium of punishment, but it does not 

occupy a straightforward relationship to the notion of causality. In the next set of examples, more 

expansive plots feature multiple actors and ambiguous culpabilities, all of which are nonetheless 

resolved through a mechanism of retribution that is writ on the body.  

 The following pair of stories are also from collections compiled in the fifth century. The 

first is from the Liu-Song polymath Zu Chongzhi’s 祖沖之 Record of Strange Things 述異記:373 

During the Taishi period of the Song (465 - 472), there lived a certain Zhang Yi. 
He was whipped and had unbearably painful wounds. Someone informed him that 
he could treat it by burning the tip of the bone of a deceased human and applying 
it on the wound. So he hired a boy from his household to climb a nearby hill, 

 
371 Lu Xun, 449 - 450.  
372 See the discussion of Liu Yuanju in “Allegorical Narrative in Six Dynasties Anomaly Tales: Ghostly Sightings 

and Afterworld Vengeance,” in Rethinking Ghosts in World Religions, ed. Mu-chou Poo (Numen Book Series 
Online: Brill, 2009), 269 - 297; as well as Robert Ford Campany in “Ghost Matter: The Culture of Ghosts in Six 
Dynasties Zhiguai,” Chinese Literature: Essays, Articles, Reviews (CLEAR), Vol. 13 (December 1991): 15-34.  

373 Zu Chongshi served under both the Liu Song and Qi dynasties, and is credited with numerous mathematical and 
astronomical discoveries. For his biography see Nanshi 南史 72.1773. A collection of the same title is also 
attributed to Ren Fang 任昉 (460 - 508 CE), in which seven entries overlap. See Campany, Strange Writings, pp. 
83 - 84. The collection is discussed in Li Xiaoxia 李曉霞, “Zu Chongzhi Shuyiji yanjiu” 組沖之述異記研究 
(PhD diss., Shandong University, 2011). The collection is characterized as as largely uninterested in “Daoist and 
Buddhist themes” by Campany, a view shared by Li Jianguo, Tangqian zhiguai xiaoshuo shi, 422 - 425. 
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bring back a skull, burn it, and apply it to his wounds. That night, a stove fire in 
the household burnt the hands of this boy, and a creature in the air pressed his 
head into the fire, cursing; “How could you burn my head? Now I’m paying you 
back with this fire!” The boy screamed out: “It was Zhang Yi who burnt it!” The 
creature replied “How could he have burnt it if you hadn’t obtained it for him?” 
And so the creature held down the boy’s head for a long time, until his hair were 
burnt away and his skin and flesh melted. Only then did it let go. Zhang Yi was 
terrified. He returned the remaining bones back to where they were found and 
reburied them, and then offered the creature wine and meat. After that there were 
no more strange disturbances.374 
 
宋泰始中，有張乙者，被鞭，瘡痛不竭；人教之燒死人骨末以傅之.  雇同房

小兒，登山岡，取一髑髏，燒以傅瘡.  其夜、戶內有爐火燒此小兒手，又空

中有物，按小兒頭，內火中，罵曰:  “汝何以燒我頭？今以此火償汝!”  小兒

大喚曰:  “張乙燒耳!”  荅曰:  汝不取與張乙，張乙那得燒之?”  按頭良久，髮

然都盡，皮肉焦爛，然後舍之.  乙大怖；送所余骨埋反故處，酒肉醊之，無

復災異也. 375 
 

In contrast with the “automatic” punishment that befell the previous protagonists, punishment 

here is executed through the apparition of a creature (wu 物). The presence of this agent of 

punishment distinguishes the tale from miracle tales of karmic retribution, yet many other 

elements remain unchanged. Consonant with the three examples we have previously seen,  

the story progresses along the plot structure of crime to punishment, culminating in a scene of 

punishment replete with corporeal details. The quid pro quo logic articulated by the creature in 

the air takes the servant boy as the culpable party, and his head as the equivalent counterpart for 

re-enacting the crime. While the creature is aware of Zhang’s role, it nonetheless faults the 

intermediary actor who contributed to and enabled Zhang’s violence. The servant boy’s lack of 

agency seems irrelevant to its logic of retribution. 

 Taken as a reflection of medieval cultural and social practices, this story is unequivocal 

in its caution against desecration of the dead, much like the apologetic tone of the miracle tales. 

 
374 Translation adapted from Robert Campany in A Garden of Marvels: Tales of Wonder from Early Medieval China 

(Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 2015), 52.  
375 Lu Xun, Gu Xiaoshuo gouchen, 186.  
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Yet unlike the miracle tales, the narrative also features an actor who, while spared from bodily 

punishment, is undoubtedly entangled within the chain of events. Not only did Zhang Yi order 

the servant boy to obtain and burn the skull, but he is also the intended beneficiary of its 

medicinal properties. The story’s ending suggests that Zhang Yi’s own character is unsatisfied by 

the creature’s restricted vision of responsibility, for his quickness to make remedial amends can 

only be explained by his own guilt. If we accept that the narrative implies a shared responsibility 

between Zhang Yi and the hired boy, we must also recognize that its representation of the boy’s 

body is no longer a reliable indication of the causality at work. The specificity of the body’s 

wounding, key to the argument of causal linkage between transgression and punishment in the 

miracle tales, is here misleading, or at the very least, rendered insufficient.  

 This diluted chain of action and reaction is not an exceptional case in the zhiguai corpus. 

We find even more nuanced narratives that confront the complications of intermediary actors. 

The next story features the identical motif of grave exhuming in order to concoct a medicine 

from a skull. It comes from the early fifth century collection Records of the Hidden and the 

Visible Worlds 幽明錄, once again compiled by Liu Yiqing, whom we encountered earlier as the 

compiler of Records in Proclamation of Manifestations. Unlike the explicitly Buddhist Records 

in Proclamation of Manifestations, Records of the Hidden and the Visible Worlds is considered 

to be a more heterogenous collection of accounts within the zhiguai tradition, only part of which 

signal an affinity for Buddhist principles.376 Bracketing the question of its ideological 

 
376 See Campany’s remarks in Strange Writings, 76 - 77. The question of Youminglu’s Buddhism - to what extent 

the text can be thought of as Buddhist and how - is taken up at length in Zheng Zhenjun’s Buddhism and Tales of 
the Supernatural in Early Medieval China: A Study of Liu Yiqing’s Youming lu. (Brill: Leiden, 2014). Zhang’s 
position is in short one of synthesis, characterizing Youming lu as integrating Buddhist ideas along with other 
indigenous popular beliefs and Chinese cosmological concept. In contrast is Li Jianguo, who sees discrete 
instances of Buddhism only in certain tales found in Youming lu, Tangqian zhiguai xiaoshuo shi, 390 - 402.   
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identification, let us look to how representation of the body testifies to the resolution of 

transgression:  

Yu Hong was an assistant in the residence of the Prince of Jingling, and his home 
was in Jiangling. One day Yu Hong asked a servant named Wuhuan to deliver 
some rice for his family, but before he made it three li, Wuhuan encounter robbers 
and was killed. His corpse floated down the river to Chakou Village. 
 
At that time, a man named Wen Xin lived by the shore. His mother was ill, and 
the doctor advised him saying: “You need to obtain the powder of a skull, if she 
takes that she will recover.” Wen Xin set a hefty reward for the powder. He had a 
neighbor, Mrs. Yang, who came upon the corpse of Wuhuan. She cut off its head 
and gave it to Wen Xin. Wen Xin roasted it in fire to get rid of its skin and flesh. 
Three days passed and it still was not scorched. Its eyes opened and looked 
around. Although Wen Xin found this odd, he nonetheless cherished it and did not 
throw it away. Then he scraped some powder from its cheek and ear-bones to give 
to his mother. The mother felt a bone lodge in her throat, choking her, and she 
died after seven days.  
 
Shortly after, Mrs. Yang fell ill. Her body swelled up to resemble the shape of an 
ox or a horse. She saw Wuhuan’s head come to curse her “The rewards for good 
and evil are accordingly mete out, did you think you can avoid this?” Mrs. Yang 
told her son this, and died after she spoke.377  
 
庾宏為竟陵王府佐，家在江陵.  宏令奴無患者載米餉家，未達三里，遭劫被

殺，屍流泊查口村.  時岸旁有文欣者，母病，醫云:  “須得髑髏屑，服之即

差.”  欣重賞募索.  有鄰婦楊氏，見無患屍，因斷頭與欣.  欣燒之，欲去皮

肉，經三日夜不焦，眼角張轉.  欣雖異之，猶惜不棄.  因刮耳頰骨與母服

之，即覺骨停喉中，經七日而卒.  尋而楊氏得疾，通身洪腫，形如牛馬，見

無患頭來罵云:  “善惡之報，其能免乎?”  楊氏以語兒，言終而卒.378 
 

The story parallels two attempts of familial duty. Yu Hong’s provision of grains to his family 

sets the chain of events in motion, and the dispatch of his servant Wuhuan to complete the task 

supplies the eventual cure. This is juxtaposed against Wen Xin’s attempt to cure his ill mother, 

which is only made possible by means of his mercenary neighbor, Mrs. Yang. The transgression 

itself is clear - the exhuming of Wuhuan’s corpse and amputation of his head - but who is 

 
377 Translation adapted from Zhang, Hidden and Visible Realms, 89 - 90.  
378 Taiping guangji, 119.838. 
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responsible in this even more crowded universe of actors? Three potential actors stand to gain as 

beneficiaries of the exhumed skull: Wen Xin, who fulfills his filial duty, his mother, who gets the 

cure, and Mrs. Yang, who is awarded with money.  

 Retribution, once again occurring through corporeal means, is dealt to Mrs. Yang and 

Wen Xin’s mother, but with differing degrees of attention to physical detail. Mrs. Yang, we are 

told, “swells all over until she resembles a cow or horse,” an image that is the visual opposite of 

the victim’s reduction to scraps after undergoing a series of severing and crushing. Wen Xin’s 

mother dies rather haphazardly, choking on the skull-cum-medicine, suggesting that Wuhuan’s 

skull was not ground fine enough. Graphic details of the body occur at a third juncture, that of 

the skull’s confrontation with Wen Xin. Having unsuccessfully tried to melt away its skin and 

flesh, Wen Xin is met with a seemingly cognizant and conscious head who looks around with 

open eyes. For early medieval readers of the genre, the moment no doubt foreshadows the head’s 

later extraction of punishment, but despite Wen Xin’s acknowledgment of this anomalous 

occurrence, he is undaunted in his pursuit of a cure. The head’s animation at this moment recalls 

the creature that appeared in the previous tale to torture the servant boy; however, here its 

seeming cognition and agency is manifested in its sparing of Wen Xin, suggesting an intentional 

disambiguation among the three potential beneficiaries. 

 The story ends with the gesture of moral resolution. The head speaks of the respective 

rewards of good and evil (shan e zhi bao 善惡之報), implying that order has been restored and 

debts settled. Yet the story still leaves questions unanswered, despite the case we can make for a 

more subtle disambiguation among the three potential beneficiaries, as compared to the previous 

tale of Zhang Yi. It is noteworthy that the last act to be narrated is Mrs. Yang’s conversation with 

her son, rather than skull’s proclamation of retributive justice. This seemingly incidental fact 
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reminds us of the centrality of family duty throughout the tale, harkening back to the beginning 

when Wuhuan was dispatched to deliver provisions to his master’s family. This outer layer, 

which accounts for Wuhuan’s death at the hand of robbers, is left buried throughout the story’s 

reckoning with those who deserve to be punished. Just as the melted head of Zhang’s boy-

servant failed to account for additional parties of culpability (as indicated by the story itself), the 

representation of bodily violence in this tale inadequately resolves the complex moral universe 

that underlies it.  

 At this point, it is worth pausing to consider what can be said of the two sets of examples 

I have introduced and their respective ideological identifications. The first set of three miracle 

tales are unambiguously of Buddhist persuasions, and in their representation of the body as the 

medium of retribution, there is no agent that which acts and executes, only a passive medium of 

the body that displays and is acted upon. In contrast, the two tales of grave exhumation both 

feature an agent of punishment. In the first case, the exhumed bones manifest as a creature that 

physically inflicts punishment upon the boy servant, while the second case features a skull that is 

not mere object, but a cognizant subject who appears to Mrs. Yang to declare its deliverance of 

justice. Counterintuitively, the presence of an agent of punishment does not necessarily tie up all 

the loose ends of cause and effect. Both the “creature” in the story of Zhang Yi and the cognizant 

skull in that of Wuhuan end up taking revenge on the intermediate actor and leaving unscathed 

other (arguably more) culpable party. 

 Yet precisely because these tales can be and long have been so strictly tied to ideological 

groupings of Buddhist miracle versus mere “anomaly accounts,” there has been little effort to 

read across such boundaries and recognize shared motifs. One such motif is the use of bodily 

correspondence and the representation of corporeal details of injury as the narrative (but not 
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necessarily moral) resolution in tales of retribution. Just as the body of the nun Shi Zhitong, 

Wenbo’s younger brother, and Wenbo's father all served as instruments of karmic retribution in 

the miracle tales, punishment in the latter two zhiguai tales, too, is enacted through a similar kind 

of bodily-correspondence in their selected victims: the scorching of the servant boy’s head and 

the swelling of Mrs. Yang body. In other words, across both categories or tales - Buddhist or not 

- the human body is represented as an effective medium of punishment, a canvas upon which 

some larger principle of moral justice can be inscribed. The difference, as I have argued, is that 

this shared narrative trope is drawn upon to illustrate divergent world views: a tidy moral 

universe of quid pro quo in the miracle tale, and a more unruly, complex world of cause and 

effect in certain unmarked zhiguai tales.  

 These two world views, however, do not always remain clearly demarcated and 

segregated. I end this section with a tale containing a scene of corporeal retribution that is typical 

of the miracle tale, but is “set” in a narratively complex world of attenuated causality and moral 

ambiguity. The story comes from a collection whose compilation postdates the collections we 

have encountered thus far by roughly a century. Attributed to the scholar-official Yan Zhitui 顏

之推, the sixth century collection Accounts of Vengeful Souls 冤魂志 features tales ranging from 

the Warring States to Yan’s own time, roughly united around the theme of revenge exacted by 

wrongfully killed individuals. The topic of Yan Zhitui’s relationship with Buddhism, either as 

practitioner or commentator, has been well discussed elsewhere;379 the general inclination of 

 
379 Campany, Strange Writngs, 90 - 91; Alvin P. Cohen, Vengeful Souls A Sixth Century Collection of Chinese 

Avenging Ghost Stories (Paris: Institut Ricci-Centre D’Etudes Chinoises,1982), 105 - 107. In Chinese is Qi Linjun 
祁凌軍, “Yan zhitui yuanhun zhi yanjiu” 顏之推冤魂志研究 (PhD diss., Xibei shifan daxue, 2009), in which he 
sees a synthesis of Confucian and Buddhism ideology; also see Luo Guowei 羅國威’s introduction in his modern 
annotated edition of Yuanhun zhi 冤魂志校注 (Chengdu: Bashu shu she, 2001).  
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existing scholarship is to view this collection as a heuristic for teaching the validity of karmic 

retribution even in the face of its sparse mentions of explicit Buddhist themes.380 The story I 

examine next indeed features a body represented in typical miracle tale fashion, but rather than 

conclusively testifying to the neat workings of karmic retribution, it leaves unresolved the 

question of culpability and agency. The events featured in the tale concern well-known, 

historically attested individuals in Yan Zhitui’s time. Its relationship with the account offered in 

official historiography will provide an additional perspective of analysis.  

When Emperor Xuan of the Latter Zhou (r. 578 - 579) was still the crown prince, 
his father Emperor Wu (r. 561 - 578) disciplined him with extreme harshness. He 
always dispatched the palace eunuch Cheng Shen to supervise him, stipulating 
that if he concealed and failed to report even the slightest transgression committed 
by the prince, he would be put to death. Thus Cheng Shen frequently reported the 
prince’s improper activities, and the emperor would have him beaten for over one 
hundred lashes each time.   
 
後周宣帝在東宮時，武帝訓督甚嚴，恆使宦者成慎監察之.  若有纖毫罪失，

匿而不奏，慎當死.  於是慎常陳太子不法之事，武帝杖之百餘.   
 
When the prince ascended the throne, once he saw on his thigh the scars of the 
flogging. He asked for Shen’s whereabouts, but Shen has already departed the 
palace to serve as a prefect. The (new) emperor issued an edict to have him 
brought back, and granted him death. Shen was indignant, “This was done by 
your father, how could I have done any wrong? Beyond this rebellious act, your 
excess has come so far that if my gui spirit has any cognizance, it will never let 
you go!” 

 
380 This collection of tales is sometimes read as Buddhist, as does Li Jianguo in his Tang qian zhiguai xiaoshuo shi, 

491 - 500. This position is in keeping with the bibliographic tradition that has labeled the collection as Buddhist 
since the seventh century, beginning with the monk Daoshi 道世’s inclusion of the text in the Buddhist 
compendium Fayuan zhulin 法苑珠林. Albert Dien, “The Yuan-hun Chih (Accounts of Ghosts with Grievances): 
A Sixth-Century Collection of Stories,” in Wen-lin: Studies in the Chinese Humanities ed. Tse-tung Chow (Hong 
Kong: Chinese University of Hong Kong Press, 2002), 215.  

  Alternatively, the collection is read as one that “emphasizes a traditional precept of morality” so as to 
demonstrate its continuities with Buddhist principles. See Albert Dien, “Yen Chih-t’ui: A Buddo-Confucian," in 
Confucian Personalities, ed. Arthur F. Wright and Dennis Twitchett (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1962), 
44 - 64; and Alvin P Cohen in the introduction to his translation.  

  A more recent reading is that of Natasha Heller, who does not find significant instances of Buddhism in the 
“narrative memes” of his collected tales, but rather sees a bifurcation between Yan’s theoretical writings which 
were decidedly concerned with Buddhist doctrine, and his collection of narrative tales. “Understanding 
Retribution in a Changing Religious Landscape, the Case of Yan Zhitui,”in Old Society, New Belief: Religious 
Transformation of China and Rome, ca. 1st - 6th Centuries, ed. Mu-chou Poo, H.A. Drake, and Lisa Raphals 
(Oxford: Oxford Scholarship Online, 2017).  
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及即位，顧見髀上杖瘢，乃問成慎所在.  慎於時已出為郡，遂敕追之;  至便

賜死.  慎奮厲曰:  “此是汝父所為，成慎何罪？悖逆之餘，濫以見及，鬼若有

知，終不相放.” 
 
At that time, the side wings of the palace were kept under strict etiquette. When 
crossing paths with others, chatter and bantering were prohibited; you could only 
acknowledge each other with the eyes. Officials were dispatched to oversee 
compliance and record any violations. There was a maid from the retinue of the 
Empress of the Left who was seen tearing up as she yawned, and was thus 
indicted as harboring sentimental feelings. The Emperor issued an edict to have 
her interrogated under torture in front of him.  
 
於時宮掖禁忌：相逢以目，不得輒共言笑.  分置監官，記錄愆罪.  左皇后下

有女子，欠伸淚出，因被劾，謂有所思憶，便敕對前拷訊之.   
 
Just as the first blow struck her head, the Emperor felt a pain in his head. As they 
continued to strike her, the Emperor’s pain continued. Enraged, he shouted, “She 
must bear a grudge against me!” and ordered for her to be torn apart at the waist. 
He then felt his own waist ache. That night as he departed the southern palace, the 
pain exacerbated. At the break of dawn next day, the pain at his waist was so 
severe that he could not ride, and instead had to return by carriage. At the spot on 
the ground where the maid was executed, there was a black apparition in the form 
of a human. At the time they thought it was blood, so they immediately swept it 
away, but it returned just like before. The same thing occurred several times. The 
official in charge of the matter even had the ground excavated and filled with new 
soil, but within the course of one night, the form was back again. Things went on 
like this for seven or eight days, during which the Emperor’s entire body erupted 
in ulcerations and he died. 
 
初擊其頭，帝便頭痛；更擊之，亦然.  遂大發怒曰:  “此冤家耳!”  乃使拉折

其腰，帝復腰痛.  其夜出南宮，病漸重.  明旦還，腰痛不得乘馬，御車而歸.  
所殺女子之處，有黑暈如人形，時謂是血，隨掃刷之，旋復如故。如此再

三.  有司掘除舊地，以新土填之，一宿之間如故.  因此七八日，舉身瘡爛而

崩.  
 
 As his body was first laid out for burial, all the couch-beds with curved legs were 
stuck to the ground and could not be lifted up. Only the bed that the maid had 
slept in had straight feet, and was used for the Emperor’s body.381 Presumably, 

 
381 “curved leg beds” 跼腳床 are a style of couch-bed which were considered to be more luxurious than regular 

“straight leg beds” 直腳床. The choice between the two styles is mentioned in an episode from Emperor Wu of 
Liu-Song’s biography, in which an official proposed the installation of “curved leg beds and silver painted joints” 
in the imperial quarters, but the emperor refused in favor of “straight leg beds and iron joints” out of a concern for 
frugality. 有司奏東西堂施直腳床、銀塗釘，上不許；使用直脚牀，釘用鐵. Song shu, 3.60.  
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this was indeed the intention of the host and spirits! The death of the Emperor 
occurred only about twenty days after the death of Shen.382  
 
及初下屍，諸跼腳床，牢不可脫，唯此女子所臥之床，獨是直腳，遂以供

用，蓋亦鬼神之意焉.  帝崩去成慎死，僅二十許日焉. 383 
 

The plot stretches across two generations and implicates multiple actors, connected to one 

another by various hierarchical relationships. Nested in the center is the climactic scene of 

Emperor Xuan’s torture of the maid for a paltry (and also bodily) transgression: his body 

responds with a pinpointed precision both spatially and temporally and recalls the scenes of 

punishment we saw in the miracles tale, where representation of the resonant body argues for a 

tight casual connection between crime and its punishment. The postmortem proceedings continue 

to symbolically link the maid and the Emperor; the Emperor can only be laid out for burial in the 

maid’s old bed, now a synecdoche for her body that grants her the burial of which she was 

deprived. These details evince the restoration of moral balance, one that accurately links 

perpetrator and victim. Taken in isolation, the Emperor’s torture of the maid and his subsequent 

demise is a self-complete unit that replicates the economical structure of the miracle tale and its 

tight logic of karmic retribution. 

 However, when we look outward from this coherent unit to the layers of context in which 

it is embedded, tidiness falls away and with it the validity of the body as a reliable medium for 

the articulation of retributive justice. The story ends with the narrator’s comment, “Presumably, 

this was the intention of ghosts and spirits” 蓋亦鬼神之意焉. Recall that eunuch Shen’s curse 

was uttered in the form of a promissory note to be delivered by a ghost gui 鬼. If this does not 

reframe the inner episode of the Emperor’s encounter with the maid, then the closing mention of 

 
382 Also translated by Alvin P. Cohen in Vengeful Souls A Sixth Century Collection of Chinese Avenging Ghost 

Stories. Paris: Institut Ricci-Centre D’Etudes Chinoises, 105 - 107.  
383 Yuanhun zhi jiaozhu, 105 - 106.  
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temporal proximity between Shen and the Emperor’s death draws an even more overt connection 

between Emperor Xuan’s execution of the eunuch and his eventual death. Seen in this light, the 

maid’s role shifts from one of mere victim to that of an instrument of revenge. We face two 

possibilities: a literal reading will take the maid to be the ghost invoked in eunuch Shen’s curse, 

first as herself and then in the form of the “human-formed black apparition” 黑暈如人形. 

Alternatively, she could be an independent actor co-opted into the “ghostly” mechanism of 

retribution.384 Regardless of the choice of reading, I want to draw attention to the narrative 

displacement - more precisely deferral - of a scene that could have well occurred in Emperor 

Xuan’s initial torture of the eunuch.  

 There is a second and more subtle instance of such deferral, namely the inter-generational 

deferral of his father’s cruelty toward those around him. Emperor Xuan’s inhumane method 

could ultimately be traced to those employed by his own father, a possibility that the tale’s own 

narrative trajectory insists upon. Emperor Xuan’s reign of terror directly mirrors the suspicion 

and severity of his father’s rules. Intertwined, these two deferrals construct a complicated history 

of cause and effect, in which a cycle of violence is sustained over two generations and through 

three moments of confrontation (father to son; son to eunuch; and son to maid). Considered 

against this backdrop of events, the precise and “perfect” resonance between Emperor Xuan’s 

body and that of the maid is woefully inadequate in its identification of the transgression (i.e. his 

beating of the maid), as well as the implied chain of cause and effect behind that identification.  

 Unlike many anomalous accounts where individuals are unidentifiable and events 

uncorroborated by other texts, this particular tale offers the opportunity to juxtapose how the 

 
384 The former reading is unlikely given the generic conventions of zhiguai tales, as it necessitates a narrative 

deception of her ontological status, one that is never revealed even by the end of the tale. Ghosts tend to appear 
identified as ghosts in zhiguai; if they assume human form, the story would normally end with revelation of their 
true non-human essence. 
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genre of dynastic history represents similar events. The strict monitoring of Emperor Xuan when 

he was a crown prince, as well as his later reign of terror, are documented in his biography in 

Zhou shu 周書 and Bei shi 北史:  

When the Emperor was still residing in the Eastern Palace as crown prince, his 
father Gaozu worried that he was not living up to the task of upholding the 
ancestral lineage and was exceedingly strict in his treatment of the prince. 
Whenever he attended morning court, his conduct could not differ from any of the 
ministers, and no matter how cold it was in the winter, or how hot in the summer, 
he was not allowed to rest. Because the prince was fond of drinking by nature, 
Gaozu thus forbade that alcohol be supplied to the Eastern Place. Whenever the 
prince caused any mishaps, he was invariably whipped and beaten. Gaozu often 
said to him: “Since antiquity, many a crown prince has been deposed, how could 
it be that my other sons are not worthy of inheriting the throne!” Thereupon, he 
ordered the staff of the prince’s quarters to record his every word and move, and 
report back each month. The Emperor, thus frightened by his father’s fearsome 
scrutiny, would suppress his own nature by acting hypocritically, so as to prevent 
his misdeeds from leaking out. 
 
帝之在東宮也，高祖慮其不堪承嗣，遇之甚嚴。朝見進止，與諸臣無異，雖

隆寒盛暑，亦不得休息.  性既嗜酒，高祖遂禁醪醴不許至東宮.  帝每有過，

輒加捶扑.  嘗謂之曰:  “古來太子被廢者幾人，餘兒豈不堪立耶.”  於是遣東

宮官屬錄帝言語動作，每月奏聞.  帝憚高祖威嚴，矯情修飾，以是過惡遂不

外聞.   
 

His biography goes on to list various acts of licentiousness and extravagance, including the 

following detail on how he conducted his oversight of officials and palace staff:    

Because he was distrustful, he dismissed ministers close to him. And out of his 
stinginess, he rarely bestowed rewards on them. Fearing that the various minister 
would remonstrate against this and prevent him for his willful ways, he often 
dispatched his staff to secretly spy on them. Where they went and what they did, 
all would be meticulously recorded, and even for the slightest of violations, he 
would invariably accuse them of a crime. From the high ministers down, none 
escaped caning, and countless were executed or demoted. Whenever he had 
beatings carried out by whip or cane, they would be meted in units of one hundred 
and twenty, which he called the “cane from heaven”. Even the palace maids and 
his close staff were treated this way. As for his empresses and concubines, even 
many of those who were in favor were beaten on their backs. Thus, inside and 
outside his residence everyone was terrified and could not be at ease, only 
wishing to be spared [of disaster]. None harbored steadfast ambitions- this lasted 
until Emperor Xuan’s death. 
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擯斥近臣，多所猜忌.  又吝於財，略無賜與.  恐羣臣規諫，不得行己之志，

常遣左右密伺察之，動止所為，莫不鈔錄，小有乘違，輒加其罪.  自公卿已

下，皆被楚撻，其間誅戮黜免者，不可勝言.  每笞捶人，皆以百二十為度，

名曰天杖.  宮人內職亦如之.  后妃嬪御，雖被寵嬖，亦多被杖背.  於是內外

恐懼，人不自安，皆求苟免，莫有固志，以逮於終.  385 
 

Putting aside the divergent claims to truth of historiography vis-a-vis zhiguai, we can surmise 

that Emperor Wu and his son’s reputation for harsh discipline was likely a well-known fact that 

circulated as gossip or hearsay in elite circles, which may have served as inspiration for the tale 

at hand.386 The dynastic history makes no mention of the circumstances of Emperor Xuan’s 

death (we are only told he died from “illness”387), or of the role played by an eunuch Shen. But 

the Tang historians do link the father’s child-rearing style and the son’s eventual governance, as 

the flashback to his crown prince days is situated immediately before the details on Emperor 

Xuan’s licentious conduct and inhumane rule. The comparison highlights how the story collected 

by Yan Zhitui weaves certain known characteristics of the Zhou ruling family into an expanded 

narrative that integrates the topos of the resonant body, while simultaneously casting the claims 

made by such a body into question.  

 

5.3 A Look Back to an Alternative Epistemology of the Body  

 The stories I have discussed all circulated within the span of the fifth and sixth centuries, 

well after Buddhism had taken root among the intellectual elite and lay populace. Despite 

variations in their length, complexity, and degree of religious signaling, these stories collectively 

 
385 Zhou shu 周書 7.124-126. The same biography appears in Bei shi 北史 10.373-379.  
386 This particular interpretation of the zhiguai genre is most comprehensively put forth by Sarah Allen, albeit 

regarding Tang collections. Sarah Allen, Shifting Stories: History, Gossip, and Lore in Narratives from Tang 
Dynasties China (Cambridge: Harvard-Yenching Institute Monograph Series, 2004). See also her article “Oral 
Sources and Written Accounts: Authority in Tang Tales," in Idle Talk: Gossip and Anecdote in Traditional China, 
ed. Jack Chen and David Schaberg (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2014).    

387 Zhou shu 7.126. 
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partake in what I will term an “evidentiary” discourse, wherein representation of bodily 

punishment functions as evidence toward the validity of certain claims (namely, the specific 

identification of culpability and second, the general claim of how moral retribution operates). I 

point out that this mode of discourse is most seamlessly employed in the miracle tale, a genre 

that cannot be separated from the apologetic motivations of religious texts. In fact, it is a genre 

that explicitly identifies itself as collected documentations of “proof” (yan 驗) and “response” 

(ying 應), two terms that often appear in the titles of such collections, or are expounded upon in 

their prefatory introductions.388 More precisely, a response ying is an event or act, often 

automatic and seemingly brought about without any agent, that serves as proof of yan. Both are 

hermeneutical concepts that imply a mode of interpretation.389 The bodies of our miracle tales 

epitomize such instances of proof: wounded and marked through an agent-less automaticity, they 

are to be interpreted as evidence for the working and restoration of retributive justice. 

 As scholars have long pointed out, the idea of ying, variously rendered as “response” or 

“resonance,” has a particularly deep parallel with the correlative cosmology that forms the 

foundation of Warring States and Han dynasty intellectual thought, which continued to occupy a 

prominent presence in Six Dynasties culture.390 Referred to in various formulations, the most 

 
388 Of the surviving collections from the Six Dynasties they are: three stratas of tales under the collection titled 

Responsive Manifestations of Avalokitesvara 光世音應驗記, Records in Proclamation of Manifestations 宣驗記, 
and Signs from the Unseen Realm 冥祥記 (not counting surviving titles without few fragments attributed).  

389 Campany, Strange Writings, 322.  
390 Erik Zurcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China: The Spread and Adaptation of Buddhism in Early Medieval 

China (Leiden: Brill, 1959). Campany, Signs from the Unseen Realm, 49 and passim, Sharf, Coming to Terms 
with Chinese Buddhism (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2002), 77 - 133. 

 For a discussion of the same issue from a more philosophical perspective, see Chiew Hui Ho, “Sinitic Buddhist 
Narratives of Wonders: Are There Miracles in Buddhism?” Philosophy East and West, 67, no. 4 (2017): 1118-
1142. 
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common of which is the compound ganying 感應, this notion of “sympathetic resonance”391 is 

one key intellectual corollary to the Five Phases (wuxing 五行) paradigm that theorizes a 

correlation among natural categories (lei 類).392 Most scholars rely upon the narrative of 

borrowing or even dependence from this earlier intellectual paradigm when they discuss the 

miracle tales corpus. In this section, I interrogate this broad stroke narrative by way of following 

one trajectory of the body’s representation in zhiguai narratives that pre-date the known miracle 

tale corpus. To do so, we should briefly examine how the intellectual paradigm of correlative 

cosmology conceives of the body in its relationship with knowledge.  

 Indeed, the largest surviving and most influential zhiguai collection from the early 

medieval period is one that thoroughly integrates the intellectual paradigm of correlative 

cosmology. Soushen ji, the early fourth century anomaly collection compiled by the Eastern Jin 

historian Gan Bao 干寶 (d. 336), quotes extensively from the “Treaty on the Five Phases” 五行

志 from the Han shu 漢書, a treatise that not only consolidates the cosmological discourse 

inherited by the Han, but also records specific instances of resonance between heaven and 

man.393 It is among these sections of overlap with the Han shu treatise that the body emerges to 

the fore. Like the evidentiary bodies in narratives of retribution, the bodies of certain Soushen ji 

entries are significant because they are negatively marked, but in a very different context. The 

following entry is a representative example:  

 
391 There are various translation for the term ganying, for example “response,” “stimulus-response,” “action-

response,” etc. For my discussion I borrow Sharf’s rendering “sympathetic resonance.” 
392 The intellectual history of ganying is thoroughly traced out by Wang Aihe in Cosmology and Political Culture in 

Early China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); in chapter four “Moralizing Cosmology and 
Transforming Imperial Sovereignty” the idea is discussed in the context of Han cosmology as documented in the 
Five Phases Treaties of the Hanshu, 129 - 172.  

393 For a detailed discussion of this treatise, see Wang Aihe’s Cosmology and Political Culture in Early China, 129 - 
172. 
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In the sixth month of the first year of Pingdi’s Yuanshi reign, a girl gave birth to a 
two-headed child. It had two necks, and the two heads were face-to-face. The four 
arms shared the same torso, all of them reached forward from the chest, the eyes 
were located on the buttocks and were about two inches in length.  
 
漢平帝元始元年六月，長安有女子生兒：兩頭，兩頸面，俱相向；四臂，共

胸，俱前向；尻上有目，長二寸所.  
Jing Fang’s Commentary on the Yijing says, “ ‘The lonesome traveler sees a boar 
crouched on the road’ - the omen for this is a human growing two heads. The 
anomaly is the same when officials steal one another’s credit. Just as when the six 
livestock (horse, cow, sheep, dog, pig) grow head and eyes in the lower part of the 
body, this foretells the death of a prince and great change in government”. The 
appearance of these signs is a reprimand for the loss of rectitude, and each is a 
physical sign standing for a category. The two necks mean division among the 
lowly; four hands indicate corruption by those in power; too few feet mean the 
lower ranks are not up to their tasks or the lower ranks are not being used. Where 
the lower parts grow in the upper half, it signifies the lack of respect; where the 
upper parts grow in the lower half, there is frivolous behavior. Giving birth to 
something not of its own kind reveals debauchery and license; too large of a 
newborn means the emperor was hastened into his role; a speaking infant 
indicates that he is fond of flattery. All such anomalies can be deduced in this 
manner, and if there is no reform, disaster will ensue.” 394  
 
京房易傳曰: “ ‘暌孤, 見豕負塗’，厥妖人生兩頭,  下相攘善,  妖，亦同. 人若

六畜，首目在下.  茲謂亡上，政將變更.  厥妖之作，以譴失正，各象其類.  
兩頸，下不一也.  手多，所任邪也.  足少，下不勝任，或不任下也.  凡下體

生于上，不敬也；上體生于下，媟瀆也.  生非其類，婬亂也；人生而大, 上
速成也；生而能言，好虛也.  群妖推此類.  不改，乃成凶也. ”395  
 

The anomalous body comes into being of its own accord and is only known through those parts 

that deviate from the norm: two heads, two necks facing one another, four arms stemming from 

the torso all facing to the front, and eyes on the rear. Two voices of textual authority are then 

cited to interpret this body, a quotation from the Yijing itself, followed by the exegesis of the 

 
394 Translation adapted from Kenneth J. DeWoskin and J.I. Crump Jr, In Search of the Supernatural: The Written 

Record (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1996), 77.  
395 Gan Bao 干寶, Xin jiao Soushen ji 新校搜神記 (Taipei: shijie shuju, 1959), 6.50. The earlier source of this entry 

is from Han shu, 27B.1471. The Soushen ji text is almost identical to the Han shu text.  
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Western Han (206 BCE - 9 CE) scholar Jing Fang.396 The gloss to the Yijing quote “the anomaly 

(yao 妖) for this is a human growing two heads” is the nexus of two important connections: first, 

a labeling of the two-headed infant as an anomaly, yao; and second, the linkage of this anomaly 

to the divination of hexagrams in the Yijing. By naming the phenomenon of the two-headed 

infant as such, the text is then able to both marshal additional examples of yao (as in 

abnormalities of livestock 若六畜，首目在下), and legitimate the interpretive move of 

prediction. This mechanism of interpretation is highlighted by the phrase gexiang qilei 各象其

類: that each phenomenon respectively signifies a particular category, as illustrated by a number 

of examples from bodily aberrations.  

 The body is depicted as a catalogue of equally significant omens: each of its discrete 

attributes constitutes as an omen, and each is equally potent in its powers of signification. The 

intrinsic relationship of part to whole in the conception of the human body, whereby each part 

plays one unique and non-substitutable function vis-a-vis the whole, informs the implied norm 

from which deviations occur. Quantity and spatial orientation are the two axes of abnormality: 

too many, too few, and wrongly placed - all point to a problematic deviation in the realm of 

human social relations and the polity, summed up in the ultimate warming of disaster or evil (凶 

xiong). In its deconstruction of the body into only those attributes that are readable and relevant 

in the presumed knowledge structure of the text, the entry parallels the representation of the 

evidentiary body as interested only in the wounds and distortions that speak to the resolution of 

transgression. 

 
396 There are two possible “Jing Fang” from the Western Han, it is unclear which one is the Yijing commentator. For 

discussion of uncertainty, see A.F.P. Hulsewe, “The Two Early Han Yijing Specialists called Ching Fang," in 
T’oung Pao LXXIIVol. 72 (1986): 161-162.  
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 Where this omen-body begins to diverge from the “evidentiary body” is in how it is 

embedded in the rest of the narrative. The anomalous infant is not understood to be causally 

related to the disaster the text predicts. Even when such narratives go on to substantiate the 

prediction, the same lack of causality persists, as the next entry from Soushen ji demonstrates:  

In the ninth month of the first year of Emperor Jing of Han (156 BCE), a seventy-
year-old man from the Xiami in Jiaodong grew a horn with hair on it. Jing Fang’s 
Commentary on the Changes says: “when high ministers usurp the government, 
the omen for this is horns growing on humans.” The Wuxing zhi maintains that 
men should not grow horns any more than the feudal princes should raise troops 
against their capital city. It was after this event that the Troubles of the Seven 
States began. In the fifth year of Taishi under the Jin Emperor Wu (256 CE), a 
seventy-year-old man of Yuancheng grew a horn. This was doubtless in response 
to the attempted coup of Sima Lun, Prince of Zhao.397  
 
漢景帝元年九月，膠東下密人，年七十餘，生角，角有毛.  京房易傳曰:  “冢
宰專政，厥妖人生角.  五行志以為人不當生角，猶諸侯不敢舉兵以向京師也.  
其後遂有七國之難.  至晉武帝泰始五年，元城人，年七十，生角.  殆趙王倫

篡亂之應也.398 
 

While this entry is also paralleled by a similar version from the Han shu, it reorganizes the units 

of the Han shu text such that interpretation of the omen precedes its realization.399 The horn-

sprouting man of Xiamia is decoded, once again through a textually grounded correspondence 

between the phenomenon of horn growing and that of political unrest, and substantiated with the 

subsequent event “Trouble of the Seven States”. The same progression is recapitulated in the 

addition of a second, identical omen (now under Emperor Wu of Jin), whose appearance 

heralded the coup of the Prince of Zhao several decades later.400  

 
397 Translation from DeWoskins, In Search of the Supernatural, 69.  
398 Xin jiao Soushen ji, 4.44. 
399 The Hanshu version narrates the political unrest first before going on to interpret the omen. Han shu, 27B.1474. 
400 The coup against 晉惠帝 stretched from 299 to 300 CE. DeWoskin’s translate of 應 as “response” suggests that 

the omen occurred after the coup, when it actually precedes the event by a few decades.  
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 We can draw the following parallels and divergences between the two modes of 

representation, one of the body as an omen and the other, as evidence. In both modes the body is 

represented as a source of knowledge about the external world, but it is only rendered readable 

when it has marked through some kind of distortion or deviation from the norm. However, 

interpretation of the omen body is at once both diagnostic and predictive; it yields the knowledge 

that something has already gone awry and that future disaster will occur. On the other hand, the 

interpretation of the evidentiary body is purely diagnostic and backwards looking; it yields the 

knowledge that a principle of retribution has already been realized. Furthermore, as a source of 

knowledge, the body wields different epistemological weight: while the authority and reliability 

of the omen body is absolute, that of the evidentiary body, as we have seen, is at times 

challenged or undermined.  

 Additionally, representation of both kinds of bodies rely upon the validity of establishing 

correspondences. The omen body is held in correspondence with the polity, just as the 

mutilations and wounds that appears on the body of the guilty is held in correspondence with the 

body of the victim. Here too is an important distinction that requires elaboration. One finds 

throughout Soushen ji a number of structurally identical entries in which non-corporeal 

anomalies are described, interpreted, and temporally juxtaposed with its correspondent event: a 

horse grows a horn in a strange place,401 a tree sprouts the face of a man.402 In other words, the 

human body holds no unique or privileged position in the cosmological paradigm of sympathetic 

resonance. Translated into the plane of narrative representation, any omen occupies a 

syntagmatic relationship with its interpretation and realization, while the human body in 

 
401 DeWoskins, 75 
402 Ibid, 72 
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particular is paradigmatically configured vis-a-vis other kinds of omens.403 This is not the case 

with the body’s representation in the tales of retribution. The body of the transgressor - and only 

it - functions as the medium of knowledge. No substitutes can perform the same function 

epistemologically or narratively, a fact which is borne out in the surviving corpus of such 

tales.404 To summarize, the anomalous body as omen is absolute in its authority within a 

narrative unit, but is substitutable by non-corporeal phenomena; while the wounded body as 

evidence is less absolute in its authority but uniquely privileged. 

 To show how this comparison bears on the literary-historical narrative of the miracle tale 

as “borrowing from” or “taking up” the indigenous Chinese principles of ganying, it is necessary 

to sketch the limitations of this narrative. The study of Chinese Buddhism during the Six 

Dynasties has been and continues to be dominated by a master narrative of syncretism, in which 

Chinese culture encountered Indian Buddhism in the Eastern Han and proceeded to “sinicize” it, 

in a process of domestication that translated, understood, and expounded upon texts and ideas of 

Buddhism by means of a pre-existing Chinese vocabulary and intellectual system.405 In recent 

years, some scholars have begun to unravel this master narrative by questioning its assumed 

categories of an authentic versus sinicized Buddhism,406 albeit such correctives have focused on 

the “high tradition” of Buddhism, namely, the more coherently articulated doctrinal and ritual 

 
403 Interestingly, a  potential case for distinguishing the human versus non-human omens appears not at the level of 

representation but schematic organization: in The Classics of Mountain and Seas, omens “within the seas” are 
consisted entirely of non-human phenomena; but those “beyond the seas” include the deformed and anomalous 
bodies of barbarian tribes. Yuan Ke 袁珂, ed. and comm, Shanhai jing jiaozhu 山海經校注 (Shanghai: Shanghai 
guji chubanshe, 1980).  

404 We can see the frequent incidence of illness and death, without any additional details of bodily representation, as 
an extreme case wherein the body’s annihilation functions to pinpoint the guilt and responsibility of the 
transgressor, as well as the principles of karmic retribution.  

405 Zurcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China: The Spread and Adaptation of Buddhism in Early Medieval China, 1-
18, and passim.  
406 Sharf, Coming to Terms with Chinese Buddhism. 
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systems found in sutra translations and their exegesis, as well as philosophical treatises and 

official memorials. Of particular relevance to our discussion here is the study of how the Chinese 

notion of ganying was instrumental in the translation and exegesis of karma, and here both 

Chinese and Western scholars tend to emphasize the convenient, if not seamless compatibility in 

how ganying provided a “functional analogue” to the Indian theories of karma.407 However, the 

seam frays precisely around the issue of causality: while ganying supplies a robust language to 

represent two (or more) spatially separated events or phenomena as interactively related, it does 

not encapsulate a theory of causation as is central to the Buddhist understanding of karma.408 

When it comes to the “low” traditions of Buddhism to which the miracle tale is assigned, this 

master narrative becomes even less precise. The genre (and entire collections therein) is 

characterized simultaneously as representing the mechanism of karmic retribution and as records 

of ganying.409 More specifically, tales of retribution are seen to be the “negative” responses of 

 
407 This view of compatibility is found in many works, including but not limited to: Yuet-Keung Lo, “Destiny and 

Retribution in Early Medieval China," in Philosophy and Religion in Early Medieval China, ed. Alan K.L. Chan 
and Yuet-Keung Lo (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2010), 342; and Karl S.Y.Kao, “Bao and 
Baoying: Narrative Causality and External Motivations in Chinese Fiction," Chinese Literature: Essays, Articles, 
Review, no. 11 (Dec 1, 1989): 127 - 130;  

408 This issue is cogently discussed in Chapter Two of Sharf, “Chinese Buddhism and the Cosmology of 
Sympathetic Resonance," 77 - 133. 

409 Campany, Zhang, others. Ming xiangji, for example, the fifth-century collection from which two of the earlier 
examples were drawn, is characterized by Campany as “nothing more or less than compilations of specific 
instances of stimulus-response (ganying). Similarly, Chunfang Yu describes miracles tales as “the application of 
the native ganying theory to Buddhist soteriology” in her discussion of miracles tales in Guanyin: The Chinese 
Transformation of Avalokitesvara (New York: Columbia University Press, 2001).  
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ganying.410 This characterization assumes a problematic equivalence between these two 

conceptual systems, and is rarely substantiated at the level of individual tales.411  

 Focalized around how the body functions as a source of knowledge, this chapter’s 

reading of retribution tales against omen interpretation tales underscores parallels and contrasts 

in the two narrative modes and their associated intellectual paradigms. Continuity no doubt exists 

in the inheritance of legitimacy and authority from the earlier discourse of body as omen. At the 

same time, the body’s unique status as a source of knowledge in tales of retribution may be 

explained by precisely the importance of causality to tales of retribution: what differentiates the 

human body from that of animals and plants is its capacity for agency, for it is only the human 

being that can transgress, and almost invariably, transgress by means of the body (we do not find 

tales of punishment for mental transgressions). In other words, to introduce any notion of cause 

and effect, one must utilize an agent of action that allows for intentionality and contingency. By 

suppressing this capacity for agency in the examples of anomalous bodies, the human becomes 

mere body and thus equivalent to what is non-human. They are “born,” or spontaneously 

“transformed”; they do not act, but are determined or are acted upon. 

 To offer one more illustrative example, I end this section with another entry from 

Soushen ji. While belonging squarely to a structural framework of anomalous omen-reading, it 

 
410 See Campany Signs from the Unseen Realm: “At its [miracle tale] doctrinal and functional heart, instead, is the 

mechanism of “stimulus-response,” or ganying 感應, a  Buddhist overlay on a variety of older Chinese ideas 
according to which - to reduce it to its essentials - appropriately sincere, intense, and sufficiently repeated acts of 
conscious devotion and supplication, acting as the stimulus, will elicit strikingly immediate and concrete 
responses from the Buddha, bodhisattvas, or spirit-beings supplicated, just as immoral or impious actions will 
necessarily elicit retribution.” 31-32.  

411 This oversight is perhaps unsurprising given the general tendency for scholars of zhiguai to read individual tales 
as evidence of religious or cultural beliefs. The extraction of such beliefs usually depends on the identification of 
certain key words or tropes with little attention to anything else. Both of the monographs dedicated to the 
Buddhist miracle tale in the English language take this approach: Campany’s Signs from the Unseen Realm and 
Zhenjun Zhang’s Buddhism and Tales of the Supernatural in Early Medieval China.  
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bespeaks the potential for the body to be an instrument of agency and thereby hints at a causal 

relationship between its composite units:  

During the Yuanjia period (151-153 CE) of Emperor Huan, fashionable women in 
the capital affected the “worried brow,” the “weeping face,” the “falling horse 
hairdo,” the “broken waist walk,” and the “decayed-tooth smile.” The worried 
brows were drawn thin and crooked. The weeping face featured light smudges 
below the eye - as though crying. For the hairdo, mounded hair tilted to one side. 
The walk was done as though the feet could hardly support the body. The smile 
was a joyless one - as though one’s teeth ached. These affectations were 
introduced by Liang Ji’s wife, Sun Shou; they became fashionable in the capital 
and the whole country imitated them. It is as if Heaven is admonishing them, 
saying: “The armies will seize them, and the women will furrow their brows and 
weep; the blows of the lictors will cripple their backs and cause their hairdos to 
tumble down. Though they may try their best to talk and smile, their hearts will 
not be in it.” In the second year of Yanxi, Liang Ji’s entire clan was executed.412 
 
漢桓帝元嘉中，京都婦女作  “愁眉”  “啼粧”  “墮馬髻”  “折腰步”  “齲齒笑.”  
“愁眉”者，細而曲折.  “啼粧”者，薄拭目下若啼處.  “墮馬髻”者，作一邊.  
“折腰步”者，足不在體下.  “齲齒笑”者，若齒痛，樂不欣欣.  始自大將軍梁

冀妻孫壽所為，京都翕然，諸夏效之.  天戒若曰:  “兵馬將往收捕：婦女憂

愁，踧眉啼哭；吏卒掣頓，折其腰脊，令髻邪傾；雖強語笑，無復氣味.”  
到延熹二年，冀舉宗合誅.  413 
 

Fashionable trends are traced directly to the actions of one woman, wife of general Liang Yi. 

Pinpointing what caused such readable omens to appear in the first place, however, does not 

detract from the logic of its significance. In identical structure to the previous narrative of the 

deformed infant and the horn sprouting man, the omens are first catalogued and then decoded, 

before being realized in the downfall of the Liang clan. Yet, the very insertion of an explanatory 

cause - introduced by the word “earlier” (shi 始) and placed immediately before the 

interpretation - muddies what is otherwise a standard relationship of correlated resonance 

 
412 Translation adapted from DeWoskins, 78 - 79. 
413 Xin jiao Soushen ji, 6.51; An almost identical version is also found in Hou Hanshu 後漢書, where the only 

significant difference in the additional phrase that comes after “and the whole state imitated these styles” 諸夏皆
放效: Such are the attire-omens of recent. For two generals Liang Ji was the Grand Marshal, and his family 
intermarried with the imperial house; he was exceedingly arrogant and headstrong, and almost endangering the 
dynastic enterprise. 此近服妖也.  梁冀二世上將，㛰媾王室，大作威福，將危社.  
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between omen and subsequent disaster. Unlike the two-headed child and the horn-sprouting man, 

the omens here are represented as contingent acts, dependent upon the preceding event of one 

particular individual. By juxtaposing contingency against a narrative structure of omens, the 

entry foregrounds the unique space occupied by the human body simultaneously as a set of 

passively determined corporeal realities beyond the realm of human agency, and a blank canvas 

for physical and symbolic fashioning at hands of human agency. 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

 I began this chapter with a discussion of how human bodies are represented as a 

mechanism and medium of retribution in the early medieval zhiguai corpus. By reading across 

Buddhist miracle tales and “unmarked” zhiguai narratives, I show how both types employ the 

body as a central narrative trope in tales of crime and punishment. However, by exploring how 

this trope of the evidentiary body functions in the moral universe of each individual tale, I 

contrast the miracle tale’s emphasis on the body’s absolute authority as a source of knowledge 

against the more complex and ambiguous universe of certain unmarked zhiguai tales. In this 

latter world, narrative complexity and an interest in the messiness of cause and effect undermine 

the authority of the physical body to identify causality and testify to the restoration of moral 

justice. By focusing on the body’s epistemological capacity to establish causality, I further 

question the scholarly understanding of miracle tales as mere records of “sympathetic resonance” 

ganying at work. Unlike zhiguai accounts of the omen-body which are fully lodged in the 

intellectual paradigm of ganying, the miracle tale’s representation of the evidentiary body differs 

precisely because of the genre’s concern with causality rather than mere correspondence.  
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Conclusion 

 

 This dissertation has examined the representation of the body across multiple genres of 

early medieval writing. Focusing on how the body is represented as a source of knowledge, I 

have shown that across different genres and compositional contexts, writers began to chisel away 

at the epistemological validity of the body.  

 In Part I, I argue that the innovative conceit of ventriloquizing a body part was a response 

to the anxieties felt by male elites toward an over-reading of the physical body. The regime of 

zhiren rested upon two ideas: that first, the physical can be observed and interpreted for 

knowledge about an individual’s immaterial aspects; and second, an implicit sanction of such 

readings and their consequences for one’s social reputation and official career. My reading of 

Zhang Min and Zuo Si sees their belletristic experimentations as a direct response to and a 

discursive dismantling of this regime. I also stress that while the conceit itself is unprecedented, 

it occurs in a familiar literary context - that of the shelun (hypothetical discourse) mode in fu 

writing.  

 The continuity of generic conventions is also an important theme in Part II. I first trace a 

genealogy of the female body in fu from the goddess fus of the Han through the dancing fus of 

the Six Dynasties, and then discuss how this evolving history comes to bear in the court poetry of 

the Southern Dynasties. The starting point of this chapter forms a counterpoint to the male-

centric issues of Chapter I: whereas the regime of zhiren entails an assumption of the knowable, 

readable male body, the discourse of the goddess establishes the archetype of the visible but 

unreadable female body. From here, I locate an important turning point in Fu Yi’s first century 

“fu on Dancing,” in which goddess-like dancers are represented as simultaneously transparent in 
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their expressivity. However, this kind of dual representation becomes increasingly untenable: 

despite the sustained presence of the goddess archetype in the poetic language of fifth and sixth 

century poems on entertainers, I show how some poets pursued the full logical consequences of 

such an archetype by pitting it against the lived experience of the court entertainer.  

 Parts I and II, then, are as much about the endurance of certain inherited discourses of the 

body as they are about its erosion. In both parts, I emphasize how existing generic conventions 

and conceptions of the body shaped the later Six Dynasties representations of the body. Yet I 

also point out that to the extent later authors challenged inherited notions of the body - be it the 

fus of Western Jin or the court poems of the Liang - such voices remain the exception, not the 

rule. The talking head and hair are not heard from again past the late third century even as fu 

continued to be written in large quantities, just as the poems of Yu Xin and Xiao Gang are 

unusual in their more complex engagement with the poetic language of the goddess.  

 In contrast, the last part of the dissertation examines a broader, and more systematic shift 

in the narrative representation of bodies. Contrasting how the anomalous body is represented in 

the Han shu and Soushen ji against how the wounded body appears in later collections from the 

fifth and sixth centuries, I identify two epistemological frameworks of the body: the first as omen 

and the second, as evidence. While the body is represented as epistemologically valuable in both 

frameworks, only the latter necessitates that it provides knowledge of causality, not just 

correlation. Close reading of zhiguai tales further reveals how in some cases, representation of 

this evidentiary body is coupled with narrative subversion of a stable causality.  

 Across these chapters I have argued for a unifying concern with the body’s fallibility. All 

three parts present an interrogation of the body’s capacity to function as a source of knowledge, 

but each part also identifies a unique set of issues that can serve as the starting point for further 
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study. Self-representation and the relationship between body and identity, for example, underlie 

much of Part I, as its example fus can also be read as a playful negotiation of the existing models 

of autobiographical writing in the late third century. The availability of authored collections in 

the early medieval period allows us to trace the emergence of distinct literary styles and 

constructed identities, and we may ask to what extent such identities are a product of body-

centric representations. For example, how important is the body - as a corporeal entity, as a 

performative instrument, and as a spatial unit - in the construction of the recluse?414 This seems 

to me an especially productive question. Take for instance the case of Tao Yuanming 陶淵明 

(365?- 427 CE), whose self-representation and identity-formation at the hands of early 

biographers engage the language of embodied experience, replete with sensations, gestures, and 

placements. In fact, Tao Yuanming is arguably the first poet whom we can visualize in concrete 

terms, precisely because his identity (and thereby that of the recluse-type) is a collage of 

corporeal poses.415 From this line of inquiry we can see how representations of the body may be 

instrumental in the creation of knowledge - a visual, cultural, and discursive knowledge of a new 

and enduring archetype.  

 My conclusions from Part II open up another set of questions on the gendered discourse 

of subjective interiority. The practice of social and occasional poetry written by male poets on 

female courtesans and entertainers thrived well past the Six Dynasties, and it acquires new 

dimensions as the locus of such poetry disperses from the centralized space of the imperial or 

 
414 Existing scholarship on reclusion in early medieval China emphasizes its ideological significance and its 
dependence on a political geography of public vs. private, court vs. nature. Representative of this approach is Alan J. 
Berkowitz, Patterns of Disengagement: The Practice and Portrayal of Reclusion in Early Medieval China 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000).  
415 Tao Yuanming drinking, playing the zither, straining wine with his head scarf, placed next to, or within certain 
elements of nature (chrysanthemum, mountains), and his outstretched bare feet, upon meeting the regional inspector 
Wang Hong - these vignettes, definitive of his identity - are discussed in Wendy Schwartz, “Rewriting a Recluse: 
The Early Biographers’ Construction of Tao Yuanming,” Chinese Literature: Essays, Articles, Reviews (CLEAR), 
Vol. 26 (December 2004):77-97.  
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princely court into more fragmented and private locales. Much has been written about the 

historical phenomenon of the Tang and later pleasure quarters and courtesan culture, but how 

does its literary representation navigate the problematic relationship between goddess and 

dancer? If the goddess fu continues to influence poetic language, how is its discursive legacy - 

the opacity of the body - transformed by new poetic modes and genres? Do writers of ci lyric, for 

example, offer new solutions to the issue of feminine interiority? Does the representation of 

performative femininity ever transcend the dichotomy of inaccessibility versus complete 

transparency?  

 Lastly, my foray into tales in Part III is but a small effort toward the restoration of such 

material as objects of literary study, rather than mere data for the historian or scholar of religion. 

Even among the relatively simple tales of the early medieval period, I point to how certain texts, 

through a self-reflexive use of common motifs and plot structures, begin to trade narratological 

certitude for a more open-ended vision of causality. My focus on retribution tales, however, has 

left unexplored many other texts in which the body takes center stage. I end with an example that 

brings us back full circle to the narrative interest in beautiful heads we saw in Part I. The 

following story from Youming lu tells of a reluctant exchange of heads across the boundary of 

the real and dream world: 

 Jia Bizhi of Hedong was serving as an adjutant in Langya prefecture 
during the Yixi era (405 - 418 CE). One night he dreamt of a man with a crude, 
extremely ugly face. He was covered in facial hair and had a huge nose, and he 
pointed to Jia saying: “I am enamored with your looks and wish to exchange 
heads with you, how about it?” Jia responded: “Each man possesses his particular 
head and face - how could I tolerate your reasoning?” The next night he had the 
same dream, and he was even more disgusted with the it, so he relented to the 
switch in the dream.   
 When he woke up the next morning he thought nothing of it. But everyone 
who saw him fled to hide. Jia took a mirror and looked at himself - only then did 
he realize what was strange and abnormal. When he returned home, all his family 
members were shocked. When he entered the inner quarters all the womenfolk ran 
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to hide, asking “what kind of strange man is that!” Sitting down he had to explain 
himself for a long time, and even dispatched servants to the prefectural office to 
inquire [after his identity]. Only after that did they believe him.  
 After this he could smile with only half of his face, and he could write 
simultaneously with both hands, a brush in each. The words and sentiments he 
composed were all beautiful. Shortly after Emperor An (382 - 419 CE) died, and 
Emperor Gong (386 - 412 CE) took the throne.416 

 
河東賈弼之，晉義熙中，為瑯琊府參軍.  夜夢一人，面查丑甚，多須大鼻，

詣之曰: 愛君之貌，欲易頭可乎?  弼曰: 人`各有頭面，豈容此理?  明晝又

夢，意甚惡之，乃於夢中許之.  明朝起，不覺，而人見悉驚走.  弼取鏡自

看，方知怪異.  還家，家人悉驚.  入內，婦女走藏，曰:  那得異男子.  弼自

陳說良久，並遣至府檢閱，方信.  後能半面笑，兩手各執一筆俱書，辭意皆

美. 俄而安帝崩，恭帝立.417   
 

Instead of reading the story as evidence for the influence of Buddhist motifs on early medieval 

narratives,418 I want to highlight how its plot of bodily exchange constructs a new imagination of 

the body. Through a series of encounters that span from the public to the private (and feminine) 

sphere, Jia is repeatedly shunned and unrecognized. The loss of his beautiful face has stripped 

from him not only the kind of social admiration the Head of Zhang Min’s fu boasted of in Part I, 

but his very identity as Jia Bizhi. Only after a verification of official state records is his identity 

restored to him.  

 Had the story ended here, it could simply be read as a fantastical representation of elite 

anxiety toward the value of beauty (and its loss). But the full significance of the unwitting 

transaction between Jia Bizhi and the ugly creature is fleshed out in the remainder of the story, 

which does not end with the restoration of Jia Bizhi’s identity but the acquisition of a new one. 

Implied to be a consequence of his Faustian bargain, Jia now possesses a fragmented face 

capable of expressive independence. Furthermore, he gains the ability to write two streams of 

 
416 Translation adapted from Zhang Zhenjun, Hidden and Visible Realms: Early Medieval Chinese Tales of the 
Supernatural and the Fantastic (New York: Columbia University Press, 2018), 162. 
417 Taping guangji, 360.2852. 
418 This is Zhang’s reading,  
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text simultaneously, all of which, we are told, is of fine diction and meaning. This multiplication 

and enhancement of expressive abilities - his compensation for the loss of his fine face - now 

takes its place as the marker of his identity. Beautiful writing is implicitly cast as equivalent to, 

or substitutable for, beautiful face.  

 While the tale recapitulates some of the issues from the fus of Part I, such as the 

overbearing value of beauty and the tenuous equation of physical attributes to identity, it also 

presents a distinctively new imagination of the body as commodity: in addition to being a marker 

of social identity and value, body parts are now commoditized, exchanged, and given a price.419 

Genre is key to this imagination, as the tale spins from a motif so central to the zhiguai genre - 

the encounter with alterity - and relies upon the narrative engine to unfurl its consequences. 

Rather than searching for explanations in religious beliefs, the oddity of the transposed head may 

be better explained by asking, as I have tried to in this dissertation, why the body matters at all in 

early medieval China.  

  

 
419 Another fascinating example of this imagination can be found in the tale of an exchange of feet, also from 
Youming lu. This one plays on the trope of the afterlife sojourn: a  noble man was mistakenly sent to the underworld, 
but could not return because of a feet ache. Officials of the underworld come up with a clever solution: exchange his 
feet with that of a rightfully dead foreigner. The nobleman agrees reluctantly, for his feet are beautiful and 
pedicured, while the foreigner’s are hairy, smelly, and altogether disgusting. After the man returns to the mortal 
world, a  series of comical events take place, all of which have to do with a confusion in identity. He is unable to 
cope with the loss of his beautiful feet - we are told they are a marker of his shi identity - to the extent that he almost 
contemplates suicide, an erasure of his existence. The sons of the foreigner forcibly cast onto him the identity of 
their father, taking his newly acquired feet as a synecdoche for the bygone whole, and chase him around. While this 
tale no doubt manifests the Southern elite’s xenophobic fear toward the ethnic others in a period of mass migration, 
its elaborate plot (which again features a transaction between body parts) and numerous details on the feet 
themselves  also suggest a fascination with how corporeal attributes can serve as ethnic, economic, and cultural 
identity markers.   
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